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Translator's Introduction 

YAMANTAKA IS ONE of the most widely practiced deities within the 
Gelug tradition. It was Tsongkhapa's foremost personal deity from 

whom he received direct visions that were a constant source of em pow· 
erment, inspiration, instruction, and even personal advice. He received 
his first Yamantaka empowerment at age seven from the Kadampa mas
ter, Dondrup Rinchen. It is well known that Lama Tsongkhapa had been 
in direct com_munication with Manjushri and Yamantaka since the time 
of his retreat with Lama Umapa at Gadong, located about three miles 
from Lhasa, when Lama Tsongkhapa was around the age of thirty-five. 
It was from the time of this retreat onward that Manjushri acted as 
his direct guru, giving Lama Tsongkhapa many profound instructions. 
Because of this, the Gelug tradition contains many uni�ue and unex
celled oral instructions on the practice of Yamantah. These lineages 
fall into two main streams consisting of the Ensa tradition, stemnung 
from Gyal",a Ensapa Losang Dondrup, and the Segyu lineage, stem
ming from Je Sherab Sengye. The quintessential instructions of both of 
these lineages are contained in the two com_mentaries presented in this 
volume. I have also provided in the appendix a translation of Je Sherab 
Gyatso's introduction to his own commentary on the Thirteen-Deity 
practice, which provides rich detail concerning the origins and lineages 
of this practice. 

For the practice of Yamantaka, there are three main aspects: Black, 
Red, and Bhairava. W hile aU three are still practiced to this day, it is 
the last, that of Vajrabhairava, that is the subject matter of this book. 
Vajrabhairava contains practices of both Thirteen Deity and Solitary 
Hero, and while they are very similar, there are also some notable 
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differences between them. Most or these differences stem from the 
additional twelve deities in the Thirteen-Deity mandala, whereas there 
is only one in the Solitary Hero mandala. Also, Vajrabhairava in the 
Solitary Hero practice is without a consort, while Vajrabhairava in the 
Thirteen-Deity practice embraces his consort, Vajra Vetali. Despite 
these differences, the two arc very similar. In most instances, when a 
lama gives a commentary to the Solitary Hero practice, he uses a com
mentary to the Thirteen-Deity practice as the root text upon which he 
bases his commentary. Therefore, if you are practicing Solitary Hero, 
you will easily be able to apply the commentary to the Thirteen-Deity 
practice to your practice by merely foLlowing along with your sadhana; 

in fact, an understanding of the Thirteen-Deity practice will deepen 
your understanding of the Solitary Hero practice. 

With regard to the commentaries included in part I, the first com
mentary is by the great scholar, siddha, and lineage holder of the 
Gelug Mahamudra lineage, Ngulchu Dharmabhadra. His commentary 
addresses the Thirteen-Deity practice and contains a wellspring of oral 
instructions that provide rich and highly accessible details concerning 
the practice of Yamantaka that are equally applicable to the Solitary 
Hero practice. Furthermore, the completion stages of Thirteen Deity 
and Solitary Hero are identical, and NguJchu Dharmabhadra gives an 
amazingly eloquent, profound, and highly accessible presentation. I 
have also included a brief biography of NguJchu Dharmabhadra in this 
publication. 

As for the second commentary, it is a commentary to the Solitary 
Hero practice and was composed by the Fifth Ling Rinpoche, Los
ang LungtogTenzin Trinley. He was the pre1ecessor to Ling Rinpoche 
Thubten Lungtog Namgyal Trinley, who was the senior tutor and root 
guru to His Holiness the Fourteenth Dala Lama, Tenzin Gyatso. This 
commentary contains many extraorrunar instructions that have not 
been written down in other texts but have een preserved through the 
oral lineage. It was composed while Ling Rinpoche was engaged in a 
three-year retreat ofYamantaka when he w s twenty-five years old.This 
text is part of a highly secretive volume co?taining many texts on Soli
tary Hero Yamantaka entitled the Eiahteen Steps of Solitary Hero, ' which 

1. 'Jigs bred dpa' bo gog pa them sUs boo brgyold. 
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was compiled by the Fifth Ling Rinpoche himself for those engaging 
in a three-year retreat of Soli tary Hero Yamantaka. After his retreat , he 
became a tutor to His Holiness Thubten Gyatso, the Thirteenth Dalai 

Lama, in 1895.The Fifth Ling Rinpoche, Losang LungtogTenzinTrinley 

(1856-1902) was forty-seven when he passed into the sphere of peace. 
As His Holiness the Fourteenth Dalai Lama states in his biography of 
the ixth Ling Rinpoche, "Venerable Lo ang Lungtog Tenzin Trinley 
passed away after reaching forty-seven years of age on the eighth day 
of the eighth month of the WaterTiger year. On the one hand, although 
it may seem that he did not live a full life, in fact his predecessor once 
again incarnated in the rorm or a supreme manirestation as a guardian 
protector for the sake of the Dharma and us sentient beings . . . .  Having 
become the chief upholder of the scriptural teachings and insight, lhis 
rebirthJ turned out to be timed auspiciously for him to upport the life 
and teachings of the Buddha in general, and specifically the teachings 
of the second Buddha. Losang JDrakpaJ."'Thus, the timing of the Fifth 
Ling Rinpoche's passing worked out very well. His successor became 
the senior tutor to His Holiness and was one or the greatest living 
scholars and yogis of his day. 

To facilitate greater understanding of the commentaries, 1 have 
included within this volume translations of two sadhan.s of Solitary 
Hero Yarnantaka. This will erve several purposes. First, readers will 
be able to refer to the sadhana as a reference point and "marking post" 
for the progression of the commentary. Often these commentaries only 
briefly mention the relevant section of the sadhan., from which readers 
arc expected to identify the appropriate passage; therefore prOViding 
the sadhanas will help readers to better understand the commentary. 

econd, for those who are interested in practicing just Solitary Hero, 
the sadhanas can be used to identify the sections from the Thirteen
Deity commentary that are applicable to the practice or olitary Hero, 
thus, for all intents and purposes, transforming the commentary on the 
Thirteen-Deity practice into a commentary on olitary Hero. Finally, 
readers will have a copy of the sadhanas to use for their own personal 

�: This quole ill" rrom an unpublished manuscript or His Holiness the Fourteenth Dalai Lama's 
lography of th� Sixth ling I�inpoche. Thublcn Lungtog amgyal Trinlc)', cntitled The Jt. ... d 

Gorland, rran.slatcd by Shaq:m "full'll. 
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practice. In  this wa)', the sadhana can be used as the "root text" for their 
study and practice of these amazing commentaries. 

The sadhanas were composed by Pabongkha Dechen Nyingpo and 
have become the standard for the practice of Yamantaka within the 
Gelug tradition. They are based almost entirely upon the sadhana com
posed by the Seventh Dalai Lama entitled A Drumbeat Resoundino with 
Complec.e Victory oller All Demons, which in turn is based on the sadhana 
composed by Tsongkhapa, entitled Complete Victory over All Demons. 

The historical accounts presented in the appendix are from Je Sher.b 
Gyatso's commentary to the Thirteen-Deity pra tice entitled Notes on 

the Profound Commenraryon l,he FirSI. St.aneof Manjushri, t.he Lord oft..he Enemy 

of Time with a Bl1Falo Face and a Mandala ofThiTleen Deities, Je Sherab 
Gyatso (1803-1875) was one or the rorcmost scholars and practition
ers or his day. He was a geshe rrom Tashi Kyil Monastery, located in 
the eastern Tibetan province of Amcio, and hjs collected works contain 
seven volumes of very important and influential commentaries, ranging 
from the practices of Heruka, Guhyasamaja, and Yamantaka, to a bril
liant commentary on Chanc!rakirti's Enterina the Middle Way. He comes 
rrom a long lineagc or great scholars and siddhas orTash; Kyil Monastery, 
which include Jamyang Shepa-its founder-Changkya Rolpai Dorje, 
Konchog Jigme Wangpo, Tu�en Chokyi Nyima, and many more. 

Prerequisites 

The material pre ented in this book belongs to the class ortantra known 
as highest yoga tantra, therefore there arc various prerequisites reguired 
when approaching this material. Traditionally, you must have received 
thc empowerment of Yamantaka to merely read the fmentary. How
ever, His Holiness the Dalai Lama has repeatedly 1"ted that in this day 
and age, with so many corrupt teaching on tanti now available in the 
West , it is better to have authentic tantric COmil1t3ri CS available. With 
that in mind, if YOLI merely intend to read this . terial , having received 
an empo" .... erment of any highest yoga tantra ( city \-vill suffice. If, on 
the other hand, you intend to practice Yama taka, it would be best if 
you have received the empowerment of Yan antaka together with the 
commentary and oral transmission. At the vcry least you must have 
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received the empowerment. In either case, please read this material 

with the sense of reverence with which it has been preserved for over 

a millennium and, above all, with the altruistic motivation to achieve 
enlightenment for the welfare of.lI uving beings. 



Note on the TransLteration and Phonetic 
Rendering of anshit Mantras 

T"IERF IS A GROWING and legitimate rnovement amongTibetan lTansla· 
tors to present the anskTit in mantras in a way that transliterates the 
original Sanskril characters into English characters. A transliteralion or 
a word converts words written in the alphabet of one writing system 
to that of another, for example, a word written in Devanagari script to 
one u ing the Roman alphabet. [n the case or San krit transliteration, 
this requires adding diacritics to some of the characters in the Roman 
alphabet so as to be able to distinguish all the vowels and consonants or 

anshit . Thus, from the transliteration into English 0)' a Sanskrit word, 
someone ramiliar with Devanagari should be able to reconstruct the 
spelling or the Sanskrit word in Devanagari. 

The goal or transliteration per se is to translate the written alphabetic 
characters or one language into those or another, not to render the 
rounds of the language. Sometimes a LTansliteration system aims also to 
achieve a partial phonetic rendering or the words. By choosing char
acters whose pronunciation in the target language is similar to that or 
the characters in the source language, one can get transliterations that 
also approximate the way the \vord should be pronounced, for exam
plc, the transliteration of Russian into Roman characters. In the case 
or anskrit transliterations using diacritics, the transliterations guide 
correct pronunciation only if one knows how the various vowels and 
Consonants in the transliteration hould be pronounced. For example, 
one needs to know that "e" in "bodhicitta" is pronoun cd as "eh." TI1US 
a mOre phonetic transliteration would be <Cbodltichitta." ot all trans
literations have phonetic rendering as a goal .  For example, the Wylie 
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different pronunciations even by those within established practice 
traditions. Since this volume is designed to be useful to those who 
wish to practice the Yamantaka sadhan.s, I have spelled the mantras 
phonetically in the commentary and sadhanas in such a way that they 
accord with the way my lama pronoun es them, even if this might be 
considered inaccurate by a Sanskrit scholar. I have also relied on some 
of the spelling conventions that have been used by other translators of 
Tibetan Buddhist sadhanas. Thus, many consonants are followed by an 
H to indicate a more breathy sound as in PHAT, DHUPE, BHAGA
VAN, although SH is pronounced as it is in English word "ship"! An E, 
espeCially when it is the final letter of a word, is pronounced more like 
AY, so DHUP E is pronounced as DHUPAY, ME as MAY, and so forth. 
Sometimes there are striking differences between the way a mantra is 
pronounced by Tibetans and the way the Sanskrit would be pronounced 
by a Sanskrit scholar. For example, in the Vajrasattva mantra, the morc 
accurate transliteration of two of the phrases would be SUTOSHYO 
ME BHAVA, SUPOSHYO ME BHAVA, yet many Tibetans pronounce 
this as SUTO KAYO ME BHAWA, SUPO KAYO ME BHAWA, which is 
the way I have spelled them in the text. Since there are so many factors 
that affect the way these mantras arc recited by Tibetan teachers (lineage 
traditions, regional dialects, etc.), it is important for practitioners to 
learn to pronounce them in accordance with the wishes of their lama 
or a qualified teacher in the tradition. 

To help those who may be used to spellings that differ from the ones I 
have adopted, I have included an appendix in which most of the mantras 
are rendered in two forms: (1) phonetically, as they arc in the text, and 
(2) as found in some of the Yamantaka sadhanas widely available in the 
West. The latter form is sometimes closer to an accu.rate transliteration 
of the Sanskrit (but without the diacritics th/at anf.;-eeded for an exact 
transliteration) . 

With regard to the Tibetan terms, I 9"ve used phonetic render
ings, with the transliteration of importlnt terms, titles, and persons I 
presented in Footnotes using the Wylie system. I have also kept the 
footnotes at an absolute mjnimum, using them only when' felt the text 
would be djfficult to understand without them. Since this text is an oral 
commentary intended for practitioners, it is not academic in style and 



docs nol" n-Iy he3\"ily upon citing �lIotatiolls .mel so forth; therelo!", 

the minimalist approach to the footnotl's is in kt'C'ping wil.h til(' :-t� I, 
nf the COl11l11l'l1tary itself. 
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A Brief Biography of Ngulchu Dharmabhadra 

NGULCHU DHARMABHADRA was born in the upper region of Tsang 
Ya RG'i Cha in the region of RongTo Chug Mo, in the third rabjung of 
the Water Dragon year, 1772. His father wasTashi Paljor and his mother 
Kadro Palkyi. 

When he was eleven years old, he learned the alphabet from his 
elderly uncle. From then on I whenever he met someone learned, he 
would seize the opportunity to study the alphabet with them. As he 
spent most of his time tending sheep, whenever he found a Aat, smooth 
rock or level ground, he would practice his writing using only his 
fingers, which would often cause them to bleed. However, thi didn't 
discourage him. Instead, he carried on until after a short time he learned 
all of the letters of U-chen and U-chung,' thus becoming an expert 
at reading and writing. Later on, the Venerable One was to become 
a holder of the treasury of secrets of all the conquerors. According to 
many scholars and pandits, it was clear that he was endowed with the 
characteristics ofVajradhara abiding in human form. In this regard, as 
it says in the twenty-fifth chapter of the Ke'y to the Secret Prophecies of the 
GreaL Knowled8e-Holder Padmasambhava : 

In a place called Je and Podong, 
Will come one with the name of"Dharmabhadra," 
An emanation of Vajradhara 
Who will turn the wheel of secret mantra teachings. 

1. U-chcll and U-chung arc two forms ofTibctan s('Tipt. The latter is cqui\'alcnt 10 U-me or 
I,,-ursivc script. 
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Also: 

Whoever has a connection with this one 
Will reach the state of irreversibility 
After seven rebirths. 

This one of noble family with the nallle of "Dharma," 
Was born i.n the area of Tsang. 
Whoever at the time of death, 
When all appearance of this life sets, 
Should hear the name or this one, 
Will attain the state of perfect joy. 

Between Eh and Dar an emanation of Vajrapani will arise 
Whose name will be "Dharmabhadra." 

These verses dearly show Ngulchu's name and designate his birth
place as being between Podong Eh and Je Dar Ting. When still very 
young, whenever monks came to visit his famj)y, they 'were all so sur
prised by his manner of thinking and acting and by his exceptional skill 
at reading and writing that they could not believe he was an ordinary 
person. Accordingly, they were all convinced that if he were to apply 
himself to Dharma, he 'wouJd certainly become an excellent student. 

At the age of f 'ollrteen, he was admitted to Tashi Gephel Monastery. It 
was there that he was given the name of"LosangTsering" by the Master 
Losang Gyeltsen. Early on, since he was skilled at writing, he was given 
one page of' Ganden LhaBYama, handwritten by Kllodrup Ngawang Dorje! 
and was told to copy it.' By the sheer act of copying the text, he menfo
rized it, and just by seeing Khedrup gawang Dorjc's handwriyng, he 
developed great faith and requested an audience with him. Due to his 
great faith, the moment he met I Khedrup Ngawang Dorje!. all impure 
appearances immediately disappeared, and he began to weep profusely. 
It was from this that Khedrup Ngawang Dorje recognized that Ngulchu 
was a special being, and so from then on, he gave him vcr)' meaningful 

4. A guru yoga practice of Lama Tsongkhapa, which is translated as "One Hundred Deities of 
"lush ita." 
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heartfelt advice, and with great love he gave him copious instruction on 

both the sutras and tantras, like filling one vase with another. In return, 

INgulchul protected these instructions as if they were his own eyes. He 

received the novice vows ofindividual liberation directly from the great 
Khedrup and was given the name "Wangchuk Chasang." 

From the age of eighteen to nineteen, I gulchul experienced a very 
sad period in his life when three people very close to him-his elder 
brotherTadrin Wang)'cI, his mother, and his aunt-died, one after the 
other. As a result, with the permission of his lama, he went into retreat 
in an isolated place to practice single-pointedly, where he remained 
until he was twenty. After this timc, he was admitted into the ranks 
of a gelong' and went to Ngulchu Cave, where he listened and con
templated with great effort. In the tenth month of that same year, he 
received the omplete training as a gclong from Lopan Yeshe P,ldrup, 
and consequently he had a lot to learn, such as how to obtain water, 
how to bless one's belongings, how to give and recci\'c various small 
articles, and so forth. As a gelong he practiced perfectly, maintaining 

omplete moral diScipline, and so he became a great Vinaya-holder! 
From the age of twenty-two to thjrty-two, he returned again and again 
to Tashi Lhunpo,7 meanwhile studying with such masters as Drongtsc 
LosangTsultrim and Guge Yongdzin LosangTendzin, to name a few. In 
this way he studied with many learned pandits and listened to many 
teachings on both the common teachings and ti,e uncommon teachings 
of sutra and tantra. 

From the age of thirty-five on, he mainly practiced meditation but 
also taught extensively on the three important subjects of exposition, 
debate. and composition. At this time he also composed various works 
on sutra and tantTa, which constitute six volumes of teachings. He had 
many diSciples such as Yangehen Drupai Dorje, Khenchen Ngawang 
Nyendrak, Ripuk Tulku Losal Tenkyong, Deehen Tulku Losang Tsul
trim, among others. 

At the age of seventy, he made offerings to forty-one rnonasteries in 

5. :hc Tibetan word "gclong" (rib. Jge siang) is .. translation of the Sanskrit word "bhikshu,'" which means a fully ordain(."(1 monk. 
6. The Vin3ya is the set of teachings concerned wit.h the moral discipline of monks and nuns. 7. Ta .... hi Lhunpo is a famous monastery in Shigatse founded by the First Dalai Lama that was later to I>ccom(' the scal of the Panchen Lamas. 
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Shay. Throughout his life, up to theagc of eighty, he traveled toTruzin to 
give teachings several times, however, he spent most of his time staying 
in gulchu Cave, where he engaged solely in meditation. When he was 
eighty, in the eighth day of the fourth month of Il,e Iron Pig year 1851, 

for the sake of those to be subdued, he passed away into Il,e dharmakaya. 
In a mahamudra commentary written by Gaden Kiilsol is a request 

to the llineage lamasl that says: 

With Il,e skill and stability of a second con�lIeror, 
The Protector who illuminated the Conqueror's teachings 
With clear exposition, 
To Jetsun Dharmabhadra, I make my re�uest. 

Colophon 

Composed by Zephllk Gclong Lobsang Choephel 



PART I: 

Commentaries to the Generation and Completion 

Stase if Glorious Yamantaka Vajrabhairava 

VAJRABHAIRAVA 



Not es on the Prifound G eneration StaBe if Glorious 

Va jrabhairava Thirt een Deity Entitled 'The Orallnstrllct ions 
if the Saintly GlIru"(dPal rdo rje 'jiBs byed Iha bCll BSlIm 

ma'i b skyed rim BJi zin b ris dranB sronB bla ma'i zhallllnB) 
by Ngulchu Dharmabhadra 

Preface 
In the inseparable expanse of your mind-ocean, whose depth is dif

ficult to measure, 
Flows every stream of wisdom, compassion, and power with the 

eight qualilies of mastery. 
The supreme source of ever), jewel, you bestow the supreme stain

less Dharma; 
May the Jetsun Guru with three qualities care ror me until 

enlightenment. 

Without cause ror arrogance, as the leader of all, you destroy 
unknowing, and 

Your exalted wisdom is the sole embodiment of immeasurable 
knowledge and manifests 

As the youthful illusion, accomplishing the deeds producing all 
Buddhas. 

You arc Manjushri, the sole son of all the conquerors, the bla7ing 
manifestation of w'isdom. 

From among a cloud of lightning rnanifests peaceful and wrathful 
Manjushri, 
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Whose great laugh is like the roar of thunder, and if merely 
Proclaimed would be unbearable to all powerful beings in this world, 
Who, terrified of destruction, would bow with their hearts to the 

feet of the enemy to the Lord of Death. 

Your delightful immea urable mansion, 
The nature of five certainties of exalted wisdom, 
Creates a festival of nectar for your three bodies, 
Like a long row of assembled fortunate guests. 

Because of that, the water of the Second Conqueror's secret 
teachings 

Are completely filled with the eight stainless limbs. 
Like the immeasurable Ganges at �he end of time, 
A Oowing stream de cends from the mouth of the saintly guru. 

In particular, if you endure difficulties to practice the difficult 
teachings, 

There is great meaning in finding tI,e difficult teachings, 
so difficult to find. 

T he great Bhagavan with the five greatnesses 
Is this wondrous deity, the terrifying deity. 

For that reason, the sunlight of the guru's excellent teaching, 
Which thoroughly blossoms as the lotus of the first stage 
And, in particular, as his oral instructions that liberate mother 

beings, 
Has been composed as a necklace for a few fortunate beings. 

Furthermore, from the perspective of the good qualities of scripture and 
realization, those of our great guide surpass that of gods and humans. 
In the truest sense, the Mahapandita gulchu the Great Dharmabhadra 
Palsangpo bestowed the profound commentary on the first stage of 
Glorious Vajrabhairava, which is the principal and foremost deity of 
the incomparable Riwo Ge.lugpas, to his fortunate disciples on many 
occasions. His foremost heart-son, Jetsun Dampa Los.1ngTsering Pal-
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sangpo, merely arranged the most important parts by collecting por
tions from other disciples. Out ofrus great kindness, Yangchen Drupai 
Dorje proofread and edited the notes while inter persing them with 
various sections of the Venerable Guru's own scriptures. 

Introduction 

As it is said by Tsongkhapa the Great, who manifests as the guru of 
migrating beings: 

Those who enter this path arc fortunate indeed; 
With virtuous thoughts, a joyous expression, 
And a bright smiling face, listen without 
Distraction while abandoning the three faults of a vessel. 

From this quote we fean understand) the way in which a person listen
ing to the Dharma should set rus or her motivation by abandoning the 
three unfavorable conditions of a faulty vessel as well as the way to rely 
upon the favorable conditions of the six recognitions . 

The Jalaka TaJes states, "Sit on the very lowest seat . . .  " and the Fifty 
Verses on Guru Devol;on states, "Sit before fyour guru) in a subdued man
ner ... . " These extracts explain the general conduct for the person who 
is listening to the Dharma such as being especially subdued and so forth 
and are extenSively taught from the perspective of limitless scriptures 
and reasoning. 

Next, the object we are listening to is the holy Dharma, for which 
Master Manjusrimitra stated: 

This life of freedom and endowments is very difficult to find, 
And its acquisition should be used to accomplish the welfare 

of beings; 
If we don't accomplish such benefit wrule we are here, 
How will we be able to get such perfect endowments again? 

As he states, we have acquired this flife) that is difficult for us 
to acquire, we have found a precious human life of freedom and 
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endowments that has great meaning and is difficult to find, and we have 
met the precious teachings of the Buddha that are difIicult to meel. 
'ow u,at we have come under the guidance of a fully qualified spiritual 

guide, by all means we should extract the essence of our freedom and 
endowments by using it to accomplish that which has great meaning 
and will benefit our next life, without being satisfied merely finding 
food and lothing until our death. The way of extracting its c 'senCe 
was I revealcd by the Buddha whose enlightenment can be divid d into 
three s gmontsl .  In the past he attained per� ct and complete enlight
enment by first generating the supreme mind of enlightenment; nexl, 
he accurnulatcd merit for three countless eonSj and f inally, he revealed 
the way to manifest complete enlightenment in Bodhgaya, after which 
he taught the eighty-four thousand heaps of Dharma as the antidote 
to the eighty-four u10usand afflictive emotions of living beings. All of 
these I teachingsl can be subsumed within the Mahayana and Hinayan • .  

In the Mahayana there is the causal Perfection Vehicle and the resultant 
eeret Mantra Vajrayana. The Secret Mantra Vajrayana itself has four 

divisions based on the stages and dispositions of trainees. The c four 
arc: I )  action tantra, 2) performance tantra, 3 )  yoga tantra, and 4) 

highest yoga tantra. Within those, the supreme is highest yoga tantra, 
which also has Ithe divisions of father and mother tantras!. Father tan
tra explicitly teaches the means of accomplishing the illusory body as 
the method aspect on the side of appearance. Mother tantra primarily 
teaches the means of accomplishing the clear light as the wisdom aspect 
on the side of emptiness. This Itantra, that is, Yamantakal is include,l 
in the former Ifather tant" a !  and is a method tantra utilizing anger. 
The cycle of teachings of Yamantaka has two aspects of red and black . 
There is the Black Enemy, ix-Faced IRed Yamari), and Bhair.va or, 
lin oU,er words,! Black, Red, and Bhairava. For Bhair.v., there are FIve 
lineages t.hat are the most well known. These are: I )  Ra Lotsawa Dorje 
Drak, 2) Kyong Bromton or Kyo Okyi Jungnay, 3 )  Zhang Chogdru 
Sherab Lama, 4) Mal Lodro Drak, and 5 )  Nyolo Yon ten Drak. In the 
Ra tradition, there arc Ivarious systems!, such as those with five, ninc, 
thirteen, seventeen, and forty-nine deities, and there arc three Itransla
tion J traditions of the old, intermediary, and new. And, as is said, "  ow, 
the time has come to explain the latter," and Ithe Ra traditionl gives 
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an extensive presentation on the general and specific linstructionsJ of 

that class of tantra. Furthermore, Ithe praise composed by l Master 

Shantijnana states, "The nondual uncommon pervasive body . . . ft up to 

"l pro trate to Bhairava Yamantaka ."s 

Jetsun Manjushri himself is the Father, Mother, and Son of all the 

Conquerors and in that way, being the nature of the truth body, does 
not have the conceptual elaborations of love and hate. However, he 
reveals his body as the king of wrath for the sake of subduing the limit
less vicious beings in the three worlds. Furthermore, wrathful Man

jushr i appears as Red Yamari. Black Enemy is slightly more wrathful 
than Red Yamari, and Vajrabhairava is much more wrathful than even 
Black Enemy. The first two do not have the causal vajra-holder in the 
bodily shape of Manjushri, and during the resultant "ajra-holder, they 
don't have either the face of Manjushri, or meditation on the wisdom 
being Manjushri at their heart. Vajrabhairava does have them and has 
many pedal oral instructions for the conjoined practice of peace and 
wrath during the controlling.mantra recitation. Although one primar· 
i1y accomplishes peace through those quintessential instructions, by 
accomplishing the secondary factor of wrath, not only are there special 
ways to accomplish the knowledge that fully discerns phenomena but 
there is also the emergence of unobstructed power and strength to 
overcome very type of demon and the forces of negat;,'ity. Although 
you arc primarily accomplishing wrath, by accomplishing the second
ary factor of peace, you not onl), accomplish unobstructed power and 
strength but also generate the unique vicw rcalizing emptiness and so 
forth in your mental continuum. In this way YamanL,ka possesses limit· 
less unique qualities that surpass other practices. 

Five Unique Qualities 

Furthermore, this supreme deity has five great unique gualities, not 
po sessed b)' other deities, that were taught directly to the Foremost 
Creat Being JT songkhapal by Manjushri himself. 

S.This · ' ·  � Iii If) r ·  e n'nce to lhe '·crse or praise during the torma offering to Y .. un al1tak" . 
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The first unique quality: F�ermore the modern era 
is a time when the power of the five degenerations is on the 
increase,' the Dharma practice of living beings is plagued 
with adverse conditions, and favorable conditions are at a 
minimum. Therefore if you clon't have a deity such as this 
with incomparable power and strength to overcome exter
nal and internal obstacles, you won't be able to complete 
the Dharma practice YOll began, and for that reason we 
absolutely must rely upon this deity. 

The second unique quality: He also holds the hand 
implements of intestines and a brazier that symbolize that 
he contains the explanations from Guhyasamaja of the father 
tantras for the path of the illusory body and clear light. 

The third unique quality: He also has the hand imple
ment of a katvanga, which exjsts only in the mother tantra, 
and although it is not found in the father tantra,'O in this 
practice there is a katvanga hand implement. This reveals 
that I the practice of Yamantaka I contains the explanations of 
the mother tantra ofHevajra and Chakrasamvara for blazing 
Ithe inner fire!, dripping Ithe bodhichittal, and so forth, as 
the paths of bliss and emptiness. 

The fourth unique quality: One of Yamantaka's own 
uniGue features is that he holds the hand implement of a 
brazier; therefore the wisdom of tbe practitioner increases 
much more than through other Ipracticesl. The right hand 
is the method factor, and [Yamantaka, holds his threatening 
mudra in the sky as ifhe were saying, "I have the entire pith 
instructions of father tantra!" and says to the transcendent 
beings, "Swiftly bestow attainments on practitioners, and 
if you don't, I will threaten you," which symbolizes that 

9. The five degenerations are: I) degenerated ,-jew, 2) aillictivc emotions, 3) time, 4) life 
and 5) li\"ing beings. Our era is a time when each or thcsc five arc continuously degener. 
10. In father tantra !.hey have a trident which looks similar but has a three-pointed tip. 
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attainments are much swifter rwith Yamantaka pra riceJ than 
with other Ideitiesl· The left hand is the factor of wisdom, 
and with the threatening mudra facing dowm,vard, it is as 
if he were saying, "I have the complete pith instructions 
of mother tantra!" and says to the worldly beings, "Don't 
create obstacles for my practitioners, and if you do, I will 
threaten you," which symbolizes that the I practitionerl will 
be unharmed by obstacles. Holding the hand symbol of a 
person impaled by a spear reveals that regardless of whether 
you have engaged in the most nOl1virtuous activities such as 
the ten nonvirtues, or the five actions of immediate retribu
tion, and so forth, if you practice this path with great force, 
you will attain enlightenment. 

The fifth unique quality: As already explained, this 
practice simultaneously accomplishes the sol father of the 
conquerors, Manjushri-which is something not possessed 
by red and black I Yamantakasl. 

As we can sec, Ithis practicel has five unique qualities. Furthermore, 
Je Rinpochc's sadhana of the Solitary Hero I Yamantahl states, "The 
primary obstacles for those fortunate beings who arc accomplishing the 
path to liberation arc ignorance that destroys the mind and the Lord of 
Death who destroys the body. The supreme Manjushri bestows wisdom 
lhat destroys ignorance, and the sublime Yamantaka destroys the Lord 
of Death," For those fortunate trainees who are \vorking to accom
plish the state of liberation and omniscience, the greatest obstacles are 
Ignorance that destroys the mind and the Lord of Death who destroys 
the body. We arc making requests for wisdom, which is the antidote ;o 
the first-ignorance. Since Manjushri is the sole embodiment of the 
exalted Wisdom that is the knowledge of all the conquerors and so forth, 
that makes him vastly superior to all other budd has and bodhisatt vas 
Ifor Overc . . 

d Omlng IgnoranceJ .  An Yamantaka is the ultimate antidote to the Lord of Death who destroy s our body. As cited in ti,e historical ·
l
ecounts, the Lord of Death and his retinue offered the essence of their Ife aft I · h ' er W lie the), promised to obey IYamantaka' J command and 
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act as his servants and so forth. For this rseason, this is the method to 
overcome all the inner, outer, and alternate Lords of Death, and through 
the power of relying on this deity, the practitioner will bave a long lire. 

Furthermore, in accordance with the common expression "Through 
killing one will have a short life," we are meant to understand that if one 
engages in killing, one will have nothing but a short life, which is the 
result similar to its cause. I I  However, if onc has completed the genera
tion stage of this path, lone will have complete mastery over the Lord 
of Deathl. As stated in the spiritual songs of Ra ILotsawal the Great, "I 
killed thirteen vajra-holders with Darma Dode taking the lead," and, 
"Killing and accomplishing a long life is a unique quality of the old Ra 
Lotsawa." I Danna Dodel was a holy being who was the son of Marpa. 
IRa Lotsawal also annihilated limitless ordinary beings with his wrath
ful enlightened actions. Nevertheless, he passed away aftcr completing 
a hundred-ycar life span, which is said to be due to the greatness and 
limitless unique qualities of this supreme deity. 

Historical Sources of This Teaching 

Now, 1 will offer a concise commentary on the first tage of this very 
deity that possesses such unique qualities. Furthermore, as it is stated, 

For the sake of the disciple generating faith, 
Explain the historical accounts of the lineage gurus. 
This will cultivate faith in the teacher 
As well as respect for the so�rce of the teachings. 

With regard to the historical accounts of this Dharma, the way in 
which Conqueror Vajradhara taught it was in accordance with the place 
in which the diSCiples lived. For that there is the root tantra, the explana
tory tantra, the corresponding tantras, and so forth. From there, it 
was transmitted through an unbroken series of lineage gurus, which is 

11. In gc.nenl there are thrtt effects or our actions: I) the ripent!d dfect. 2) the effects ';milar 
10 the C.Juse, and 3) the cnvironmenta1 effect. More on these three c.ffecu can be found in 
Tsong.kha.�, TM Gnal Tre:atiu on the: Sr.ages l?f the: Palh to EnIi8hl�nmnll. \'01. I, tranl. Lamrim 
Chenmo TrAnSlallon Commltlee (Ithaca, N. Y.: Snow Lion Publications. 2000). 
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LAL ITA VAJRA 

the general biographical historical account. In particular, the ITantr.] 
in Seven Chapters and so forth were requested by Lalita Vajra, who 
received them from a dakini at the Dharma Ganja Dharma T reasury in 
Orgyen.This teaching was then invited to the Land of Snow ITibet] for 
the glory of the teachings and living beings by the Glorious Ra Lotsawa 
th Great. And in particular, as it is said, 

This profound pith instruction on the two stages of the 
complete path 

Has not been experienced by others in this place before. 
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Having seen slich a thing, you should make requests 
To engage in the essence of its practice and accomplish its 

meaning. 

one of the beings from the Land of Snows, whether scholars Or 
practitioners of the past, could understand these I teachingsl .  According 
to the biography of the Foremost Great Being ITsongkhapaJ ,  one he 

had experienced the un mistaken ultimate rneaning of the two stages, 
he engaged in great enlightened actions of body, speech, and mind 
and composed JtextsJ for the fortunate beings, teaching and clarifying 
them for his foremost disciples. Furthermore. there werc divergent 
explanations according to the individual scholars of India and Tibet. 
After putting an end to the mistaken interpretations of the Thirteen 
IDeity practicel, he gave perfect explanations and so forth through 
stainless scripture and reasonjng. while providing detail d and extensive 
sources, in the same way that an unbroken descent of a flowing stream 
sounds 0 pleasant. If the foremost scholars who have trained exten
Sively in complete teachings of the scriptural tradition find it difficult 
to mentally grasp I these teachings], how can we ignorant and foolish 

beings ever have any hope in grasping it? Bit by bit this trickled down 
into my mind, and although I fear I will be unable to set this down 
due to growing weary of writing, I wil l  pretend to set forth not much 

more than an outline of the teachings to prm·ide some small benefit 
for myself and others. 

In that way, for this deity there are the generation and completion 

stages. The way to practice the completion stage will be explained in 
exact accordance with the Foremost Great Being's sadhana entitled 
Jeweled Casker.. 12 

For that there are three sections: 

I )  THE PHYSICAL BASIS O F THE ONE WHO Is PRACTICING 
2) TH E PLACE WHERE ONE PRACTICES 

3) TH E WAY TO ENGAGE IN PRACTICE 

12. Rin ptJ ,h,," ItJ ma tOS. This is Je Tsongkhapa 's sadhana on the Thirtcen.Dcit), practice. 
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The Physical Basis of the One Who Is Practicing 

The Jeweled CaskeL states, "Yogis of this I practice I should engage in prac
tices such as generosity, moral discipline, and so forth, and with a mind 
of love and so forth should possess the completely pure intention to 
strive for the welfare of living beings. They should be adorned with 
faith and hearing, and in particular, strive sincerely to protect their 
sacred words of honor and vows once they have perfectly obtained the 
empowerment upon entering the mandala of Vajrabha.irava the CreaL" 

Here, I shall give an explanation according to the labove quotationl. 
"Generosity, moral discipline, and so forth," belong to the six perfec
tions, of which there are [aur more. Il "Love and so forth" belong to the 
teachings on bodhichitta, which also include compassion and superior 
intention and arc the path of the "great being." Concerning the "com
pletely pure intention," there are three: without being dcfiled by the 
thoughts striving for one's own welfare through 1) the appearances of 
this life, 2) the resultant happiness in a future life as a human or a god, 
or 3 )  the I Iiss of nirvana. The first two jintentions, reveal the path of a 
being of small scope and the third reveals the path of a being of middle 
scope. In short, it reveals that you should generate the thought wishing 
to obtain nlightenment in dependence upon the quick path for the 
welfare ofliving beings, which is the preliminary training of your mental 
continuum through the common path." Adorned with faith and hearing" 
reveals the teachings of the four causes for accomplishing attainments 
taught by Master Shantijnana that state, 

Furthermore, with irreversible faith, 
Remove your doubts with wisdor1"l, 
A.nd with single-pointed concentration. 
Maintain extreme secrecy. 

. 
Thus, you need extremely stable faith in the guru and deity. Concern

Ing that there are also disciples of faith with dull faculties and di ciples 

:.� The she ,pt'rfCClions U('; 1) generosity. 2) moral discil)linc, 3) l)alienee, 4) joyous effort, 5) 
�lltr.lUOIl, and 6) wisd m. 
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of Dharma with sharp faculties, of which the latter are superior. For 
that reason, you should have faith. You should perfectly annihilate your 
superimpositions, whereby you become free of doubts, by listening and 
contemplating how to practice the generation stage. On such occasions, 
your mind should never wander to other visualizations or topiCS but 
should remain fixed and serviceable. Also you should never let unsuit
able beings see your paintings, statues, texts, and so forth, but should 
maintain secrecy. 14 

[n particular you should perfectly obtain the four empowerments in 
the mandala of this tradition of Glorious Vajrabhairava. Also, it has been 
extensively taught that it is indispensable that you perfectly maintain 
the sacred words of honor and vows taken at that time. 

The Place Where One Practices 

Lalita states, 

Initially, stay in a charnel ground, along the banks of a 
river, near a sol.itary tree or a place with one ungam, at a 
crossroads or a mountain peak, an empty house, a house of 
female spirits or with a beautiful roof, in a pure temple, on 
a battlefield, or in an empty city; or stay in a pleasing place. 
Having sat on a cushion and so forth, set up a painted image 
or another image. 

The JelVeled Cask., states, "Staying in places taught in the tantras 
such as the wilderness and so forth should be appropriately suited to 
one's disposition." In accordance 'with this teaching, the other places 
mentioned in the tantra are most effective for powerful persons. For 
beginners, the wilderness and isolated places are not places that will 
increase one's concentration. Regarding the places that are pleasant or 
agreeable, it has been extensively taught that it is extremely important 
that they be places where it is easy to find the necessities such as water, 
firewood, and so forth, and where you will easily generate inSights. 

14. "UnsuitA!lble beings" rerer to those who lack the appropriate empowerment or tho!lc with 
the appropriate empowerment who lack faith. 
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The Way to Engage in Practice has two sections: 

I ) THE ACTUAL WAY TO ENGAGE IN THE PRACTICE OF THE 

GENERATION STAGE 

2) THE WAY TO ACCOMPLISH ATTAINMENTS ONCEYOU HAVE 

STABILIZED THE GENERATION STAGE 

The Actual Way to Engage in the Practice of the Generation Stage has 

twO sections: 

I )  THE YOGA OF THE AcTUAL SESSION 

2) THE YOGA OF THE SESSION BREAK 

The Yoga of the Actual Session has three sections: 

I )  WHAT ONE SHOULD Do AT THE BEGINNING OF THE SES ION 

2) WHAT ONE HOULD Do DURING THE ACTUAL SESSION 

3) THE WAY IN WHICH ONE SHOULD END TH E ESSION 

What One Should Do at the Beginning of the ession has four 

sections: 

I )  ACCEPTING THE TH REE COMMITMENTS 

2) DISPATCHING THE PRELIMINARY TORMA 

3) BLESSING THE OFFERING FOR THE SELF-G ENERATION 

4) MEDITATION ON AND RECITATION OF VAJRASATTVA 

Accepting the Three Commitments has two sections: 

I )  THE SEQUENCE OF IN ITIAL ACTIONS FOR A CEPTING THE 

THREE COMMITMENTS 

2) THE ACTUAL ACCEI'TANCE OF THE THREE COMMITMENTS 

The Sequence of lnitial Actions for Accepting 
the Three Commitments 

The Jeweled Cask" state , "First, wash and dean the mandala and spread 

OUt flowers in front of a painting or statue lof the deitYI. Once you 
have sat on a comfortable seat facing south, purify your mouth ,,�th a 
nectar pill." As for the "washing," you can do it at the beginning of the 
retreat, the first of four sessions, or at the beginning of each session. 
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of Dharma with sharp faculties, of which the latter are superior. For 
that reason, you should have faith. You should perfectly annihilate your 
uperimpositions, whereby you become free of doubts, by listening and 

contemplating how to practice the generation stage. On such occasions, 
your mjnd should never wander to other visualizations or topics but 
should remain fixed and serviceable. Also you should never let unsuit
able beings sec your paintings, statues, texts, and so forth, but should 
maintain secrecy . ... 

In particular you should perfectly obtain the four empowerments in 
the mandala of th.is tradition of Glorious Vajrabhairava. Also, it has been 
extensively taught that it is indispensable that you perfectly maintain 
the sacred words of honor and vows taken at that time. 

The Place Where One Practices 

Lalita states, 

Injtially, stay in a charnel ground, along the banks of a 
river, near a olitary tree or a place with one lingam, at a 
crossroads or a mountain peak, an empty house, a house of 
female spirits or ,vith a beautiful roof, in a pure temple, on 
a battlefield, or in an empty city; or stay in a pleasing place. 
Having sat on a cusruon and so forth, set up a painted image 
or another image. 

The Jeweled Casket states, "Staying in places taught in the tantras 
such as the wilderness and so forth should be appropriately suited to 
one's disposition." In accordance with this teaching, the other places 
mentioned in the tantra are most effective for powerful persons. For 
beginners, the wilderness and isolated places are not places that will 

increase one's concentration. Regarding the places that are pleasant or 

agreeable, it has been extenSively taught that it is extremely important 
that they be places where it is easy to find the necessities such as water, 
firewood, and so forth, and where you will easily generate insights. 

14. "Unsuitable beings· refer to lhose who lack the appropriate empowermwt or those with 

the "PIJroprlalc empowerment who lack r",ith. 
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The Way to Engage i n  Practice has two sections: 

I )  THE ACTUAL WAY TO ENGAGE IN THE PRACTICE OF THE 

GENERATION STAGE 

2) THE WAY TO ACCOMPLISH ATTAINMENTS ONCE You HAVE 
STABILIZED THE GENERATION STAGE 

The Actual Way to Engage in the Practice of the Generation Stage has 

twO sections: 

I )  THE YOGA OF THE ACTUAL SESSION 

2) THE YOGA OF THE SESSION BREAK 

The Yoga of the Actual Session has three sections: 

I )  WHAT ONE SHOULD Do AT HIE BEGINNING OF THE SESSION 

2) WHAT ONE SHOULD Do DURING THE ACTUAL SESSION 

3) THE WAY IN WHICH ONE SHOULD END THE SESSION 

What One Should Do at the Beginning of the Session has four 
sections: 

I )  ACCEI'TING THE THREE COMMITMENTS 

2) DISPATCHING THE PRELIMINARY TORMA 

3)  BLESSING THE OFFERING FOR THE SELF-GENERATION 

4) MEDITATION ON AND RECITATION OF VAJRASATTVA 

Accepting the Three Commitments has two sections: 

I )  THE SEQUENCE OF INITIAL ACTIONS FOR ACCEPTING THE 

THREE COMMITMENTS 

2) THE ACTUAL ACCEPTANCE OF THETHREE COMMITMENTS 

The Sequence oflnitial Actions for Accepting 
the Three Commitments 

The jeweled CaskeL states, "First, wash and clean the mandala and spread 
OUt Aowers in front of a painting or statue lof the deity I .  Once you 
have sat on a comfortable seat facing south, purify your mouth with a 
neclar pill." As for the "washing," you can do it at the beginning of the 
retreat, the hrst of four sessions, or at the beginning of each session. 
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Furthermore, whether you go to a river bed or not is not vcry impor
tant in highest yoga tantra; therefore it is permissible to just dispense 
with (washingl. T here are also auxiliary practices of this as well such as 
the four types of washing: I) bathing is the outer washing; 2) making 
confession and restraining yourself to purify your broken and defiled 
vows and commitll'lcnts is the inner washing; 3 )  tran forming your 
mind into the nature of bliss is the secret washing; and 4) ascertaining 
emptiness with a blissful lconsciousnessl is the such ness washing. 

With regard to the phrase "cleaning the mandala," on this occasion it 
refers to cleaning the retreat house. The visual support of a painting or 
statue should be set out so that it is facing you. As for the place where 
you arc staying, regardless of whether it is a pleasure garden or what
ever, you should imagine that it is a charnel ground. Concerning the 
seat, it is also appropriate to usc cither an actual corpse or an imagined 
one. As for facing south or imagining faCing south, this is because the 
object of subjugation is the Lord of Death, who dwells in the south, 
and this is an essential point for accomplishing wrathful actions. Purify 
the impurities of your mouth by tasting either a nectar pill or the inner 
olTering Iwith a nectar pill in itl. You can I) actually wear your hair in 
the aspect of a mahasiddha and either smear your whole body with 
great ash or place a drop on your forehead, while adorning yourself 
with bone ornaments, or 2) merely imagine this. 

Next, reAe t on the leisure and endowments !of this human Iile! 
and on how difficult they are to find, death and impermanence, and so 
forth, and visualize the lineage of empowering gurus stacked upon the 
crown of your hcad. The uppermost is Glorious Vajrabhairava either 
as the Solitary Hero or with a consort. If it is Solitary Hero, below 
him is the dakini Vetali, below her is Lalita Vajra, and so on going in 
sequence. You should imagine that they are all the nature of your root 
guru appearing in the aspect or Vajrabhairava with one race and twO 
arms, together with their consorts. This symbolizes that all the root 
and lineage gurus attained the state of this Ideity! in dependence upon 
the generation and completion stages of this deity. Next, after making 
a request to the lineage gurus, purifying nectar descends. As you finish 
making your request to the upper guru, he dissolves into the one below 
him, and as YOLI recite "The sole rather or all the conquerors . . .  ," you 
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should visualize your root guru. ' 5  Recite: "Easily attain the state of the 

three bodies:When you complete the request, imagine that your root 

uru dissolves into you. 

g Next, imagine that you melt into blue light from the sales of your 

feet upward and from your crown to your heart downward and finally 
disappear into emptiness. With 1) the subjective experience of bliss, 2) 
the mode of apprehension ascertaining emptiness, and 3) the appear

ance of a pure vacuity, 4) establi h divine pride that thinks "I am the 

actual truth body" on the basis of the fir t three points. Next, in on 's 
own place, a variegated lotus emerges, in the center of which is a moon 
mandala, upon which is a cubit of blue light, the nature of your own 
mind, and on the basis of that, establish the divine pri Ie of being the 
enjoyment body. Once again, that blue light itself becomes more and 
morc coarse and instantly transforms into Glorious Vajrabhairava with 
one face and two hands. You have the face of a buffalo, with a wrathful 
expression and teeth like swords, and your bared fangs are like snow 
mountains. The nostrils on your face arc like copper trumpets blazing 
with fire. The veins in your eyes and the soles of' your hands and feet 
are red as if covered in blood. Your eyeballs arc blazing with the light 
of fire and darting. Your fingernails are like a raven's beak. You have a 
necklace, bracelet, and earrings. The phrase "at your crown is a jewel, 
and au wcar an ornamental cloth"" means that you are adorned with 
the five mudras such as a Ibonel apron, great ash, and so forth. Your 
right leg is bent, and your left is oUL.tretched, \\�th a distance of five 
hand-spans bel ween them. You are embracing the Mother Vetali whose 
body is slightly smaller than your own. She is blue in color and has a 
wrathful facial expression. She is adorned with the five mudras. Both of 
them hold a curved knife in their right hand and a skull cup filled with 
blood in their left. They arc embracing each other, and firelight blazes 
rrom their bodies. In this way, imagine that you have transformed into 
the body lof Yamantaka Father and Motherl, and \\�th powerful divine 
pride, think "1 am the resultant Vajrabhaira"a and have exhausted all 
raults, and 1 am endowed with all good qualities." Although this is a 

�s: ObViousl)' lhe wording is going to ditTer slightly depending urlon which !ladhana you Jr<' 
�'ng al\d who )' . 1 1 th 1 . I' . 1 16 T·b 

our root guru IS; nC\'cn Ie c,'iS. l' ) aslc:: \'Isua I1.>1UOI1 remains l lC same . . l . mchod ph.Jir thog. 
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rather brief presentation of hringing the thr e bodies into the path, it 
nevertheless fulfills the requirement for the [ the first of the three com
mitments!, the commitment of body. 

The Actual Acceptance of the Three Commitments 

Although in general, in the sadhana for the Tantric College of Tashi 
Lhunpo there are a variety of both reliable and unreliahle sources, the 
stages of blessing the vajra and bell accords with the sadhana . 17 For 
that reason I shall explain it in accordance with Je Rinpoehe's Ocean 
oj AuainmenLS of BUInt OJferinasl8 that carries the intention of the Vojra 
Rosary oJMondala Riwals. 19 

For this there are three sections: 

I )  BLESSING THE VAjRA AND BELL 

2 )  BRANDISHING THE VAJRA 

3) PLAYING THE BELL 

Blessing the Vajra and Bel l  

The vajra symbolizes the factor of method, from the proper reliance 
upon the virtuous Friend up to the union of no-more-Iearning. The bell 
symbolizes the factor of wisdom, from the proper reliance upon the 
virtuous friend up to the union of no· more-learning. In short, while 
imagining that both together are the nature of the nondu.1 exalted 
wisdom of bliss and emptiness as the ultimate mind of enlightenment, 
you recite "T he bell is method . . .  " and through this proclamation, you 
bless them. 

17. Jc Shcrab Gyatso's commentary on the Thirteen.Deity Yamantaka practice states," Although 
it is not absolutely necessary to recite the section for blc�sing the \'ajra and bell during the 
ritual, it is nevertheless taught during the commentary." 
18. sB)'ina srea dnlPs srub rllJ>t1 muho. 
19. dKyil chOfJ rdo rje phreng ba is a text by Je Tsongkhapa that presents the mode of procedure 
for mandala rituals in general. 
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Brandishing the Vajra 

Recite OM SARWA TATHAGATA . . .  up to HUM HUM HUM PHAT 

bHA. The three parIS of OM: A, U, and MA, and the three HUMs 

symbolize the three vajras Ithat is, the body, speech, and mind of all 

the buddhas). SARWA means "all." TAT HAGATA means "those gone 

to suchness." SIDDHI VAJRA means "vajra-attainment." AMAYA 

rneans"commitment." T ISHTA EKATAM means"consider this closely." 

DHARMA MI means "hold it without letting go." The five HIs arc the 

five exalted wisdoms. ThereCore all together it means, "Maintain with

out violating the commitments and consider closely the vajra-attain

ment that is the inseparable nature of the five exalted wisdoms as well 

as the body, speech, and mind of all the tathagatas." 
Thinking in this way, make a lotus-turning mudra as a preliminary 

and then pick up the vajra with the thumb and ring finger of the right 
hand and hold it at your heart. Contemplating in this way is maintaining 
the vajra-cornmitment and the promise made during the "conduct" sec
tion of the empowerment you previously obtained, when you promised 
to never be separated Ifrom the vajra). 

Playing the Bell 

Recite OM VAJ R A  GHANTA HUM. OM is as before. VAJRA means 
"indestructible." GHANTA means "bell." HUM is the nature of the nve 
exalted wisdoms. The nada lofthe HUM I is Ithc cxalted wisdoml of the 
dharmadhatu; the crescent moon is the mirror/ike lexalted wisdom);  
the hcad of the HA is  )the exalted wisdom) of equality; the U vowel is  
�lhc exalted wisdomJ or individual investigation; and the long vowel 
IS the nature of the exalted wisdom of accomplislling activities. Pick 
up the bell anti hold it on the left side of your bod)' with your thumb 
and ring finger of your left hand and think "I should hold the bell that 
IS IOsepa bl I' I fi . ra e rom t lC lVe exalted \visdoms and the body, speech, and 
mInd )of all the buddhas)." 

Brandishing the Vajra has one section: 
I ) TH E WAY OF BRANDISHING THE VAJ RA 
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The Way of Brandishing the Vajra 

Chant "HUM" melodiously as a preliminary through which you delighl 
Vajrasattva and others. How is it that they are delighted/ It is the anti
dote thaI destroys the darkness of ignorance of living beings because 
it is the vajra of nondual exalted wisdom. By generating that very bliss 
and emptiness, you delight the lathagatas such as Vajrasatlva and others. 
Initially, you generate it in your own mental continuum and then. for 
the sake of transmitting it to living beings, you brandish Ithe vajral as 
though being prepared to express it through ordinary terms. For this 
reason, brandishing is beautiful and noble. As for liberating living beings 
from the abodes of sarnsara, this is the function of emptiness and is also 
quite necessary. For that reason, think "Because of that I will hold i l  with 
extremely powerful joy." Contemplating this, with the recitation of the 
three HUMs and three HOs, think that you will liberate living beings 
of the great, intermediate, and small iscopesl from samsara. With this, 
brandish the vajra in the eighl cardinal and intermediate directions; this 
is the commitment of mind. 

Playing the Bell has one section: 

I )  THE WAY OF PLAYING THE BELL 

The Way of Playing the Bell 

OM is the inseparable three vajras. VAJRA is the inseparability of bliss 
and emptiness or "undisturbed by the elaborations of grasping at true 
existence" and for that reason it is "'emptiness," DHARMA means "real· 
ity." RANITA means "proclaim." PARANITA means "proclaimed well." 
SAMPARANITA means "always proclaimed well." ARWA BUDDHA 
KYETRA PANTSAUNI means "vibrating all buddha lands." P RA
J A PARAMITAYA means "the perfection of wisdom." ADA means 
"sound." SOBHAWA means "nature." VAJRASATTVA means "vajra 
being." HRIDAYA SA TO HA I means "to please the mind." The 
three HUMs and the three 1-I0s symbolize liberating living beings of 

the small, intermediate, and great IscopesJ. Therefore, this means, "In 
order to liberate lhe small, intermediate, and great Iscope] beings, I 

shall work to please the minds of all vajra-beings by proclaiming the 
mptincss of inherent existence of all phenomena, whkh is the perfec� 
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. f wisdom. I shall proclaim it well. I shall always proclaim it well. 
tlon 0 

Through merely proclaiming it, all buddha lands vibrate." Thinking in 

this way, play the bell in the eight cardinal and intermediate directions; 

this is the commitment of speech. Embracing the action mudra while 

holding the vajra and bell is the commitment of exalted wisdom of 

mind. 

Dispatching the Preliminary Torma 

For this, there are two variant assertions. The Segyu practitioners state 
that when redting"YAMA RAJA . . .  ,"Vajrabhairava and his assembly of 
deities arc instantaneously generated in the space before you, and once 
you offer them the first section of the torma, the harmful spirits'" are 
given their permission to partake of the Resh and blood. 

Je haluwa's root verses state: 

Offer it to the Bhagavan with the king of mantras, 
To the assembly of Yam as with the close-essence Imantra l .  
And after you offer i t  t o  the directional lords ,,�th the essence 

mantra, 
OO'cr a portion of food, outer, and inner offerings. 

Thus, with the YAMA RAJA mantra make offerings to the Shagavan 
V.jrabhairav. and his assembly of deities. With the close-essence mantra 
of YAMANTA KA . . .  offer it to the seven inner Lords of Death guests 
With this n.me mantra. Offer it to the fifteen directional protectors 
with the essence mantra O M  HRIH TRI . . . , which contains the syl
lables of their first names; thus they assert this Iquotationl as the basis 
for their argument . 

. 
Concerning the Ensa Hearing Lineage,11  once you bless the torma 

",th YAMA RAJA Imantral,  you offer it to the outer and inner worldly 
guests; yet at this point you don't offer the torma to the supra mundane 
de.ty. Our Own tradition comes from Khadrup Rinpochc, who quotes 
Lalita's dh great sa ana that states: 

20 T'b 'b 2 . I .  !}'lIna po. 
d:�:"Qr a �Jsl?rk.l1 3CCount of the originsQfthc. Segyu .and Ens;l lincagcs. sec Jc Shcrab Gyat.l>O's rt-itlon mdUtlL'(1 in the ap!X"ntlix of this \·olumc. 
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The offering, nectar, and so forth, 
Are esp' cially for the peaceful and so forth. 
The torma containing aU the meats 
Is given to the terrifying, such as evil spirits. 
First, make a request to the deity and 
Then send everyone off, such as the field protectors. 

This teaching teaches the preliminary torma. The phrase "the offer. 
ing" reveals presenting the offering of close enjoyment and so forth to 
the guests of the preliminary torma. The phrase "nectar and so forth" 
reveals presenting the inner offering. The phrase "are especially for the 
peaceful and so forth" reveals giving it for the sake of entrusting them 
with special enlightened actions of peace and so forth. The phrase "the 
torma containing all the meats" reveals the substance of the torma. The 
phrase "is given to the terrifying, such as evil spirits" reveals the object 
to which they are given. 

Furthermore, the Ocean of Dakinjs states: 

According to the teachings, the preliminary torma is for 
worldly beings and is offered to the field protectors. Other 
valid texts of highest yoga tantra have explanations for mak
ing the preliminary torma and state that the Ipreliminaryl 
torma is for the individual worldly beings. 

When it comes to offering the preliminary torma to the mandala 
deities at this pOint, it is not explained in any of the texts or by any 
of the Indian or Tibetan cholars. As for those who say, "It was taught 

by Lalita," this is a lie! In the phra e "First make request to the deity 
for forbearance," we should not entertai_n any doubts whatsoever that 
"deity" is anything other than a mundane deity. ince there are so many 
deities included in "mwldane deities," �dcity" is just a word; therefore 
who could possibly be capabie of prm'ing that they are supramundane 
deities by merely using the term "deity"? 

in both sadhanas of the Omniscient )e [Tsongkhapal .  it states, "Hav
ing offered the tarma to the deity and spirits." Concerning this, Lalita 
states, 4<Give it to the terrifying spirits and so forth," and "First request 
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the deity for forbe.rance," whjch establishes the true meaning of the 

h·ngs that the guests of the torma are gods and spirits. The phrase teae 1 

" od and spirits" describes the word "god" as being separate from 

l�C spirits; therefore it is an extremely grave mistake to maintain that 

they arc supramundane deities. Since that is the case, in the General 

Secret Tanera" and many of the qualified mandala ritual texts, the words 

requesting the deity during the prep.ration state, "The deities, worldly 
protectors, and spirits who abide in the teachings of enlightenment." 
With regard to the first line, in the General Tanua we find, "The deities 

who are worldly protectors." Furthermore, concerning these "deities 
who are worldly protectors," they are the fifteen directional protec
tors and so forth. Concernjng the "spirits" from among those, there 
arc others who have entered the path to enlightenment and are both 
human and nonhuman spirits who are virtuous and abide in the Bud
dha's teachings. The manner of all their various activities is extensively 
explained in the Great Exposition l!.fSecre! Mantra, and we should learn 
them in accordance with [this textJ. Here as well, "deity" refers to 
the fifteen directional protectors who are primarily worldly protec
tors. Concerning"spirits," these are assembled in the surrounding area, 
where it states, "The collection of spirits of the three worlds who delight 
in the teachjngs." Concerning "first" [in the phrase quoted above that 
states, "first make request to the deity for forbearance"J ,  this means 
prior to requesting them to depart. "Request the deity for forbearance" 
i , for instance, when we say "through not finding or being thoroughly 
confused." 

Next, we request the torma guests to depart. For this, we recite: 
"All of you field protectors and so forth, please depart." Therefore 
lJe Rinpoche's sadhana] states, "You should learn about this from the 
teachings." Furthermore, in general there are three types of directional 
protectors: I) those who are emanations of Vajradhara, 2) those who 
are . VIrtuous, and 3)  those who are nonvirtuous. On this occasion, they 
are . VIrtuous guests of the torma. 

�nce you understand all these aspects in this 'way, there are four sectIons � d· h· . . or .lspatc tng the prelunmary torma: 
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I )  BUSSING THE INNER OFFERING 

2) BLESSING THE PRELIMINARY OFFERI NGS 

3 )  BLESSING THE PRELIMINARY TORMA 

4) THE ACTUAL OFFERING OF THE PRELIMINARY TORMA 

Blessing the I nner Offering 

T he basis of accomplishment is the kull cup filled with alcohol, with 
a nectar pill placed in it and so forth. 

Bles ing the Inner Offering has four sections: 

I )  CLEANSING 

2) PURIFYING 

3 ) GENERATING 

4) BLESSING 

Cleansing 

Recite the action mantra [OM HRIH T RI . . .  [" while simultaneously 
emanating limitless wrathful deities identical to yourself [as ¥amantaka[ 
from either the dark blue HU M-the nature of your own mind of bliss 
and emptineSS-in the center of a moon mandala at your heart, the 
nada, or the mantra rosary. They exit from your right nostril and chase 
away all the harmful and interfering spirits fTom the place of the inner 
offering and scatter them to the furthest edges of the universe," like 
a hawk chaSing away baby birds so that they can never again return. 
After this, imagine that the [emanated deities[ reenter your left nostril 
and dissolve into the H U M  at your heart. Concerning the process of 
emanating from and withdrawing into the sy llable H U M  that is the 
nature of bliss and emptiness, the external harmful and interfering 
spirits are accomplished from your own [extremely subtle[ wind and 
mind; therefore if you destroy the internal affii tive emotions with 
nondu.1 bliss and emptiness, what need is there to mention de troying 
the external harmful and interfering spirits? 

23. OM HRIH TRI WITRITA NA NA HUM PHAT. The action mantra is Ollw referred LO aJi 
the "(!$$(!nce m;mtra," 
24. The text literally .says, "to the furLh(:!Jt edges of the ocean"; howe\'cr thiJ: is in reference to 
ancient Bucldhillt COfltlology in " 'hieb there are ,wious continenti surrounded by a giant ocean, 
the end of which constituteA the edge of this world system. 
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purifying 

OM symbolizes that the three circles of the inner offering are Ithe 

naturel of unobservable [emptiness l ."  SOBI-lAWA means "nature." 

SHUDDHA means "pure." SA RWA DHARMA means "all phenomena." 

S6BHAWA SHUDDHA has the same meaning as before. AHAM means 

"I am." In short, Ithe entire mantra meansl "1 am the pure nature of all 
phenomena that are included in the apprehender and apprehended." " 
Reciting this purifies ordinary appearances and conceptions, and at that 
point, you should imagine that the basis of the inner offering together 
with the container become unobservable lin emptinessJ .  

Generating 

From the state of emptiness, in the place of the inner offering, comes a 
blue syllable YAM, the nature of bliss and emptiness, which melts into 
light and transforms into a blue bow-shaped wind mandala with the 
flat edge facing you. At the two bow tips are vases, from which emerge 
marking pendants. Upon the [wind mandalal is a red syllable RAM, 
which melts into light and transforms into a three-cornered red fire 
mandala with the Single point faCing you, while all the edges are marked 
with blaZing fire. Upon each of its corners are either red or white AH 
syllables that transform into three freshly severed moist human heads. 
All three are situated so that their foreheads are facing inward. In the 
space above those three is a white syllable A H  that melts into light and 
transforms into a skull cup that is white on the outside and red on the 
inside and is broad and extremely vast. Within that, in the east, the 
nature of the mirroruke exalted wisdom and the seed syllable of Vai 
rochana, is a white syllable BRHUM. This completely transforms, and 
from it emerges black bull meat lying on its right shoulder and facing 
Inward. Its left shoulder is marked with GO. The GO is white in color 
and is the first syllable of the name for bull lin Sanskritl. In the south, 
the nature of the exalted wisdom of eguality and the seed syllable of 

15. The lh . cI .t rcc Or es are th� subject. ag nt. and object. All three are mutually dependent; U1�rcfore (L . I 
26. A. IlC Inlen: epcndence re'I'eals their loaclc. ofinherent existence. 

pprchcndcr and apprehended refer to the mind and the objects milt it apprehends, 
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Ratnasambhava, is a yellow syllable AM, from which emerges red dog 
meat marked with yellow syllable K U  on its left shoulder, which is the 
first syllable of the name for dog, "Kukkura." In the west, the nature of 
the exalted wisdom of indi,·idual investigation and the seed syllable of 
Amitabha, is a red syllable DZIM, from which emerges white elephant 
meat marked with . red syllable DA on its left shoulder, which is the 
first syllable of the name of a tusked elephant, "Danita." In the north, 
the nature of the exalted wisdom of accomplishing activities and the 
seed syllable of Amoghasiddhi, is a green seed yl lable KHAM, from 
which emerges horse meat marked with a green syllable HA on its left 
shoulder, which is the first syllable of the name for horse, "Haya." In 
th center, the nature of the exalted wisdom of the dhannadhatu and 
the seed syllable of Akshobya, is a dark blue syllable HUM, from which 
emerges red human flesh, with its head to the right and facing inward, 
marked with a blue syllable NA at its left shoulder, which is the first 
syllable in the name for human, " ora." These are the five meats. 

In the southeast, from a white syllable LAM, the seed syllabi of 
Lo hana, emerges yellow feces marked by a yellow syllable BI,  which 
is the first syllable in the name for feces, "Bishtha." In the southwest, 
from a blue syllable MAM, the seed syllable of Mamaki, emerges red 
blood marked by a blue syHable RA, which is the first syllable in the 
name for blood, "Rakta." In the northwest, from a red syllable PAM, the 
seed syllable of Pandaravasini, emerges white bodhichitta marked by a 
white syllable SHU, which is the first syllable in the name for bodhi
chitta , "  hutta." In the northeast, from a green syllable TAM, the seed 

yllable of Tara, emerges human marrow marked by a MA, which is 
the first syllable in the name for marrow, "Manja." ln the enter, from a 
blue syllable BAM, the nature of Vetali , comes blue urine marked by a 
blue MU, which is the first syllable in the name for urine, "Muta." These 
are the five nectars. 

All the meats maintain their original shapes but arc cut into bite
sized pieces. All of the nectars remain pooled in their individual places. 
Concerning the neceSSity of utilizing the marking syllables that employ 
the first syllable of the indi"idual names lofthe substancesl ,  they serve 
the purpose of revealing that the substances are merely imputed through 
names and conception and are not established through their OW1"1 entity. 
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For the tWO meat substances in the center. they sit within the pool of 
. and the two syllables should be facing each other. Urine. 

Blessing 

In the space above all ten substances is a white syllable OM. Above 

that is a red syllable AH.  Above that is a blue syllable HUM. This is the 

meaning behind Ule phrase "stacked upon each other." Next, light rays 

radiate from the HUM at your heart and strike the two pendants of the 

wind mandala. Once those two begin moving, the wind moves, which 

causes the fire upon it to blaze. The substances inside the skull cup melt 

and boil, and the steam rises and trikes the three syllables. White light 

rays radiate from the OM, go to the ten directions, and invoke all the 
ble 'sings of the body of all the buddhas in the aspect of the vajra-body 
Vairochana. who is white in color with three faces and six arms. Red 
light rays radiate from UleAH and invoke the bles 'ings of their speech in 
the aspect of the vajra-speech Amitabha, who is red in color with Ulree 
fa es and six arms. Blue light rays radiate from Ule HUM and invoke 
the bleSSings of their mind in the aspect of the vajra-mind Akshobya, 
who is blue in color with three faces and six arms. They dissolve into 
their individual syllables, wbereby the three syllables turn upside down. 
After this, initially, the syllable HUM beginS falling into the skull cup 
and after stirring Ithe substances) three times, it mixes inseparably with 
the substances. The syllable H U M  is the seed syllable of Akshobya as the 
mind of inseparable bliss and emptiness; therefore that exalted wisdom 
has the potential to purify every type of fault, and for that reason, it 
purifies all faults of bad color, scent, taste, and potentiality. 

ext, the AH dissolves. The syllable AH is the seed syllable of vajra
speech Amitabha and the deity of immortality [Amitayus), and for that 
reason it realizcs27 the nature of the nectar into a I) medicinal nectar 
that eliminates i l lness, 2) a life nectar of immortality, and 3) an inex
haustible nectar of exalted wisdom. 

Next, the OM dissolves. The syllable OM is the pure form aggregate 

!7. D
r
uring the blessing orlhe inner offering, the word "Te .. liu" is orten used and is anothe.r 

.. y 0 �ying "transrorm: 
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and is the seed syllable of vajra-body Vairochana. Because the previous 
continuum of a similar type is subsequently increased significantly, no 
matter how much the guests partake of it, it remains inexhaustihle due 
to being considerably enhanced and increased. You should imagine all 
of I ti,e above I as you recite the three syllables. 

It is asserted by those of the Segyu lineage that if you have the time 
and inclination, at this point, whjle visualizing yourself as Yamantaka, 
you should imagine your Iformerl self in its ordinary aspect upon a 
moon mandala at your heart. In front oflyour former selfin its ordinary 
aspectl are your father and mother of this life, to the right are your rela
tives, to ti,e left are your dearest friends, and surrounding them are all 
living beings. Once you have visualized them, imagine that the essence 
of all the negative karma and obscuratiollS they have accumulated with 
their three doors since beginningless time is expelled through ti,e door 
of their sense organs and so forth in the aspect of smoke, soot, and so 
forth. These substances di solve and transform into nectar. 

Blessing the Prel iminary Offerings 

Set out the preliminary offerings before you, beginning from your left, 
complete with the two waters Imixed with) saffron water as a prelimj· 
nary to the dose-enjoyment offerings and music." Cleanse and purify 
them as before I during the inner offeringl. Regarding their generation, 
at the place of each of the offering substances appears a white syllable 
AH that melts into light and transforms into a skull-cup vessel with each 
one facing the recipient of the offering. Within each of them appears 
a dark blue syllable HUM, and each one melts into light, whereby 
leach substance I becomes the nature of the exalted wisdom of insepa
rable bliss and emptiness. Each of the individual offering substances 

are accomplished las various wrathful substancesl .  For instance, the 

drinking water appears in the aspect of blood; the perfume as blood, 

fat, and bile; the Aowers as the five sense orgallS; and so forth."They 

28. The dose.enjoyment offerings are perfume, Howers. incense, lighu, .md food. 
29. The rtl1la.ining wnlthful substanocs are constituted as follows: the incenst is made frorn 

human mCilil and fat; the light is also made of human fat; the perfume is the blood of iI heart; the 

food is made from the 6"e Vi1ill organs; and the musical instruments are made from h�man ool,e. 
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function to generate special exalted wisdom of bliss and emptiness in 

e organs of each of the individual guests. Thus bless them to 
the sens 

these three special features. '" 
possess 

Blessing the Preliminary Torma 

This is blessed in exactly the same way as the inner offering. 

The Actual Offering of the Preliminary Torma has four sections: 

1) INVOKING THE GUESTS OF THEToRMA 

2) OFFERING THE TORMA 

3) ENTRUSTING TH EM WITH EN LIGHTEN ED ACTIONS 

4) ASKING TH EM TO DEPART MTER PU RIFYING FAULTS 

Invoking the Guests of the Torma 

OM is the nature of the inseparable three vajra-bodies. HRIH means 
"snatcher." TRI means"fangs." WITRITA means "transformed".nd NA 
NA "mouth"; by combining them, we get WI TRI TA NA NA. H U M  
HUM means "summon." PHAT PHAT means "spHt." SARWA means 
"all." DU HTAM means "horrible beings." INDRA means "Indr • ." 
ADI means "and so forth."SAPARIWARA means "together with your 
retinue." AKARSHAYA DZA means "hook." SOHA means "establish a 
foundation." Thus you are saying, "Once each of you have transformed 
into a fanged mouth, summon each of the horrible beings such as 
Indra and so forth! If they don't come, their heads will be split open. 
Establish a foundation."" 

At the same time las reciting the above mantral,  emanate count
less wrathful deities from your heart. They have one face and two 
arms. Their right hand holds a hook and their left a noo e. Otherwise, 
e,rnanate sixteen deities: two to the east, south, north, and below and 
lemanatel three above and the other five in the remaining cardinal 

�'�I� three special fe�tures are: I) the.ir nalure ill bliss and emptine.s.'1, 2) they appear as the IVI{ ual off. . .  of the . <:rmg substances. and 3) they genenle unCOntaminated great bUllS in the minds 3J,1'he tedpu:nts. 
llure rn�nlras of Im'QCalion .and ritu� dagger explained in this section are unique to the ell Deily Pf';\('ticc. 
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and intennediate directions. With hooks they seize the hearts of the 
principal outer and inner directional protectors and bind their necks 
with nooses. They are instantly summoned to the space before you and 
wrathful Inner Accomplishment Dharmaraja. To their right is Palden 
Lhamo Magsorma and to their left is Tsamundi, with both of them facing 
inward. In front of those three or, [ in other words,] the east, is white 
Peaceful Yamaraja, with a damaru, a silken arrow, and a mirror. To the 
right or, [in other words, ]  the south, is yellow Increasing Yamaraja, with 
a sword and a victory banner. Behind or, [in other words,] to the west, 
is red Controlling Yamaraja, with a jewel and a skull cup. To the left or, 
[in other words, ]  the north, is black Wrathful Yamaraja, holding a skull
ornamented mace and a noose. These are the Outer Accomplishment 
[Yamarajas]. All four have the face of a buffalo and [together with the 
previous three I constitute the seven inner guests. 

To the east of this group is Indra, and to his left is Vishnu and so forth, 
in accordance with the ritual. 12 Above the inner guests is Chandra, in 
fTont of him is Surya, and between them is Brahma. Below the inner 
guests are Prithividevi (the goddess of the earth), and to her right is 
Vemacitra; the e are the chief demigods. Each one is surrounded by 
their Own immeasurable retinue together with the harmful spirits of 
the three worlds. Imagine that they are all arranged so that they are 
faCing inward toward the Principal. 

Alternatively, it is the intention of Jampa Rinpoche that you can 
arrange the seven inner guests before you vvith the fifteen directional 
protectors in their own cardinal and intermediate directions. 33 The 
directional protectors above are in sequence going dockwise [around[ 
Indra, and the directional protectors below are in sequence going clock
wise [aroundl Varuna. Furthermore, there is also a tradition of arrang
ing them in their individual places, above, below, and the cardinal and 
intermediate directions, with the inner guests in the south. 

Next, the [first part 01] the mantra for striking the ritual dagger is the 

32. Tib. mNlJOn " ogs. This is a text that describes little more than the s:tdhana and is used itS 
guide to the vlsuali7.ations. 
33.  Purchog Ngawang Jampa (1682-1762) was a "cry famous lama who was the disciple of the 
Second Panchen Lama, Losang Yeshe. and lx."Came the guru ofLheThird Panchen Lama, Kachen 
Yeshe Gyah.sen. and Changkya Rolpai Dorje, to name just a few. 
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same as the others mentioned earlier. 10M HRIH TRI WI TRI TA A 
A] HUM PHAT is for the exhortation for the ritual dagger and ham

mer. Recite KILAYA PHURBU and emanate countle s wrathful deities 
who are identical to yourself las Yamantaka] fTom the HUM at your 
beart. They have one face and two arms. In their right hand is a hammer 
marked with a vajra. In their left they hold a ritual dagger. Excluding 
the inner guests, they strike the directional protectors with the ritual 
dagger and bore a hole straight through their hearts, throats, and from 
the crown of their heads to the soles of their feet, whereby their mind, 
speech, and body enter into the clear light. The Idirectional protectors I 
instantaneously transform into the body of Glorious Yamantaka with 
one face and two hands, in the same way as when a practitioner who is 
eighty years old eats an elixir piH and is immediately transformed fTom 
an old man to a sixteen year old in the bloom of youth. On each of their 
crowns is an identical Lord of the Lineage, and upon each of the seven 
inner guests is a black five-pronged vajra that is their crown ornament. ).4 

Offering the Torma 

Next, a Single-pronged white vajra develops from a HUM on the 
tongues of the guests, which transforms into a tube of white light. 
Upon the nectar is the YAMARAJA mantra rosary in a circle, from 
which a collection of white light rays radiate, whereby all undesired 
things such as your negative karma, obscurations, bad dream , and so 
forth, as well as that of others, including enemies, obstructing spirits, 
curses, sorcery spells, and so forth, are summoned and dissolve into 
the nectar. Alternatively, from the HUM at your heart, the YAMARAJA 
mantra rosary breaks free and dissolves into the nectar, whereby it is 
blessed, and your negative karma, obscurations, and so forth, are sum
moned after which they dissolve linto the nectar]; imagine whichever 
seems appropriate. 

Next, offer the torma. OM is the same as OM in the close-essence 
Imantra] YAMANTAKA. BHU CHARANAM is the Inner Accomplish
ment Dharmaraja, who roams the earth. YA is Ithe second syllable] of 

34. This section utilizing the ritual dagger is nOl included in the Solitary Hero sadhana. 
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the close-essence mantra. PATALA CHARAYA isTsamundi, who roams 
beneath the earth. MAN is [the third syllable from[ the close-essence 
mantra. KHECHARAYA is Paldcn Lhamo, who roams the skies. TA is 
[the fourth syllable[ of the close-essence mantra. PURWA NIGANAM 
is for white peaceful Yama in the east. KA is [the fifth syllable[ of the 
close-essence mantra. DAKSHINA DIGAYA is yellow increasing Yama 
in the south. HUM is [the sixth syllable of the[ close-essence mantra. 
PA HCHI MANAM is red Yama in the west. PHAT is [the last syllable[ 
of the close-essence mantra. UTfARA DIGAYA i black Yama in the 
north. This is the way of combining the close-essence mantra [OM[ 
YAMANTAKA [HUM PHATI with the name mantra for the seven inner 
guests of Yamaraja. 

OM is [the same] OM from the ten-syllable mantra. The [syllable[ 
I is for Indra, the "Powerful One." This is the first syllable of his name 
and also includes Vishnu. HRIH is [ the second syllable of the[ essence 
mantra. YA is for Yama and is the first syllable of the name of Yama 
in the south. TRI is [the third syllable[ in the essence mantra. WA is 
Varuna, whicll is the first syllable in the name for the water deity in 
the west. WI is [the fourth syllable of the[ essence mantra. KSHI is the 
last syllable in the name "Yakshi," the harm-giver of the north, and it 
also includes Ganesh. TRI is [the fifth syllable in thel essence mantra. 
KO is for "Koshataki," which applies to moonlight; therefore it is the 
first syllable of the name for the moon [deity, "Chandra"[ above, and it 
also includes the sun [deity Surya] as well as Brahma. TA is [the sixth 
syllable on the essence mantra. Eo is the first syllable in the name of the 
fire god in the southeast, "Edhana." NA is [the seventh syllable of the[ 
essence mantra. AH is the first syllable in the name for the cannibal in 
the southwest, "Abhiksha," who manifests as a protector. A is [the 
eighth syllable in the[ essence mantra. DE is the middle syllable in 
the name of the wind god in the northwest, "Vayudeva." HUM is [the 
ninth syllable of the] essence mantra. BHYOH is for the Earth Goddess 
and also includes Vemacitra. PHAT is [the last yllable on the essence 
mantra. SARWA BHUTE BHYAH means all the evil spirits. "Thi Ilast 
entryl also includes the Lord ofBhutas, lndra, in the northeast. Thus all 

35.  The term being translAted here as -e,oil" spirit is "bhuta," which is a type or ghost that is 
usually included in the hungry ghost realm. 
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ten syllables of OM HRI  H TRI . . .  are amended with the name mantras 
of the fifteen directional protectors as the outer guests. By amending 
them in this way, the mental continuums of the fifteen directional pro
tectors are blessed to the extent to which [the practitioner[ overcomes 
ordinary appearances and conceptions. 

At the same time, emanate a multitude of vajra-taste goddesses from 
your heart, holding skull cups in their hands, whereby they scoop up 
the nectar of the torma and appear in the presence of each of the 
guests. From a HUM on their tongue comes a single-pronged vajra 
with a hollow tip, and they partake of the conte.nts of the skull cup 
through tubes of light, whereby they are satiated by giving birth to the 
extraordinary exalted wisdom of bliss and emptiness. If you sincerely 
make offerings with such a unique understanding, have no doubt that 
they perfectly accomplish the actions entrusted to them through the 
command of Vajradhara. 

Next, present the outer and inner offerings. OM consists of [three 
parts[ and symbolizes the unobservability of the three circles of the 
offerings. DASHA means"ten."DIKA means"directions." LOKA means 
"world ." PALA means "protector." SA PA RIWA RA means "together with 
your retinue." ARGHAM and so forth are the water for drinking and 
so forth. PRATITZA means "accept individually." HUM SOHA means 
"establish a foundation of bliss and emptiness in their minds." You also 
prescnt the inner offering by attaching the three syllables [OM AH 
HUM I to the above mantra. 

Entrusting Them with Enlightened Actions 

The verse by Shantijnana states, "In the presence of the Dharma Lord 
Manjushri . . .  " Previously, he manifested as Manjushri for the sake of all 
Ih'ing beings in general, and for the sake of subduing the Lord of Death 
in particular, he manifested in an extremely wrathful bodily aspect of 
Vajrabhairava out of his unbearable compassion. During the subjuga
tion, the nonvirtuous demons were subdued in the presence of Vener
able I ManjushriJ ,  and he made them virtuous protectors of the teachings 
and so forth by saying, "You must do whatever I tell you" and made 
them promise to do whatever he commanded the mundane deities such 
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as Inner AccompHslunent Karma Yamaraja, Mama Tsamundj, Palden 
Lhamo, the Principal Goddess of the Dakinis, and Jungpo Chokyong 
to do, and he forced them all to swear an oath to protect practition
ers. As for Vetal i ,  the retinue of hungry ghosts and all the inner and 
outer oath-bound directional protectors bow with respect and fulfill 
the wishes of her mind as she commands them to pacify the obstacles 
to virtuous actions in general and all the obstacles to the practitioners 
of Vajrabhairava in particular and to assist in bringing their deeds to 
completion. Thus, you should think that they accept her command and 
accept whatever actions you entrust them with. 

Asking Them to Depart after Purifying Faults 

At the crowns of each of the inner guests is a vajra with a HUM at its cen
ter surrounded by the directional protectors. In the heart of the Lord of 
the Lineage [Aksbobya] is a syllable HUM on a moon seat surrounded by 
the white hundred-syllable mantra rosary. A stream of nectar descends 
from Ithe mantra rosary] ,  which completely pervades the inside and 
outside of the bodies of the inner guests and the direction protectors, 
whereby the negative karma of their three doors as well as your own 
contaminated offering substances, broken and defiled commitments, 
the excesses and omissions in the ritual, and so forth, are purified. Thus, 
imagine that you purify all the offensive actions while reciting the hun
dred-syllable mantra of Yamantaka that combines the four Isyllables] 
YAMANTAKA [with the hundred-syllable mantra ] .  Request forbear
ance by reciting "Through not finding, being thoroughly confused . . .  " 
Recite VAJRA MU, Iwhich means] "vajra depart ! ," through which the 
directional protectors go as far as the charnel grounds, where they go 
to their individual places in the cardinal and intermediate directions 
and where they remain functioning to protect you from interferences. 

Blessing the Offering for the Self-Generation 

The lofferings] should be arranged beginning from your right. The tWO 
waters and the scented water are the preliminary for the five c1ose
enjoyment offerings and music. If you have the inclination, you can also 
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arrange drawings of the five objects of desire and so forth. If you offer 
the objects of de ire, you should call them "music and so forth." You 
should understand how to bless according to the previous lexplanation 
during the preliminary offerings[ .  

Meditation on and Recitation ofVaj rasattva 

In the space before you, visualize the mandaIa of Vajrabhairava upon a 
lion throne, with your root guru as the Lord of the Lineage, and with 
the lineage gurus either I upon his crown [ stacked one upon the other 
or surrounding him. The guru is the Principal as the Buddha Jewel .  The 
Dharma of the realizations of the objects of refuge and the volume of 
the tantra are the Dharma Jewel. Their retinue is the Sangha Jewel. 
The objects of refuge and you are surrounded by all father and mother 
sentient beings. Visualize them in an aspect so that they are able to 
speak clearly and imagine that you and al l  others go for refuge. Go 
for refuge by reciting, "I and laU sentient beings[ go for refuge to the 
Three Jewels . . . .  " Generate bodhichitta by reciting d,e [second half of 
the versel "I shall lead all sentient beings . . .  " three times. Each time, 
purifying nectar descends, and this should be done in accordance ,vith 
the lam rim for which this is considered "the power of reliance."36 

Next, imagine that the objects of refuge dis olve into you, whereby 
you are blessed. On your crown is an eight-petaUed lotus. In its center 
is a moon seat, in the center of which is a syUable HUM, from which 
comes a white five-pronged vajra marked by a H UM.  This completely 
transforms into Vajrasattva Father and Mother.They have white-colored 
bodies and are just one span in height . "  They have one face and two 
arms. The Father holds a five-pronged vajra made from crystal in his 
right hand and a bell with a handle similar Ito the crystal vajral in 
his left hand. The Mother holds a curved knife in her right hand and 
skull cup in her left. Their generation accords with the ritual text. It is 
th · e lntention of the Foremost Great Being [Tsongkhapa[ to have them 

36. There arc rour opponent powers that a� being explained: I) the power or reliance, 2) the �er or regret. 3) the power or the opponent rorce, and 4} the power or �tr.a.int. i3 . A. span (Tib. mtho) is the distance bcrw«n your thumb and middle finger when your hand 
o\JLsth·,ched. 
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absorb the wisdom beings into themselves as you recite DZA HUM 
BAM HO. Once you have bestowed empowe.rment lupon them!. they 
are sealed with Akshobya in the aspect of an emanation body. At the 
heart of the Father is a moon mandala. symbolizing the conventional 
bodhichitta. in the center of whid, is a white syllable HUM. symbol
izing the ultimate bodhichitta. Surrounding that is the white mantra 
rosary arranged clockwise. For this. once you h.ve relaxed your divine 
pride of V.jrabhairava a little. there are two ways to pro eed. In one. 
imagine that all your negative karma. as well as that of others. dissolves 
into the abode of the white syllable HUM upon the moon se.t at your 
heart. whereby it becomes slightly dimmed. In the other. place tI,e 
objects of desire in your heart. For the second instruction. once you 
have visualized your father and mother sentient beings surrounding 
you upon a moon seat within the drop of the HUM. develop regret for 
your previously accumulated faults as though you had eaten poison and 
generate the power of the opponent force. 18 

Once you have placed your mind \vithin the syllable HUM in this way. 
supplicate Guru Vajrasattva upon your crown in the way just explained 
and recite tI,e hundred-syllable Imantral twenty-one times and so forth. 
Through this , .  stream of white light rays and nectar descends from the 
syllable HUM and the mantra rosary at his heart .nd enters through 
your Brahma aperture. Imagine this deanses every part of your body. 
outside, inside, and in between as well as your mind visualized as the 
syllable HUM. Al l your sickness. harm from spirits. negative karma. 
and obscurations are expelled through your lower doors and cavities in 
the aspect of feces. awful creatures. soot. and liquid charcoal. You are 
cleansed and purified. whereby your body transforms into the nature 
of radiance and clarity and is filled \vith ne tar. Imagine that all things 
compatible with your good qualities increase. Light rays radiate from 
the seed syllable and mantra rosary at the heart of Vajrasattva witl, 
offering goddesses at their tips. who present offerings to all enlightened 
beings. after which the offering deities dissolve into the hearts of each of 
the objects of refuge. whereby the light rays that arc the essence of the 
buddhas' blessings penetrate and collect within their hearts and arise in 
the aspect of ncctar and dissolve into the syllable H UM at the heart of 
Vajrasattva. lmagine that a stream of nectar arises and emerges from the 

38. Tib. mom par bsun 'h)'fn po. This is also known as the power of dcstruction. 
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joined organs jofVajrasattva Father and MotherJ and purifies the nega
tive karma, obscurations, and so forth, of you and others. If you imagine 
that lighl rays radiale from the heart ofVajrasattva and enter your body 
and the bodies of others, whereby your negative karma, obscurations, 
and so forth, completely vanish like a lamp hoisted in a dungeon, you 
won't incur any faults in your practice of the completion stage. Further
more, although there are limitless teachings on dispelling from below, 
dispelling in a he.p, the meaning of the [Vajrasattva] mantra, and so 
forth, I will not be able to write them all down; therefore if you wish 
to practi e them, you should learn them from other extensive literary 
commentaries. You should also contemplate the unobservability of the 
three circles. "These constitute the power of the opponent force. 

Next, recite the verses from tbe explanatory tantra The Unexcelled 
Expression" and supplicate [Vajrasattva] with "Due to my ignorance and 
confusion . . .  ," whereby you imagine that Vajrasattva replies to you 
directly, saying, "Child of the lineage . . .  " and "I have blessed all of your 
previously accumulated negative karma and obscu.rations, whereby they 
have been purified." He strongly admonishes you by saying, "From now 
you should not engage in such negative actions,"through which you vow 
not to perform them again.  This is the power of restraint." 

Next, due to the passion ofVajrasattva Father and Mother, they melt 
and dissolve into the syllable HUM at your heart, which is the nature 
of your [extremely subtle] wind and mind. Imagine that just that much 
transforms [ into Vajrasattva] upon a moon disk at your beart, which 

. symbolizes that your three doors and the body, speech, and mind of 
Vajr.sattv. have become inseparable. 

What One Should Do during the Actual Session has three sections: 

I )  TH E CONCENTRATION OF THE INITIAL PREPARATION 

2) TH E CONCENTRATION OF THE  SUPREME CONQUEROR 

OF THE  MANDALA 

3) TH E CONCENTRATION OF THE  SUPREME ACTIONS 

OF THE CONQUEROR 

39. In this instance, the three circles refer to the negali\'c karma to be pUri6ed, the act of 
purification, and the object that purifies, 
40. mNgon brJod bla tmJ, 
41, Tib. nJI'l po lUI uar lJoa pa', Robs. This is literally"the power of turning aWfilY from re�ling 
ncgalh'c actionll." 
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The Concentration of the Initial Preparation has four sections: 

I )  BRINGING DEATH INTO THE PATH AS THE TRUTH BODY 

2) BRINGING THE INTERMEDIATE STATE INTO THE PATH AS THE 

ENJ�YMENT BODY 

3) BRINGING REBIRTH INTO THE PATH AS THE EMANATION 

BODY 

4) THE WAY OF EMBRACING THE KNOW LEDGE-GODDESS 

R .... LOTSAWA DOR} I! 
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Bringing Death into the Path as the Truth Body has three sections: 

I )  THE ACCU M U LATION OF M ERIT 

2) THE ACCU M ULATION OF EXALTED WISDOM 

3) MEDITATION ON THE PROTECTION WHE E L  

The Accumulation of Merit 

With regard to that which has a qualitative similarity to the karma expe
rienced once you have taken rebirth as a womb-born Ihuman being) 
possessing the six elements in this world which is the basis for prac
ticing Mantra, and furthermore with regard to the preparations that 
Iresultl only in rebirth las a human being) possessing the six elements 
in this world: Not only must I these preparations] be in accordance with 
birth, death, and the intermediate state at the time of the basis, but it 
must also have a concordant aspect with the three bodies at the time 
of the result." Concerning the activities of the emanation body, they 
are revealed exclusively through a womb-born human being possess
ing the six elements in this world. In this way, through purifying birth, 
death, and the intermediate state, you are also naturally able to purify 
birth, death, and the intermediate state of an egg birth, and so forth. 43 

Take yourself for example, if you wish to take rebirth with a human 
body with the leight freedomsl and the ltenl endowments possessing 
the six elements of earth, water, fire, wind, channels, and drops, you 
must create the causes for that ill this life through maintaining pure 
moral discipline assisted by generosity and so forth, onjoined with 
·tainless prayers. 

Right now, you are assembling the causes to attain the state of Bhaga
van Glorious Vajrabhairava the Great by engaging in the practices to 
accumulate merit, from invoking the field of merit up to the four 
i.mmcasurables.44 

Furthermore, at your-heart, as you appear clearly as Yamantaka with 

42. TIle six clements are earth. watcr, fire, wind, channels, and drops. 
43. In general the.re are four types of birth: from a womb, cgg, heat and moisture. and spon
taneous birth. 
+4. 1'liJ section for accumulating merit h<!giull with in\'oking the field of merit and continues 
through to the end of the four immeuurablt!5. 
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one face and two arms, is an eight-petalled variegated lotus that sym

bolizes the eight channel petals at the heart. Upon its center is a sun 

mandala symbolizing the red and white elements. In the center of that 

is your extremely subtle body of wind, which is the mount for your 
extremely subtle mind. Upon those two is a dark blue syllable HUM, 
which is the nalUre of the five exalted wisdoms, and it radiates five
colored rays of light, which symbolize your extremely subtle speech. 
Its light rays fill your entire body and once again radiate outward to the 

ten directions, pervading all worldly realms, whereby they are illumi
nated by light. After this, the obscuration of its beings and the faults and 
imperfections of the environment are aU purified. The enjoyment and 

emanation bodies of the buddhas abiding in those lands, the assembly 
of wrathful bodhisattvas, and the assembly of knowledge-holders are 

all invoked in the aspect of a limitless number of the complete support

ing and supported mandalas of Vajrabhairava. They dissolve one into 

another until finally they are in the aspect of one complete mandala 
that dwells in the space before you. Resting on the root face of the 

Principal is a lion throne, upon which sits your root guru who directly 

gave you the empowerment, oral transmission, and oral instructions of 

this Dharma, in the aspect of Vajradhara. Imagine thal he embodies all 
gurus. Imagine that the light rays that you formerly emanated dissolve 

back into the syllable HUM at your heart.The reason for emanating light 

rays, dispatching offering goddesses, and so forth, during the earlier 

and later [parts of the sadhanal, is that it symbolizes how all things in 

samsara and nirvana are merely imputed by the mind and that the agent, 

or root of that, is ultimately the extremely subtle winds and mind at the 

heart. As for the necessity of imagining that [the light rays I once again 

dissolve into the HUM at your heart once those activities are complete, 
it i so that it becomes an extraordinary ripening agent for dissolving all 

winds and minds into the [central channel[ at the heart, which causes 
the dawning of the clear light during the profound completion stage. 
For these reasons, it is a great quintessential instruction. 

Although you are surrounded by your father and mother of this life, 
symbolizing aU living beings , you nevertheless visualize them in the 
aspect of Vajrabhairava, and you should imagine that they all perform 
the seven limbs, the first of which is prostration. 
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Prostration 

Hold your hands in prayer at your heart to symbolize gathering the root 
and branch winds into your heart and recite the verse from the Samva

rodaya [Tantral that states, "By whose kindness . . .  " As for the meaning 
of this [verseJ, by relying upon the guru who is so kind, one can attain 
the state of the three bodies that arc "the state of great bliss" extremely 
quickly, which can be expressed as "an instant" since it can be attained 
in one short human life in this degenerate age. Because of this, he is 
comparable to a precious jewel, for if we supplicate la  wish-fulfilling 
jewell, it will bestow all of our wishes. However, a precious jewel can 
fulfill only the wishes of this life, whereas a guru can bestow aU well· 
being and happiness in this and future lives; therefore the guru is vastly 
superior. For that reason, using this as an example is only slightly similar. 
In the definitive sense, the vajra is the exalted wisdom of nondual bliss 
and emptiness, and in the interpretive sense, he appears in the bodily 
aspect "grasping" or "holding" [a vajra l ." To him, you respectfully bow 
and "prostrate" with your three doors to his "lotus feet" or lotus seat. 

Concerning the meaning of [the verse composed byl Lalita that 
states, "Supreme form . . .  ," it is a "supreme form" because it is the 
nondual exalted wisdom of bliss and emptiness appearing in the aspect 
of having faces and hands. He is "supreme hero of great wrath" because 
he reveals a body of extremely great wrath for the sake of revealing the 
essential points of the basis, path, and result. He is called "bero" because 
he utterly destroys all demons and opposing factors. As the enjoyment 
body, he has the most exalted abode, body, and enjoyments, or, lin other 
words,1 his sphere of activity is experienced only among the secret 
body, speech, and mind of enlightened beings; therefore he "enjoys the 
supreme objects." He "acts" for the welfare of others by "subduing" all 
outer, inner, and secret lords of death that are "difficult to subdue." In 
the definitive sense, "Vajrabhairava" is the exalted wisdom of nondual 
bliss and emptiness that manifests as the indestructible vajra and tl,e 
Simultaneously born bliss that terrifies the afflictive emotions; therefore 

45. Here, the two words"gruping" and "holding" represent the two Tibetan words 'dr.;n po and 
'chong 00. The fint is used In the term "vajn·holdcr" and the second in the term '·Vajradhar.t," 
which ue synonymous. 
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it is "terrifying." That manifests in the aspect of an extremely wrathful 
deity body, which is the interpretive meaning of that lexalted wisdom] .  
With this in  mind, recite " I  prostrate to  Vajrabhairava" and respect
fully bow with your three doors. According to the extensive system of 
commentary, this verse can also be a praise fTom the perspective of the 
truth body of great bliss, a praise from the perspective of the enjoyment 
body of the union, and a praise from the perspective of th emanation 
body of enlightened actions. Although 1 am not able to explain every 
word, with the first line, you praise the truth body; with the second, 
the enjoyment body; and with the third, the emanation body. 

Presenting the Offerings 

Light rays radiate from the seed syllable at your heart on tips of which 
are eharika and so forth as the exalted wisdom of blis and emptiness 
appearing in the aspect of four goddesses with colored bodies, faces, 
arms, and so forth." They are without consorts and are exactly the same 
as those presented in the mandala [rituals]. Imagine that you emanate 
a limitless number of them, holding offering substances, who present 
the offerings. Furthermore, you should offer them with five unique 
features: I) the unique feature of substances-those actually set out such 
as flowers and so forth; 2) the unique feature of mantra-proclaiming 
the mantra for the offerings substance; 3) the unique feature of hand 
mudra-making the hand mudras; 4) the unique feature of concentra
tion-emanating a multitude; and 5) the unique feature of offering 
the pra tice of the view-the unobservability of the three circles of 
the offering. If we translate the meaning of the mantra OM HRIHTRI 
!-lA ,  it is for offering water for drinking and means "delighting the 
fanged snatcher," and it reveals the unique feature of the recipient of 
the offering. OM HUM HUM PHAT is for offering water for the feet. 
HUM is the seed syllable of the mind and is the nature of bliss and 
emptiness.The phrase"the manifestation of bliss and emptiness"re,'eals 
that the offering substances have a special nature of wisdom that is the 
nature of nondual bliss and emptiness. OM KUMARA RUPINE DZA 

46.'''e roor goddesses are Charika. Vanhi. SaI'"U'''iltl.  and Gaurl. 
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DZA HUM PHAT is for offering flowers and means "fresh [flowers[ 
with beautiful shapes" or "welcoming them with [flowers[ that have a 
pleasing shape." These phrases reveal the special aspect of the offering 
substance. OM HRIH HA HE PHAT is for offering incense and means 
"it is for the sake of delighting the snatcher," which reveals the necessity 
of presenting offerings. OM DlPTA LOCHA A WI TRI TA NA A 
MAHA ATTATTA HASA NA DINI DIPTA YE SOHA is for offering 
lights and means either "establish a foundation by transforming into 
the aspect of blazing eyes for the sake of igniting the wrathful laughter 
from his mouth" or "for the sake of developing the eye sense power of 
the snalcher." These reveal the special Function of each of the offering 
substances through which the offerings bave six special features. If you 
present the offerings from the perspective of understanding those spe
cial features, they become unexcelled offerings, which are explained in 
the commentary on the Black Enemy; therefore we should imagine that 
each of the offerings substances has these six special features. 

The food and music are clearly expressed in their names, and we 
can easily understand them because they are clearly spelled out in the 
sadhana. Thus, bliss is generated from the offerings, and [the recipient's[ 
attendant feeling of bliss in its sense consciousness is an inner offering. 47 

The bliss generated from that Functions as an immediately preceding 
condition for the exalted wisdom, which together with its attendant 
feeling of bliss is the secret offering. The ascertainment of emptiness 
with that bliss is the suchness offering. The teachings of Yongzin Losang 

.Tenzin state, "They can also be applied to the lower cla ses of tantra, 
however conjoining it with the four empowerments i unique to high
est yoga tantra." 

Confession 

We should de,'elop a mind of regret for the faults and transgressions 
we have previously performed. However, [ lamaTsongkhapa's sadhana 
merely states,) "Your negative actions should be confessed." Therefore 

47. This does not refer to the inner offering that consislll of" " nectar pill placed in a liquid 
substance. 
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how do we make confession based on trus brief presentation?The nega
tive karma and downfalls that we have generated in our mental contin
uums in the past and those that we are currently incurring are confessed 
in the presence of fields of merit while determining that from trus time 
forth we will ne\'er engage in such transgressions again. After confess
ing them in the presence of the fields of merit, we generate the mind 
restraint. [Those are the first three I.ines of the first verseJ .  

For the fourth JlineJ, we rejoice. Just as  we developed a mind of 
regret for our previous nonvirtues and a mind of restraint vowing not to 
engage in them again, in the same way we now rejoice in the merit that 
we and others have accumulated throughout the three times through 
which their beneficial effects increase. 

If the fifth line of dedication ends in the dative-locative "ra," it states, 
"I thoroughly dedicate them for bUssfully proceeding"; therefore mean
ing "I thoroughly dedicate these virtues so that I may easily progress 
to the resultant state of enlightenment." If  it doesn't end in "ra," it 
means "I thoroughly dedicate them for proceeding to bUss" and refers 
to imputing the name of the result on the cause."Therefore it means 
"I thoroughly dedicate these for the sake of attaining enUgbtenrnent 
with my virtues functioning as the cause for proceeding to the blissful 
result." The latter is taught in our own tradition. 

"I go for refuge to the Three Jewels." This is the sixth I line J; the limb 
of going for refuge. There is going for refuge from the perspective of 
confidence in the Three Jewels as the object of accomplishment that you 
will attain in the future, and this represents the resultant refuge of the 
Mahayana. The causal refuge is going for refuge in someone else and is 
from the perspective of entrusting yourself to those who have attained 
the result of the Mahayana refuge in their mental continuum. This is like 
a person who is about to be executed who places his hopes in someone 
who can pardon him. The last three lines that state "I shall liberate all 
living beings . . .  " are the limb of accepting aspiring bodhichitta that 
thinks "I shal] liberate all living beings from the suHering of samsara 
and the lower realms, and once they are liberated, I shall establish them 
in the state of complete enlightenment. For that purpose I am going 

48. lnTibetan, the two variants arc bde 'gror and lxIe 'gro. 
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to attain enlightenment." These are the seven complete purities of the 
Mantra tradition. ·9 

Next, we supplement this with offering our body I with the two line I 
from the Red Yamari Tantra that mean "I offer my body to the beings 
who possess a collection of limitless good qualities equal to the atoms 
in the great ocean." And, "I rely on this path . . .  "'" I For this we should 
contemplatel :  "The great highway that is the sole path traversed by 
the perfectly complete buddhas and all the bodhisattvas who are their 
dlildrcn is the six perfections such as generosity and the yogas of the 
two stages. And so that I too may attain this state of the three bodies 
endowed with the five exalted wisdoms, I shall sincerely practice with 
a stable mind and powerful faith." It is said that, with this proclamation 
and intention, lthese versesl become engaging bodhichitta. 51 

Next, if you don't take the Itantricl vows of the five buddha famWes 
at this point, there is no fault of omission of this ritual, however if you 
have the time and inclination, ldo so as follows]: "All buddhas and bodhi
sattvas . . .  " These first two lines ask the fields of merit to listen to us. "I  
whose name is  . . .  " These three lines are for the sake of clarifying our 
Isecretl name and expressing our unchanging commitment and indicate 
the beginning and end of the time period. "The next four lines I begin I 
"Just as the protectors of the three times . . . .  " The protector buddhas 
of the three times and their offspring who have acted in this way are 
used as an example prior to taking the tantric vows and reveal your 
own bodhichitta. 

To take the actual tantric vows in an extensive [way], recite: "I 
shall train in the moral discipline . . . .  " These eight lines constitute the 
six commitments of the Vairochana family. The four lines "The great 

49. In Secret Mantra the se,'Cn-limb prayer is replaced with the seven complete purities in 
which you replace requesting the buddhas not to pass into nirvana and to turn the wheel of 
Dharma with reruge and bodhichitta. The reason ror this change is that you arc supplicating 
the enjoyment body that is continuously teaching Dharma and nc"cr passes away; therefore 
requesting the buddhas not to pass inio nirvan3and to turn the wheel of Dharma is unnecessary. 
50. This line is usually the last line in English translations. 
5 1 .  There are two types or conventional bodhichitta, aspiring and engaging. Aspiring bodhichitta 
is the mere wish to attain enlightenment for the welfare of all liVings. This becomes engaging 
bodhichitta when you take the bodhisattva vows. 
52. The beginning and end or the time period are "from this time forth .. until .. the essence of 
enlightenment." 
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supreme vajra Iineage . . . '11 constitute the four commitments of the 
Akshobya family. The four lines "The great supreme Ratna famUy . .  ." 
constitute the four commitments of the Ratnasambhava family.The four 
lines "Arisen from great enlightenment . . . n constitute the three com
mitments of the Amitabha family. The four lines "The great supreme 
Karma family . . .  " constitute the two commitments of the Amoghasiddhi 
family. Together these are the commitments of each of the five families. 
After accepting the nineteen commjtments in an extensive way, recite 
the four lines "The unsurpassed mind of enlightenment . . .  ," which is the 
concise meaning. Next the remaining four {lines] are a way of promis
ing to work for the welfare of living beings. [n this way, it becomes an 
unsurpassed offering of practice by upholding your vows. For a person 
new to the vows, and to restore your defiled ]vows], these must be 
done in conjunction with the bestowal of an empowerment that has 
been taught extensively. Up to this point, you have been accumulating 
merit in dependence upon a pure field. To accumulate merit upon an 
impure field, meditate on the four immeasurables." 

The Four lmmeasurables 

"May come to possess happiness . .  ." ]The four immeasurables] begin 
with "may they come to" and end with "I shaII cause them . . .  "'"' Through 
the force of these words, we should understand how to practice the 
four im_measurables in accordance with the common path. Concern
ing the eight worldly concerns, ss ]Nagarjuna's] Letter to a Friend states: 

You worldly beings should know that gain and loss, 
Happiness and suffering, praise and blame, 
Fame and obscurity are the eight worldly dharmas; 
Don't let them entcr your mind-remain in equanimity. 

53. The pure field is the enlightened field or merit. The impure field refers to unenlightened 
living beings. 
54. For example: "May all li"ing beings (.'Orne to possess happiness" up to "1 shaH cause 
the.m to abide in equanimity." 
5 5 .  Tib. 'j18 run chos brBJad. This litc:rally means "eight worldl), dharmas"; or, in the others words. 
the eight dharmas of worldly people. 
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Thus, you should free yourself of them. During meditative equipoise, 
aryas are undisturbed by the conceptions of apprehended and appre
hender, and they remain unmoving. Although they are undisturbed [by 
such conceptions[ ,  they can't maintain this during ubsequent attain
ment. To integrate them in postmeditation is solely within the phere of 
activity of a buddha. Only a buddha's mental continuum possesses such 
"'Iuanimity; therefore we are promising to abiding in the equanimity 
offa buddhaJ. 

If we wish to meditate in an extensive way on the four immeasur
ables, we should do so by integrating the fOllr goddesses that are the 
nature of the four immea urables as set forth in the supreme conqueror 
of the mandala. 

The Accumulation of Exalted Wisdom has two sections: 

1 )  A N  EXPLANATION OF THE BASIS OF  PURIFI  ATION AND THE 

PURIFYING AGENT 

2 )  THE WAY TO MEDITATE ON EMPTINESS THAT Is CONCORDANT 

WITH THAT 

An Explanation of the Basis of Purification 
and the Purifying Agent 

The accumulation of karma that creates the place where one will take 
rebirth manifests after the clear light of death; therefore we medi
tate on the ground of exalted wisdom that has a qualitative similarity 
ito this accumulation of karmaJ. Furthermore, in the future, when a 
person in this world with a human rebirth that possesses six clements 
dies, he or she will manifest the clear light of death. At the beginning 
of that process, as the power of the earth element deteriorates, the 
water element becomes apparent. To use a verbal deSignation, we say 
"earth dissolves into water," at which point the external sign is that your 
body feels as though it is sinking and so forth. The internal sign is the 
OCcurrence of the mirage.like appearance. Once the power of the water 
element deteriorates, the fire element becomes apparent. At this point, 
the external sign is that your saliva becomes dry and plaque forms on 
your teeth. The internal sign is similar to a little smoke coming from 
a chimney that appears as though blue and swirling. Once the power 
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of the fire element deteriorates, the wind element becomes apparent, 
at which point the external sign is the withdrawal of bodily heat from 
its extremities. The internal sign is the appearance of fireflies similar 
to a multitude of sparks seen in the darkness of the evening. Once the 
power of the wind element deteriorates, as it begins to dissolve into 
consciousness, the external sign is that the breath flowing through the 
nostrils ceases, and the internal sign is the occurrence of a candle flame 
undisturbed by the wind, like a burning lamp. As the conceptual winds 
dissolve into I white I appearance, the path of white appearance dawns, 
and there is an appearance that is like a completely pure autumn sky 
pervaded by moonlight. When that dissolves into Ithe mind of redl 
increase, the path of the red increase dav.rr\s, and there is the appearance 
of a completely pure autumn sky pervaded by sunlight. When that dis
solves into Ithe mind of black near]-attainment, the path of blackness 
dawns, and there is the appearance of blackness similar to a pure autumn 
sky pervaded by utter darkness. At the beginning of this [that is, the 
mind of black near-attainment!.  there is mindfulness, yet the last part is 
without mindfulness, and you fall into a swoon. The duration of the clear 
light depends upon the duration of the swoon; therefore this is good 
thing and not a fault. The mind of clear light dawns when the Iswoon 
of black near·attainment] dissolves into the clear light. The Iclear light] 
is naturally free from pollutants and the three faults and is similar to an 
extremely pure radiant sky of perfect color at dawn on the eighth day 
lof the lunar monthl .  56 This is called "the clear light of death" as well 
as "mother clear light." The Iclear light I of emptiness that occurs now 
through the force of meditation is called "the son clear light."When this 
occurs, it is exactly the same as the clear light of death at the time of the 
basis and is the basis of purification. In dependence upon the extremely 
skillful means of penetrating the vital points of the body during the 
completion stage of the ultimate clear lights of example and meaning, 
the Iprocess o� dissolution from the earth element dissolving into the 
water element up to the Imind o� black near-attainment dissolving into 
the clear light will be exactly the same as the progression of death at 
the time of the basis complete with the Signs. After this, the all-empty 

56. The thrc:c faults are the appearances or sunlight. moonlight, and darkness. 
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dear light will arise as spontaneously born great bliss; this is the clear 
light of the path and is the purifying agent. 

Once the winds begin to stir due to conceptual thought stirring 
within that clear light, S7 the succession of black near-attainment, red 
increase, and white appearance of reverse order and so forth emerge. 
Through the purifying agent purifying the basis of purification, you 
actualize the clear light of the truth body of no-more-learning. At that 
time, you also generate the clear light of the path as the basis, and after 
the perfect dissolution from earth into water up to the mind of black 
near-attainment dissolving into the dear light, you actualize the clear 
light truth body of exalted wisdom. Next, all the winds that arise from 
the movement of conceptual thought are exhausted, and you never again 
leave that state of the dear light. "  You should progress to the path clear 
light as a preliminary for attaining the state of the resultant clear light 
in the way Uust described). As a preliminary for that, you should ripen 
your mental continuum with the generation stage. For that purpose, 
you should practice bringing death into the path as the truth body. 

For that reason, as the dissolution of the elements and so forth occur 
at the time of the base, their respective signs will arise, and at that 
time you must develop the conviction to Irecognize them] as such. You 
should think, "I am going to generate those ITealizations) through this 
path of purification, wheTeby I will obtain the Te ult ."We must Tepeat
e<lly contemplate in this way because it is essential that we Tecognize the 
clear light at the time of death, and once we identify it in that way, we 
n.eed mindfulness. 5. During the actual pTocess of bringing [death into 
the) the path, it doesn't actually happen that way; theTefoTe we must 
think, "This is the actual cleaT light of the truth body of an enlightened 
being" and so fOTth, which will be explained below. 

57. Although the clear light mind is moe of conceptuality. the unenlightened are unable to 
permanently remain in this suo1c.; therefore wben oonccptua1 thoughu begin to stir. you l(!.1ve 
the dear light and the coarse minds of re,·crse order emerge. 
58. En�n though you nC\'cr rise from the dear light of the truth body, ,1S a fully enlightened 
being you spontaneously emanate limitless forms for the welfare of Ihflng beings without Jour 
mind c"cr Ic.wing the state or complete absorption. 
59. We need mindfulness throughout the diswlution to be able to recognize the signs, and 
we need mindfulness after the clear light has manirested to be able to ascertain emptincS$. 
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The Way to Meditate on Emptiness That Is 
Concordant with That 

Thus, by identifying the basis of purification and the puriFying agent, 
one practices in one of three ways: J) the field of merit returns to its 
own ahode, 2)  it is placed in a state of unobservable lemptinessJ. or 3)  

it is  ,,�thdrawn into oneself.Although it is the intention of the Mahasid
ell,. ILalital and Je Rinpoche that it be placed in a state of unobservable 
lemptinessl, here it is in correlation with the sequential dissolution and 
it is ,,�thdrawn into oneself. Although there is no fault of omission in 
the ritual if it is not done according to the sequential dissolution, it is 
extremely important that all dualistic appearances be withdrawn and 
that it accord with the basis clear light of death, and especially that it 
become a ripening agent for collecting these iduali tic appearances I 
within the heart I channel wheel], whereby the coarse winds and minds 
dissolve, after which the example clear light and the meaning clear 
light dawn. 

For that reason, at the end of your meditation on the four immea
surables, you manifest the exalted wisdom of a buddha's truth body 
Ithrough a process I that is similar to ordinary death. Then, aFter setting 
an extremely powerful intention, thinking "I am going to arise in a 
form body for the welfare of living beings," limitless light rays that are 
either blue or red and that are the nature of great bliss emanate from 
the HUM at your heart as well as from the joined organs of the Father 
and Mother, due to the fire of the blis of desire experienced by the 
Father and Mother who are embracing. "'These llight raysl pervade all 
worlds and their beings, whereby all of the faults and imperfections of 
the environment are purified, and the environment transforms into a 
celestial mansion, and all living beings who are its inhabitants transform 
into the assembly of Glorious Vajrabhairava's deities. 

Simultaneously with the retraction of the light rays, all environments 
melt into light and dissolve into the inhabitants. All the inhabitants and 
the field of merit a.lso melt into light and dissolve into you. At that 
time, the earth element dissolves into the water element, and you 

60. In the Solit'uy "Iel"o practice, light ray' arc emanated only frQm your he",rt. 
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experience the sign of the miragelike appearance. You also melt into 
light from above and below and dissolve into the syllable HUM at your 
heart, at which time the water element dissolves into the fire element, 
and you experience the sign of the smoke/ike appearance. The shabkyu 
of the HUM dissolves into the body of the HA, at which time the fire 
element dissolves into the wind element, and you experience the sign 
of an appearance like fireflies in the sky. When the body of the HA dis· 
solves into the head of the HA, the wind element begin to dissolve into 
consciousness, whereby you experience the sign of a burning candle 
flame. Imagine these four signs with a devoted interest. 

When the head [of the HA] dissolves into the crescent moon, the path 
of white appearance [emerges]. When that dissolves into the drop, the 
path of red increase [emerges[. When that dissolves into the nada, the 
path of black near·attainment [emerges]. Even the nada transforms into 
unobservable [emptiness!, and if you imagine that you have manifested 
the exalted wisdom of the truth body, it is vastly superior to any other 
method for actualizing the clear light of the basis, path, and result. 

If  you are unable to do even that, then once you place your mind in 
the meditative stabilization of bliss and emptiness, the primary thing 
to do is to establish the divine pride of being the truth body; therefore 
conjoin that with the proclamation of the two mantras. You, the deities 
of the field of merit, and all other phenomena are merely labeled by 
your mind in dependence upon their bases of imputation. [The con
ception] that they are established from their own mode of subsistence 
.is the extreme of existence, and the conception that they are utterly 
nonexistent is the extreme of nihilism. Place your mind in the state of 
meditative equipoise on selflessness that is the emptiness of inherent 
existence, free from the four extremes [regarding] existence and non· 
existence.61 Furthermore, the mind is not independently eX.istent. You 
should imagine that your mind has become the exalted wisdom of great 
bliss and that your mind has been placed in the meditative equipoise 
that ascertains emptiness without any obstruction and that those two 
[your mind and emptiness[ have become nondual. There is not even the 

61. The rour extremes are concciving that things are 1) inherently existent, 2) inherently non
existent, 3) both inherently ex.istenl and nonexistent, and 4) neither inherently existent nor 
nonexistent. 
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most subtle duaHstic appearance, but it's like water poured into water, 
at which point you should imagine that that itself [the exalted wisdom 
of great bHss[ is the actual resultant exalted wisdom of the truth body. 
For that reason, at this pOint, the subjective experience is your own 
mind filled with simultaneously born bliss with the ascertainment factor 
of emptine s Ithat realizes I all phenomena do not have even an atom of 
inherent existence. The appearing object is an utter vacuity without the 
appearance of any coarse phenomena such as the world and its beings 
all the way down to the nada. The mode of apprehension is the thought 
"l am the actual resultant truth body of exalted wisdom." Together with 
this, you should establish divine pride with the four special features." 
If your meditation on emptiness occurs in this way, Iwith the proper I 
fa tor of ascertainment, the appearance of conventional phenomena 
will cease of its own accord; therefore it doesn't matter much whether 
you melt the world and its beings into Hght or not. If you are going 
to combine it with the stages of di solution, a superior and special 
Imethod[ for withdrawing dualistic appearances is to collect them into 
your heart, whereby dissolving all coar e \vinds and minds in (your 
heartl becomes a ripening agent for giving rise to the example clear 
light and the meaning clear light. 

Concerning the meaning of the two mantras, OM consists of three 
parts, A, U, and MA, which symbolize your body, speech, and mind. 

Je Shaluwa states: 

The drop and moon are the semen of body, 
The anusvara is the menstrual blood of speech, 
The syllable AH perfectly expresses the mind of Rahu. 

The drop is MA; the anusvara transforms into U, and when com
bined with AH as the mental continuum of the person, symbolizes the 
person's body, speech, and mind. 

OBHAWA means "nature." SHUDDHA means "pure." ARWA 
DHARMA means "all phenomena." Again, SOBHAWA SHUDDHA 

62. The four specbJ fe�tures are: I)  the appearance of M1 utter vacuity. 2) which ilJ ucc.rtained 
a$ the absence of inherent existence, 3) by the subjecth'c mind of great bliu, and 4) these first 
thrtt points form the bOlSis ofimputation for the divine pride that imput«'" un the truth body." 
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has the same meaning as above. AHAM means "I am" and when com

bined lwith SHUDDHA) becomes "SHUDDHO HAM." Combined all 

together, the mantra means "I am the completely pure nature of all phe
nomena that are subsumed in the apprehended and apprehender." The 
meaning of that is that one meditates on the absence of inherent exis
tence of the basis of imputation of one's body, speech, and mind, which 
is ho''''' to meditate on the selflessness of persons. In the same way, the 
meaning of SARWA DHARMA is "all phenomena from forms up to 
omniscience are the nature of complete purity/' and meditating on their 
absence of inherent existence is the way to meditate on the selAessness 
of phenomena. 

Concerning the meaning of the second mantra, OM has the same 
meaning as before. SHUNYATA is the emptiness of the object. JNANA 
is the exalted wisdom of the subjective great bliss. VAJRA means"inde
structible." SOSHAWA onward has the same meaning as before. When 
combined Ithe second mantral means "I am the indestructible nature 
of the object emptiness and the subjective Imind) of great bliss, like 
water poured into water." 

Through meditating in this way, you purify death at the time of the 
base, Icreatel a ripening agent for manifesting the example clear light 
and the meaning clear light at the time of the path, and establish the 
imprint to be able to accomplish the exalted wisdom of the truth body 
at the time of the result. Furthermore, [by meditating in this wayl,  you 
accumulate the collection of exalted wisdom, it becomes the supreme 
"protection circle," and-when meditating on the complete mandala 
below-it gives rise to the nondual profundity and clarity. This medita
tion gives rise to a new realization of emptiness if you didn't previously 
have one, restores your deteriorated I realization}, increases your former 
Irealizationl ,  and so on. As you can see, it Iprovides) many necessities; 
therefore don't spend too little time meditating at this point, even if it 
is with nothing more than mere imagination. 

If you practice in this way, it \ViJI be vastly superior to other paths. In 
the three lower classes of tantra, you merely meditate on the absence 
of the inherent existence of all phenomena according to the common 
path and, based on that, merely establish the divine pride of the truth 
and form bodies. Here, there are limitless teachings such as ascertaining 
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emptiness with Ithe mind of] simultaneously bOlon bliss, endov.'cd with 
the four special features, and so forth. 

Meditation on the Protection Wheel 

Without being distracted from the state of the mind's being absorbed 
in the state of the truth body, with one subtle component of the mind 
you should generate Ithe conventional aspectsJ from the moon up to 
enlightenment. Hov,Icvcr, this is difficult for beginners; therefore you 
should recall your previous aspirational prayers to become enlightened 
and develop the thought "Urged by my compassion, I cannot remain 
solely in the truth body. Instead, I am going to arise in the form body 
for the welfare of living beings." After this, as a preliminary to talOng 
birth as a human being endowed with the six elements in this world, 
we generate the mandalas of the four elements that have a qualitative 
similarity to the formation of the worldly environment. Concerning 
this, the exalted wisdom of nondual bliss and emptiness appears in 
the very place you are meditating in the aspect of a blue syllable YAM 
fa ing the same direction as you. That rnelts into light and arises as an 
extremely vast smoke-colored wind mandala lying Aat. It is shaped like 
a bow with the cut face f.cing forward . The right and left bow tips .re 
both marked with vases that have victory banners emerging from them 
that are fluttering in the wind. In the center of the wind mand.l. is . 
red syllable RAM from which emerges a three-cornered fire mand.la 
with its single point facing east. The top and sides are envelop d in a 
rosary ofbl.zing fire. In the center of that is . white syllable BAM from 
which emerges a white, circular water mandala. Its center is marked by 
• white vase filled with nectar and Ipartiallyl submerged in the w.ter. 
In the center of th.t is • yellow syllable LAM from which emerges a 
square, yellow earth mandala with one orits sCJuare surfaces facing east. 
Its four corners are marked with yellow three-pronged vajras stand
ing upright. The four clements are stacked sequentially one upon the 
other, with the upper ones growing increasing smaller so that they all 
fit v.rithin each other and are not disproportionate so that the hjgher 
ones are concealing the lower ones. 

In the center of the earth mandala is a syllable HUM proclaiming 
its own sound from which emerges a variegated vajra. The colors of 
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its prongs correspond to the colors of the directions, and its center 
is marked by a blue HUM. Rays of light radiate downward from the 
HUM like the rays of the sun and form the vajra-ground . The light rays 
radiate in a circle and form the circular vajra-fencc, like the lower part 
of a Mongolian tent [ that is, a yurt[. Light rays radiate upward like the 
upright spokes of an umbrella and form the vajra-tent, which is like 
the upper portion of a Mongolian tent. Once again, light rays radiate 
upward between the fence and the tent to form a vajra-canopy. Although 
all the vajras are quite large, the absolutely smallest intervening spaces 
arc filled with smaller vajras, so that when you look at it, you can see the 
shapes of each vajra, but if you touch it, it is as smooth as a mirror and 
not even the tiniest bit of wind can pass through it and neither Vishnu 
nor the fire and wind at the end of the con can destroy it. Its extent goes 
from the wind mandala below upward to Akanishta, filling the three 
thousand worlds outward to the iron mountain,') Alternatively, it goes 
from the golden base below to the realm of Brahma above and extends 
outward to the black iron mountain. In either case it should be as vast as 
your mind can manage. Beginning in the northeast, there is a fire with 
five-tipped tongues that is white, yellow, red, green, and blue. It is like 
the fire at the end of the eon, proclaiming a wrathful roar, swirling and 
blazing clockwise. There are five-pronged vajra-arrow-buJlets made of 
five-pointed vajras blazing with fire moving above, below, and in every 
direction. Nonvirtuous beings cannot bear to even look at it, and to 
the ,rirtuous beings, it is pleasing to the mind and appears as a rainbow 

_ or a rain of flowers. This is the common protection circle shared by all 
four classes of tantra. 

The protection circle of the ten wrathful deities is uncommon and 
unique to highest yoga tantra and is for times when there is great danger 
from harmful spirits and so forth and does not need to be done each 
time you do your practice. Sumbharaja commands the [tent wrath
ful deities in the cardinal and intermediate directions, saying, "Protect 
them from this and that obstructing spirits!"Bccausc of this exhortation, 
it is called "the command wheel." 

If one is going to meditate on this [uncommon protection wheel[, 
a yellow syllable BRHUM emerges in the center of the common 

63. ln ancient Buddhist co�mology, there is an iron fence or mountains surrounding our world 
!I)'.!ItC'm. 
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protection wheel. It is the seed syllable of Vairoch.na, the essen e 
of the purified e.rth element, and the size of a hum.n being. It melts 
into light .nd emerges as . yellow protection wheel. It h.s two spokes 
.bove and below with a hollow cavity. It is shaped like two tipped cones 
join· d together with an extremely spacious center, while the upper and 
lower I ends) come to increasingly finer points. Emerging from the space 
where these two meet are eight spokes in the cardinal and intermediate 
directions that are sh.ped like double-edged swords similar to razors. 
The lower point is in the center of the v.jr.-ground, .nd the upper point 
rcaches to the center of the canopy; however the I upper and lower tips) 
.re not .ffixed Ito the base .nd canopy) .  This is similar to the phrase, 
"Spinning like Ach.la ..... The wheel spins extremely quickly and from 
it emerge tongues of blaling fire, and because of its momentum, it as 

if unmoving. 
Within the center of that hollow cavity, at the upper and lower 

spokes, yet without touching the Ispokes), as well as outside lof the 
protection wheel) at the eight spokes in the cardinal and intermediate 
directions, are variegated lotuses, moon, and sun seats at these places. 
Having these three seats lof lotus, moon, and sun) is the tradition of 
Mahasiddha Lalita and making a double-stacked scat for the deity of 
the wheel is the tradition of Mohasiddha Shridhara. 

Upon the seat in the center emerges a dark blue syllable HUM, the 
nature of your own mind of nondual bliss and emptiness.This melts into 
light, and you arise .s Sumbharaja with a dark blue body. Your principal 
face is d.rk blue, your right face is white, and your left f.ce is red. You 
have six arms. The first two embrace the Mother who is similar to you 
and so forth. Visualize in accordance w'ith the ritual text and sustain 
divine pride. 

Next, limitless red hooklike light r.ys radiate from the joined organs 
of the F.ther .,,,1 Mother as well as fTom the HUM at your he.rt and go 
to the ten directions, whereby the ten wrathful deities arc summoned. 
They arc the nature of the len wisdoms of all the buddh.s and bodhi
s.ttvas in the ten directions. IThe ten wisdoms are) :  I) the knowledge 
of phenomena, 2) subsequent knowledge, 3) knowledge of suAcring, 

64. "Acli",101- IS ;I  Sanskrit term, and its Tibcl<ln equivalent is "mi gyo wa," which 'rambles ;JiS 
"unmoving." 
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4) knowledge of the origins of suffering, 5) knowledge of their ces
sation, 6) knowledge of the pad, Ito their cessation I , 7) knowledge of 
the conventional, 8) knowledge of exhaustion, 9) knowledge of nther's 
minds, 10) knowledge of nonproduction. 

IThe ten wrathful deities are summonedl and enter into your princi
pal mouth, and due to the fire of great passion, melt, pass through the 
vajra-path, and emerge in the womb of the Mother, where they trans
form into ten drops that are the colors of each of the individual lpro
tectors) in the cardinal and intermediate directions, above and below. 
These completely transform into the ten wrathful ones; generate them 
in accordance with the ritual text. 

Reciting "HUM" to Yamantaka Ion the eastern spokel is like say
ing, "Protect thell"l from obstructing spirits in the eastern direction!»65 
Through this exhortation, imagine that IYamantakal emerges from the 
lotus of the Mother and comes to rest on d,e seat at the eastern spoke, 
facing the practitioner in the stance with his left leg outstretched. You 
can apply this same reasoning to the rest. Ushnish. Chakra"artin is above 
Sumbharaja, his seat is a little closer to the east, he sits facing west, 
and his eyes look upward toward the sky to protect you from harmful 
spirits from above. Vajrapatal. is below Sumbharaja, his scat is a little 
closer to the west, he sits faCing east, his eyes look toward the ground, 
and he protects you from harmful spirits such as evil spirits, nagas, and 
site-owners. They all have three faces that arc cast in relief and share a 
Single skull, with one neck, with their Ifacesl protruding beyond their 
cars. Each face also has four bared fangs and . curled tongue. They 
have three round red eyes and their eyeballs are like blazing heaps of 
fire. The hair on their heads, eyebrows, and mustaches is orange and 
swirl upward. Their three upper and lower arms come out of a Single 
houlder socket. Their first two hands embrace their consorts who are 

similar to themselves. They all have hand symbols of yellow jewels, 
red lotuses, green swords with handles of yellow haH vajras, and blue 
hammers with twenty spokes. As for the club, it is a blue staff marked 
by a single-tipped vajra. 

The eight spokes of the wheel arc white. You should investigate 
the facial color of Ushnisha Chakravartin. Je ITsongkhapa's sadhanal 

65. Y::unanL,k" is also lhe name of the east'ern deity of the unCOmmon protection wlu..'cI. 
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Complete Victory ol'cr All Demons states, "They are light-green, white, and 
red." Khiidrup Rinpoche follows the explanation of the facial colors 
by fol lowing the texts of Lalita and so forth that state, "The wrathful 
Iprotectorl above reveals three faces of l ight green, dark blue, and 
white." This is also the intention of Je Rinpoche's burning offering Itext) 
Ocean if Allainmems. If we also examine the texts of Mahasiddha Shri
dhara, Lalita, and so forth, we wil l  find it accords with the explanation 
of Khadrup Je. 

Here, when we recite the ritual text, it states, "Ushnisha Chakra
vartin is light-green with Akshobya as hjs crown ornament. His three 
faces are light-green, dark blue, and white, and he has six arms," which 
is the best way to translate it. 

At the heart of each of the wrathful deities is a syllable HUM that 
corresponds to their individual colors, from which limitless blazing rays 
of vajra-fire, like the formation of clouds, emanate to the ten djrections 
and annihilate al l  interfering spirits, harmful spirits, and evil beings.66 
When there are signs of great impending danger, there are five essential 
points: I) the essential point of emanating the Principal, 2) the essential 
point of turning the wheel, 3) the essential point of turning the faces 
of the wrathful deities, 4) the essential point of concealing the object 
of accomplishment, and 5 )  the essential point of reCiting the mantra to 
enact their enlightened actions. 

There are also I) protecting the wish-fulfilling jewel, 2)  opposing 
with the wheel of sky metal, and 3)  killing with the razor actions. 
Thus there are oral instructions for protecting, opposing, and killing. 
Concerning the oral instruction for protecting the wish-fulfilling jewel, 
while appearing as the Principal ,  upon the sun seat is a syllable HUM, 
shaped like an egg. Visualize yourself in  your ordinary aspect within its 
cavity. If you have other persons that need protecting, visualize your 
guru on the crown of your head, your father and mother in front of 
you, your relatives to your right and left. Surrounding you are all living 
beings, and below you are your wealth, possessions, house, land, and 
so forth. White offering goddesses holding various substances emanate 
from the nada of the HUM to tI,e cardinal and intermediate directions 

66, Tib. adon beeRS 8Ju9 po can. 
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and present oA-erings to the wrathful deities. White goddesses holding 
\"hite vases filled with exalted wisdom nectar emanate from the hearts 
of the wrathful deities and ritually cleanse you and others in your ordi
nary aspects as the objects of accomplishment, whereby all factors of 
incompatibility such as sickness, harn'l from spirits, negativities, obscu
rations, and so forth, are cleansed and purified. Your bodies transform 
into something resembling a crystal egg, and you arc filled with nectar, 
whereby al l  good qualities that are factors of compatibility such as l ife, 
merit, wisdom, and so forth, increase.Then, imagine that the goddesses 
return to their natural abodes. It is said that when the goddesses meet 
each other on the path between emanaling and retracting, the bustling 
atmosphere lis like when servants or waiters are busy going back and 
forth attending a king and his entouragel .  

Once again, limitless light rays, the nature of vajras, radiate from 
eitl,er the nada of the HUM at your heart or from the hearts of the 
wrathful deities and pervade your entire body and the bodies of others 
as the objects of accomplishment-inside, outside, and in between
and spread all throughout tI,e skin and muscle, covering you like a coat 
of armor made of vajras that makes you impenetrable by any type of 
harm such as sickness, harm from spirits, negative karma, obscu.rations, 
and so forth. This is the oral instruction of protecting through cleans
ing. To learn even more about this, you should learn the instructions 
orally by pleasing your guru. Although there are limitless profound and 
essential instructions, it \vou.ld be inappropriate for rnc to elaborate; 

. therefore I am not going to set them in writing. 
Bringing the Intermediate State into tI,e Patl, as the Enjoyment Body 

has two sections: 

1 )  G EN E RATING TH E SUPPORTING C ELESTIAL MANSION 
TOGETHE R  WITH THE SEAT 

2 )  G ENERATING THE SUPI)ORTED CAUSAL VAJ RA- HoLDER 

Generating the Supporting Celestial Mansion 
together with the Seat 

Next, as Sumbharaja Father and Mother, due to the fire or passion, 
your place melts into l ight, from which emerges a variegated lotus and 
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a moon seat, upon which is Vajrasattva together with the Mother, the 
nature of your own mind of bliss and emptiness. You have three faces, 
six arms, and a slightly wrathful expression, in accordance with the 
ritual text. IVajrasattval instantly transforms and arises as a phenomena 
source. Although there are various assertions as to its shape, they are not 
contradictory. OUf own tradition states that is the ""hite on the outside 
and red on the inside and is like a hollowed-out red triangular torma 
turned upSidedown, with its fine tip pointing downward, and its surface 
facing upward, with one point in the eastern direction. It is extremely 
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vast and spacious, and the upper corners nearly touch the inner walls 
of the protection wheel . Below that, from [the lowest pointl where the 
edges meet, is a green syllable PAM from which emerges the stem of 
a lotus, which comes to the brim of the phenomena source, and the 
blossoms of the lotus cover the phenomena source like a Lid. [Another 
tradition states[ that the lotus comes midway within the phenomena 
source, its blossoms are within the phenomena source, and the cclestia.l 
mansion is then inserted within the phenomena source, Our tradition 
follows the latter system. 

Furthermore, the center of the variegated Lotus is green and extremely 
vast, measuring eighty small-sizes. " It is surrounded by yellow anthers. 
Beyond that are Sixty-four lotus petals with alternating colors of white, 
yellow, red, and green. Combined with the anthers, they are two small
sizes each. The distance from one outer edge of a petal to another [on 
its opposing sidel is eighty-four small-sizes. 

In the center of the variegated lotus is a blue syllable HUM either 
lying nat or standing upright. From this emerges a variegated vajra with 
a square hub like an upside-down Load of barley. "The hub is twenty 
door-sizes from edge to edge and is five door-sizes in height. In each 
of the cardinal directions, the vajra has five prongs that emerge from 
the hub, with one [stnightl prong in the center and Ifour prongs that 
curve toward the end of the centraL prong! .  one to its right, one to its 
left, one above it, and one below it. 69 Furthermore, from the center, 
the inside of the prongs project six small-sizes from the edge and the 
outside of the prongs project eight Ismall-sizesl from the edge.7OThe 

67. Tib. cha (huns. This is part of the measurement system used for the proportions in the dcil)' 's 
em·ironment.Thissyslem utilizcs smalJ-sizes, large-sizes. and door-si7.cs.A small-size is the dis
tance from the tip of the middle finger to the dbow. A large-size is cqui,.alent to four smaJl-si7.cs 
and equals the span of the deity's outstretched arms. A door-sizt' is equivalent to a large-size. 
68. A "bre" (Tib.) is a unit of measurement for any type of grain, and the grain is packaged so 
that it is S<juarc in shape. Although the hub is described as "square." the Tihetan term literally 
mcans"fourcorncrcd." The hub is actually a three-dimensional rectangular prism, a box-shaped 
SOlid, each of whoSt" faces is a rectangle, tllllS "rour cornered." 
69. The (;unoing prongs to the left and right of the central prong arc in a plane that is paral. 
lel to the base of the mandala, and tile curl'ing prongs that arc above and below the central 
prong arc in a plan/'! that is perpendicular to the plane of the base of the mandala. The CU" \'
ing prongs arc referred to as "directional prongs," and some translators also refer to them as 
"directional spokes." 
70. TIll! Profound Path r/the Great Seem states, "The outer edge of lhe directional spokes 
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prongs in the cast are white, yellow in the south, red in the west, and 
green in the north. 

The circumferen e of the base of the central prong is three small
sizes, the middle four Ismall-sizesl ,  and the tip one Ismall-size l .  The 
circumference of the base of the directional prongs is two small�sizes) 
three in the center, and slightly less than one at the tip. All the prongs 
are sixteen small-sizes in length, and although they are equal jin length!. 
the directional prongs are curved and have a two-cubit bend; therefore 
from the inside of the central prong, they go thirteen small-sizes, and 
the inner ends of the directional prongs meet at the tip lof the central 
prongl. To symbolize not forsaking compassion for migrating beings, 
the directional prongs come out of the mouth of a sea monster. 

In the center or the hub is a white syllable BHRUM from which a 
cloud orbuddhas' light rays radiate, after which you should then gener
ate 'white Vairochana Father and Mother in accordance with the ritual 
text.71 A ror his hand implements, he holds all the implements or the 
five buddha ramilies and a wheel with a handle made or a blue five
pronged vajra that symbolizes that the celestial mansion is the nature 
or the five exalted wisdoms. IVairochanal completely transforms into 
the celestial mansion and is instantly accomplished together with the 
charnel grounds.72 

Concerning the sequential visualization of the celestial mansion, the 
walls are in five layers, colored white, yellow, red, green, and blue from 
the outside inward and are like five layers or a silk curtain. IOn top on 
the wall, on its face, is a red frieze in which are embedded variously 
colored jewels in a variety or shapes such as square, round, and so rorth. 
Upon that, on both sides or the wall's race, is a rour-stacked golden 

project outward for eight cubits lof their length] in each of the four Icardinall directions from 
the Brahma line of the central spoke. The inner ledgel of each spoke gocs outward for six 
IcubitsJ .... Tri Gyaltsen Sangye. )omontoka Cyele Tau: !'o/urne I. Pom J and 2, trans. Sharpa Tulku 
with Richard Guard (New Dclhi:Tihet House, 1995), 43. 
71. The BHRUM transforms into a white wheel marked hy a BHRUM, which then transforms 
into Vairochana Fat.her and Mower with three faces of white, dark blue, and red. 
72. From here onward, Ngulchu Dharmabhadra's explanation of the celestial mansion is 
extremely complex. Fearing that it will he tOO detailed for most English.speaking readers, I 
h,we instead translated Jc Shcrab Gyat.so's description, which is very concise and th.U' will be 
much morc suililble for the "ast majority of the readers. For a detailed description of the celestial 
mansion, see Ngulchu Dharm.3bhadra and the First Panchen Lama, Losang Chokyi Gyahscn, 
Source rd'Suprcmc BIIll, trans. David Gonsalez (Ithaca. N. Y.: Snow Lion Publications, 2010). 
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balustrade supported by two pillars Isurmountedl with seven jewels. 
Although there are two traditions of making it either four stacked or 
twO stacked, it makes no difference. However Imost! lamas say it has 
four. Upon that are rafters that protrude beyond the golden belts. Their 
inner ends are supported by the circular beam [in the center of the 
mandala's ceilingl. Each I of the outer ends I of the beams are carved into 
the shape of a sea mon ter head with nets and half nets of jewels hanging 
from their mouths that cover the gaps in the golden balustrade. Upon 
the rafters are two more stacks of the interwoven layers lofthe golden 
balustrade I upon which rest eaves arranged like bird wings that should 
cover them. Set upon those interwoven layers is a jeweled drip orna
ment in the shape of an upside-down ceremonial vase without its lip 
and with its end protruding out far enough so that it doesn't drip onto 
the red plinth for the objects of desire [below itl. Upon that is a railing 
or, [in other words,1 an eave, set like lotus petals with a flat edge Ion 
the bottoml .  This is like the archer's hide on the roof of castles in India 
and China. 

Surrounding the opening in the center lof the roo� are pillars that 
support the Ismail roof covering the openingl . Upon Ithis small roo� 
is a small house·lsh.ped boxl that encases the root tantra th.t is sur
mounted by a jeweled vajra. 

At the parapet at the four corners lof the roo� are four monkeys 
holding parasols. At each parapet in the cardinal directions are golden 
vases, with pendants and victory banners emerging from their mouths, 

. making eight in each IdirectionJ .  Those two I types of parapet[ are dif
ferent. As is stated in Je ITsongkhapa'sJ ritual oAering text for ha
krasamvara, "Between being beautified by creatures or not, Isince the), 
symbolize I victory over obstructing demons, we should make offerings 
with these beautiful pendants." Being marked by the three creatures 
IsymbolizesJ gajning victory over our enemies, therefore there are vic
tory banners with adornments and pendants without ladornmentsl. As 
for the three creatures, a garuda and a lion copulated and gave birth 
to an eight.limbed lion. The lion is the common lion with two talons 
and two wings and the beak of a Garuda n A combination of a fish and 

71. I undrup Pandita's IC;I.:I Siaies that he has four d,l\vs, two talons. and two wings. 
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an otter is called "a hairy fish." It has the head of a fish, and the teeth, 
hair, and tail of an otter. The sexual union of a conch and a sea monster 
produced what is called "the sea monster Makara," and it has the body 
of a conch shell and the head of a sea monster. These beautify the upper 
portion of the celestial mansion and are said to function as ornaments. 
Counted among these anjmals is what is called a "naga eater"j 74 however 
I can't comc to a decisive conclusion as to an exact description. In the 
mandala ritual Vajro Mala and Je Lama's Icommentaryl on the genera
tion stage lof Herukal entided Wish Fu!ftllina, it states, "The tips of the 
pointed tongues are marked with the king of beasts, the king of swans, 
the naga eater, the hairy fish, and the sea monster." The king of beasts 
is a lion and the naga eater is a garuda. 

At the base af the wall is the red plinth for the objects of desire that 
encircles Ithe celestial mansionl .  Upon it there are offering goddesses 
of various colors and stances with a variety of offering substances held 
in their hands. This is also called "the ledge for the objects of desire," 
lithe ledge for form bodies,''''platform ,''''raised seat," and "colored area," 

In front of each of the four doors are square pedestals upon which 
are golden vases from which come pillars that support the archways 
that have eleven layers: a golden slab, pendants, jewels, horse hoof, 
empty space, a veranda, empty space, pendants, jewels, horse hoof, 
and parapet. At its peak is eid,er an eight- or twelve-spoked wheel. I 
think the latter is I the I principal I option I .  To the right and left of that 
Iwheell are a buck and doe gazing upward lat the wheell without clos
ing their eyes, which symbolizes the complete purity of mind being 
free of the obstructions to omniscience, which also accords with the 
body mandala. 

Alternatively the deer are not owned by another; therefore they 
symbolize selflessness. The teaching of Panchen Nosar Gyatso states, 
"They sit to the right and left of the dharma wheel, which symbolizes 
the teacher turning the wheel of Dharma of selflessness." 

To the right and left of the archways are excellent vases from which 
grow wish-fulfilling trees with the seven precious possessions of a king. 
lin the spacel between each one are mabasiddhas. From a break in the 

74. An cpithcl ror a garuda. 
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clouds emerge goddesses holding rosaries of Aowers, making them 
beautiful . Al l  the upper and lower parts of the celestial mansion are 
white in the east, yellow in the south, red in the west, green in the 
north, and blue in the center. 75The most subtle atoms of aU the white 
parts are composed of wheels, Ithe most subtle atoms o� all the yellow 
parts are composed of jewels, and so forth. 

From the root line of the celestial mansion and going inward one 
small-size, there is a round beam decorated with three-pronged vajras, 
which is the edge of the nine-spoked grid." Drakar Kachu Rinpoche 
stated, "According to the Forty-Nine Deity,Thirteen Deity, and Solitary 
Hero, the circular beam measures half the width of the IAoorl of the 
celestial mansion. Upon the circular beam are eight pillars that support 
beams for the roof." 77 As recorded in his biography, when Segyu Dorje 
Chang was eighty years of age, even though his hands were shaking and 
trembling, he would identify each part lof the mandala] with a long 
stalk of grass. One should learn the details by identifying each section 
in detail in dependence upon a three-dimensional mandala; however 
to explain that would be too much, so I won't write more about this.78 

Beyond the protection wheel are the eight great charnel grounds. The 
mountain of fire should be as vast as your mind can manage. Although 
the charnel grounds are at the protection wheel's edge, beyond the com
mon protection circle at its edge is the earth mandala upon which one 
should place the charnel grounds. In general, the charnel grounds are 
not necessarily only outside of the protection wheel. The Saml'aradaya 
Tantra I,Dam 'b)'un81 states, "The vajra-fence is inside and is completely 
beautified by the eight charnel grounds." Again another translation 
states, "On the inside of the vajra-fence, it is completely beautified by 

75. In actuality, not 011 the parts arc white, yellow and so forth, merely some of the main 
reatures such as the ceiling, floor, beams, gateways, \·ajra-stairs. and so forth. 
76. Both the Aoor and ceiling of thc celestial mansion have a ninc-sector grid in the center. 
There are two \'cry long beams ihat run rrom one outer entrance to the opposing entrance in 
each direction. In the center orthc celestial mansion. there is a circular heam. Because the long 
beams intersect with thc circul.lrbeam. they create a ninc*sct1.or grid within the drcularbeam. 
77. In Ling Rinpochc's commentary on Solitary Hero included in this "olume, he stales that 
the circular beam is hair the width of the floor space, while in the Thirteen-Deity practice, it 
begins one small-size in from the inner edge of the wall. 
78_ This marks the end of the section frolll Je Sherab GyaLSo. Now we return 10 gulchu 
Dharmabhadra's text. 
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the charnel grounds." Thus due to the absence or presence of a genitive, 
there arc two difrerent a sertions as to how to identify it. However, 
the followers of the mandala ritual lIajra Mala assert that the charnel 
grounds are outside the protection wheel. If we place them on the 
inside, they are said to be ninety-six small-sizes [ in width]. 

Arrange the charnel grounds upon the earth mandala. Beyond the 
fence and tent is the emanated firelight, which looks like a rainbow that 
is naturally cool from within the charnel grounds. It is like a blazing 
mountain of firelight; therefore it is called "a mountain of fire." 

The translation equivalent of charnel ground is"Shvasati." If we com-
b· <I II r " ' I "  uSh " d  'f d I "b " 

« 

. " mc na a ter wa, we get vanaro, an I we a ( a to satt, we 
get "basati," which is a "place of corpses"; therefore it becomes "char· 
nel ground." There are headless corpses that perform the function of 
moving, hanging corpses that perform the function of standing, falling 
corp es that perform the function of lying down, and corpses being 
impaled by a spear that perform the function of sitting, In that way, the 
places where corpses dwell arc actual charnel grounds. 

Now I will explain the urU'lue features of these charnel grounds such 
as their trees and so forth. The charnel ground in the east is called Fero
cious One, in the south, Possessing keletons, in the west, Blazing Vajra, 
in the north, Billowing Smoke, in the northeast, Laughing Ha Ha, in 
the southeast, Auspicious Grove, in the southwest, Dark and Wrathful, 
in the northwest, Resounding with the Sound Kili Kili .  

Concerning the eight trees that dwell in them: in the east is the naga 
tree called Nagakesara tree, in the south isTsuta or Amra tree, in the 
west is Kengkala or the Plantain Tree, in the north is Ashvatha or the 
Free from Mis ryTree, in the northeast is the Pata or Nyagrodha Tree, 
in the southeast is Karanyadza Tree, in the southwest Patavaraka Tree, 
in the northwest is Arjuna Tree. 

A t the base of those trees abide the eight directional protectors: in the 
east is white Indra, holding a vajra and riding an elephant. In the south 
is blue Yama, holding a club and riding a bulTalo. [n the west is white 
Varuna, holding a snake noose and riding a sea monster. In the north is 
yellow Yaksha, holding a jewel-spitting mongoose and riding a human. 
In the northeast is white Maha-Ishvara, holding a three-pOinted stalT and 
riding an elephant. In the southeast is red Agni, holding a rosary and 
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3 long-necked vase and riding a goat. In the southwest is blue Raksha, 
holding a sword and a crown made from a rosary of human head and 
riding a zombie. In the northwest is smoke- olored Vayu, holding a 
yellow pennant and riding a deer. They all have one face and two arms. 
Their first two hands are held in prayer at their hearts, the lower right 
ones hold their various hand implements, and the lower left hold skull 
cups and they embrace their con arts. 

At the tops of the tTees arc the eight field protectors. In the east is 
white Elephant Facc. In the south is black Buffalo Face. In the wcst is 
whitc Sea-Monster Face. In the north is yellow Human Face. In the 
northeast is white Bull Face. In the sou thea t is red Goat Face. In thc 
outhwest is black Zombie Face. In the northwest is green Deer Face. 

They are all very wrathful and fearsome and possess great magical 
powers. The upper parts of their bodies are protruding from the tree 
branches. They have one face and two arms. Their right hands hold a 
skull cup and their left a red triangular torma. 

The trees face inward. To their right are eight lakes with eight limbs. 
Within those eight lakes are eight nagas. In the east is white Vasuki. In 
the south is white Padma. In the west is blue Karkota. In the north is 
redTakshaka. In the northwest is yellow Shankapala. In the northeast is 
white Mahapadma. In the southeast is Ananta of various colors. In the 
southwest is white Kulika. The upper parts of their bodies are all dif
ferent, while the lower parts are in the form of snakes. They have two 
hands held in prayer at their hearts, in the center of which are j wels. 

All the charnel grounds are pervaded by yellow clouds forming in 
the sky. In the east is Proclaimer. In the south is Moving. In the west is 
Wrathful .  In the north is Great Proclaimer. In the northeast is table. In 
the southeast is Full. In the southwest is Descending. In the northwest 
is Fierce. All eight clouds also Aash with lightning and roar with the 
sound of thunder. 

To the left of the trees are the eight mountains. In the cast is a mOUn
tain with the nature of the seven precious possessions of a king. In the 
south is yellow Malaya. In the west is white Kailasha. In the north is 
green Mandhara. In the northeast is black Great Powerful One. In the 
southeast is greenish-yellow Fragrant One. In the southwest is ",hhe 
Possessing a Face. In the northwest is blue Gloriolls Mountain . 
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There is a wisdom fire at the base of each of the eight mountains. 
In the middle lof each of the mountainsl is one of the eight mahasid
dhas. At the peak lof each of the mountains I is a stupa in the shape of a 
great nlightenment stup •. Furthermore there are skeletons with their 
muscles connected and corpses pierced with weapons such as being 
impaled by a stick, a spear, and so forth. There are I corpses I hanging 
from trees, wild animals eating human beings. as well as tigers, leop
ards, dogs, wolves, and so rorth. There arc raycn , vultures. crows, 
owls, and so rorth. There are zombies clattering with many sounds and 
Yakshas proclaiming the sound Kili Kili .  There are various terrifying 
bhuta moving in the directions as well as spirits, flesh eaters, hungry 
ghosts, and so on of variou colors. 

Of the mahasiddhas, the best are the yogis who have accomplished 
supreme attainments through practicing this path, the middling are 
I those who have attained the state o� knowledge-holders through prac
ticing this path, and the inferior are those who, although they don't 
practice, have protected their commitments through the conduct of 
the cOIllJ'nitrncnts. 

Concerning the meaning of"single-pointedly.""'These are yogis who 
are striving to attain the great state of Glorious Vajrabhairava and are 
not swayed to other Ipracticesl. Being naked Isymbolizesl their lack of 
ordinary appearances and conceptions. The.ir disheveled hair Isymbol
izesl being liberated from the knot of grasping at igns 10Cinherent ex.is
tencel. Their five mudras Isymbolizel the five exaltcd wisdoms. Their 
katvangas Isymbolizel both the deity body and bliss. Their damarus 
Isymbolizel both the Mother and emptiness. Their skull cups Isymbol
ize] both the inseparability of bli s and emptiness and entering into 
embrace with a knowledge-goddess. Concerning the skulls that adorn 
their crowns, they Isymbolize] stabilizing the bliss of the jasminelike 
Iwhite bodhichitta] that abides at the crown through inducing the four 
joys. Their laughter Isymbolizes] increasing bliss. Entering t.he charnel 
grounds symbolizes bliss ascertaining emptiness, which is the objective 
selAessness, and all the abodes, bodies, enjoyments, and deeds at the 
time of the resuh that result from meditation on bliss and emptiness. 

79. In th� sadhana it stilt .... s. "'Look upon the Hhagayan single,pointedly." 
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Furthermore, [if we explain the symbolism] according to the com
mon path, the charnel grounds symbolize impermanence and renuncia
tion. The protection circle [symbolizesJ boclhichitta. The mountain of 
fire [symbolizesJ the correct view Jof emptinessJ and the three principal 
aspects of the path. Furthermore, the corpses in the charnel grounds 
[symbolizeJ impermanence, the faults of samsara, and [he selAessness 
of persons generated on the paths of the beings of small and middle 
cope. The lakes [symbolizeJ conventional bodhichitta.The nagas [sym

bolizeJ either the six perfections or the ten. The jewels in their hands 
[symbolize[ the four ways of gathering disciples and the path of the 
person of great scope. 

If [we explain the symbolismJ according to the Mantra tradition, the 
sixty-four petals of the lotus [symbolize] the sixty-four channel pet
als at the navel .  Half of that e�uals thirty-two, which [symbolizes[ the 
thirty-two channel petals at the crown and secret place. Half of that 
equals sixteen, which [symbolizesJ the sixteen channel petal at the 
throat. Half of that equals eight, which [symbolizes] the eight channel 
petals at the heart and the jewel. The center of the lotus [symbolizes[ 
the central, right, and left channels as well as both the three channels 
and the six channel wheels. The phenomena source is triangular in 
shape and is in the aspect of a bhaga; therefore it [symbolizes] entering 
into union with an action mudra as the outer condition. 80 It has three 
corners that [symbolize] the three doors to liberation." The out ide is 
white, which JsymbolizesJ the completely pure nature of emptiness. 
The inside is red, which [symbolizesJ great bliss. Its vacuity increases 
[as one ascends!. which [symbolizesJ the good �ualities of the path and 
that bliss and emptiness are ever increasing. For that reason, one medi
tates on the supporting and supported mandalas within the phenomena 
source, which symbolize that [the celestial mansionJ is a manifestation 
of bliss and emptine s, [embodyingJ all of the good �ualities of the path 
and result. 

80. "Dhaga"i5 a 5..lnskrit word for vagina. There are both outer and inner conditions for bringing 
the winds into the central channel .  The inner <.:ondition is meditating on the channels. winds, 
a.nd drops. and the outer condition is embracing an action mudra. which a tl.'chnical tcrm for 
a physical consort. 
81. The three doors to liberation arc empliness. signlc.�sncss. and wishlcssncs!l. 
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Also, the tree Isymbolizesl the central channel, the direction guard
ians Isymbolizel the downward-voiding wind, and the field protec
tors Isymbolizel the life-supporting wind. The fire Isymbolizesl the 
mixing of the life-supporting wind and the downward-voiding winds 
that ignites the inner fire. The clouds Isymbolizel the bodhichitta at 
the crown. All eight of the groups lof attributes within the charncl 
grounds I abide together with the charnel grounds, which Isymbolizel 
the four joys ofrorward and reverse order. The mahasiddhas Isymbolizel 
the person practicing the path. The mountains Isymbolizel the wisdom 
realizing scille sness that is unmoved by the conception of apprehended 
and apprehender. The stupas Isymbolizel that through practicing in that 
manner one will attain the state of the three bodies. 

In that way, the charnel grounds are terrifying and extremely amaz
ing. They encircle the most remarkable sacred celestial mansion that 
possesses the good 'lualities of gods and men. Looking from outside, 
the inside is visible, and looking from the inside, the outside is visible. 
In the center of the nine-sectored grid appears a reddish-black YAM, 
the nature of bliss and emptiness. It melts into light and emerges as 
a wind mandala that symbolizes the swift accomplishment of wrath
ful actions. Through the mixing of the fire and wind emerges a round 
wind mandala, bla k with a slightly reddish hue. It isn't still for even an 
instant but constantly Autters. In the southern, western, and northern 
s'luare sections of the grid as well as within each of the four entries 
at the four doors are cushions of variegated lotuses. In their centers 
are sun mandalas with a red swirl. Within the square eastern sector of 
the grid as well as the southeastern sector are variegated lotuses with 
moon seats. Other wrathful deities have sun seats, but this unique 
presentation originates from the moon seat ofIgnorance Yamantaka. 82 

Since this is set forth in the question and answer text, I won't write 
about it here.8 3 

82. Tib. gTi mug gshin rjc'j gshcd. 
83. The. "question and answer" genre is a type of literature that Iist.� questions put to a lama by 
their diSCiples, which are then recorded together with the lama's answers. 
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Generating the Supported Causal Vajra-Holder 

BrieAy recollect your former state of bliss and emptiness. From this 
suddenly emerges the first letter lof the Sanskrit alphabetl A ,  upon 
the center of a scat, which then melts into light and transforms into 
a moon mandala-cool and ful l .  Cultivate divine pride by thinking 
"I am the wind and rrtind that is the foundation of everything in all of 
samsara and nirvana appearing as a moon disk." From among the five 
manifest enlightenments, this is "enlightenment from a moon disk." 
From among the five exalted wisdoms, it is enlightenment from the 
mirrorlike exalted wisdom. 

In the enter of that, like bubbles bursting from water, a long yellow 
syllable DHI together with the visarga suddenly emerges, resonating 
with its own sound ." This melts into light, and your mind emerges 
as a blue double-edged sword with a golden, fived-pronged half-vajra 
handle, marked by a yellow syllable DHI that is the nature of your mind 
inseparable from the mind of Manjushri . From that, light rays radiate 
to the ten directions and invoke all the budd has and bodhisattvas in the 
ten directions as the five families of Manjushri. There are limitless col
lections of deities: from the east and southeast all the conquerors are 
blue with a vajra in the right hand, those from the south and southwest 
are yellow, and their right hands hold jewels, those from the west and 
northwest are red, and their right hands hold lotuses, those in the north 
and northeast are green, and their right hands hold variegated swords. 
All the conquerors above and below are orange, and their right hands 
hold swords. In their left hands all Ithe buddhas mentioned abovel 
hold scriptures. They are adorned with jewels, silken garments, and so 
forth. They dissolve into the sword and syllable 0/-11, and you establish 
divine pride. 

Once again, that completely transforms and you emerge as causal 
vajra-holder Youthful Manjushri in the aspect of the enjoyment body that 
will serve as the cause for bringing rebirth into the path as the emana
tion body. You have a yellow-colored body, and you are a beautiful and 

84. Thc \'isarga is a sign used in writing Sanskrit thai indicates aspiration. It looks like tWO 
\·crtically st'ackL"t1 drops to the right of the syllOlblc. 
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pleasing sixteen-year-old " Your three eyes arc long and just slightly 
open. You are a little wrathful with a slightly angry furrow between your 
brows. You.r right hand holds a double-edged sword with a !i,·e-pronged 
half-vajra handle from which a mall amount of fire blazes forth. Your 
left hand is at your heart in the threatening mudra and holds a text. All 
the conquerors' wisdom appears in the aspect of the sword and seed 
syllable. You sit with your legs in the vajra posture. You arc adorned 
with the thirty-two signs and eighty indications. All of your hair is bound 
on your crown. There arc five hair knots: one in the center, one on both 
the right and left ,  and another pair below. The ends of all these topknots 
are tucked inside and bound. A blazing jewel is inserted into the central 
topknot to hold it in place. You have a tiara, earrings, a neck ornament, 
rings, necklace, bangl 's, and anklets. Thus you are adorned by eight 
jeweled ornaments. The upper part of your body is draped in clothing 
of heavenly fabric. The lower part of your body ha a skirt made ofheav
enly fabri . IYour Manjushri bodyl is accomplished from your extremely 
subtle mere wind and mind and is clear, luminous, and the nature of light. 
Other than bodhisattvas on the eighth bhumi and higher, no one else 
can access you, and you cannot be seen by the eyes of ordinary beings. 
Establish divine pride, thinking you are the actual enjoyment body. 

At your heart is a red sun mandala with a red swirl that is accom
plished from an AH,  and its nature is extremely hot to the touch. on
cerning this, it has a qualitative similarity to how one uninterruptedly 
takes rebirth when the clear light of death at the time of the base 
manifests, like the hifting of the balances of a scale, and without any 
control one assumes the body of an intermediate state being through 
the force of another phenomenon in the shape of the body in which 
you will take rebirth. During the path, this performs the function of 
arising in the illusory body \\�th form and shape. At the time of the 
result, one accomplishes the enjoyment body that possesse the seven 
limbs of embrace."This is called "bringing the intermediate state into 
the path as the enjoyment body." 

85. Here. I U$(" the term ")Qu" instead or"he" because you are sdf-gcncraling u the dcity. and 
using the scoolul person pronoun gin�.s it it greater SCJlS<' of immediacy. 
86. The sexcn limbs of cmhnce arc the qualities of an cnjoyment hody: 1) complctc enjoy
ment. 2) union, 3) great bl!s.�. 4) the I3ck ofinhercnt cxlstcn(:c. 5) hcing ("Omplclcly filled with 
COIl1I)a5sion. 6) uninterrupted conlinuit)". and 7) unceasing. 
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If we combine its symbolic mearung with the time of the base, the 
mOon Is),nbolizes] the extremely subtle wind and mind that becomes 
the mount of the clear light of death. The DHl lsymbolizes] the speech 
of the intermediate state being. The sword Isymbolizes] his or her 
mind. Radiating and retracing lights Isymbolize] the lintermediate state 
being'sl activities. Manjushri Isymbolizes] the body of the intermediate 
state being. The sun mandala at his heart symbolizes that the intermedi
ate state being is bound by his own attachment. 

If we combine it with the path and result, the way tile moon sym
bolizes the wind and mind's becoming the mount of the clear light is 
similar to death las explained abo,·e] .The DHl lsymbolizes] the speech 
lof the intermediate state be.ing], the sword Isymbolizesl its mind, and 
Manjushri ]symbolizesl its body. The sun at it heart Isymbolizesl the 
inseparability of the mind of meaning clear light and the body during 
the union of learning and no-more-Iearning. As for the sun mandai., 
you should carry that over to both the intermediate state and rebirth. 

This purifies the basis of the intermediate state, becomes the ripen
ing agent for accomplishing the illusory body at the time of the path, 
and establishes special imprints for accomplishing the enjoyment body 
at the time of the result. 

Bringing Rebirth into the Path as the Emanation Body 

Next, the impure trainees will be unable to actually see you in the 
il lusory body; " therefore you will be unable to accomplish the wel
fare of living beings. For that reason, you should think, "To work for 
the welfare of living beings, I am going to assume a coarse emana
tion body" and set your intention by thinking "I am going to purify 
ordinary rebirth." Limitless light rays radiate from the sun mandala 
at your heart to the ten directions and invoke Ithe forty-nine deitiesl 
such as V.irochana and so forth, as well as the lother three on the 
four buddhas, Ratnasambhava, Amitabha, and Amoghasiddhi, and the 
thirty-two bodhisattvassuch as Vajra-Sharp and so forth: IVajra- harp], 
Vajra-Sword, Maitreya, Manjushri, Exalted Wisdom Body, Powerful 

87. C\'cn though the lext say5 Millusory body," it mt!ansMenjo),menl body." 



peech, Moonlight, Wisdom Treasure, Variegated Vajra, Vajra-Yaksha, 
Vajra-Fist, Vajra-Dharma, Vajra-Protcction, harp Vajra, Vajra-Causc, 
Web of Light, Vajra-Utterance, Vajrasattva, Vajra-King, Vajra-Attach
ment, Vajra-Goodness, Vajra-Jewel, Sunlight, Vajra-Sun, Vajra-Hero, 
Vajra-Laugh, Musk Deer, Vajra-Top, Moved by Every Method, Ocean of 
Intelligcn e, Inexhaustible Intelligence, and Light of Nectar. There are 
also the eight wrathful deities such as Vajra-Iron Hook, and so forth, 
as well as the fOllr female bodhisattvas such as attvavajri. The principal 
of them is Manjushri. These arc explained as being the forty-nine causal 
deities. If your mind can't manage the above explanation, invoke a lim
itless number of Manjushris in the aspect of the five buddha familie', 
which dissolve into the sun. At the same time they enter into yourself, 
visualized as Manjushri, and then the sun, through which it becomes 
extremely hot to u,e touch and able to incinerate all vidou beings. Its 
light rays pervade a hundred UlOusand fathoms." Imagine it rests upon 
a moon disk that is below it and establish divine pride. The sun and U,e 
sections from the point of generating the syllable DHI upon the moon 
up to here are the exalted wisdom of eguality. 

In the center of that Isun d i  kJ is a dark bille syllable HUM, u,e 
size of a 11ll.man being, that proclaims its own sound and radiates hve
colored rays of light. As before, five-colored light rays radiate from that 
and invoke all u,e buddhas of the ten direction either in the aspect of 
the forty-nine resultant deities or, if done concisely, in UlC aspect of 
Vajrabhairava. They dissolve into the HUM, whereby it transforms into 
a black vajra. Its directional prongs do not touch U,e central prong so 
that they appear to spread out. There are four upper and lower prongs, 
whereby we get eight I prongsl .  The upper and lower central prongs arc 
counted as onc, and in this way, we calculate it to be a nine-pronged 
vajra. lt is enormous. Its upper part almost reaches the realm ofBrahma 
and is the nature offire that radiates wrathful and turbulent rays orlight 
that are five colored at their tips. In the center of that is a dark blue 
syllable HUM that proclaims its own sound, through which you should 
set your divine pride. This i enlightenment from the seed syllable and 

88. A f.llOOm (fib. dp<J8 uhaJ, Skt. )'ogona) is an Indian measure of disrana: to(lualing sixteen 

thousand cublt.« or about 4. S miles. 
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hand symbol and is u,e enlightenment through u,c exalted wisdom of 
individual investigation. This is set upon a limitless sun mandala from 
which emanate limitless subtle vajras that are similar in appearance. 
Some of the beings emanated from the vajra upon the sun mandala are 
buddhas, some are bodhisattvas, some are wrathful deities, and some 
are knowledge-holders_Through this, a limitless collection radiates out
ward, filling the expanse of space like sesame seeds filling a pod. Thcre 
are deities and vajras upon the [emanatedJ suns that draw living beings 
into the mandala, after which they bestow empowerment upon them. 
The deities come to the crowns of the living beings, and a stream or nec
tar descends from thcir jOined organs. Merely through being touched 
by the rays of light and so forth, tho e who need subduing are subdued, 
such as disciples who need to be subdued and so forth, and it ripens 
those who need ripening, whereby they are liberated through establish
ing them in the state of Vajrabhairava. Those beings and the goddesses 
that were emanated outward are all simultaneously reabsorbed and dis
solve into the HUM at the center of the vajra. Imagining this [processJ is 
enlightenment through the exalted wisdom of accomplishing activities 
and enlightenment from the instantaneous [manifestationJ. 

The sun and moon together with the united vajra and HUM com
pletely transform from which emerges the resultant vajra-holder Glo
rious Vajrabhairava Father and Mother. You have a bluish-black body 
with Iline faces, thirty-four arms, and sixteen legs standing with the 
right ones bent and left outstretched. You stand amid a mas of blazing 
.fire. [ At this point[ you should brieA), establish divine pride and lear 
appearance. This is enlightenment through the exalted wisdom of the 
dharmadhatu and bringing rebirth into the path as the emanation bod),. 

If you combine these with the base, [the sadhanaJ from the point of 
making offerings to the field of merit up to the four immeasurables has 
a <Jualitative similarity with accumulating the collection of merit for 
your next rebirth in this world as a womb-born human being possessing 
the six elements and endowed with the eighteen phenom na of leisure 
and endowment for the sake of attaining liberation. Next, through the 
tages of subsequent destruction, the recitation of the two mantras, and 

so forth, one establishes the di"ine pride of being the truth bod)" which 
has a CJualitative similarity \vith accumulating karma lip to abandoning 



� ollr old aggregates .1nc! thL'1l actualizing the clear l ight uf tll·ath. IThe 
!'.Jdh.1llal from the point of generating lh� rour elemt.�I1l;'i lip to the seal 
of lhl' n,It.':-tial mansion has a (Iualiulli\'c silnilarity to accomplishing a 
rehirlh \\ ilh <1 human body with leisure and endOWI11Cnl� dwelling in 
this \\ odd and so lorlh. Concern ing generating the causal , ajra-holdcr 

within dw cei""!'It ial n1an�iun in dcpcllcit.-nce upon Igenl:'rating the four 
d<:nwnl!' and so fOfth l .  this has a qual itative .similarity to accomplish
ing the intermcd iate slate that will c\·oh·c into a [humanJ rebirth with 
leisure Jnd endowment as soon as the appearance of the clear light of 
death ceases. The moon symbolizes the white element from the father, 
and the sun at the heart symbolizes the red element from the mother; 
this together with Manjushri Sitting on a sun has a qualitative Similarity 
to the consciousncs of the intermediate state being's entering into the 
red and white clements of his or her father and mother. The syllable 
HUM upon that symbolizes the gestation period in the womb and the 
functioning of the subtle seed of speech, whereby the longue and pal
ale are a complished. That and the radiating and retracting of rays of 
light have a 'Iualitative similarity to the sequential completion of bodily 
aspects w ithin the womb. After that, you arise as the resultant vajra
holder, ",hi h has a qualitative Similarity to emerging from the womb 
,md taking birth and developing the ,· isual domain of an ordinary being. 

That is rebirth through the power of atllicti,·c emotions at the hase, 
which is w hat is to be pur ified . At th(' time of the path, you assume a 

COJrse l..�n1Jnati()n hork, w hich is the 11urif)l ing aac nt and VOll c�tahlish a 
J b ' � 

special pot�nt i;: d to accomplish a coarse emanation body for the welfare 
nf l iving hcing� at the timl' of the resul t .  - � 

Thus. after gcnerating your'ielf it thl.-' causal \'ajra-hokk-r through the 
path, �'ou �hould bril.+I)' meditate on clear appearance and rliyine pridt' 

.ll"ter \\ hich you should sC(lucntially progress through the \O isualizing of 
1�·ollr,,' lf  ,1S V.jrabhair,,·al. 

Your hod\' is hluish-hlacko Of vour nine faces vour root face and 
° " ' . 

yuur ot hl..'l" si ° laces to the right and left al l ha\'c one l!thar(.'(1j neck and 
head, nll.'('\ hehind the cars, and arc cast in relicf. The rool fac{' has 
thl..' ran.' or a blacl huilalo with two sharp bluC' horns, with fire hlazing 
from t1wir tip ... TllL' faces lO tht, right and Icrt of that arc blul..' and white 

and ,)n.� �i1l1i1ar lo thl.' root face, and two faces an.' set to th . right and 
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Icft of those two. IThis meansl that at the root of the right horn, the 
first or, lin other words, )  the central face, is blue, the face to its right 
is red, and the face to its left is yellow. At the base of the left horn the 
first face or, [in other words , ]  the central face, is white, the face to its 
right is smoke colored, and the face to its left is black. There are two 
horns upon the main facel with the red face of a cannibal in between 
them. Upon that is a yellow face of Manjushri with his own neck. He 
has a slightly wrathful expression, with youthful adornments such as 
an ornament of a Aower garland, and h.is hair is bound in a five· tufted 
topknot and emerges upward. The other seven faces are wrathful." 
There are no faces behind the root face. The hair on the wrathful faces 
is orange and blazes upward. IVajrabhairava) has a menacing laughter, 
HA HA,  a joyous laughter, HE HE, an enchanting laughter, HI HI,  and 
an overpowering laughter, H O  HO.These are the eight laughs of a hero. 
Alternatively, there are eight proclamations of H A  HA,  HE HE, HO 
HO, and HAM HA.  

You have three Itypes on faces according to the sequence Ifrom the 
bottom upward) :  I) the face of a buffalo, 2) the face of a cannibal, and 
3) the face of Manjushri that destroy I) anger, 2) attachment, and 3) 

ignorance respectively. You also suppress the three principal beings 
of the three realms under your feet, which symbolizes that you are 
capable of devouring the three realms. The mouths of all eight of your 
wrathful faces open from the sky to the earth and your curled tongue 
move like lightning. Your bared fangs are like snow mountains, and 
you gnash your fangs. Your teeth are like double-edged swords. Your 
eyelashes, mustache, sideburns, beard, and body hairs radiate rays of 
light and fill the surrounding environment with firelight. Your eyes arc 
red as if smeared with blood, and your eyeballs dart and blaze like the 
fire at the end of an eon. As for being terrifying, you terrify even the 
most powerful worldly gods. The cannibal face roars with the sound 
PHEIM KARA, like the sound of a thousand dragons roaring at once. 
The definitive meaning of that is "to split" and through the power of 
this mantra, ),ou can summon all the dakin.is of the th.ree places; and if 

89. This means lh�· lIm':l! on tilt' right, three 011 the left, and the reel face on the crown of the 
root face. 
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they don't assemble, you will �split their heads open !"; therefore they 
come running. The cannibal face consumes human blood I fat, marrow, 
and grease, whereby a stream of blood drips, which symbolizes teaching 
Dharma to disdples with your knowledge of all Dharmas. 

On all eight faces are upper and lower rosaries of vajras in two threads 
that string together five dried skulls from having "liberated" the Lord 
of Death, a demon, a hungry ghost, a raksha, and a yaksha. The dried 
skulls, five finger-widths lin height!, are five head ornaments. Upon each 
one is one of the buddhas of the five buddha families with Akshobya 
in the center, with a bone diadem above each one. From the mouth 
of one dried skull to another mouth hang two parallel bone rosaries, 
and from the center lofthe crown ornamentj hang three parallel pen
dants. They almost Ihang down I to the ,,�sdom eye, and the right and 
left ends cover half the ears. You wear a necklace of fifty moist human 
heads strung together with human intestines, dripping with blood from 
their crown through their chin, adorning you from your shoulders to 
the thick part oC your thighs. The breast ornament is formed by two 
black snakes crossing over the right and left shoulders and under your 
armpits, with their heads tied to their tails at your heart. 

On the crown of each of the wrathful faces is an eight-spoked wheel 
made from a rosary of hone that serves as a crown ornament with a 
Ihollowl center through which your hair passes without obstruction. 
The center of the two ears of the root face is marked by a three-pronged 
vajra that is adorned with a circular eight-spoked bone wheel; its outer 
shape is square and has a fastening rope and thrce bone nets. There arc 
three Ibone netsl in the center as well as three to the right and three to 
the left, with five hanging pendants. In the center of the throat and to 
u,e right and IcCt are three-pronged vajras with three lengthwise strands 
U1at crisscross eight times, ,,�th nets and pendants hanging underneath. 
The ornament at your shoulders and heart has a square outer shape, 
with an eight-spoked bone wheel inside it, and wiu, a three-pronged 
vajra at the center. From the four corners, t-..\lO parallel bone rosaries 
go over your shoulders and under your armpits, with seven net� and 
pendants that form the bone chest ornament .90The skirt. or apron, is 

90. This is the chen orna1l1('nt (Tib. scr la kha). Sometimes, as you will sec at the eml or 
this scctiOll , il is often interchanged wilh the ornamental doth worn during olTcrings or the 
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at your navel .  In the center and at the four edges are five horizontal 
strands of three-pronged vajras with sixteen bone rosaries crisscross

ing each other, from which hang five nets and thirteen pendants, with 
eighteen visibly hanging down. The three to the right and left come 
down to your thighs, and the two to the right and left of those almost 
come down to your knees. Five bone rosaries crisscross from v,rhich 
hang sixteen nets and pendants. 

Your entire body is smeared with blue ash from human bone burned 
in a fire. On top of that is ground white bone ofa human being, smeared 
in many heaps of five drops lof ash from burnt human bone l .  

The necklace, bracelet, earrings, crown wheel, and breast orna
ment are the five mudras or, [in other v.'ords, 1  "the renowned five bone 
ornanlcnts"; with the great ash added to those, we get six ornaments. 

You are naked, without clothing. Your beUy is extremely vast and 
fat like the Lord of Death, and you have a wrathful demeanor. Your 
seventeen arms to the right and Ithe seventeen armsl to the left come 
from a single shoulder socket. There are eight in the front and eight in 
the back, stacked one above the other. Once the front and back arms 
arc assembled, the first two hands emerge ." The right Ihandsl are in 
the threatening mudra raised upward for the transcendent deities, and 
the left are in the threatening mudra in the lower direction, making 
a threatening mudra toward the worldly beings " The first two hands 
hold a pale-blue-colored bloody elephant skin with its head to the right 
and its hairy side facing outward and held outstretched by the left fore 
and hind legs. Concerning this, the elephant symbolizes ignorance. As 
for the flayed skin, this symbolizes the destruction of ignorance. As for 
calling these"the first two hands"; there are seventeen hands each on the 

"Brahma's thread" (fib. mrhod phit fhOiJs) when counting the fi,'c mudras. In Je Sherab GyaLSo's 
Thirtecn.Deity Yamant-aka commentary. he states that the terms are used interchangeably. 
91. This passage is fairly obscure. There are thirty-four arms; sevcnteen on each side. The first 
IwO hands hold an clcphanl skin behind your back. The first IWO of the remaining thirty.two 
hold a cun'cd knife and skull cup at your heart. Of the remaining thirty arms, fifteen are held 
out horizont .. lly on the right and fifteen on the left. Those arms arc in two sets, with seven in 
the front row and eight in the back row, with one set behind the other. The arms are arranged 
so that the), are all visible, with the front and back arms alternating so that there appears to 
he one row of fifteen arms. 
92. Je Shcnb Cyatso's commentary states. "'His right hands . . .  are beckoning lhe supramundane 
dcitk� by saying, 'QUickly bestow attainments upon practitioners'. The left hands threat.en 
worldly gods by sa),ing. 'Do not create obstacles for practitioners'." 
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right and left; these are the first two. Regarding the phrase "the first two 
hold a curved knife and skull cup," the first set of right and left hands 
hold the elephant skin, and Ithe "first two hands that hold the curved 
knife and skull cup"l refer to the first of the remaining thirty-two hands. 

As for the remaining hand implements, they are easy to understand; 
therefore I won't write much on this. Concerning the dart, it has the 
head of a sharp-tipped iron mace with peacock feathers inserted in it. 
The pe tie is like a pestle used for rice. There are two traditions a to 
why it is called "fish hook." In one, it is called "fish hook" becluse it is 
used to gut fish in the water. In the other, it is called "fish hook" because 
in India the water carriers used to wear them on their belts. The width of 
its shape increases lin the midd.leJ and has three curves. The harpoon is a 
short spear with a lasso attached to it and is a noose used for hanging. 93 
The katvanga has a white eight-sided handle, and its lower tip becomes 
increasingly slender and is in the shape ofa single-pronged vajra. At the 
upper section lofthe katvangal is a vase, upon that is a variegated vajra, 
upon that is a moist human head, fresh and blue, I upon thatl is a red 
desiccated head and a white dried head stacked one upon each other. 
At ti,e tip is a complete five-pronged vajra standing upright. Below the 
vase are a small bell and a three-pointed pennant. The damaru is not 
dearly explai,ned . Concerning the wheel, it is an iron wheel used as a 
weapon, and its spokes are like iliirty-two double-edged swords without 
a rim. Its hub has a hole that is used for inserting your finger. The vajra 
is a golden five-pronged vajra. The bell has a handle made of a similar 
lfive-pronged golden vajral . The vajra-hammer has a Isinglel-pointed 
Ivajral-handle, and the head of the hammer is marked by a half vajra. 
The sword has a half-vajra handle and double-edged blade. 

IStarting on ti,e left side), the head of Brahma is yellow and has four 
faces. The lasso is marked by a vajra. The leg, hand, and intestines are 
from a human.The bow is extremely vast and is held aloft in the manner 
of being victorious in battle over demons. The impaling stick impales 
a living being either from the anus to the crown or through the navel .  
The brazier is  a fire hearth used in wrathful burnt offerings. Togetller 
with its fireplace platform, it blazes with fire. The scalp is a skull with 

93. Here. Ngulchu Oharmabhadra skips lCJ the e!c\'cnth hand implcm..:nl. 
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hair. The wrathful mudra is a wrathful mudra made with a human hand. 
rhe three-pointed pennant has a spear attached to its tip. The Wind-flag 
is a multicolored flag. 

The legs emerge from one hipbone. Underneath the eight bent right 
legs and upon the sun mandala are Brahma, Indra, Vishnu, Rudra.They 
[lie face down[ .  with their right side to the south or, [in other words, [  
to the right, and their heads are to  the east or, [in other words,] faCing 
forward. Upon them are the eight [beingsl such as a human being and 
so forth, with their heads facing south or, [in other words,l to the right . 
From the sole of that foot to the [sole of your] outstretched left leg is 
a distance of five of your own hand-spans. Underneath [your leli foot] 
arc six-headed Kumara, Ganesh, handra, and urya, with their left 
sides to the north or, lin other words, I to the left, and their heads arc 
faCing east or, [in other words,] forward. On top ofthcrn arc a vulture 
and so forth. Those eight have their heads to the north or, [in other 
words, I fa ing toward the left. They are being suppressed between their 
shoulder blades, and the ends (or tails) of the sixteen beings almost 
meet each other. 

The creatures on the right all have male organs, and the creatures on 
the left are all in the aspect of female , in accordance with the intention 
set forth in the verse that states: 

The eight bent right legs are the 
Means of subduing the eight arrogant gods. 
The eight outstTetched left legs frolic 
On the eight arrogant goddesses. 

The vulture is a falcon and is like a baby hawk. It has the beak of a 
duck" and eyes like a cat. The big kite has a black body and a white head 
and is similar to the ,.ulture. The mynah bird has a black body and a 
yellow beak. It has a fleshy growth coming from its neck and can utter 
human speech, and [mynah birds] were used by Indian merchants. The 
swan is like a big duck with a yellow beak, almost the size of a sheep, 

94. Tib. rrK"hu la hi siam med. I w.u unable to locate an exact description ofwhal lhis exprcs· 
llion refers to. 
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and iu neck is striped. The rest of the lanimalsl arc all very well known 
an'd casy to understand. 

Indra is white in colof, Vishnu is black, and Rudra is white with a 
blue neck. Six-Faced Kumara has two faces on the front and rear, and 
one each on the right and left . Ganesh is the ruler of a class of malig. 
nant spirits" and has the 'ace of a white elephant. Chandra is white and 
Surya is orange. 

The palms of your hands and the soles of YOllr feet arc as saturated 
with blood as if they had been completely soakeel in blooel. YOlir fin
gernails are sharp like long iron hooks. Imagine that YOll radiate a mass 
of five-colored flames that resound with the sounds of crackling and 
roaring. That is called "generating the commitment being." The transla
tion equivalent [in Sanskrit] of"comm_itment"is"samaya." The definitive 
mcan.ing of the word ""com_mitment" is "emanating and collecting" or 
"I emanating andl entering" and is the basis of emanating and collecting 
the wisdom beings; therefore it is called I.Ccommitment," and because it 
is intent on the welfare of living beings, it is called "being." " 

At the heart lof the commitment being!. one should meditate that a 
moon scat emerges from an A upon which is the exalted wiselom being 
Manjushri, who is exactly the same as the causal vajra-holder Manjushri. 
He is the exalted wisdom of inseparable bliss and emptiness appearing 
with form and shape; therefore he is "wisdom" and is called ilbcingtl for 
the same reasons mentioned above. 

You should imagine that a sun mandala at your hcart emerges from 
a red syllabic A ,  in the center of which is a dark blue syllable HUM as 

the concentration being. If you focus your concentration there, you 
will asily manifest simultaneously born e.xalted wisdom; therefore he 
is called a "concentration being" for the same rcason mentioned abovc. 
Furthermore, the commitment being has a quaLitative similarity to a 
body composed of flesh and bones. The exalted wisdom being has a 
qualitative similarity to the subtle primordial body. And the concentra
tion being has a qualitative Similarity to ti,e subtle primordial mind. 
Furthermore, you should not imagine that it is Rat like a drawing or 

95. Tib. bJ na)o ta. 
96. In San"krit, lhc cJt:prcssion ror a commitment being is "samaya sall\a." 
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in the aspect of a sculpted figure. Instead it is hollow without Resh and 
bones and appears without self· nature, like a form in a m.irror or the 
colors of a rainbow in the sky. 

The Way of Embracing the Knowledge-Goddess" 

The Mother Vajra Vetali is in your lap.98The way to visualize her is as 
[described[ earlier. "Vajra"means emptiness and because it has destroyed 
self-grasping together with its imprints, it is like the selAessness of a 
corpse; therefore "corpse.

,,
99 That [bliss and emptinessJ arises in the 

aspect of a form body; therefore it is [zombiel or "Vetali." Her body is 
slightly smaller than the Father's. She has one face and two arms. Her 
right hand holds a curved knife with a five-pronged vajra-handle, and 
the left holds a skull cup that embraces the Father's neck. She has a 
crown ornament of five dried skulls. She wears a [necklacel rosary of 
fifty dried skulls strung together from their crown to their chin with a 
thread of corpse hair. E xcept for the ash, she is adorned with the five 
mudras. Her right leg is outstretched, and her left leg embraces the 
Father above his thigh. Establish clear appearance and eli,one pride [of 
being Yamantaka embracing Vajra Vetali l .  

Although from this point forward it would indeed be adequate to 
correlate [embracing a knowledge-goddess withl the basis of purifica
tion, there is no meditation on the basis of purification and the purifying 
agent from the perspective of their qualitative similarities; however 
there is [a system I for conjoining the qualitative similarity with the 
result. Therefore inspire yourself by thinking"]ust as the teacher taught 
the conducts of attachment for the sake of subduing his best disciples, so 
too must I engage in the conducts of attachment for the welfare of pure 
disciples." The secret place of the Father transforms into unobservable 
emptiness and from the blue syllable HUM there emerges the external 
shape of the vajra-sign (penis), while internally it is a blue five-pronged 

97. This section or the commentary, about embracing Vajra Vetali and establishing the retinue 
deiti�, is about a part or the sadhana that is unique to lheThirtcc.n-Deity practice. 
98. �Lap"is misleading in English since it implies that she is "Sitting" in Yamantaka's lap. Instead 
her hips arc pressed against his as they engage in embrace. 
99. Vajra Vetali means "vajra zombie." Bliss and emptines.'l-which is the wisdom ("ajra) rcal
i1.ing selflessness (corpse)-manifests in the rorm or the deity (zombie). 
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vajra. At its tip is a red OM from which comes a red jewel at the head of 
the penis. Within its central prong there i a hole and within that there 
is . yellow syllabi PHAT with its head pointing inward, radiating dense 
rays of light that perfectly blocks Ithe hole of the vajra l .  

From within the vacuity of the Mother's secret place comes a rcd 
HUM from which emerges a red eight-petalled lotus with a hole in its 
center. In its center, from a white syllable AH emerges a white slamcn 
or enter with a hole in its center. This is at the brim of the lower end 
of th · central channe\ .  In the center of Ithe eight-petalled lotus I is a 
hole with a yellow syllable pHAT as b fore. IThe two yellow PHATsl 
do not obstruct each other. Both of them are soft to the touch. 

The five-pronged vajr. of the Father symbolizes the five channel 
petals, and the eight-petalled lotus of the Mother symbolizes the eight 
channel petals. The red jewel symbolizes that the white bodhichitta is 
mixed with a little red Ibodhichittal .  The white Icolorl in the center of 
the lotus symbolize ' that the red bodhichitta is mixed with a little white 
Ibodhichitt'l. The yellow pHAT symbolizes the downward-voiding 
wind, and the fact that it blocks the hole 101' the vajral symbolizes that 
you ha\'e restrained the downward-voiding wind; tI,erefore the I white 
bodhichittal element will not be ejaculated. In thi way, visualize bless
ing the secret pia e and establish divine pride and dear appearal' e. 

Thus, meditating on yourself as the father and mother deities is the 
discrimination of the body as the deity. Meditating on the syllable PHAT 
after blessing both secret places is the discrimination of speech as man
tra. The tllOught"J have actualized uncontaminated bliss in dependence 
upon this method" ts the discrimination of the mind as Dharma. While 
being endowed with these three, you enter into embrace, whereby 
you initiate the joy of attad,ment after which you should prodaim the 
mantra. 

Concerning the meaning of tI,e mantra, OM symbolizes the three 
vajras 101' body, speech, and mindl. SARWA means "al\." TATHAGATA 
means"gone tosuchness."ANURAGA NA mcans"passion."Vajra means 
"indcslructible." OBHAWA means "nature." AMAKA means "entity." 
AHAM means "I arn."Thus, all together it means "I am the entity of 
lhc nature of passion of all cllc tathagatas." 

Thus, through entering into embrace, the Idownward-voidingl wind 
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emerges from the central channel of the Mother like a stiff waft of 
incense smoke and enters into your central channel and ignites the 
inner fire at your navel, which melts the bodhichitta at your crown. It 
descends to your throat, heart, and navel ,  whereby you generate joy, 
supreme joy, and extraordinary joy. As it reaches your secret place, it is 
arrested at the hole in the tip of the jewel and is restrained from being 
ejaculated, whereby you generate simultaneously born joy. That Iblissl 
ascertains the object emptiness, and you enter in the state of nondual 
blis and emptiness. This is the primary object of accomplishment on 
the first stage, and you should train in giving rise to nondual profundity 
and clarity that perceives the entire supporting and supported mandalas 
as a manifestation of bliss and emptiness. Because of this, it becomes a 
ripening agent for the completion stage, generating the resultant bliss 
and emptiness and so forth. Because thi occurs prior to the other two 
forthcoming concentrations and is a preparation for nondual method 
and wisdom, it is called "the concentration of the initial preparation." 

The Concentration of the Supreme Conqueror of the Mandala has three 
sections: 

I )  TH E WAY OF ENGAGING IN  THE ACTION AND ARRANGING 

THE MANDA LA AFTER GENERATING THE DEITY 

2) BLESSING THE SOURCES AND ELEM ENTS AS W E L L  AS BODY, 

SPEEC H ,  AND MIND 

3 )  A BSORBING T H E  W,SDOM BEINGS, BESTOWING E MPOWER

MENT, AND SEALING 

The Way of Engaging in the Action and Arranging the 
Mandala after Generating the Deity 

As the Father and Mother in embrace, limitless red hooklike rays of 
light radiate from your joined organs as well as from the HUM at your 
heart and pervade space, summoning all the budd has in the aspect of 
Glorious Vajrabhairava and so forth, who then enter your mouth. Due 
to the fire of passion, they melt into light and transform into a single 
drop, which induces something similar to the rour joys. That drop leaves 
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S I-I EItAIJ S E N G E  

through a small crevice at one corner of the syllable PHAT at the two 
secret places and enters the womb, where it becomes the size of a grain 
that has the circumference of a mustard seed. It moves upward in the 
womb of the mother to just below her belly and above her colon, where 
it mixes Iwith the red dropl .  That drop transforms into a red and white 
drop with hvo sections the size of a peaj one below and one above. The 
lower portion transforms into a syllable BHRUM, which melts into light 
and from which cmcl-ges the square celestial mansion complete with the 
characteristics such as four doors, ornaments, and archways, together 
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with the charnel grounds and the seats I for the deitiesl .  Imagining this, 
you should establish di,ine pride and clear appearance. 

Next, the upper portion of the drop instantaneously transforms 
into seventeen portions that rest upon the Lndividual seats that will be 
explained below. Each drop has the same color as one of the deities. 
These completely transform and become the individual seed syllables 
that are generated as the hand symbols marked by the seed syllables. 
In the center is a wrathful, black five-pronged vajra. lln the east, south, 
west, and north I there is: I) a white eight-spoked wheel, 2) a yel
low nine-faceted jewel , 3) a red sixteen-petalled lotus, and 4) a green 
double-edged sword IrespectivelYI. At the eastern doorway is a blue 
hammer marked by'oo a variegated double vajra with five prongs in each 
direction, which when combined Iwith their four sides I equals twenty. It 
also has a handle that emerges from the central prong in one direction. 
There is a white mace marked by a three-pronged vajra at its tip. There 
is also a red eight-petalled lotus and so forth in accordance with the 
ritual text. 101 Within the four outer corners are a NA Ln the southeast, a 
YO in the southwest, a NI in the northwest, and a RA in the northeast. 

Each of the hand symbols corresponds to their individual colors and 
radiates rays of light. The syllables in the four outer corners emanate 
rays of light, on the tips of which are white skull cups filled with nectar 
that accomplish the welfare of living beings, after which they dissolve 
into their respective places. The hand implements and seed syllables of 
all thirteen deities completely transform and emerge as the thirteen 
path deities according to the generation stage. 

Concerning their visuaLization, in the center is Glorious Vajrabhai
rava Father and Mother, like a mountain of lapis embraced by the fire at 
the end of the eon. Likewise in the east, inside [the gridl is white Moha 
Yamantaka (Ignorance Yamantaka), like a mountain of snow. In the south 

100. Here the l('xl says "a variegated double vajra at the four doors"; howc\'er that is obviously 
mistaken. 
101. In the center there i!l a five-pronged ,'ajra, in the east a white eight-spoked whee.l, in the 
south a yellow nine· faceted jewel, in the. west a rcd sixteen-petalled lotus, and in the north 
a double.edged green sword. In the eastern doorway there is a blue. hammer marked with a 
variegated \'ajra, in the southcrn doorway a while club, in the western doorway a red eight
pctalll!d lotus, and in the northern doorway a green doublc-e<lged �-word. In the southeastern 
�ection of the nine-sectioned grid l.hcrc is a white wheel, in lhc southwestern section 3 blue 
vajra, in the northwestern section a red IOlUS, and in the northeastern section a green sword. 
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i5 yellow !vtatsaraya Yamantaka (Avarice Yamantaka) ,  like a mountain 
of gold. In the wcst is reu Raga Yamantaka (Desire Yamantaka) ,  like 
a mountain or ruby. In the north is green Irs)"a Yamantaka ( Jealous), 
Ynmantaka), like a mountain ofemcralcl. In the eastern doorway is blue 
Mudgara Yamantaka (Hammer Yamantaka) ,  like a mounta.in of lapis. In 
thl" southern doorway is white Danda Yamantaka (Club Yamantaka) , 
like a sno\\' mountain. In the western doorway is red Padma Yamantaka 
( Lotus Yamantaka), like a mountain of ruby. In the northern doorway 
is green Khadga Yamantaka (Sword Yamantaka), like a mountain of 
emerald embraced by fire. These are the male counterparts of the four 
mothers. All eight male deities have three faces, six arms, and two legs, 
with the right bent and the left outstretched. Their first two hands hold 
a sword and a skull cup and embrace a female deity similar to them
el ves. They each have crown ornaments of five dried skulls and wear 

necklaces offifty moist human heads dripping with blood. Each of their 
faces have three red, round, bloodshot eyes that blaze with fire, and they 
gnash their four fangs. Their tongues are curled and terrify harmful and 
interfering spirits. They radiate firelight to the ten directions and are 
adorned with the six ornaments. They are adorned by the eight blue 
snakes such as Ananta and so forth. Concerning the color of the nectar 
Ispewing from the mouths of the snakes I. it is light yellow, and it is said 
that it spews from the mouths of the snakes with a hiss. The snakes have 
two tongues and are poisonous with a row of fangs. 

In the southeast is white Charchika, who is gaunt and extremely 
wrathful .  in the sOllthwest is blue Varahi ,  whose left face is that of a 
sow; her bod I' is short and stocky with a swollen hanging belly. In the 
northwest is red arasvati with peaceful attire and three eyes. In the 
northeast is green Gauri, who is similar to VarahLThey have male con· 
sbrts sir-nilar to themselves. The female counterparts to the eight males 
and all four of these female deities have a crown of five dried skulls and 
a necklace of fifty dried skulls. In addition to the ash, they are adorned 
by the other five ornaments. They stand amid a blazing fire with their 
right legs bent and left outstretched. All of the retinue deities come up 
only to the Principal 's navel, and the female deities are slightly smallcr 
than their male counterparts. 

If we separate each or these male and remale deities land count 
them indh' idllally J ,  we get t\-vcnty·six. Ho,-\,cvcr, Ignorance Yamantaka 
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and Club Yamantaka both have the same consort in Charchika. Avarice 

Yamantaka, Club Yamantaka, and the Principal have the sarne consort in 

Varahi. 102 Desire Yamantaka and Lotus Yamantaka have the same con art 

in Sarasvati. Jcalou y Yamantaka and word Yamantaka have the same 

consort in Cauri. The male consort of Charchika is Ignorance Yaman
taka.The male consort ofVarahi isAvaricc Yamantaka,Th male consort 

of Sarasvati is Lotus Yamantaka. The male consort of Gauri is Jealousy 
Yamantaka. Therefore all the deities are once again embodied in the 
thirteen. Furthermore, there is one seed syllable and one hand imple
ment upon each seat, from which one pair of male and female deities 
are generated; for this reason they should be called "thirteen deities." 

At this point, it also fine if we shorten the ritual description of lhe 
Principal ,  and the same thing applies to the celestial mansion. Therefore 
if we don't have the extra time and wish to shorten the description, if 
we were to recite "On a seat in the center lof the mandalal is G lorious 
Vajrabhairava with nine faces, thirty-four arms, and iXleen legs with 
the right bent and left outstretched, and he stands amid a mass of blazing 
fire," that would be acceptable. IConcerningl the hand implements, the 
wheeL� are white, the jewels are yellow, the lotuses are red, the s\'vords 
arc green, and the vajras are blue. The four syllables at the four outer 
corners completely transform into white human skull cups filled with 
orange nectar with their foreheads facing inward. 101 

There are teachings for pacifying and increasing once one has com
pleted the recitation of the entire supporting and supported outer and 
inner mandalas, however other than mentionjng it here, I am not going 
to set it in writing. 

Next, set forth an extremely powerful intention, thinking"l am going 
to purify the impure world and its beings in general and the anger of 
those angry senlient beings and establish them in the dharmadhatu." 
Appearing clearly as the deity, recite OM HRIHTRI . . .  through which 
you are calling the Principal within the womb to work for the welfare 
of Ii" ing beings. Having summoned them, initially countless principal 

102. E"cn though the mnSOrl or tho." Principal is Vajr.l VNali, here Ngulchu Oharmahhadra 
is :,pc.1king .}I tll.,:.r n.lIurc. For morc on this, set' Ulundrup Panclita. jellel Treasurl.l Houst oflht 

Thru Ibha. in l'am<lnlaka (ycl;.· Tcxu: Jlaillmt 1. Paw I and 1, trans. Sharpa Tulku \\ilh Rkhard 
Guard (Nt'\\ Udhi:·l il)t·t Hnusc, 1(02). 24-9. 
IOJ. l11�· l'nllre gc,wr.lIiun (lthe celestial mansion and the thirteen tlClUl'.S from the drop IIlsidc 
the "muh OI IJ,\� MOllwr .11,,0 takl'$ pl.let· within the womb of th(· Mother. 
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rathers and mothers emanate I rTOm the Principali and emerge through 
the I Mother'sl hair pores and so rorth, and ha\'inggone to the ten direc
tions, the), work in whatever way necessary to subdue living beings: 
om sentient beings arc merely touched by the light rays; ror others, 

bodhichitta descends from the joined organs and enters through the 
crown or the e sentient beings, wbereby they receive empowerment; 
some arc taught the common path, arter which, once they have puri. 
fied their mental continuums, they enter the mandala and receive the 
rour empowerments and so rorth. In particular once the anger or the 
angry sentient beings has been purified, their body transrorms into the 
Principal Father and Mother, and the rundamental nature or their mind 
becomes the wisdorn rca.lizing its ultimate mode of existence, which 
ultimately manirests as the realization or the sphere or emptiness that is 
the rundamental nature or all phenomena, whereby they are established 
in t.he exalted wisdom or the dharmadhatu or the Principal Father and 
Mother. 

On e again, imagine that they dissolve into the emanated deities, 
and they too dissolve one into the other and finally into a single pair or 
rather and mother deities. The Father dissolves into you, and the Mother 
di sol\'es into the Principal Mother. 

Again, set rorth the intention that thinks "I am going to puriry the 
impure world and its beings in general and in particular the ignoran 'c 
in the minds or ignorant living beings and establish them in the state 
of the mirrorlike exalted wisdom." After thjs, one summons Ignorance 
Yamantaka rrom the east as berore. He purifies the negative karma and 
obscurations or living beings in general and rocuses mainly on their 
ignorance and purifie all ignorance in particular. Arter this, ule), per
ceive that all phenomena are like reRections in a mirror and are the 
exalted wisdom or inseparable bliss and emptiness, through which the' 
are ultimately established in the state orIgnorance Yamantaka.Arler this 
they arc sequentially absorbed as berore, becoming one pair or rather 
and mother deities and assuming their seat upon the lotus and moon 
within the eastern sector or the grid within the celestial mansion facing 
you . Apply the same reasoning to the others. '''The exalted wisdom or 

104. What follows i, a sc:qucllli.ll list of definitions orlhe acti\'ilics of each of the thirteen dcilic�. 
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equality is an ultimate exalted wisdom that realizes the equality of the 
truth of emptiness that does not discriminate between the good and 
bad of samsara and nirvana. The exalted wisdom of individual inves
tigation is an ultimate wisdom realizing the conventional status of the 
five sciences. 105 The exalted wisdom of accomplishing activities is an 
ultimate knowledge of nonconfusion that accomplishes all activities 
for the welfare of living beings. 

The "demon of the aggregates" is the appropriated contaminated 
aggregates that are the nature of suffering. The "power of faith" is faith 
in special objects. The "demon of afflictive emotions" is being under 
the control of karma and afflictive emotions. The "po\-\'cr of effort" 
refers to possessing the power of joy to accomplish virtue. The "demon 
of the Lord of Death" refers to having to forsake without control the 
continuum of your contaminated appropriated aggregates. The "power 
of mindfulness" is the mind's not forgetting an entity that it is well 
acquainted with. The aggregate of the "son of god" are gods such as 
Ishvara and so forth. The power of concentration is abiding single
pointedly upon a visuaJ virtuous object. 

The earth element of all living beings is flesh, bones, and so forth; 
their water element is moisture such as blood and so forth; their fire 
element is warmth; and their wind element is breath. Once these are 
purjfied, they become the nature of immeasurable love, compassion, 
joy, and equanimity, and each one is estabHshed in the state of one of 
the goddesses. 

Next, swnmon the skull cups and the celestial mansion. In Je Rin
poche's Heruka [sadhana of Luipaj, he says they are filled when you 
recite the three syllables, and the four skull cups at the four corners 
are summoned as before. The)' purify the sta.ins of unattractive forms 
within the visual fields of living beings, the unpleasant sounds in their 
auditory fields, unpleasant scents in their olfactory fields, unpleasant 
tastes in their gustatory fields, all coarse objects of touch in the physi
cal sphere, and the inabilit)' to comprehend the nature of phenomena 
with the mental sphere. The four skull cups are the nature of the six 

For example. after the first five establish living beings in the five exalted wisdoms. the sixth 
purifies the "demon of the aggregatcs" and so all. 
I05.Thc five sciences arc I) language. 2) logiC, 3) medicine, 4) fine arts, and 5) spiritualilY. 
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vajra goddesses of form, sound, smell, taste, tactile objects, and dhar
madhalu. Furthermore, the tactile objects are induded within form, 
and since phenomena pervade everything, lhis embodies lalll four. , .. 

Recite the three syllables once again, whereby you summon the 
celestial mansion together with the retinue as before. Countless Iceles
tial mansions I are emanated to the ten directions, purifying all faults 
of the environments in the ten directions such as the burning iron 
ground in the hell realms and so forth, lhe cliffs in lhe hungry ghosl 
IrealmJ.  and the stones and gravel of the worldly realm. In short, all 
faults and imperfections that are the ripened effect or, lin other words,l 
the subjective experien e of the ten nonvirtues, are purified. They are 
firmly transformed into the abodes for virtuous practices, which are 
the subjective results of the good gualities of the ten virtue . 

After they are once again withdrawn, imagine that they dissolve into 
the external celestial mansion. Sometimes contemplate how the living 
beings who possess powerful afflictive emotions such as desire and so 
forti, are dominated by those amictive emotions and must experience 
the unbearable results lof those afflictive emotionsl, through which you 
generate extremely powerful compassion. ometimes train in aspira. 
tion by contemplating "how wonderful it would be if I were able to 
quickly obtain tI,e enlightened actions of a buddha, so that I would be 
able to establish countless living beings on the ripening and liberating 
Ipathsl by merely touching them with rays of light." And sometimes, 
on e you have visualized working for the welfare of living beings and 
have convinced yourself lof its effectiveness] by thinking"1 have accom
plished the ripening and liberating of living beings," meditate on joy 
by rejOicing. Concerning these ImeditationsJ .  they are a special skillful 
mean thaI is vastly superior to meditating for eons on the path of the 
Perfection Vehicle \vith practices such as taking and giving (tonglen) and 
so forth. IJ you make a sincere effort in these I visualization I and don't 
merely recite the words, even just once, you complete an immense 
amount of merit. You purify countless obscurations. It become the 
means of accomplishing a buddha's realm. It has a concordant aspecl 
and becomes a ripening agent for working for th welfare of living 
being on e the path-time illusory body has emanated the deity of the 

106.Thc 1.\s1 scntence explains how four- s.kull cups can embody the six objccts mentioned i1OO\'e, 
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supreme conqueror of the mandala. It establishes special imprints for 
accomplishing, and has a concordant aspect with, working to ripen and 
liberate countless Living beings in each instant, once you have emanated 
things such as countless supporting and supported mandalas until sam
sara is empty, and so forth .Thus, you should do these and other practices 
very slowly and methodically. 

A lthough it is explained that it is permissible to generate the direc
tional protectors at this point during the generation of the deity without 
the mandala,'07 they are included within the basis of accomplishment 
for the front-generation dUl-ing a sand mandala, doth-painted man
dala, and so forth. Also, at that time, it is easy to offer the torma once 
),ou have accomplished the front-generation. At this point, you hould 
generate the directional guardians that are included with the others for 
the basis of accomplishment for the front-generation, which accords 
with Je Rinpoche's intention. When generating the guests of the torma 
separately, and especially when performing the self-generation alone, 
one does not generate the directional protectors at this point. The sys
tems for generating or not generating the directional protectors at this 
point, together with their system for accepting or rejecting, is perfectly 
explained by Changkya Ngawang Losang Chaden in Abandonins Co,?!u

sian I '  KhruJ sponsl, which perfectly accords with teachings set forth in 
the writings of such qualified beings as Panchen Losang Chakyi Gyaltse.n 
and Gyalchog Kelsang Gyatso (the Seventh Dalai Lama), whose teach
ings extensively explain the correct way of Igenerating the directional 
protectorsl· 

BleSSing the Sources and Elements as well as Body, 
Speech, and Mind 

Next, at the right and left eyes of the root faces of the Principal and the 
retinue are a lotus and moon seat upon which is a K HIM from which 
emerges a white wheel marked by a KSHIM. These completely trans
form and arise as Vajra Eyes, who are inseparable in nature from the eye 
sense powers and are like sesame seeds. They are simi lar to Ignorance 
Yamantaka and face outward. Likewise, at the two ears is a blue DZIM 

107. Tib. Jhan lhabs. 
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from which emerges a blue vajra marked by a DZIM.These completely 
transform and arise as Vajra Ears, who arc inseparable in nature from 
the ear sense powers and are like stalks of wheat with cut faces.  They 
face outward. At the nostrils is a yellow KHAM from which emerges 
a yellow jewel marked by a KHAM. These completely transform and 
arise as Vajra Nostrils. They are similar to Avarice Yamantaka and are 
inseparable in nature from the nose sense power and are like parallel 
copper needles between u,e bones of the two nostrils. They face out
ward. In the center of the root of the tongue is a red RAM from which 
emerges a red lotus marked by a RAM. This completely transforms and 
arises as Vajra Tongue, who is inseparable in nature from the tongue 
sense power. He is similar to Attachment Yamantaka and faces the tip 
of the tongue. At u,e hair treasure, in the center of the exalted wisdom 
eye, is a green KAM from which emerges a sword marked by a KAM. 
This is the principal abode of the body sense power; therefore it is the 
nature of the Ibody sense powerJ.This transforms into Vajra Body. He is 
similar to green Sword Yamantaka and faces outward. Within the navel 
is a white SAM that emerges as a white vajra marked by a SAM, which 
completely transforms into white Vajra Mind, the nature of the mind 
sense power. He faces outward. They all rest upon lotus and moon seats. 

Furthermore, from the blue syllable HUM at the heart of the Prin
cipal and the retinue emerges a blue five-pronged vajra wiu, a HUM at 
its center. The blue five-pronged vajra marked by a HUM completely 
transforms into Vajra Mind. At the heart of the Principal, it is in front of 
the wisdom being. Alternatively, it is also said that it can be inseparable 
in nature from the concentration being; you should do 'whichever is easi· 
cst. At the throat, the A H  is in front of the larynx, from which emerges 
a red eight· petalled lotu wiu, an AH in the center, which emerges as 
a red lotus marked by an AH and completely transform into red Vajra 
Speech. At the crown, below the skull and above the brain is a white 
OM from which emerges an eight-spoked wheel lying flat. At its center 
is an OM that is generated as a white wheel marked by an OM, which 
completely transforms into white Vajra Body. These should be gener
ated in accordance with the ritual text. lOS 

108. According to Ihe practice or Solitary Hero Yamanl'aka. when blessing the sense I)owcrs 
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Next, coundess red hooklike rays of  light radiate from the HUM 
at your heart together with hand symbols of hooks and go to the ten 
directions. They invoke all the budd has in the ten directions in the 
aspect of countless vajra-body Vairochanas, vajra-speech Amitabhas, 
and vajra-mind Akshobyas who are similar to those that you just gener
ated, and they sequentially dissolve linto each otherl until finally they 
arC in the presence of the Principal and retinue. Recite OM HRIH 
TRI  H A . . .  and present offerings. Once again, light rays similar to 
those above radiate and summon each of d,e three groups before you. 
Imagine d,at d,ey gradually dissolve into each one of your three places 
and dissolve into the commitment beings at your three places. 

The meaning of the mantra I recited at this pointl is the same as the 
mantras explained earlier. As for CHITTA, it means "mind" and Ithe 
entire mantraJ is saying: "I am the entity that is the nature of the vajra
mind of all the tathagatas." Likewise, the other two Imantrasl are the 
same. WAKA Jin the second mantral means "speech." KAYA lin the 
third mantral means "body." 

Here, the vajra-mind is generated and dissolved first, and offering 
perfume to the heart is done as a preliminary. Also, during d,e prac
tice of Ganden Lha Gyama, , .. one proclaims the good qualities ofJthe 
guru'sl mind Ibefore his speech and bodyl ,  which is an extraordinarily 
important piece of instruction. Furthermore, Je Lama ITsongkhapal 
and Vajrabhairava are bod, Manjushri; therefore the order is different 
than with odler deities as a way of bestowing attainment upon the prac
titioner. When starting out, we request the attainment of wisdom in 
our mental continuum,  supplemented with other Dharmas. Next, we 
request attainments of speech such as expounding, debating, and com
posing. After that, we request attainments of body since one becomes 
fearless in the presence of scholars, and one's body glows with radiance. 
If one practices in accordance with this sequence, it is said that you 
quickly receive attainments and then come under the care 101' Manjushri I .  

Concerning the necessity of  blessing your eyes and so forth in this 
way, it purifies ordinary appearances and conceptions of them. If you 

and the body, speech, and mind, one merely marks these places wilh seed syllabll's without 
generating them ali dcilicli. 
109. One Hundred Deilies offushita IJCa'ldan Ihu h'H)'a mul. 
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imagine that by presenting offerings to the deities, they generate bliss 
and emptiness once they have enjoyed the objects such as form and so 
forth, not only will you be impervious to harm, but you will accomplish 
a vast store of merit. Once you have been ble sed by the deity, your 
moving winds become serviceable, which becomes a ripening agent for 
practicing vajra-recitation on the branch winds through which you will 
accomplish clairvoyance of the five sense doors. Through the blessing of 
the body, speech, and mind [of the deityJ, you will overcome ordinary 
appearances and conceptions of your three doors, and they will be 
transformed into the nature of the three vajras. 

Absorbing the Wisdom Beings, Bestowing 
Empowerment, and Sealing 

Next, it is taught that you should invoke [the wi dom beingsJ by reciting 
"OM HRIH H A  BHO . . .  "; therefore it is acceptable to do so J without 
reciting the extensive verses of invocationl .  

DZA, Manjushri, who i s  the nature of  the actuality of all 
phenomena, 

Having no abode, like space, neither coming or going. 
Like the sphere of time, compassion is divorced from coming 

and going, 
Not possessing the definition of coming and going, 
It appears anywhere, like the moon in water. 
The deities who are to be invoked today, 
Manjushri, the wisdom of all the buddhas, 
Bhairava Yamantaka, whose purpose is to tame the malignant, 
Varna and his retinue, the executant emanations, 
Please come and abide here out of concern for me. 110 

110. This ,'cr$(! is not part of Ngulchu's text but was added to facilitate understanding of the 
forthcoming expbnation. It was translated by Sharpa Tulku and Michael Perrott all l)art of It 
Manual ojlUtuQI Flu Offirlngs (Dharamsab, India: library ofTibctan Works and Archh'cs, 1987). 
41-42 ;md WillS used with lheir permission. 
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Con erning "Manjushri's being free of self-nature," this is taught 
during the torma offering in ule Solitary Hero practice; therefore it  
would not be inappropriate to also include it at  this point, however 
it is not absolutely necessary. If you are going to recite it, the teach
ings of Changkya N gawang Chad en state, "The Lord of Death and his 
retinue function as his emanations," which means that they transform 
into "the retinue such as Ignorance Yarnantaka and so forth," which is 
how it should be understood. You are not generating demons as the 
basis of accomplishment, and they are unrelated to all the directional 
protectors who are generated when one is only practicing the self
generation. ince this is not the case, we don't need to invoke Action 
Yama at this point. 

Concerning ule meaning of the words, DZA is the seed syllable of 
evocation. The ultimate meaning of Manjushri is a completely pure 
aspect of transformation fTom the nature truth body, 1 1 1  which is one 
nature with actual emptiness, which is the mode of exi tence of all 
phenomena and is "free from coming and going." Also, the time of the 
elements such as summer, fall, and so forth, originate from the power of 
the moon and do not come from somewhere else and then go to another 
place. Likewise, from the perspective of the definitive meaning of the 
exalted wisdom of the truth body, it is not as though ule blesSings of 
M,anjushri's compassion either enter us or not, but they occur based on 
the individual's obscurations, purities and impurities, and accumulation 
of merit or lack of merit. Instead, IManjushri'sl compassion is free from 
the bias of going to some and leaving oUlers. In the interpretive con
ventional sense, Manjushri is an emanated form body that effortlessly 
appears according to our individual fortune. "Free from coming and 
going" means things like going to disciples with pure karma and leaving 
the impure ones. For ex.ample, just like reflections in a mirror, when a 
face meets the mirror, the reAection does not possess the characteristic 
of coming and going. However, this I last examplel does not correlate 
With the earlier and later words of the poetic verses. 

In relation to the former explanation about "coming and going," I 

III. The nature truth body is a dh·ision of tile truth body. or dharmakaya, of widell there are 
two aspects: I) the wisdom truth body. which is the actual omniscient mind of a budclha. and 
2) the nature truth body, which is the emptiness Hpt.'Ct of the dharmilkap. 
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will give another example. Although there is only one moon mandala 
in the sky,1 12 the moon will appear in whatever water there is that is 
not obstructed. In the same way, wherever a disciple focuses his or her 
attention, he will effortlessly appear. ince this is the case, even now, 
when those of us with devotion invoke I Manjushril by requesting "please 
come to this place," since Venerable Manjushri is the nature embodying 
the exalted wisdom of all the buddhas, he appears in extremely wrath
ful aspects for the sake of subduing those evil external beings such as 
lI Iusory Cannibal , '" and he especially reveals the body ofVajrabhairava 
Yamantaka, surrounded by his retinue such as Ignorance Yamantaka and 
so forth. You are saying, "Please come to this place; and although you 
have arrived. remain firm and care for me with your great compassion." 

As for the meaning of the mantra, OM is the forerunner of the 
mantra. HRIH means "snatcher." HA means "wondrous," BHO means 
"exclamation." MAHA means"great." KRODHA means"wrathful." The 
two AGACHAs mean "come here," repeated twice. 

This accords with the saying: 

Wonderful and distracting, 
Wrathful and absolutely terrifying, 
Faith and joy; 
Words with one meaning occur twice. 1 14 

They are repeated twice as a way of identification. ASMAD means 
"from mc.nllS PUJA means "offering." PRATI means "individually." 
GRIHANTU means "having accepted." PRASADA means "clarity." ME 
means "to me." DHIMANA means "wisdom." KURU means "make!" 
SOHA means "establish a foundation." Thus it means "OM wondrous 
wrathful snatcher, come here, come here and accept from me these 
individual offerings and bestow upon me the clarity of wisdom. Estab
lish a foundation !" 

112. "Moon mand:lIaM is just iI poetic way of referring to the moon. 
113.  Tib. sG)'u ma'j srin po. 
114. Although these words are not s)'nonymous, lhc)' are capabl of $Cr\'ing as similar adjectivcs 
for the same scts of phenomena. 
l iS .  This scems 10 be the correct English transliteration of lhe Sanskrit term, howc\'Cr both 
<.-rutions of I.he comrncnt.u), I am using spell it ADMA DA. 
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At the same time, perform the "hooking mudra" as light rays radiate 
from the HUM at your heart as before, whereby you invoke all the con· 
querors in the ten directions from space, like clouds suddenly forming 
in clear sky, from the natural abode of the truth body in the aspect of 
limitless numbers of supporting and supported mandalas of Glorious 
Vajrabhairava. They all become one complete mandala resting in the 
space before you. There are two traditions; one dispels the interfering 
spirits that follow lafter the wisdom bcingsl,the otller does not. Here, 
we utilize the system of dispelling them; therefore imagine that once 
again counties wrathful deities radiate from the HUM at your heart 
and chase the interfering spirits that follow after the wisdom beings to 
the furthest edges of the universe while you recite the action mantra 
and sprinkle the inner offering. Emanate offering goddesses From your 
heart who present offerings lin the same wayl as you did during the 
field of merit. 

ext, when you recite the four mantras M U GARA DZA and so 
forth, going in sequence, Hammer Yamantaka and so forth go to the 
four doors 101' the celestial mansionl,  and the wrathFul deities merely 
hold aloFt their hands implements such as hammers and so forth. As 
you recite the first mantra, the supporting and supported mandalas of 
wisdom beings arc summoned and rest upon the individual support
ing and supported commitment beings, facing the same direction, like 
one person stacked upon another. As you recite the second mantra, 
imagine that they dissolve into each of the commitment beings, but 
they don't mix, like a form's reflection in a mirror. As you recite the 
thjrd mantra, the wisdom beings mix with the commitment beings, 
like water mixed with water, and they become inseparably bound. As 
you recite the fourth mantra, imagine that they joyfully remain without 
ever being displeased. 

Regarding the necessity of dissolving the wisdom beings in thi way, 
i t stops the conception of you and tile wisdom beings as being two sepa
rate things. It stabilizes the divine pride of being inseparable. It serves 
the purpose of lbestowingl blessings. It is a means of convincing yourself 
that you are inseparable Ifrom the wisdom beingsl. You are primarily 
convincing yourself that, in the future, the wisdom beings will definitely 
become inseparable in nature rrom your mental continuum. Until then, 
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YOli imagine that the wisdom beings are presently inscp3,-able in natu.re 
from the mental continuum of another Ithat is, an enlightened being]; 
which is from the perspective of a trainee. 

Together with the mantra and mudra, light rays once again radiate 
from the HUM at your heart as before and invoke all the conquerors 
and their spiritual descendents"· in the ten directions in the aspect of 
countle s supporting and supported mandalas of Glorious Vajrabhaira ... 
that become a single complete mandala abiding in space. nce you have 
made offerings to the deities as before, you request them to· bestow 
the empowerment, through which the Principal of the empowering 
deities, Vajrabhairava, forms the intention "I shall bestow the em pow
crill nt." The wrathful Yamantaka deities chase away the interfering 
spirits who interfere with practicing the path and the bestowal of the 
empowerment. From the four skull cups in the intermediate directions 
emerge desire-object goddesses who send down a rain of offerings and 
Aowers upon you. The five mothers such as Charchika and so forth 
recite, "Whatever auspiciousness abides in the heart of all living being ." 
Once they have recited those auspicious verses as a preliminary, they 
then hold aloft white, moonlike vases filled with nectar and recite, for 
example, "Just as the empowering deities bathe the buddhas as soon as 
they are born, whereby they receive empowerment, the empowering 
deities empower you the practitioner with the nectarlike water of the 
deities that is the nature of the exalted wisdom of nondual bliss and 
emptiness." Having said something to this effect, the goddesses come to 
the crown of each deity and bestow empowerment with the water from 
the vase. At that pOint, once YOll have relaxed your divine pride slightly, 
imagine that the lempowering waterl completely pervades your entire 
body, cleansing you inside and out, whereby all iUnesses are expelled as 
feces, pus, and blood; all harm from spirits as creatures such as scor
pions, snakes, and so forth; and all negative karma and obscurations as 
liquid smoke and liquid charcoal that is expelled from your two lower 
doors, aU your pores, and so forth. Your body is purified and becomes 
luminous and clear and transforms into the nature of light. Through 

116. InTibcl'an, "sr.u"litcrally means"son," which means bodhisattva by implication. In this case 
I ha\'C opted to u.sc "spiritual dcsccncll'.nt." 
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being filled with nectar, your life, merit, exalted wisdom, and all other 
good qualities of compatibility increase. The excess water ovcrnows 
onto the crown of each IdeitYI and completely transforms. IThe excess 
water] on the crown of the main face of the Principal, in f.-ont of the 
cannibal face, ltransform into] blue Akshobya upon a lotus and moon 
seat, with one face and two arms, holding a vajra and bell in the mudra 
of meditative equipoise. Upon the Brahma aperture of the root faces 
of the [deities] in the east and southeast is white Vairochana, holding a 
wheel and bell in the mudras of teaching Dharma and meditative equi. 
poise. On the crowns of the Ideities] in the north and northeast is green 
Amoghasiddhi, holding a bell and sword in the mudras of bestowing 
refuge and meditative equipoise. Those are the mudras for the solitary 
Father. Alternatively, you can medjtate on them together with their 
consorts. They are all adorned with jeweled ornaments and heavenly 
fabric, with the attire of a complete enjoyment body. Imagine that they 
sit amid a heap of light with their legs in the vajra posture. Imagine the 
empowering goddesses also enter through your pores and dissolve into 
the commitment being at your heart. 

Thus, the above explanation is called "generating the commitment 
being" and is the "limb of approximation." Blessing the sources as well 
as body, speech, and mind is the "limb of close accomplishment." Dis
solving the wisdom beings is the "limb of accomplishment." Bestowing 
empowerment and sealing is the "limb of great accomplishment." These 
are called the "four limbs of accomplishing approximation." Concerning 
the necessity of sealing, there is both the act of sealing and the perfor
mance of establishing [the Lord of the Lineage] ,  and they are for the 
sake of identifying their type and to which lineage they belong. 

The Concentration of the Supreme Actions of the Conqueror has four 
sections: 

I )  How TO MAKE OFFERINGS AND PRAISES 

2 )  How TO MEDITATE ON THE COARSE AND SUBTLE ASPECTS 

OF THE GENERATION STAGE 

3) How TO RECOLLECT THEIR SYMBOLISM 

4) How TO PERFORM THE IMANTRA] RECITATION 
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How to Make Offerings and Praises 

When combining the olTerings with the accomplishment of the front
generation, the self- and front-generations are nondistinct and are 
accomplished as one_ Because of this, at this point a duplicate emerges 
fTom the Principal , like one flame emerging from another, and you 
appear in the aspect of Vajrabhairava with one face and two arms. You 
go out through the eastern door, beyond the charnel grounds, where 
you present the offerings. I I? However, when you are practicing the 
self-generation alone, you don't need to do all of that. Instead, the 
alTering goddesses you emanate come from your heart while you are 
appearing clearly as the deity_ You should imagine that they present the 
olTerings that are set out and held in their hands. This is the method of 
Mahasiddha Krishnapada as set forth in his commentary to the Black 
Enemy IdGm na8] .  which explains that the outer olTerings are related 
to the vase empowerment, the inner offering is related to the secret 
empowerment, the secret offering is related to the wisdorn empower
ment, and the suchness alTering is related to the fourth empowerment. 

[Drinking Water) 

With regard to the outer offerings, if we present the offering by utilizing 
the "rosary of offerings" composed by Master Shantijnana, the "conquer
ors" are pure and not defiled by the two obstructions; therefore they 
are not endowed with blemishes or negative conceptions. Due to my 
great reverence, I present this offering of pure water to anoint bodies 
of the tathagatas. "8 

OM has three parts, A, U, and MA, which symbolize that the three 
circles of the offerings are Ithe nature o� unobservable lemptinessl. 
YAMANTAKA is "the destroyer of the lord of death." SAPARIWARA 
means "together with your retinue." PRATITZA means "accept indi
vidually." HUM is the seed syllable of bliss and emptiness. SOHA means 
"establish a foundation." 

117. This method is util izcd during self- initiation and whcn bcstowing empowerment upon 
one's diSciples in dependence upon a cloth-paintcd mandala and so forth. 
118 .The abovc l>aragraph is a commcnt:.ry to the verses of offering in Shantijnana 's composition. 
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Concerning "ARGHAM" and so forth, these are the names of the 
individual offering substances and are easy to understand. Furthermore, 
when reciting"OM," snap your fingers with your palms facing outward, 
while simultaneously emanating the offering goddesses. Make a lotus· 
turning mudra, and as you say the names of the individual offering sub· 
stances such as ARGHAM and so forth, make the mudra Cor each one. 
When you recite HUM, cross your hands and snap your fingers with 
your palms Cacing inward, while simultaneously dissolving the offering 
goddesses back into your heart. The binding mudra is tl,e same as the 
general system oChighest yoga tantra when offering the offering torma. 

Krishnapada stated, "Having doubts, lacking conviction, and without 
the view of entities; one needs to be free of expectations!" Consider
ing this statement, we shouldn't have doubts, thinking "Is the offering 
appropriate or inappropriate?" and instead develop certainty. We must 
be free of ordinary appearances and conceptions. In dependence upon 
presenting offerings without the view that the three circles of the offer
ings are truly established, sickness and harmful spirits are pacified. I t  is 
also extremely important that you are free fTom expectations of quick 
results such as increasing your life, merit, and so forth. 

[Water for the Feet] 

Concerning the water for the feet offering, it is offered below the knees 
and is for washing the feet. You should understand the rest by applying 
the reasoning fTom the meaning presented above. 

[Perfume] 

The conquerors have limitless good qualities and have sublime bodies; 
therefore they don 't rely upon external conditions for their sweet cent. 
Through the power of possessing the pure moral discipline of celibacy, 
they do not ejaculate their bodhichitta that pervades their entire bod· 
ies) so that they always have a natural sweet fragrance that permeates 
and is emitted from them. If one asserts that there is an external per
fume, it is also permissible since their exalted wisdom realizing that 
all phenomena are !.ike illusions has gained mastery over the external 
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through which they manifest illusory-like appearances; therefore it is 
acceptable. Because of their completely pure nature, their sweat pro
duces a sweet scent and so forth and they do not possess impurities. We 
are stating, "Through OUT great reverence and devotion, we offer this 
pure perfume that we have set out. Through the power of thi olrering, 
may we complete the limb of accumulating stores of merit." The other 
!offerings! are similar. 

[Flowers and Incense] 

"The limb of blood of the red bodhichitta adorns the secret vajra, which 
is covered by the beautiful Aower." For the incense, in the text by Je 
!Tsongkh.pa! it states, "the incense is marked by the Aower"; therefore 
the place where the exalted wisdom of inner fire blazes is the navel. 
At night, the jasminelike Aower blossoms, and the incense incinerates 
the white bodhichitt • .  

[Lamps] 

By penetrating the vit.1 point of the syllable HUM in the center of the 
channel wheel at the heart and so forth, one is liberated from the dark
ness of ignorance, and one spontaneously generates the clear light, and 
the clarity of exalted wisdom dawns. 

[Food] 

They are satiated by food of good qualities that are the seven riches 
of the aryas: faith, moral discipline, hearing, giving, shame, modesty, 
and wisdom. 

[Music] 

The en uing melodic sound of music of the wisdom of emptiness reveals 
the subject matter containing the meaning of the tantras of the Vajrayana 
or highest yoga tantra that destroys the mandala of demons such as 
ignorance and so forth together \vith their retinue. If we offer Imusic} 
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for this purpose, we are saying, "You have mastered the ultimate sphere 
of reality" or, lin other words,l the wisdom of emptiness that is the 
ultimate sourCe lof phenomenal .  

[The Five Objects of Desire] 

Furthermore, the following is explained by the Foremost Great Being 
ITsongkhapal in his rosary of offerings for presenting the inner c1ose
enjoyment offerings of Guhyasamaj. that gives an extensive explana
tion and expounds on each word such as "Like the lapis in the secret 
wheel . . .  " and so on. 

[Forms] 

Next, as for the meaning of the verses for offering the objects of desire 
according to the teaching in the tantra of Six-Faced I Yamaril , what vcr 
good or bad forms there are that appear to the sphere of eye conscious
ness in this continent Jambud,'ipa and the other continents Videha, 
AparagodaniyaJ KuravaJ and so forth, as well as the subcontinentsl19 
are all reflected in a double-sided mirror held in the right hands of 
white form goddess s who then without hesitation or miserliness, and 
with respect, offer it to the root and lineage gurus and the assembly of 
personal deities that are the collection of deities of Yamantaka. Apply 
the same reasoning to the other lofferingsl .  

[Sounds, Scents, Tastes, and Touch] 

The vaira-sound goddesses (shapta-vaira) are blue; the vajra-scent god
desses (vaira-gandhe) are yellow; the vaira-taste goddesses (rasa-vaira) 
arc red; and the vaira-touch goddesses (parsha-vajra) are various colors. 
Following that sequence, they hold a stringed instrument, a conch shell 
filled with perrume, a skull cup filled with the nectar of a hundred 
flavors, and heavenly silken fabric. All  of the goddesses have beautiful 

119. Again, this is in rererence to ancient Indian cosmology thai proposes that our world system 
consists or Mount Mc.ru in thcccntcr surroundctl by rour nlajorcontincnts, ciglu suhcomincnts, 
a vast ocean, and so rorth. 
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faces that are full like a moon; they have wide blue eyes like fresh utpala 
petals; their lips are radiant like bimba fru.it; their teeth are white like 
a rosary of pearls and have perfect texture; their breasts are soft with 
narrow cleavage; their waits are thin, and their lower parts broad; they 
aloe elegant and move slowly; and they wear jc\vcJed ornaments and 
silken fabrics. In that way, fill the sky with emanations of such god
desses who present outer and inner objects of desire. Furthermore, 
all of the vajra-form goddesses dissolve into one another until finally 
they are absorbed into two. Those two enter into embrace with your 
two eyes generated as Vajra Eyes. Likewise, the vajra-sound goddesses 
enter into embrace with Vajra Nose; the vajra-taste goddesses enter 
into embrace with Vajra Tongue; and the vajra-touch goddesses enter 
into embrace with Vajra Body at the forehead. Imagine that you give 
birth to spontaneously born bliss and emptiness. This exclusive method 
for generating the exalted wisdom of bliss and emptiness is a unique 
feature of highest yoga tantra. 

[The Seven Precious Possessions of a King] 

Furthermore, [in addition to the previous offeringsJ, the seven precious 
possessions of a king adorn the expanse of space. 

[ Inner Offering] 

Concerning the inner offering that is related to the secret empower
ment, hold the skull cup of the inner offering in your right hand, while 
imagining that the thumb of the left hand is the lotus of the Mother 
and the ring finger is the vajra of the Father. Imagine that through the 
churning of those two, the red and white bodhichitta, which are the 
nature of bliss and emptiness, emerge. Stir the inner offering three 
times clockwise and extract the essence of the nectar from its center 
and offer it to your foot guru, at which point you imagine that your root 
guru, in the aspect of Vajradhara, sits upon a lion throne in the heart 
of the Lord of the Lineage. Furthermore, the nature of the vajra-body 
of all the buddhas in the ten directions and three times appears in the 
aspect of Vairochana, the vajra-specch as Amitabha, the vajra-mind as 
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Akshobya, the nature of their good qualities as Ratnasambhava, and 
the nature of their enlightened actions as Amoghasiddhi . All  of the five 
buddha families are embodied in the sixth-Vajradhara. His mind is Ihe 
nature of the Buddha jewel. Because the eighty-four thousand heaps of 
Dharma have their source in the speech of the guru, his speech is the 
nature of the Dharma jewel. He is the principal ruler and master of all 
the Arya Sangha; therefore his body is the nature of the angha jewel.  
In summary, ,·iew him as the natural embodiment of.1I the objects of 
refuge and imagine that offering vajra-taste goddesses emerge from 
your heart, holding skull cups. Imagine that they coop up the nectar 
and offer it .  Offer the in.ner offering by actually sprinkling it from the 
level of your forehead while imagining that from their tongues come 
tubes of white light that extract [the in.ner offering[ and the [ recipients[ 
give birth to extraordinary uncontaminated bliss and emptiness. 

Next, imagine that the lineage gurus sit on lion moon seats sur
rounding the lion throne. Attach the three syllables [OM AH HUM[ to 
each one of their names and offer [the inner offering] from the level of 
your eyebrows. Furthermore, you should also o frer whatever Dharma 
you have received such as the vows of sutra and tantra to the lineage 
gurus. Attach the three syllables to the end of the manlras of each of 
the retinue [deities[ and offer it at the level of your heart. 

Furthermore, im.gine that at the heart of the vajra-body at your 
crown are the persona.l deities that your root guru relies upon; at the 
heart of the v.jra-speech at your throat are the personal deities that the 
lineage gurus rely upon; and at the heart of the vajra-mind at your heart 
are the personal deities that you yourself rely upon-while [maintain
ing this visualization] place a drop [of inner offering] on your three 
places and present the inner offering to the deities of the four classes 
of tantra. Within the doorway of the eastern door is Inner Accomplish
ment Dharmaraja, representing the dharma protectors, guardians, the 
heroes, and dakinis of the twenty-four places. Alternatively it is also 
acceptable to imagine them abiding in the charnel grounds, where 
they, the directional protectors, field protectors, and so forth, were 
already generated. Offer them the inner offering from the level of your 
navel. Imagine that beyond the charnel grounds, the site-owners and 
all living beings are instantly lTansformed into Vajrabhairava and offer 
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them Ithe inner olferingl from the level of your knees with the mudra 
of supreme gi\·ing. 

ext, light ra),s from your heart radiate to the len directions and 
invoke all the buddhas and bodhisallvas in the t('n directions in the 
aspect of the assembly of Vajrabhairava deities, who then enter into 
your body. Imagine that you present the linner ollcringl to them by 
tasting the inner offering placed on your tongue as they fill the inside 
of your entire bod)'. Through this, imagine that all the deities within 
your bod)' arc delighted. I Recite the following mantra whil ' tasting the 
inner offeringl: OM has the same meaning as before. AMRITA means 
IIn('ctar.'· SO DAN A means "making them pleased .n VA J RA rncans Hinde· 
slructihlc" and rcrcrs to inseparable bliss and emptiness. SOBHAWA 

means "nature." AMAKO means "myself." AHAM means " I  am." Thus 
all togdhcr it means "I am the nature of causing delight through the 
nectar that is the nature of inseparable bliss and emptiness." 

[Secret Offering] 

Concerning the secret offering that is related to the wisdom empow· 
crment, once you have blessed the secret places of the Principal and 
all of his retinue, imagine that they enter into embrace and generate 
extraordinary Simultaneously born hi iss. 

[Suchness Offering] 

Regarding the such ness offering that is related to the fourth empow
erment, with that bliss ascertaining the object emptiness, YOLI should 
seal the three cir les with unobservable lemptinessl that realizes that 
neither the recipient of the otfering, the offering suhstance, or the per
son presenting the offerings have even an atom or inherent existence. 

[Praise] 

ext, countless goddesses of various colors emerge from the hearts of 
the retinllc deities and together with the retinue simultaneously sing 
the praise composed by Shantijnana, like a melodiou echo. IThe praise 
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begins,l "Your body is nondual and extraordinary . . .  " Imagine that the 
praise is being delivered to you as the Principal. As for the meaning 
of "non dual," if the exalted wisdom of simultaneously born great bliss 
and the wisdom of cl'nptiness become of one taste, they are "nondual." 
Except for being experienced by th truth bodies ofbuddhas who have 
attained such an exalted wisdom of nondual bliss and emptiness, this is 
not even the domain of bodhisattvas on the tenth bhumi; therefore it 
is "extraordinary." Such an exalted wisdom of nondual bliss and empti
ness abides equally throughout all objects of knowledge; therefore it is 
"pervasive." Because Manjushri bears his own entity as the truth body 
possessing those three qualities lof extraordinary, nondual, and perva
sivel, it is a special entity. He acts with equanimity without prejudice 
toward any living being as being enemy, friend, or stranger. And it is 
through those sk.illful means that living beings generate bodhichitta in 
their mental continuums, which in turn produces bodhisattvas, and it 
is for that reason in particular that he is "the father of all the conquer
ors." The exalted wisdom that has become one taste with the empti
ness of the dharmadhatu is what produces the persons of the three 
vehicles, and it is for that reason in particular that he is "the mother of 
all the con'luerors." In the same way, he also appears in the form of a 
youthful bodhisattva as a "being" of "exalted wisdom," and it is for that 
reason in particular that he is the "son of all the conquerors." Endowed 
with such special qualities, he becomes "Manjushri" (gentle glory), the 
"glory" of all living beings. I prostrate to you, who have completed all 
good qualities of abandonment and realization or, lin other words, to 
you who arel "complete" with Ithose good qualitiesl and have a special 
body that is the nature of the father, mother, and son. Also, "Manju
shri, your truth body possesses neither love nor hate, and for the sake 
of subduing the wicked beings in the three worlds (below the earth, 
above the earth, and heaven) and the outer, inner, and secret Lord of 
Death, you are summoned by your compassion or, lin other words, l  
great compassion, and with your skillful means, you reveal your body 
as the Principal or king of all wrathful deities; therefore I prostrate 
to you, Yamantaka." 

Next, imagine that goddesses emanate from the he.rt of the Principal 
and recite praises to yourself together with the retinue, for which you 
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should recite the praise from Black Enemy that states, "The completely 
terrifying Destroyer of the Lord of Death . . .  " 

As the completely terrifying Destroyer of the Lord of Death, 
You are the nature of Vajra-Ignorance. 
I make praises and prostrations to your vajra-body, 
Whose nature reveals itself as the nature of all the buddhas. ' 20  

This first line reveals Hammer Yamantaka, who is the "completely 
terrifying nature of faith." The "Lord of Death" is the demon of the 
aggregates that [Hammer Yamantaka[ destToys. The second line states, 
"The nature of the vajra, the exalted mirrorlike wisdom that is the 
antidote de troying ignorance/' which reveals Ignorance Yamantaka 
together with the Father. "Reveals itself as the nature of all the buddhas" 
is in reference to Charchika, who is the entity of Buddha Lochana, who 
in turn is the nature of the mother of all buddhas, and thus is a praise 
to the lineage of Vairochana as the vajra-body. 

As the completely terrifying Destroyer of the Lord of Death, 
You are the nature of Vajra-Ava.rice. 
I make praises and prostrations to the vajra-jewel, 
Who i completely equivalent to the vajra-mind. 

Ukewise, the "Lord of Death" is the demon of the amictive emo
tions. Its antidote, destl"O),er, or annihilator is the completely terrifying 
nature of effort, which reveals Club Yamantaka. Although "su shi nan 
(in Sanskrit) applies to both slander and avarice, translating it as slan
der is not the best translation choice at this point. Furthermore, "you 
arc the nature of the exalted wisdom of equality that is the destro),er 
of pride and miserliness" reveals Avarice Yamantaka together with the 
male consort of Varahi and is a praise to the vajra-mind and Vararu, 
with her corresponding body color, and is a praise to the lineage of 
Ratnasambhava. 

120. This and the following verses h,we Ik:cn extracted from T 50ngkhapa's Blolei:. Enemy sadhana 
("ntilled Ii Blazina CI"("Of Jewel and inS<'rtcd here 10 f"dlit'atc J clc2lrcr understanding of the 
exptmalions in the COlllmCnl'af). 
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As the completely terrifying Destroyer of the Lord of Death, 
You are the nature of Vajra-Attachment. 
I make praises and prostrations to vajra-speech. 
Who is completely equivalent with vajra-speech. 

"The nature of the exalted wisdom of individual investigation that is 
the destroyer of attachment" reveals Attachment Yamantaka together 
with the male consort of Sarasvati as "the completely terrifying nature 
of mindfulness, which is the destroyer or annihilator of the Lord of 
Death." ln this case the "Destroyer of the Lord of Death" reveals Lotus 
Yamantaka and is a praise to the vajra-speech and Sarasvati with her 
corresponding body color. 

As the Destroyer of the Lord of Death, 
You are the nature of Vajra-Jealousy and all actions. 
I make praises and prostrations to you, 
Who hold a sword and are completely equivalent to 

vajra-body. 

"The nature of the exalted wisdom of accomplishing activities that is 
the destroyer of jealousy" reveals Jealousy Yamantaka together with the 
male consort ofGauri. In this case the "Lord of Death" is the De\'aputra 
demon, and its destroyer or annihilator is the concentration that reveals 
Sword Yamantaka and is the nature of all activities. "Being completely 
equivalent to the vajra-body . . .  " Here "kaya" applies equally to both 
body and form; therefore it is a praise to the karma lineage, Gauri, and 
vajra-body at the forehead with her corresponding body color. 

You are in actuality all the buddhas 
As the embodiment of all buddhas. 
I make praises and prostrations to the principal of 
The mandala who is the supreme principal of all buddhas. 

Imagine that once again, the retinue and emanated goddesses make 
�praises to you as the Principal .  The Mother is the entity or nature of 
:�II the buddhas. and the Father is the embodiment of all the buddhas. 
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"I prostrate to your body IVajradhara], and as the foremost principal 
of all buddhas, you are the supreme principal of all lineages. You are 
the principal of all the mandalas and are even a superior principal to 
the principal of the mandala." You should physically make prostrations 
and verbally recite the praise with a mind of faith and devotion. Thus 
the PrincipaJ and retinue olTer praises to each other in a melodic tonc, 
whereby bliss is born in their mental continuums. That Iblissl ascer
tains emptiness, whereby bliss and emptiness are generated. Finally, 
the offering goddesses are reabsorbed into each one of your hearts. 

How to Meditate on the Coarse and Subtle 
Aspects of the Generation Stage 

For this, we must know I) how to purify death, intermediate state, and 
rebirth as well as how that meditation becomes a ripening agent for the 
completion stage, and 2) how that meditation becomes the antidote to 
ordinary appearances and conceptions. Concerning the first point, this 
was already discussed briefly. 

With regard to the second point, there is I )  training in ti,e coar 'e 
Igeneration stage I .  and 2 )  training in the subtle. For the first, tI,ere is I )  
training in the vast, 2) training in the profound, and 3) training in both. 
For the first Itraining in the vast], there is I) training in clear appear
ance, and 2) training in divine pride. For the first, there is I )  training in 
analytical meditation, and 2) training in placement meditation. 

As for training in analytical meditation, at this point visualize accord
ing to the sequence from the charnel grounds to the sense sources of 
the Principal and then back out to the charnel grounds together with 
the four elements. Regarding placement meditation, once you have 
assembled them all iin your mind], don't engage in analysis but settle 
your mind on visualizing their general aspects and practice stabilization 
meditation. When you lose that visualization, engage in analytical medi
tation as before. Once you can visualize the entire Imandala}, practice 
placement meditation. 

Concerning training in divine pride, in addition to Iplacement 
meditation on the clear appearance}, develop the thought "I am Vajra
bhairava; 1 have exhausted all faults, and I am endowed with all good 
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qualities. I and the entire supporting and supported mandalas are the 
manifestation of the resultant exalted wisdom of nondual bliss and 
emptiness." You should repeatedly generate this strong di" ine pride, 
which is training in the vast. Once you have visualjzed the deity body, 
you should view the ,'isualization as an illusory-like manifestation that 
does not have even an atom of inherent existence. which is training in 
both the profound and the vast. 

Ii" we explain it in slightly more detail, the antidote to ordinary 
appearance and conceptions is ge.nerating pure clear appearance and 
divine pride. This also is not merely a vague l imagel but appears clearly. 
Furthermore, until you are able to Imeditatel for a long time without 
being interrupted by other conceptions, remain with stability until you 
are able lengthen Iyour ses ions l .  

Moreover, you should continue to perfect [your meditation] until 
you have obtained the power of familiarity in accordance with your 
wishes with regard to the aspects [of the supporting and supported 
mandalas], the duration lof your meditation], and so forth, down to 
the most subtle deities of the sense sources. 121 As for training in clear 
appearance first, once you can repeatedly visualize the object of obser
vation, the mind needs to develop acquaintance with the visualization. 
As for stability, you need to accomplish placement meditation fixed 
single-pointedly upon a single visualization. As for gairting mastery of 
habituation, this is when they have both become perfected. For that rea
son, until you reach this point [in the sadhana[ ,  once you have recited the 
two mantras and once you have imagined bliss and emptiness, go slowly 
through the meditations in accordance with the previous explanation 
[of their details]. Until you can get at least a rough visualization of the 
earlier [aspects], do not meditate on the subsequent [aspects] .  When 
you meditate on the subsequent [ones], do not lose the earlier medita
tions but meditate by adding the subsequent to the earHer. In that way, 
when you reach this point, if you have even a slight clear appearance of 
the complete supporting and supported mandalas, try not to forget this 
appearance to the mind but remain in a state of placement meditation, 

121. The phrase "the power of familiarity in accordance with your wishes" means being able to 
meditate for as long as you wish. 
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free from interruptions from other conceptions as well as sinking and 
excitement. However, for us beginners, once we have apprehended the 
previous visualization, it is difficult for its appearance not to dcterio· 
ratc. Therefore, once again,  begin by visualizing the nature of bliss and 
emptiness as the Principal Vajrabhairava with faces and arms complete, 
which is the nature of the three beings, '" together with the Mother, the 
four lineages of tathagatas in the four directions, thc four protectors at 
the doors, the four mothers at the inner corners, the four skull ups 
at the outer corners, and so forth, as well as the square celestial man· 
sion with four doors and four archways together with the lIpper roof, 
variegated vajra, IOtllS, phenomena source, common and uncommon 
protection circles, mountain of flre, charnel grounds, four elements, 
and so forth. Once YOll have visualized each of the subsequent aspects by 
progressively adding them Iwhile retainingl the earlicr aspects, establish 
at least a rough appearance or the entire mandala as before. When that 
visualization is lost, again scan in the opposite order from the charnel 
grounds up to the Principal, and once you have clear appearance, medi
tate as before. If you alternate in th.is way, you will most definitely give 
rise to clear appearance through the force offamiliarity. Once you have 
visualized the eyes with their black centers and grey edges, bulging and 
moving like lightning, establish clear appearance. After visualizing what 
you can of that, when their shape, color, size, nUI11,ber, and so forth, 
appear, without trying to continue on Iwith more of the visualizationJ, 
place your mind in a state of meditative stabilization on however much 
of the object of observation is clear. If that becomes unclear, you should 
engage in analytical meditation as before and alternate between it and 
placement n'leditation, 

Through meditating in this way, it is as though you can actually see 
the eyes and touch them with your hands; that sign oflreelingas thoughJ 

YOll can touch and reel them is a sign of accomplishing stability. Progress 
sequentially by visualizing the right and left eyes, the two horns, the 
nose, face, and so rorth, and the Mother and retinue, the supporting 
celestial mansion, and so forth, adding the subsequent aspects Iwhile 
retainingl the earlier ones. And accomplish clear appearance once you 
have Ivisualized the supporting and supported mandalasl. 

122. The commitment being, wisdom being, and the concentration being. 
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Moreover, you should cultivate powerful divine pride, in dependence 
upon the celestial mansion and deities, that has resolutely decided "I am 

the resultant deity body and celestial mansion that have exhausted all 
faults and are complete with all good gualities; my speech is the voice 
of the deity; my mind is the mind of the deity." Once you have, you 
should combine Idivine pride with clear appearance I. In accordance 
with the saying, "You are not bound by appearance, you are bound by 
conceptions," the main thing is to Itrain inl divine pride, which is the 
antidote to ordinary conceptions. Regarding pure appearances' being 
the antidote to ordinar), appearances, they are considered secondary 
Ito djvine pridel· At those times I when practicing concentration!, when 
the mind is distracted and will not stay put due to thoughts of any type, 
whether virtuous, nonvirtuous, or nelltral, try your best to make it 
stable. If the mode of appre.hension becomes relaxed a little, it is mental 
sinking. If it is distracted to another object, it is mental excitement. 
When any of this occurs, without forgetting the visualization, focus 
the mind and apply introspection with one corner of the mind, using 
great skill and mental dexterity to remove whatever faults are about to 
arise. If the mind is able to rise above that, you must once again apply 
introspection. Initially your mindfulness will have little power, and you 
will not be able to remain on the visualization for long. Although you 
will be incapable lof extending the visualizationl, utilize your aware
ness tllrough introspection just before you lose the visualization and 
establish the former object of observation by employing mindfulness. 
At aU times, once you have focused on the stability of the object of 
observation, recall that not even an atom of these aspects exists in the 
way that they appear. Instead, you should train in ascertaining them as a 
collection of empty appearances that arise like illusions. II' you practice 
in this way, it will directly contradict grasping at true existence and 
its mode of apprehension, which are the root of samsara; therefore it 
becomes the stage of the profound path. For that reason it is called "the 
yoga of nondual profundity and clarity." 

Moreover, this is different from meditating on emptiness in the Per
fection Vehicle and meditating on deity yoga in the three lower classes of 
tantra. The mind becomes the nature of bliss by practicing the method 
of generating bliss through meditating on a myriad of things such as 
the knowledge-goddesses and so forth, ,and this mindl meditates on 
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the yoga of nondual profundity and clarity just described. For that 
reason, Ithe degree of bliss I determines how effective Ithe blissl will 
be in stopping conceptuality, and Ithe degree to which conceptuality 
ceasesl determines (how muchl force I that blissful awareness I will have 
to ascertain emptiness. The degree to which emptiness is ascertained 
is the degree to which Ithis ascertainmentl will harm grasping at true 
existence, whereby you will qUickly gain the realization of selfless
ness, abandon grasping at true existence, and so forth. By becoming 
habituat d with manifesting the supporting and supported mandalas as a 
single unified pair of bliss and emptiness, as the Principal at the ground 
of the result, Iyou will develop the capacityl to miraculously emanate 
the entire supporting and supported resultant mandalas. In that way, 
it will be transformed into a ripening agent for the completion stage. 
For that reason, the special quality of recognizing all appearances as 
bliss and emptiness is indispensable for an object of meditation on the 
first stage Ithat is, the generation stage I and is a sacred quintessential 
instruction that makes it more profound than the lower classes of tantra 
and so forth. 

Through meditating in this way, if you sequentially visualize the 
bodily aspect, ornaments, hand symbols, and so forth, but are unable 
to manifest them all together clearly at once, you are "a beginner." 

If you clearly manifest the entire coarse supporting and supported 
mandalas at once, but you cannot dearly Imanifestl at once the deities 
of the sense powers, you are someone with a "slight descent of exalted 
wisdom." If you can visualize even the deities of the sense powers in an 
instant, you have "slight control over exalted wisdom." If you can visu
alize clearly right down to the whites and blacks of their eyes without 
mixing them ul>--and not just for a short duration-this is the measure 
of having perfected the coarse Igeneration stagel . 

Training in the Subtle [Generation Stage 1 

With regard to the time for meditating on the subtle drop at either the 
upper or lower tips (of the central channell, to dispel strong mental 
sinking while lTaining in the coarse generation stage, visualize a moon 
seat, the size of a split pea, at the upper tip of the central channel in the 
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center of the wisdom eye of the main face. Upon this is a blue vajra, the 

size of a mustard seed, standing upright. Once you have placed your 
mind single-pointedly upon this, if mental sinking is dispelled through 
this meditation, return to the coarse Igeneration stagel as your object 
of observation. 

If excitement is predominant, depending on which is easier, visual
ize a blue vajra either lying Aat or standing upright on a moon cushion 
at the lower end of the central channel where the Father's vajra enters 
the Mother's bhaga, at the point where the two secret places meet and 
the Mother's central channel enters the central channel of the Father. '" 
This is the "vajra position of the channel ." When that dispels mental 
excitement, return to the former [meditation on the generation stagel .  

If you have completed the coarse generation stage, meditate on the 
vajra at the upper tip 101' the central channell as before for the sake of 
making Iyour meditationl more stable and imagine that a duplicate 
Ivajra] emerges from the I original vajra] . From that emerge four Ivajras], 
from that emerge eight I ,·ajras] ,  from that emerge sixteen Ivajrasl ,  and 
so on. Train in emanating Ivajrasl sequentially in this way until they just 
cover your face, the Ispacel before you, the celestial mansion, and so 
on. They continue Ito multiply], growing more and more extensive. In 
short, emanate [vajrasl equaling the extent of space. Once again, with
draw them without becoming confused as to their sequence until they 
finally dissolve into the root vajra. Thus you should train in emanating 
and retracting in this way. 

As for the drop at the lower lend of the central channel],  the vajra is 
as before. Meditate upon the complete supporting and supported man
dalas in its center upon a moon seat. Furthermore train in manifesting 
them right down to the whites and blacks of the sense power deities' 
eyes without getting them mixed up and causing the [deitiesl to appear 
together at once. This is training in the manner of a son. Next, visual
ize the channels and so forth of that Principal Father and Mother. The 
vajra is as before. In its center meditate on the entire supporting and 
supported mandalas exactly as before. This is meditating in the manner 

123. The Mother's central channel is slightly smaller than the Father's; thererore although the 
Father's \'ajra enters the Mother's lotus, it is actually the Mother's cent",,1 channel that enters 
the Fllthcr's (:cntTal channel. 
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of a grandson. Meditating on the complete supporting and supported 
mandalas exactly as before as well as the channels and so forth of the 
Principal Father and Mother of the [supporting and supported mandalas 
of the grandsonJ is meditating in the manner of a great grandson. ,,. 
This is called meditating in the manner of a son, grandson, and great 
grandson. At those times you should meditate exactly in accordance 
with the system set forth in ti,e common path [for attaining tranqUil 
abidingJ that relies on abandoning the five faults, relying on the eight 
opponents, the nine rnental stabilizations, the four attentions, and the 
six forces. 

Once you have become well acquainted with that, if you are able to 
remain in that state one-sixth of a day without any other Jobstructing[ 
conditions arising, that is the measure of having perfected the subtle 
generation stage. Meditating in that way, not even the coarse objects 
appear in the mental sphere. It is also said that at this point [ in the 
sadhanaJ you should remain silent for a moment. 

How to Recol lect Their Symbolism 

If you become tired and the mind becomes weary through meditating 
in this way, you should contemplate "According to the instructions, the 
bodily aspect is for the sake of this and that purpose and so forth," which 
is called "recollecting ti,e purity." And, "I have manifested a body such as 
this for the sake of revealing the Dharmas of the basis, path, and result." 

The renowned twelve limbs of scripture are expressed in the fol
lowing verses: 

The discourses, hymns, prophecies, 
Poetic pronouncements, aphorisms, declarations, 
Narratives, parables, 
Succession of fonner lives, extensive sayings, 
Marvels, and established doctrines. 

124. To meditate in the manner of a son, while visualizing yourself as the dCity. visualize the 
supporting and supported mandalas in the lower opening of your central channel. To medil,lle 
in the manner of a grandson, visualize the supporling 3nd supported mandalas in lhe lowt:r 
opening of tile central channel of the I>rincipal ddt)· " isualized within your central channel. 
To meditate in the manner of a great grandson, ,'isualizc the (',ntire supporting and supported 
mandalas in the lower end of his centnl channel. 
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Narratives, parables, and the succession of former lives are com· 
bined, making nine ( l imbsl that reveal the need for study and reAection. 
The tWO horns reveal the need for arriving at a definite conclusion con· 
cerTling the two truths of conventional and ultimate through trainjng 
in the scriptures. The thirty-four arms and the body, speech, and mind 
equals thirty-seven, and these symbolize that you should practice the 
thirty-seven harmonies of enlightenment: the four establishments in 
mindfulness, the four thorough abandonments, the four legs of magical 
emanation, the five powers, the five forces, the seven limbs of enlighten. 
ment, and the eight-limbed path of the aryas. They reveal the necessit y 
of progressing along the thirty-seven harmonies of enlightenment uti
lizing the two truths as their basis. The sixteen legs reveal the divisions 
of the empty basis as the substratum as the sixteen (types of] emptiness 
such as the outer, inner, and so forth. Emptiness is also conjoined with 
simultaneously born bliss, and the need to meditate on their insepa
rability i revealed by embracing the Mother. The eight I beings being 
trampled onl such a· the human being and so forth reveal the result 
of that (union of bliss and emptinessl. With the sword attainment, if 
you merely hold the sword in your hand, you will arrive wherever you 
wish. With the pill attainment, through eating a (blessedl pill, you will 
become strong, radiant, and glowing. With the eye medicine attain
ment, by applying the eye medicine, you will be able to sec treasures 
under the ground. The swift-footedness attainment is called by many 
"the leaf of swift-footedness," whereby mounting that (leaf], you arrive 
\�'hcrcver you desire. With the invisibi lity attainment, you smear a sub· 
stance (on your bodyl ,  whereby others will be unable to see you. With 
the elixir attainment, as soon as you eat an elixir pill, an old person 
eighty years of age becomes youthful again. With the Kechari attain
ment, you arc able to go to Dakini Land without abandoning your body. 
With the underground attainment, you are able to go underground, 
like a fish in water. These arc the eight attainments. 

Concerning the eight (birds under your left footl such as the vulture 
and so forth, they reveal the eight powerful good qualities that belong 
solely to enlightened beings. They are expressed in the verse that states, 

Body, speech, rnind, miracle powers, going cvcrywh re, 
Place, generating whatever one desires, and good qualities. 
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Regarding the two sets of attainments, the latter arc superior. 
Being naked reveals that an enLightened being has exhausted all 

defilements. Your hair streaming upward reveals accomplishing the 
status of nonabiding nirvana. 

The meaning of these was condensed by Je ITsongkhapal who states: 

The nine faces reveal that one should come to a definitive 
conclusion on the basis of the nine limbs of scripture. As for 
its subject matter, they are the i llusory conventional and the 
skylike ultimate, for which the thirty-seven harmonies of 
enlightenment are the embodiment of the two truths. Con
cerning them, they are revealed by the thirty-four arms and 
body, speech, and mind.The sixteen legs reveal that the real
ization of the sixteen Itypes of] emptiness of u ltimate truth 
i the main Isubject matterl of those paths. Furthermore, 
embracing the Mother reveals that, on this path of highest 
yoga tantra, emptiness itself is not enough, but one needs 
to inseparably unify it with Simultaneously born great blis . 
The eight such as a human being and so forth reveal that, 
through such a path 10fbLiss and emptiness!. one progresses 
to the result of the eight great common attainments. The 
eight hirds such as the vulture reveal the uncommon power
ful supreme attainments. The principal of those two Itypesl 
of attainment is the eight powerful attainments, which is 
revealed by being naked. Your hair streaming upward reveals 
your state of nonabiding nirvana. Thus you should under
stand the symbolic meaning in this way from ariSing in the 
bodily aspect of Glorious Vajrabhairava the Great. 

How to Perform the [Mantra] Recitation 

Initially you should assemble the rosar ' for counting. The best is a 
rosary of human bone or rudraksha and so forth that corresponds with 
the actions lof pacifying, increasing, and so forthl. If  you can't acquire 
those, bodhi seed is said to be suitable for all actions. Although there 
arc many traditions concerning the number of beads, it would be best jf 
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there were 111. They should be strung together by a young girl who has 
not been defiled by Isexual intercourse I , with a thread containing nine 
strands, which symbolizes strength and fearlessness. Put the rosary in 
your two cupped hands, purify and cleanse it as a preliminary, and then 
generate each bead as vajra-speech, which accords with the intention 
of the mandala ritual Vajra Mala; therefore generate it in accordance 
with the ritual and engage in the recitation. I ext, due to the fire of 
passion of Attachment Yamantaka, the nature of vajra-speech melts 
into red and ,,,'hite bodhkhitta and transforms into a rosary of human 
heads, dripping with blood. Visualize either the complete support
ing and supported mandalas or the Principal Father and Mother on 
the forehead of each head. With your thumb in the aspect of a hook, 
imagine that a duplicate deity emerges from each one and dissolves 
into the concentration being at your heart as you pull each bead. Dur
ing the peaceful recitation, you should imagine that the wisdom being 
Manjushri is produced from a jeweled rosary like a form reflected 
in a mirror. 

Next, practicing the combined practice of peace and wrath is better 
because there is less chance of creating disturbances. Concerning its 
method, according to the assertion of the practitioners of the Segyu 
llineagel ,  upon a sun seat at the heart of the wisdom being is a syllable 
HUM I which completely transforms into a wheel of swords with six 
spokes. Upon its hub, which is shaped like a horse bell, is a double
edged sword, standing upright. At the point where the handle Imeets 
the blade) is a moon seat, upon which is an orange, long-syllable DHI 
together with the visarga. It is clearly visible from the outside as well as 

the inside. Small double-edged swords, lying Aat, with portions of fire, 
emerge from the hub and are the nature of combustion and extremely 
sharp, with small Aames emerging from each one. Upon the points 
where the handles of the spokes meet the blades are moon seats that 
almost touch the spoke without being attached Ito the spokes). Upon 
them, beginning in the front and going clockwise, are OM AH RA PA 
TSA NA, with one Isyllablel on each Imoon seatl .  Upon each moon that 
lis visible I between each spoke is a syllable DHI. You should imagine that 
the spokes made of blades spin clockwise and the syllables spin counter
clockwise eXlTemely quickly. They spin eXlTcmely qUickly; therefore it 
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is said that if you imagine them as though they are not spinning, it will 
lessen the harm to the life-supporting wind and so forth. 

Within the gigu of the central syllable DHI is a moon seat, upon 
whkh you should visualize whomever the object of accomplishment is, 
whether yourself or others appearing in their ordinary aspect. '" If you 
are accomplishing longevity for your guru, visualize him on the crown 
of your ordinary self lin your heartJ in his usual aspecl. A lthough in 
general you should have clear appearance and divine pride of being the 
Principal and retinue, at this point YOLI should maintain clear appearance 
and divine pride of being the wisdom being. 

Concerning the primary visualization at this stage, there are three 
sections: I) Concerning the oral instruction for destroying ignorance, 
imagine that light rays r",liate from the central syllable DHI and pervade 
the entire inside and outside of your body as well as that of others as 
the objects of accomplishment, whereby all ignorance and the confu
sion of unknowing are swept away in the aspect of hair trimmings. A 
wind descends from above and sends the JdefilementsJ down upon the 
wheel where they are sliced into finc picces by the wheel and inciner
ated by the fire. Imagine the ash is expelled through your lower doors 
so that it vanishes without a trace. 2 )  Concerning the oral instruction 
for washing away impurities, once agajn countless light rays radiate, on 
the tips of which are emanated goddesses holding vases of nectar who 
bestow empowerment upon the crOWn of the heads of the objects of 
accomplislunent, like a torrential downpour. Through this cleansing, 
imagine that all of their sickness, harm from spirits, negative karma, and 
obscurations are puriJied after which their bodies becorne the nature 
of radiant light, clear and luminous like crystal . Once again imagine 
that the goddesse are dissolved into the DHI .  3) Concerning the oral 
instruction for dispelling ignorance, countless light rays once again 
emanate from the syllable DHI,  whereby all the bodies of all objects of 
accomplishment are filled, and the darkness of ignorance is dispelled, 
like the rays of the sun illuminating a darkened cavern, so that it van
ishes without a trace. 

12S. 1'hc gigu is the Tibetan \"owcl E. Without it the DBI would become DBA. It is shaped like 
a hook on top of the DHI. The moon scal sits inside its curve. 
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Furthermore, you should learn the teachings set forth in the follow

ing verse that states, 

Great with a body and clear with speech, 
Swift with seeds, profound with hands symbols; 
And expounding, debating, and composing with 
A scripture, sword, and a text and sword [ respectivelyJ. 

If one wishes to obtain a memory that never forgets, imagine an 
orange, long-syllable DHI together with the visarga on your tongue, 
with its head pointing toward your throat. Countless light rays radiate 
from that and invoke the blessing, power, and capacity of the body, 
speech, and mind of all the buddhas and bodhisattvas in the ten direc
tions in the aspect of DHI syllables that dissolve into the syllable DHI 
on your tongue. Take one breath and recite DHI a hundred times or as 
many times as you are able. Next, swallow some saliva without mak
ing any sound while simultaneously imagining that the syllable DHI on 
your tongue melts into orange light and dissolves into the syllable DHI 
in the center of the wheel, like pouring melted butter upon a butter 
lamp. Massive rays of blazing light radiate, completely illuminating and · 
filling the inside of your body. Contemplate: "I am being continuously 
filled with nothing but syllable DHls, and I have obtained a memory 
that never forgets." 

Next, when Ipracticingl the wrathful l methodsl .  the wheel and the 

. seed syllables completely transform, from which emerges a syllable 
HUM as berore, surrounded by the root, essence, and dose-essence 
mantras in se�uence from the outside jinwardl, arranged clockwise. 
Alternatively, for the sake of dispelling obstacles to the life-supporting 
Wind, the Ra oral tradition places a blue upright five-pronged vajra upon 
a sun. In its hollow center are two wrute eight-spoked wheels above and 
below, facing each other and creating a space like a tent. Within that 
are two red eight-petalled lotuses above and below, faCing each other 
and creating a space like a tent. Without any gaps between either one, 
the wheel and the lotus appear like reAections in a mirror. In the space 
Within its center is the concentration being as a blue syllable HUM. 
Within its circle on a moon seat is  the object of accomplishment such as 
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you appearing in your ordinary aspect and so forth. ". urrounding that, 
beginning in front and going clockwise is the YAMANTAKA mantra. 
Surrounding that is the HRIH TRI mantra. Surrounding that, directly 
in front of the eastern petal is YAMA RAJA. On the southeastern petal 
is SADOMEYA. On the southern petal is YAME DORU. On the south
western petal is AYO DAYA. On the western petal is YADA YO 'I .  
On the northwestern petal is  RA YAKSHEYA. On the northern petal 
is YEKSHE YAK HA.  And on ti,e northeastern petal is NIRYA MAYA. 
Thus Ion thel eight Ipetalsl are groups of four Isyllablesl. Above each 
group offour isa syllable OM and below each one is HUM HUM PHAT. 
Below that is OHA.The eight OMs, the eight HUM HUM PHATs, and 
the eight SOHAs can be above, below, in the cardinal directions, and 
in the intermediate directions. They do not touch anything, arc blue in 
color, and radiate five-colored rays of light. 

Although in general there are many different types of mantra visual
ization such as vajra [ recitation J ,  the wrathfu.l , or fierce, Irecitation l ,  the 
palanquin, or"dolay" I recitation!, the commitment I recitationl, the heap 
recitation, and so forth, at this point you should imagine that countless 
five-colored light rays radiate from the concentration being and go to 
the ten directions. As you exhale through your right nostril, l five-col
ored light raysl simultaneously pervade all worldly environments and 
their beings, whereby all their fault and imperfections are purified. 
All environments transform into a celestial mansion and aJi beings into 
gods and godde ses of Vajrabhairava. While you are reabsorbing them, 
they enter through your left nostril at the same time as you inhale, and 
they dissolve into the syllable HUM at your heart. 

Once again, emanate a multitude of one-faced, two armed [Yaman
takasl as well as the Father and Mother with a full set of faces and anm 
from the syllabic HUM and mantra rosary. They sit on the crowns of all 
living beings in the ten directions, and a stream of bod hi chitta descends 
fTom the jOined organs lof Yamantaka Father and Mother!, whereby 
the negative karma and obscurations lof all living beingsl together with 
their imprints are purified, after which they are established in the state 

126. 11l{'re is a circular \'illarga above the I-IUM lilal creates the "01',1" sound_ The object or 
accomplishment .. Its on a moon scat within this circle_ 
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of Vajrabhairava. All worldly environments are also transformed into 
pure lands, and then leverythingJ is reabsorbed as before. 

Once again, countless rays of firelight radiate from the syllable HUM 
and the mantra rosary, filling your entire body, whereby all sickness, 
harm from spirits, negative karma, and obscurations are completely 
incinerated, like feathers in a fire. Imagine a heap of fire radiates out· 
ward and everything in existence combusts into a heap ofhre, whereby 
all enemies, interfering spirits, and evil beings that obstruct aJl living 
beings' practice on the path to enlightenment are incinerated, and the 
sound of the mantra roars like a thousand thunderclaps. 

Rays of light once again radiate from the syllable HUM, and on 
tl,e tips lof those light raysJ are countless offering goddes es, holding 
various offering substances. They present offerings to the buddhas and 
bodhisattvas in the ten directions, wher by extraordinary uncontami
nated bliss and emptiness is born lin their mental continuumJ.  All the 
bleSSings of their body are summoned in ti,e aspect of Vajrabhairav.s 
body, limitless in number. Some are as big as mountains and some as 
small as atoms. All the bleSSings of their speech are summoned in the 
aspect of limitless mantra rosaries such as the mantra of dependent 
relationship, Sanskrit vowels and consonants, the root mantra, and so 
forth. All the blessings of tlleir mind arc summoned in the aspect of 
limitless hand symbols such as curved knifes, skull cups, vajras, and 
so forth. All [these blessingsJ dissolve into your three places, whereby 
you are blessed. 
. Furthermore, sometimes you should meditate on the five essential 
points explained earlier during the section on the protection wheel . \27 

Next, imagine that the YAMA RAJA mantra melts into light and dis· 
solves into the essence mantT3, and you recite the HRIH TRI mantra. 
Furthermore, imagine that that melts into light and dissolves into the 
close-essence mantra, and you recite the YAMANTAKA mantra. It is 
vcry important to imagine that that also rnelts into light and dissolves 
into the syllable HUM. 

127. The fi\·c essential points arc: 1 )  The essential point o f  emanating the Principal, 1 )  Ihe 
essential point of turning the wlwel, 3) t he esscntial point or turning the f"<""($ of the wrathful 
deities, 4) the essential poinl of concealing the object of accomplishment, and 5) Ihe cS:icntial 
point of reciting the mantra 10 cna<..1. their cnlightent.'ll actions. 
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Next, perform the recitation of the Mother. If you wish to practice a 

combination of peace and wrath, there are many sy stems. Concerning 
what is most prevalent these days, imagine a blue five-pronged vajra 
with a HUM in its center upon a sun seat in the heart of the Mother. 
The HUM melts into light, from which emerges a white eight-petalled 
lotus. In its center is a moon scat, upon which is white Sarasvati \vith 
one face and two arms, holding a lapis piwang, u, with a peaceful and 
joyous demeanor, sitting in a slightly sensual pose, wearing white silken 
garments. At her heart is a moon seat with a piwang with a thousand 

self-resonating strings similar to the one just described. The piwang is 
on its back, its head to the right, and floating in space, just above the 
strings, is a lotus and moon seat, upon which is a white six-spoked 
wisdom-wheel, lying flat. In the center of that is a white syllable HRIH, 
complete with visarga_ The spokes are like blades and are very sharp, 
upon which are moon seats. Beginning in front and going clockwise in 
a circle are white OM A H  RA PA TSA NA standing upright. Visualize 
the object of accomplishment sitting on a moon seat within the gigu 
of the HRIH, similar to before. Situated between each of the spokes 
and sitting upon the moon seats are HRIHs. Sitting upon each one of 
the eight petals of the lotus are two sets of vowels. Facing outward are 
the consonants, with the two syllables "NGA" and "NYA" removed, 
like a protection wheel, or with the two KSHA YA syllables removed, 

like Guhyasamaja, so that the thirty-two consonants are generated on 
each of the four petals. Alternatively it is also permissible to set up a 
complete set of consonants. 12' 

Next, as you recite OM AH RA PA TSA NA HRIH imagine that the 

sound emerges from all the faces and the pi wang. Recite as many man-

118. A pi wang is a stringed instrument popular in ancient India that is somewhat likt' .1 guitar. 
129. Jt: Sht:'rab Gyatso's commentary states, "At the hNfl of Veta Ii is an cight�pctallcd whitt' 
lotus. Upon a m("}on scat in its tcnt('r is Saras\"ati , with an eight.pctalled lotus in her hearl. in 
the ccntt·r of which is a moon. Upon that is a piwang with its head facing toward the right and 
lying lIat as though it wen:- a cushion. Upon that is an cight-petallt:'d lotus with a moon scat in 
its center, upon which is a six-spokt·d whed ofhladcs. In its (."l·nter is an upright sword. Either 

at thl' horder of tht: mdal (Ir in the center of the ,·ajra·handle is either a HRIH or HRIM . . . .  
On tin- six spok(·s an' OM AH RA PA TSA NA with six HRIMs, [or I-IRIHsj, in the six empty 
SP3C<"S. On the (·ighl pt·tals are two sets of \'owels in a circle. Beyond that is a circle of four 
consonants t·al·h. Recite either OM AH RA PA TSA NA HRIM or OM AH RA IJA TSA NA 
HRIH, at which tim(" YflU should imagine that the pi wang resonates with the tone of the mantra." 
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tras as you wish and imagine the cleansing of impurities and eLiminating 
ignorance as before. However, it is said that since the wheel doesn't 

spin, it is not capabLe of annihilating ignorance. Il. 

Next, imagine that the wheel together with the seed syllables com
pletely transform and emerge as a blue vajra with a hollow hub, within 
which is a syllable HUM, surrounded by the mantra rosary, and recite 
the Mother's mantra. When reciting the retinue's mantras, in relation to 
Ignorance Yamantaka, for example, there is a sun seat at his heart, upon 
which is a white wheel with KSHE inside its hollow hub, surrounded 
by his name mantra. Once you have visualized that, recite the mantra. 
During a retreat, as you collect the count of each one, you should also 

engage in actions of emanating and retracting, such as those performed 
during the ·supreme conqueror of the mandala_" 

Similarly, within a hollow in the center of a jewel at the heart of Ava
rice Yamantaka is the seed syllable surrounded by the mantra rosary and 
so forth. You should apply this reasoning to the entire retinue. The band 
symbol performs the function of the wisdom being, the seed syllable 
performs the function of the concentration being, and in this way you 
have the three nested beings. There is an explanation where, as you are 
reciting one mantra, you also imagine the mantra rosary at the heart 
of the other deities in the mandala; however this is not very easy to do_ 

Concerning the meaning of those mantras, if you translate the mean
ing of the YAMA RAJA mantra directly, it is revealed in the verse that 
states, 

The king of the Lord of Death always leads me 
And always cares for one who recites, 
Especially, he doesn't cause harm or illness 
And bestows compassion [even] to the harm-giver. '" 

130 .
. 
During the redtation of  Manjushri's mantra, there is a section for destroying ignorance 

that IS accomplished through the spinning of the wheel . Since $a.rasnti's IOlUS docs not spin, 
she doesn't perform that particular function. 
131. This \·erse is extremely terse and almost impossible to make sense of in Tibetan; therefore 
please don', feel that you are somehow not able to understand it or that the translation is 
IOtneho ..... incorrect. 
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If you translate the meaning, it becomes, 

The king of the Lord of Death is always caring for 
Whomever is tormented by the lord of deau,. 
I will develop inexhaustible fearlessness because 
Your compassion definitely bestows supreme lattainmentsl. 

The direct translation of the HRIH TRI mantra is as explained earljer. 
If you translate the meaning, it becomes "The ultimate exalted wisdom 
manifests in the subjective simultaneously born great bliss of exalted 
wisdom placed single-pointedly in emptiness, revealing itself in the 
body of a wrathful and ferocious cannibal as the antidote to the wicked 
outer, inner, and secret Lords of Death. You have destroyed suffering 
and all its origins." 

If we directly translate the YAMA TAKA mantra, it is either 
"destroyer ofu,e Lord of Death" or"annihilator ofu,e Lord of Death."'" 
If you translate the meaning, it becomes "Outer, inner, and secret 
Yamantakas, you are the destroyer of outer, inner, and secret lords of 
death together with their causes." 

As for the meaning of the Mother's mantra, OM is the forerunner 
of the mantra. VAJRA means "indestructible." V ETALI means "zom
bie." The twoAGACHAs mean "come here" twice. HUM is Ule seed of 
the mind. DZA is u,e seed of summoning. There are many systems for 
translating SOHA; however in u,e [grammatical textl entitled 7il'enty 
Prepositional Prefixes I "j-e bSBYur nyi shul it states, "SU, AH, and HUM, 
make up SOHA and that the SU means 'bliss ' ,  the AH means 'all ' ,  
and HUM means 'bestow' .  Therefore by combining them, i t  becomes 
'please perfectiy bestow every bliss' ." Concerning the "every,"this refer 
to the four joys such as supreme joy and so forth. 

Concerning the meaning of the retinue's mantras, in scguence they 
are I) "the victory of ,'ictory," 2)  "the bearer of jewels," 3 )  "deslToying 
sam ara," 4) "bearer of wisdom,'" 5 )  "bearer of club," 6) "bearer of lotus,'" 
7) "bearer of sWQI·d ," 8) "Ignorance Maiden,"'l) 9)" Anger Maiden" (these 

132. 'rib. g.fhln 'Ie', 8shed and sshin rj" mthor ,hed respct1.i\·tly. 
131.111C term heing tr"nslated as "maiden" is"dga' rna," \\hich has lhe m"aning orbolh "wife" 
.:uul "bcautiful." 
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Ilast twol are for the sake of upholding the two lineages of Varahi), IO) 
"Attachment Maiden," and, I I )  "Vajra Maiden" (these past twol arc the 
most important mothers of the vajra �neage and are the nature of Tara). 

It is permissible to recite the Imantrasl of the ten wrathful deities 
lof the protection wheeli when you have finished reciting the retinue 
mantTas if you are primarily striving to overcome obstacles. 

How many mantras should you collect by reciting them in this way? 
For a mere action-permitting retreat lallowing you tol bestow em pow
crmcnts upon disciples and so forth, recite a hundred thousand essence 
mantras of HRIH TRI and ten thousand of the Mother and the retinue. 
Once you have completed the recitation for the Principal and retinue, 
recite ten thousand wisdom-descending mantras, after which you must 
perform a compensating pacifying burnt offering. In the third chapter of 
the Seven Chapter ITantTal, it mentions that, for the great retreat that 
is so well known, you recite YAMANTAKA seven hundred thousand 
times, HRIH TRI three hundred thousand times, the root mantras one 
hundred thousand times, and fTom the Mother onward I the number of 
mantrasl is the same as before. '" It is the tradition of the former gurus 
to recite seven hundred peaceful mantras of AH RA PA TSA A prior 
to that; therefore that is how it should be done. If, despite not having 
obtained slable signs lof attainmentsl frolll the deities, you don't com
plete the mantra count, no matter how long Iyou have been in retreatl, 
whether years, months, and so forth, it will be ineffective.llS 

Concerning the retTeat for accomplishing limitless actions, Je Rin
poche states that except for a person who obtains stable signs as just 
explained, you should do a cowlting retreat of ten million. Accord
ingly, we should certainly collect either ten million YAMA RAJA or 
HRIH TRI mantras. There are various assertions concerning the point 
at which you collect the wisdom-descending mantras. Most people 
hold the opinion that you should recite them at the point when you 
have completed the entire COWlt for the Principal and retinue. As for 

134. The great retreat is a reference to a great "approximation retreat" not a great retreat of 
three or more years where one collCC\s ten million essence mantras. 
13S .111C l)Oint is that until you complete an action-permitting retreat with the proper nUl11her 
or mantras and the subsequent burnt olTering. your retreat will nOl perform the runclion of 
dn detion-permitting retreat unless you ha\'c received unrnistnkcn signs such as a (lirc(:! vision 
orille deity. 
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the {wisdom.descendingJ mantra, this is how it occurs in the mandala 
ritual: Attached to the ten syllables HRIHTRI . . .  are ABESHAYA . . .  As 
for its meaning. the two ABESHAYAs mean "everything descends" and 
"the bodhichilta at the crown." The twoTAMBHAYAs mean"make stilT" 
twice and refer to the earth element at the heart. The two syllables RA 
RA are the seed syllables for fire; therefore they mean "blaze" twice 
and refer to the fire at the navel .  The two TSALAYAs mean "make it 
move" and refer to the wind mandala at the soles of the feet. Next, 
HUM HA AH are the seed syllables of the body. speech. and mind. 
DZHE is the imperative grammatical particle. At the time lof reciting 
the Wisdom-descending mantral .  the color of the syllable HUM and 
the mantra rosary change to red, rrom which red light rays radiate, 
striking all the deities. Their bodily color all transforms into red, and 
once again red light rays radiate. with their tips in the shape of hooks. 
A limitless number of these llight raysl radiate to the ten direction and 
summon all the buddh .. and bodhisattvas dwelling in limitless realms 
in the aspect of the supporting and supported mandalas of Vajrabhai
rava, after which they dissolve into the Principal and the entire retinue, 
whereby you generate and increase the exalted wisdom of nondual 
bliss and emptiness. and it becomes stable, through which you arc 
blessed. 

When reCiting the mantras in this way, the Tamra Requested by Subhahu 
states, 

When proclaiming the mantra, don't recite too quickly, 
too slowly, 

Or too loudly or too softly. 
Don't converse with others, be distracted, 
Or I recitel the anusvara and vis.rga improperly. 

Thus, you should recite the mantra while being rree of the eight 
faults such as I recitingl too loudly or slowly. and so forth. In particular 
do not let your mind wander to other Itopics J i  concerning this, there 
is a verse that states, "You should recite the mantras in that way. Ir the 
mind travels to other objects, even reciting the mantra for a hundred 
eons v.·iII not bear fruit." The mind should not wande.r from whatever 
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you are visualizing during the periods when you are perrorming the 
actual retreat. Instead you should employ attentiveness and apply your
selr with 'whatever kill you possess to remainjng with the counting 
or ule mantra without coming under ule control or mental sinking or 
excitement. 

For the sake of developing the power or the mantra, recite the mantra 
during the meditation breaks as well; however they are not counted 
as part of the [mantral count. It is said that ir you imagine that all the 
deities recite the mantra [as you dol ,  the [power or the mantral will 
be multiplied by [the number of deities visualized l .  ". When ending 
the session, once you have completed the recitation in this way, you 
should make concise offerings and praises. Recite the hundred-syllable 
Yamantaka mantra while imagining that there is a HUM at ule heart or 
the Lord or the Lineage, surrounded by the mantra rosary. Imagine that 
a stream or white nectar descends rrom it, purirying all raults such as 
negative karma and obscurations, in general, and all faults such as the 
impurity or the mantras, unclear concentration, being defiled by impu
rities, and so forth, in particular. This accords with the seguence or Je 
Rinpoche's teaching. Although you can also make offerings and praises 
prior to ule hundred-syllable mantra, there is no particular difference. 

The Way in Which One Should End the Session 

Ir you don't offer a torma at this point, at the end of the first three 
sessions, you should recite either the extensive or concise dedication 
prayers with the five verses that begin "Perfectly pure mind . . .  " and 
the one verse that begins 'The profound path . . .  " and the one verse 
that states "The 'wondrous and their sons . . .  ," after which you should 
withdraw [the visualization I and end the session. 

At the end orthe final session, you absolutely must offer a torma.The 
substance or the torma should be dough, peas, meat, fish meat, groins, 
pastries, alcohol, water, garlic, milk, and so forth. Alternatively, if you 
don't have the resources, imagine that one 11)1,el or meat I representsl 

136. Thus, if you imagine that the other twelvc deities arc reciting the maniT", its powcr is 
multiplied by twelve. Th� same thing I1pplies lO other practices as well. 
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them al l .  For the food, traditionally one sets out tormas for the mundane 
and stlpramundane Iguestsl together with a torma for Karma Yama. 
After ble sing them in the same way that you Iblessedl the preliminary 
Itormal, ,'isualize the recipients or the offering. Concerning this, you 
offer the torma as a rC<lucst for attainments; therefore you don't ofrer 
Ithe tormal to the self-generation. at only is it impossible for you to 
re�uest attainment from yourself, but there is not a single valid being 
who has taught that the torma is offered to the elf-generation. For that 
reason, you should generate the torma guests before you; therefore 
in the space before you and Ignorance Yamantaka arc the complete 
supporting and supported mandalas as guests of the torma facing you. 
When you are generating them in an extensive way, the seven inner 
Yama guests are within the doorway of the castern door, and the direc
tional protectors are in the charnel grounds, and this should be done 
in accordance with the retreat manuals and so forth. Traditionally they 
are offered between the offering and the praises. In a concise fashion, it 
is done in accordance with the preliminary Itorma oA'eringl that states, 
"'transform tho e arranged in the card.inal and intermediate directions" 
and so on. At this point in the ritual it state , "From a HUM emerge 
tongues marked by HUM . . .  " Although you recite it twice, it is said to 
be acceptable if you don't. 

Next, imagine that from a HUM on the tongues of the supra mundane 
guests emerge white Single-pronged vajras that arc the nature of Ught 
and that transform into tubes. Countless vajra-taste goddesses emanate 
from your heart, holding skull cups. They scoop up the nectar of the 
torma and offer it to the guests, who draw it up through the straws 
of light, through which a fresh experience of extraordinary exalted 
wisdom of bliss and emptiness i born lin the.ir mental continuumsl. 
As for the meaning of the offering mantra, HRIH TRI . . .  is as before, 
VAJRA BHAIRAVA means "vajra terrifier," ADHI PATI means "sover
eign lord".nd is saying, "sovereign lord V.jrabhaira"a." VAJ RA VETALI 
means"indestructible zombie." IMAM means "this." BA LIN GTA means 
"torma." KHA KHA means "eat." The two KHAHls mean "eat!"Twicc. 
HUM is the seed syllable of bliss and emptiness. PHAT dispels unfa
vorable conditions and ordinary appearances and conceptions. OHA 
means "establish a foundation." Recite the mantra three times for the 
Principal Father and Mother. For the retinue, Jc IUnpochc states thal, 
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after completing the recitation of aU of their name mantras, attach 
BALINGTA PRATITZA to the end. It would best if you offered it with 
three recitations. ext, make concise offerings and praises. It is said that 
this means you are entrusting them with enlightened a tions congruent 
with pacifying, increasing, and so forth. According to the teachings of 
Changkya Rolpai Dorje, you are making a request by saying, "Glorious 
Vajrabhairava the Great and your retinue of deities, please grant your 
blessing upon us masters, disciples, and retinue so that all obstruct
ing conditions, obstacles, and factors of incompatibility are pacified 
and every collection of excellence and factors of compatibility may be 
accomplished according to our wishes." You should imagine that they 
accept your request. 

Present the J torma J offering to the directional protectors as is done 
during the preliminary JofferingJ as well as the outer and inner offerings. 
Then recite the request as before with "I bow . . .  " and make a similar 
request as before, thinking: "Directional protectors and your retinue, 
please grant your blessing upon us masters, disciples, and retinue so that 
all obstructing conditions, obstacles, and factors of incompatibility are 
pacified and every collection of excellence and factors of compatibility 
may be accomplished in accordance with our wishes."With thiS, imagine 
that they promise to JfulfillJ the actions you have entrusted to them. 

ext, among the group of seven inner guests, visualize wrathful 
Yama in the north as before or alternatively generate Outer Accom
plishment Dharmaraja anew in the presence of Inner Accomplishment 
JDharma,·ajaJ .  Either way is acceptable. Invoke the wisdom beings and 
so forth as dearly set forth in the retreat manual .  Offer the torma as well 
as the outer and inner offerings. You should make praises and exhorta
tion to the Lord of Death. If something urgent comes up. generate them 
again during the seven inner guests and offer the torma and '0 forth. 
However, if you don't have time, there won't be a fault of omission. If 
you need to offer tormas to other dharma protectors, you hould do 
So at this point and send off the torma for the site-owner. 

Recite the hundred-syllable mantra to restore and fulfill excesses and 
omissions. Recite OM AH HUM MU while snapping your thumb and 
ring finger as a signal. Recite "The wisdom beings of the supramundanc 
guests depart and the commitment beings dissolve into you. Th other 
guests depart to their own abodes" and visualize Itheir departurel. 
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Next, for the dissolution, at the end of the first three sessions, recite 
"The charnel grounds together with the protection wheel dissolves into 
the celestial mansion"and so forth while contemplating Ithedissolution I .  
Although there is a tTadition o f  not Withdrawing the protection wheel 
during a retreat for the sake of protecting yourself from obstacles, 
whereby the charnel grounds pass through the protection wheel with
out obstruction and dissolve into the celestial mansion, in OUf 0\>\'11 

tradition, the protection circle is also withdrawn. Placing the mind 
in a state of inseparable bliss and emptiness is the ultimate protection 
wheel and is said to be the supreme protection. For that purpose, as 
soon as you arise as the deity of daily actions, you should meditate on 
the comlllon protection wheel . 

Next, collect everything from the charnel grounds up to the nada. 
Imagine even the nada disappears, at which time you should place your 
mind in the state of the clear light of the truth body for as long as 
possible. 

The Yoga of the Session Break 

You arise from within the state of bliss and emptiness like a fish leaping 
out of water, and you arise in the a peet of Glorious Vajrabhairava with 
one face and two arms together with the Mother and without the hand 
implements. Recite Ithe section for blessing your sense organsl with 
"At my two eyes is KSHIM . . .  " up to "my heart is marked by a HUM." 
For th self-protection, recite "Light rays radiate from the HUM at my 
heart downward to the vajra-ground . .  ." up to "a heap of fire radiates 
to the tcn directions." Remain protected with this meditation on the 
uncommon protection wheel. 

Thus, once you arise with the divine pride of the deity, you should 
cngage in the yoga of daily actions. Visualizing all objects that appear 
as Vajrabhair.va together ,,�th the celestial mansion is the completely 
pure enjoyment. Imagining all the activities of your three doors as man
tra and mudra is the complete purity of deeds. Maintaining constant 
mindfulness that whatever appears within one's visual sphere is the 
collection of deities of Vajrabhairav3, all movements of anns and legs 
are dance postures, and whatever sounds are heard by your ears and 
all verbal expressions are praises is the yoga of daily actions. Once you 
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have blessed everything you eat as nectar, you should imagine that your 
mouth is the hearth, your right hand is the ladle, and your left hand is 
the funnel. Within the drop of the syllable HUM at your heart is your 
guru, personal deity, and so forth visualized just as during the olTerings 
to the field of merit. Goddesses emanate from your heart and present 
the offerings of food and drink. Alternatively, imagine that the syllable 
HUM is the embodiment of all the gurus and deities and imagine that a 
flame blazes from the nada. Offer Iyour food and drinkl in the manner 
of an inner burnt oAering and imagine that they are delight d by blis· 
and emptiness, which is the yoga of eating. 

Regarding the yoga of sleeping, offer a torma at the beginning of the 
evening as a preparation, and once you have completed the dedication 
prayer, auspicious verses, and dissolution, arise in the deity of daily 
actions and pre cnt a concise offering. Once again, withdraw everything 
down to the nada and then even the nada disappears into emptiness. 
Contemplate this and inseparably unify bliss as the method and empti
ness as the wisdom and go to sleep within a state of bliss and emptiness. 

Conceming the yoga of rising, in.itiate rising in the morning and 
imagine that four goddesses, who are the nature of the four immeasur
abies of your mental continuum, summon you with song. 

From within the state of emp!:ine s, Charchika emanates in the east 
and says, 

Arise as the liberating faith of wrathful compassion 
To dispel ignorance in the three realms. 

Varahi emanates in the south and says, 

Working to gain victory over the four demons, 
Strive with liberating faith, do not remain idle but arise. 

Sarasvati emanates in the west and says, 

As the protector of the world, why do you remain in 
emptiness? 

Arise ,,�th liberating faith of worldly merit. 
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Gauri emanates in the north and says, 

As the protector of the world desiring enlightenment, 
Why do you remain in emptines ? 

Having exhorted you in this way. they are once again withdrawn and 
imaginc that they disappear in their own places. Imagine that you arise 
in the deity body from within the state of the clear light. 

When bathing, imagine that goddesses such as Charchika and so 
forth bestow empowerment with a stream of nectar just like during 
the bestowal of empowerment Isection of the sadhana . IThis activity of 
bathing is thc yoga of washing. 

Thus, from the supreme conqueror of the mandala onward, Ithc 
various aspects of the sadhana] are not conjoined with the basis but are 
explained by conjoining them with their qualitativc similarity to the 
resultant deeds lof a buddhal .  Therefore, emanating goddesses and the 
activities Ihave a qualitative similarityl to the Buddha's body working for 
the welfare ofliving beings; presenting offerings Ihas a qualitati,'c simi
laritYI to the Teacher's deeds in accumulating merit; the praises Ihave 
a qualitative similarityl to the famous verses, "The Buddha's coming 
to the world," and so forth; the gross and subtle yogas Ihave a qualita
tive similarityl to the internal deed of meditation; the recitation Ihas a 
qualitative similarity] to teaching Dharma to disciples; ti,e dissolution 
Ihas a qualitative similarity] to Ithe Buddha'sl pas ing into nirvana after 
completing his deeds for the welfare of his disciples. Arising as the deity 
and so forth during meditation breaks has a qualitative similarity to once 
again working unceasingly for the welfare ofli" ing beings in other lands. 

The Way to Accomplish Attainments once You Have 
Stabilized the Generation Stage 

When you have perfected the subtle generation stage through meditat
ing in this way, you will attain the four lesser attainments of pacifying, 
increasing, controlling, and wrathful lactivitiesl, and so forth, as ",,rei I as 
attainments in dependence upon outcr substances through mere con· 
ccntration alonc, as explain cd in the [RootTantraJ in Seven Chapters. 
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If  you practice the conducts together with the oral instructions of your 

own [guru and lineage I .  you will also easily altain the middling eight 
great attainments. It is also taught that if you supplement your practice 
with the completion stage once you have become completely familiar
ized with the generation stage, you will attain the supreme attainment 
[of enlightenment[ without having to wait too long. However, even 
if you haven't perfected the subtle generation stage, if 'ou have per
fected the coarse [generation stagel ,  you can still reach attainments 
through burnt offerings, as explained in the sixth chapter [of the Root 
Tantr.] , If you perfect either the coarse or subtle [generation stage] ,  
perfectly protect your vows and commitments subse'luent to  obtaining 
empowermenl, and perform the actions such as a qualified counting 
retreat, you can accomplish attainments through the protection wheel, 
as explained in the third chapter. If, through the force of ),our previous 
[practice in a former lifer, you obtain stable signs from the [blessing] 
of the deity, you can easily accomplish the activities [mentioned above[ 
without having to rely upon a retreat and so forth. 

In this way, although you may not have accomplished the coarse and 
subtle generation stages or completed a ten million [mantra] retreat, if 
you have accomplished the well-known great retreat and so forth, once 
you have completed either a middling or conci e retreat as a prelimi
nary and then sincerely apply yourself to meditation and recitation in 
four sessions and so forth, you will be cared for by tl,e supreme deity 
throughout all your lives, complete a vast collection of merit, purify 
negative karma and obstructions, and, at the tirne of your death, you 
will be escorted by heroes and heroines who will lead you to Dakini 
Land, and you will attain any and all of the limitless attainments such 
as pacifying and so forth. Such are the inconceivable benefits. Fur
thermore, this deity has five speCial qualities not possessed by otllers; 
therefore, by practicing just a mere portion of the yoga of this deity 
and his mantra, you ,,;11 remain unharmed by demons and obstruct
ing spirits, and they will be instantly deso·oyed. Although you may not 
listen to and contemplate the objects of knowledge, your wisdom will 
increase and become clear; therefore you will easily gain attainments. 
And in particular, the Great Foremost Being [Tsongkhapa] received 
the lineage of the empowerment, bleSSings, and oral in tructions from 
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both the peaceful and wrathful Jetsun I Manjushri J ;  therefore our lin
eage is king and has greater blessings, is swifter, and has more proround 
instructions than others. Not only is it beneficial if you entrust yourself 
with your heart, mind, and chest to the guru and deity, but in times of 
great danger, you will receive the care of the Three Jewels. Therefore, 
by all means extract the essence of this life of leisure through making 
a sincere effort to practice this ali-encompassing aspecl. 

Colophon 

The agent of limitless incomprehensible good qualities 
Who spontaneously fulfills our hopes 
By the gestures of the wrathful illusory cannibal 
Is thoroughly renowned as the "Terrifying Deity." 

His simultaneously born vajra-mind is beyond description. 
His inexhaustible ornaments of his three secrets 
Are incomparable for accomplishing our prayers, 
Through understanding the path of the first stage. 

For that purpose I have perfectly explained the nectar 
That arose from the ocean of my incomparable guru's mind, 
An offering compiled from our inSignificant intelligence 
And held as the life of liberation for the fortunate. 

By this virtue may I come under the care of peaceful and wrathful 
Manjushri who is inseparable from the supreme guru. 
May the jewel of supreme and common attainments 
Fulfill the hopes of the fortunate. 

The King of Varna and the retinue under his command 
Will not show little strength in times of great importance 
And will carefully guard and protect the teaching, the upholders of 

the teachings, 
And the benefactors of the teachings with his enlightened actions. 
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In particular, as soon as you practice this Ideity ! .  
They will assist you with a rapturous mind, 
Like a glowing red receptacle holding a warm 
Stream of the li'luid essence of all harm-givers' hearts. 

Through the force of the powerful blessing of the guru and deity 
And the force 0(' the great truth of my pure superior int· ntion, 
May the bonefi ial qualities reveal their complete victory in 
Battle with the demons who harm the teachings and living beings. 

Thus, the teachings of our incomparably kind supreme refuge, the 
holy Dharm.bh.dr., who is thoroughly renowned as a great schol.r 
and siddha, were compiled in a rough draft by )e Trung Tsering by 
memory. 137 Once again, INgulchu Dharmabhadr.1 bestowed the pro
found commentary on the generation stage from the second day of the 
clel'enth month of the Wood Bird Year (1825 )  to the tenth day lof the 
eleventh month I ,  at which time a new set of notes was prepared by add
ing and removing some sections. Once again, to clariry the teachings, 
the holy lama Kelsang Dhargye sponsored a new discour e and ordered 
Wangchug Gyalpo hedra to edit and proofread the teachings, whi h 
were augmented with tile prel.ious teachings of the Venerable Igurul 
according to his memory during another tea hing on the two stages 
by the Venerable Guru himself, and it contains many notes from other 
discourses. Although there were many excellent explan.tions that I 
myself taught: , there were also many mistakes. Occasionally there were 
certain parts I never even taught that were mere rabrications by their 
overactive imaginations about what they thought I said. Therefore, I 
wasn't completely sure of everything in their notes and felt that tlley 
needed to be checked thoroughly. However, until now I didn't have the 
time to check them in great detail, yet I was able to review and edit 
the word and meaning as well as the opening and closing verses. A few 
of the tea hings of the Venerable Guru himself that I could remember 
were newly added as well and Ithe edited notesl have been entitled The 

137. Thill final pardgnph of the colophon was composed by Yangehcn Drupai Dorjc. 
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Oral Inseructions '!! 'he Saintly Guru and were composed by his nephew 
Yangchen Drupai Dorje during the fifty-second year of the Rab Jung 
of the Male Earth Horse while staying in the Namse Norbu Ling room 
at Ngulchu hermitage. '" 

138. A rob byung II a sixty.yeu cycle in the Tibetan caI�dar. 



Outline to the Generation Stage 

Prerace 
Introduction 
Five Unique Qualities 
Historical Sources or This Teaching 
For that there are three sections: 

I )  THE PHYSICAL BASIS OF THE ONE WHO Is PRACTICING 

2) THE PLACE WHERE ONE PRACTICES 

3) THE WAY TO ENGAGE IN PRACTICE 

The Way to Engage in Practice has two sections: 

1) The Actual Way to Engage in the Practice or the Generation 
Stage 

2) THE WAY TO ACCOMPLISH ATTAINMENTS ONCE You HAVE 

STABILIZED THE G ENERATION STAGE 

The Actual Way to Engage in the Practice or the Generation Stage has 
two sections: 

I )  TH E YOGA OF THE AcTUAL SESSION 

2) TH E YOGA OF THE SESSION BREAK 

The Yoga or the Actual Session has three sections: 

1 )  WHAT ONE SHOULD Do AT THE BEGINNING OF THE SESSION 
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2) WHAT ONE SHOULD Do DURING THE ACTUAL SESSION 
3) THE WAY IN WHICH ONE SHOULD END THE SESSION 

What One Should Do at the Beginning of the Session has four sections: 

I )  ACCEPTING T H E THREE COMMITMENTS 
2) DISPATCHING THE PRELIMINARV ToRMA 
3)  BLESSING THE OFFERING FOR THE SELF-GENERATION 

4) MEDITATION ON AND RECITATION OF VAJItASATTVA 

Accepting th� Three Commitments has two sections: 

I )  THE SEQUENCE OF [NITlAL ACTlONS FOR ACCEPTING THE 
THREE COMMITMENTS 

2) THE ACTUAL ACCEPTANCE OF THE THREE COMMITMENTS 

The Actual Acceptance of the Three Commitments has three sections: 

I )  BLESSING THE VA)R A  AND BELL 
2) BRANDISHING THE VA)RA 
3 )  PLAYING THE BELL 

Brandishing the Vajra has one section: 

I )  THE WAY OF BRANDISHING THE VA)RA 

Playing the Bell has one section: 

I )  THE W.y OF PLAYING THE BELL 

Dispatching the Preliminary Torma has four sections: 

I )  BLESSING THE INNER OFFERING 
2) BLESSING THE PRELIMINARY OFFERINGS 
3) BLESSING THE PRELlMINARy ToRMA 
4) THE ACTUAL OFFERING OF THE PRELIMINARY TORMA 
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Blessing the Inner Offering has rour sections: 

I )  CLEANSING 

2 )  PURIFY ING 

3 )  GENERATING 

4) BLESSING 

The Actual Offering or the Preliminary Torma has rour sections: 

I )  INVOKING THE G U ESTS OF THEToRMA 

2) OFFERING THE TORMA 

3) ENTRUSTING THEM W ITH EN LIGHTENED ACTIONS 

4) ASKING THEM TO DEPART AFrER PURIFYING FAU LTS 

What One hould Do during the Actual Session has three sections: 

I )  THE CONCENTRATION O F  THE I N ITIAL PREPARATION 

2) THE CONCENTRATION OF THE SUPREME CONQUEROR OF 

THE  MANDALA 

3) THE CONCENTRATION OF THE SUPREME ACTIONS OF  THE 

CONQUEROR 

The Concentration or the Initial Preparation has rour sections: 

I )  BRINGING DEATH I NTO THE PATH AS THETRUTH BODY 

2) BRINGING THE INTERMEDIATE STATE INTO THE PATH AS THE 

EN JOYMENT BODY 

3 )  BRINGING REBIRT H  I NTO THE PATH AS THE EMANATION 

BODY 

4) THE WAY OF EMBRACING THE KNOWLEDGE-GODDESS 

Bringing Death into the Path as the Truth Body has three sections: 

I )  THE ACCUM U LATION OF MERIT 

2 )  THE ACCUMULATION OF EXALTED WISDOM 

3) MEDITATION ON THE PROTECTION WHEEL 
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The Accumulation of Exalted Wisdom has two sections: 

t )  AN EXPLANATION OF THE BASIS OF PURIFICATION AND THE  

PU RIFYING AGENT 

2) TH E WAY TO MEDITATE ON EMPTIN ESsTHAT Is CONCORDANT 

WITH THAT 

Bringing the Intermediate State into the Path as the Enjoyment Body 
has two sections: 

1 )  GENERATING THI� SUPPORTING CELESTIAL MANSION 

TOGETHER WITH THE SEAT 

2 )  G ENERATING THE  SUPPORTED CAUSAL VAJ RA-HoLDER 

The Concentration of the Supreme Con'!ueror of the Mandala has three 
sections: 

I )  THE WAY OF ENGAGING I N  T H E  ACTION AN)) ARRANGING 

THE MANDALA AFTER GENERATING TH .. : DEITY 

2) BLESSING T H E  SOURCES AND ELEMENTS AS WELL  AS BODY, 

PEEC H ,  AND MIND 

3 )  ABSORBING THE W,SDOM BEINGS, BESTOWING EMPOWER

M ENT, AND SEALING 

The Concentration of the Supreme Actions of the Con'!ueror has four 
sections: 

I )  How TO MAKE OFFERINGS AND PRAISES 

2) How TO M E DITATE ON T H E  COARSE AND SUBTLE ASPECTS 

OF THE GENERATION STAGE 

3 )  How TO RECOLLECT THEIR SYMBOLISM 

4) How TO PERFORM THE  I MANTRAI RECITATION 

Colophon 



Notes on HolV to Proceed alonn the Path if the Second Stane 

if Glorious Vajrabhairava Entitled 'The @ick Path if the 

Great Secret"(dPal rdo rje 'jins byed kyi rim pa nnyis pa 'i lam 

ji Itar bnrod pa'i tshul BYi zin bris nsann chen myur lam) 

by Ngulchu Dharmabhadra 

I bow to tJ,e feet of the guru and his extensive deeds for tJ,e 
Conqueror's teaching. 

Your knowledge perceives the suteas and this very class of tantra. 
Your unbiased compassion establishes all beings in a state of bliss. 
Your stainless speech skillfuJJy clarifies the good path. 

I prostrate to the sky-jewel of Manjushri as the 
Guru who dispel all ignorance as the object of abandonment. 
Your intelligence evaluates the center and extremes of samsara 

and peace 
And blossoms as the anthers of wisdom's lotus. 

Your terrifying emanation wears bone ornaments. 
Your yellow hair Aoats in the sphere of space. 
You act confidently with various blaZing weapons and 
Bestow the excellence of Manjushri Yamantaka. 

HERE I I'R ESENT tJ,e profound commentary on the completion stage of 
the Bhagavan G lorious Vajrabhairava the Great, containing a small frac
tion of the Venerable Guru's speech from my memory. Furthermore 
the explanation ofthis"song of expcriencc" that is my own omposition 
has three sections: 
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I )  THE ACTIVITY AT THE BEGI NNING O F T H E  COMI'OSITION 
2) TH E  ARRANGEJ\lENT OF THE COMPOSITION ITSELF 

3) TH E ACTIVITY AT THE COMPLETION OF THE COMPOSITION 

The Activity at the Beginning of the Composition has two sections: 

1) PROCLAIMING THE OFFERING 

2) THE PROMISE TO COMPOSE 

Proclaiming the Offering has two sections: 

I )  PROCLAIMING THE OFFERING IN SANSKRIT 
2) PROCLAIMING THE OFFERING IN TIBETAN 

Proclaiming the Offering in Sanskrit 

NAMO GURU MANJUGOSHAYA 

NAMO means "prostration." GURU means "lama." MANJU means 
"gentle." GOSHA means "melodious." That one word ["yang"J has four 
divisions of A, KA,A,  and GA."' lt  begins with a combination of A and 
VA, which when combined becomes "yang" (or melodious), Jthus all 
together itl becomes "I prostrate to guru Manjushri." 

Proclaiming the Offering in Tibetan 

"I bow to the jewel-JlikeJ guru, who is the embodiment of the vast ocean 
ofJe Lama [TsongkhapaJ, as well as to all the deities, buddhas, Dharma, 
as well as to the assembly of bod his at tv as, hearers, solitary conquerors, 
heroes, dakinis, and dharma protectors."Thi5 is cas)' to understand. 

The Promise to Compose 

"Although I am incapable of practicing the essential meaning of the 
guru's oral teaching, 50 that I don't forget the words renected in the mir-

139. "Yang" is the Tibetan translation cquiyalcnt for the Sanskrit term GOSHA. 
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ror of my mind, l shall shine a light on this beautiful path by expressing 
it in song." If you extract what is in your mind and express it through 
verbal expression, it is called a "symbolic song." If I can transform what 
is in my mind, l will obtain the !essencel of this jewel-!likel human body 
of leisure and endowments. At this time, because I have met the teach
ings of the second Glorious Conqueror !Tsongkhapal ,  and I am under 
the care of the Foremost Qualified Guru, I know how to practice the 
path of sutra and tantra. 

The Arrangement of the Composition Itself has two sections: 

I )  THE PRELIMINARIES 

2 )  THE ACTUAL !PRACTICE] 

The Preliminaries has two sections: 

I )  THE G EN ERAL PRELIMINARIES 

2 )  THE EXTRAORDINARY PRELIMINARIES 

The General Preliminaries 

Without being attached to merely your own happiness, 
Practice for the great purpose of mother living beings. 
Once you enter the gateway of the Vajrayana teachings, 
Properly maintain the three sets of tantric vows. 

If you are not attached to the happiness of this l ife, you arc person 
of small capacity. If you are not attached to the happiness of samsara, 
you arc person of middling capacity. If you are not attached to libera
tion for yourself alone but strive to accomplish the great purpose of 
all mother living beings in dependence upon the extremely powerful 
wish to achieve unsurpassed enHghtenment, you arc a person of great 
capaCity. For this reason, prior to entering the unsurpassed Vajrayana, 
you must train your mind in the common path of the three types of 
beings. Once that is stabilized, you must definitely enter the Vajrayana. 

Furthermore, the Mahayana embodies al l  six perfections as well as 
both method and wisdom. Concerning "inseparable method and wis-
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dom," this is the "concentration of Vajrasattva." It i a "vajra" as well as 
a "vchicle"; therefore it is the "Vajrayana.""Yana" means "vchiclc." The 
gateway for entering Ithe Vajrayanal is empowerment; therefore receive 
the complete four empowerments from a fully �ualified vajra master. It 
is indispensable that you perfectly maintain the vows and commitments 
that you promised to keep at that time. 

The Extraordinary Prelim.inaries has four sections: 

I )  THE GUIDE OF GO ING FOR REFUGE AND GENERATING 
BODH ICH ITTA 

2 )  THE GUIDE  OF  MEDITATION ON AND RECITATION OF VAJH.A
SATTVA TO PURIFY N EGATIVE KARMA AND OUSCUltATIONS 

3 )  THE GUIDE  OF G lI RlI YOGA TO RECEIVE BLESSINGS 

4) THE GUIDE OF ACCUMULATING M ERIT THROUGH THE MAN
DALA OFFERING 

These are revealed in the verses that state: 

Go for refuge to the guru and Three Jewels, 
Generate the suprerne mind of en.lightenment, 
And cleanse the stains of negative karma and downfalls 
You have accu.mulatcd since beginningless time with 
The compassionate nectar of Glorious Vajrasattva. 

Meditate on the sole path of guru yoga ritual, 
Offer the mandala to complete a vast amount or rnerit, 
Make a final re�uest within a powerful frame of mind,. 
And mix inseparably within the melodic sphere of great bliss. 

Purify the cage of the impure basis of birth, intermediate state, 
and rebirth 

With the alchemical process of the three bodies of the path. 
With the nondual clear appearance and divine pride of the 

peaceful and wrathful deities, 
Cleanse the darkness or ordinary appearances and conceptions 

from your mind. 
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Most Tibetan lamas state the following as being the most important: 

The gUides of going for refuge and generating bodhichitta, 
Perrorming the meditation on and recitation or Vajrasattva, 
Guru yoga, and mandala offerings; 
These are the four great preliminary gUides. 

The Foremost Great Being ITsongkhapal states that the four great 
gUides are less important than perfectly protecting the vows and com
mitments you have promised to keep. He also states that you should 
not perform the four great preliminaries at the cost of completely 
maintaining your vows and commitments. He asserts that perrectly 
protecting your \'OWS and com_mitments is much more important than 
the four great guides. evertheless it is the tradition of the former Iholy 
beings!; therefore you should practice the four great guides l in addition 
to keeping your vows and commitmentsJ .  

Going for refuge and generating bodhichitta is  the gateway to the 
teachings, meditation on and recitation of Vajrasattva purifies negative 
karma and obscurations, guru yoga is the gateway to Ireceivingl bless
ings, and the guide of mandala offerings a cumulates merit. 

The Guide of Going for Refuge and Generating 
Bodhichitta 

Clean your room, arrange the three supports I for the Buddha, Dharma, 
and Sangha! , and set out offerings, and so rorth, in accordance with 
the general lexplanationl .  Set your motivation and imagine that in the 
space before you is a jeweled throne that is extremely vast, supported 
by eight great lions. Upon it are the complete supporting and supported 
mandalas of Thirteen-Deity Yamantaka. , .. Upon the Brahma aperture 
or the Principal's root race is a lion throne with a lotus and sun seat, 
upon which is your root guru, in the aspect or either Vajradhara or 
Akshobya, embracing the Mother. In the "tantra house" Ion the roof of 

l�. This cnlire explanation is equally applicahle 10 Solilary Hero hy merely changing the 
nSUali7Altion from Thirleen Deity to Solitary Hero. 
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the celestial mansion J are the root and explanatory tantras together with 
the corresponding tantras. In this way visualize the objects of refuge. 
Surrounding you are your father, mother, and close relatives, as well as 
your enemies, evil spirits, ill omens, and all living beings, in the aspect 
of ordinary Jhuman beingsJ so that they can understand the meaning 
of human speech. Once you and all the others have developed fear of 
and trepidation about the gene,·al and specific sufferings of samsara, you 
should properly place your hopes in the guru and the three jewels by 
induCing complete conviction that there is no one other JrefugeJ ,  after 
which you should recite three times: "I and all sentient beings equaling 
the extent of space go for refuge to the Buddha as Glorious Yamantaka, 
who is the nature of all tathagatas and the pervasive lord guru. 1 go for 
refuge to the indestructible Dharma of mantra and mudra. 1 go for 
rcfuge to the immutable Sangha as the assembly of knowledge-holders, 
heroes, and yoginis." 

"Pervasive lord" means he pervades all five lineages; therefore his 
is the sixth Jl ineageJ of Vajradhara. As for "Glorious Yamantaka," the 
translation equivalent j in SanskritJ of "glorious" is "shri," which is the 
nondual exalted wisdom and refers to the exalted wisdom of non
dual bliss and emptiness that appears in the interpretive sense in the 
aspect of Yamantaka with faces and arms. The objects of subjugation 
are the outer, inner, and secret lords of dcath. The outer lords of death 
arc things like Dharmaraja. The inner lords of death arc the amictive 
emotions. The secret lords of' dealh are the karmic winds in general 
and the JmindsJ of white appearance, red increase, and black ncar
attainment-in particular the wind and mind mounted upon the mind 
of black near-attainment. Becaus he tames those, he is called "enemy'" 
or "destroyer" of thc Lord of Death. Thus the guru and the Principal 
are the Buddha Jewel. 

With regard to the phrase"The indestructible Dharma of mantra and 
mudra," a djamond is used as an example because other entities cannot 
destroy it through cutting, smashing, and so forth. Likewise, the \"cry 
nature of the exalted wisdom of nondual bliss and emptiness eannot 
be destro)'cd or overcome by an)' oU,er Jentit),J and for that reason is 
indestructible. The translation eqUivalent in Sanskrit of the [Tibetan 
word J "sgnags" is "mantra" and means uto protcet." It protects you from 
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ordinary appearances and conceptions or dualistic appearances. Con� 
cerning "mudra," tlus Ineans to "seal ," and it means that all phenomena 
are pervaded or "sealed" by the exalted wisdom of nondual bliss and 
emptiness and ror that reason they are "mudra."The Dharma Jewel is 

the mental continuums of the objects of refuge, which are endowed 
with the Ithe good qualitiesl of both [objects of] abandonment and I the 
objects of accomplishment included within I scripture and reaIi7.ation 
Irepresented by the textsl in the tantra house. 

Concerning the "immutable Sangha," they are "immutable" because 
they will never leave this path to enter the Hinayana, the Perfection 
Vehicle, and so forth. The practitioners of this path are "knowledge
holders." The "assembly of heroes and yoginis" is the male and female 
retinue deities and is the Sangha Jewel. 

Next there is generating bodhichitta. For this, recite the following 
verse three times: "Once I have liberated Uving beings born in samsara 
from entering the mouth of the Lord of Death, I shall establish them 
in the state of Glorious Vajrabhairava of unsurpassed benefit and hap
piness. For this purpose, I accomplish his state." Thinking about the 
suA'ering of living beings born in samsara is the main thing. Once you 
consider that, you will automatically remember the suAerings of old 
age, sickness, and death and how ultimately, because they haven't tran
scended a natural death, they will enter into the mouth of the Lord of 
Death. Therefore you are reciting, "Once I have liberated them from 
that, I will establish them in the state of the form body of'benefit' and 
the truth body of 'bliss' as well as the inseparable union of the truth 
and form Ibodiesl." Each time [you recite the verses mentioned abovel ,  
thoroughly blend your mind with refuge and bodhichitta. 

Light roys and nectar emerge from the objects of refuge and dis
solve into you and all living beings, whereby your negative karma and 
obscurations are purified. Imagine that each living being in the assembly 
transforms into Yamantaka Father and Mother and returns to its natural 
abode. The objects of refuge melt into the aspect of blue light and dis
solve between your eyes, whereby you olso melt into light, after which 
you are purified in emptiness. At this point, you hould briefly meditate 
On the divine pride of being the truth body. 

Next, you instantly transform and arise in the body of Glorious 
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Vajrabhaira"a with one face and two hands, holding a cur"ed knife and 
skull cup and embracing the Mother. Recite: "Light rays radiate from 
my body, cleansing and purifying all worlds and their beings. Everything 
transforms exclusively into a limit less array of natural purity where 
all worlds are the celestial mansion and aU beings are gods and god
desses."This purifies the world and its beings. Recite OM AH HUM 
three times. Bless the offering substances by reciting, "The nature of 
exalted wisdom appears in the aspect of the inner offering and the indi
vidual offering substances that function to generate the extraordinary 
exalted wisdom of bliss and emptiness as objects of enjoyment of the 
six senses, Inconceivable clouds of sacred substances as outer, inner, 
and secret offerings fil l  the ground and expanse of space." 

The Guide of Meditation on and Recitation of 
Vajrasattva to Purify Negative Karma and Obscurations 

Recite: "Glorious Vajrasattva, cleanse the stains of my faults and down
falls that I have accumulated since beginningless time with your nectar 
of compassion." Next, generate Guru Vajrasattva on the crO'wn of your 
head upon a lotus and moon in accordance with the system for generat
ing Vajrasattva in the sadhana. You should practice either the extensive 
or concise systems of ,,;sualization for the meditation and recitation set 
forth in other com.mentaries, However you should not visualize your 
negative karma and obscurations being expelled through the lower 
doors of your body and so forth. Instead, )'ou should imagine that it 
is like hoisting a lamp in a darkened cavern,  whereby Ithe darkness] 
djgappears without a trace. This accords with oral instructions for gain
ing realizations of the profound completion stage, 141 Once you have 
finished the meditation and recitation possessing the four opponent 
powers and it comes time to withdraw [the visualizationJ, visualize the 
channels and so forth within ),our body. Vajrasattva descends through 
your central channel from the lotus on your crown and dissolves into 
the red and white element as the moon within the channel wheel at 

141. The rCOl$On that you don 'I imagine thai ),ou arc (lispcUing your ncgative karma from your 
bod)' is that, on the completion slage, you are trying to draw the winds inlO the ccnlral channel 
and thus imagining substances leaving your body is counterproducl·i\·e. 
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your heart. Guru Vajrasattva mixes inseparably with your subtle wind 
and mind, ymbolized by the red and white elements at your heart, 
which tran form into a mustard-seed-sized Vajrasattva. 

The Guide of Guru Yoga to Receive Blessings 

This is revealed in the line ]quoted earlier] that stated, "Meditate on the 
sole path of guru yoga ritua1." 

In the space before you is a variegated lotus and sun mandala scat 
upon which is the essence of your kind root guru appearing in the aspect 
of Bhagavan Glorious Vajrabhairava the Great. He has a bluish-black 
body with nine faces, thirty-four arms, and sixteen legs. His right legs 
are bent and his left outstretched. He stands in the midst of a blaZing 
heap of fire together with the Mother and is the nature of the three 
beings. 1<, Bless his senses and three places with the ]section from the 
sadhana that states,]"At his two eyes are KSHIM . . .  marked by a HUM." 
Light rays radiate from the HUM at his heart to the ten directions and 
invoke the assembly of wisdom beings from their natural abodes in the 
aspect of the root and lineage gurus, deities, buddhas, bodhisattvas, 
heroes, heroines, and protectors of the teachings. They dissolve into 
your root guru, whereby he becomes the natural embodiment of all the 
objects of refuge. Recite ]the verses of prostration from the sadhana] 
that state "My jewel-like guru , , ," and "Supreme form , , ." Present the 
outer offering with OM GURU VAJRABHAIRAVA SAPARIWARA 
ARGHAM . . .  up to ]the concise offering mantra for the seven pre
cious possessions ofa king] MAHA SAPTNA RATNA PRATITZA HUM 
SOHA. Present the inner offering with OM GURU . . .  OM AH HUM. 

Recite: "Guru Father and Mother enter into embrace through 
which they experience Simultaneously born joy, and they enter into 
the concentrative absorption of inseparable great bliss and suchne,s 
t.hat becomes the secret and suchness offering." In this way, alTer the 
Outer, inner, secret, and suchness offerings. There are various ways of 
Spelling the word "Bhairava" such as with or without "ye" lat the endl, 
and it is more proper without it .  

142. The commitment being as Yamantak.1. the wisdom being .u Manjushri. and rne conccntra
tion being as lhe syllahlc HUM, 
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ext, we should confess our negative karma beginning with I the 
ection from the sadhana] up to equanimity lat the end of the four 

irnmeasurablesl.The meaning of these verses has already been explained 
in the notes on the generation stage; therefore I won 't expound on them 
here. Take the vows with either the extensive or concise I verses). Once 
we ha\'e received I tantricJ vows, we should increase them Iby reciling 
the vcrsesl, but if we don't. there won't be any fault of omission. 14) 

The Guide of Accumulating Merit through 
the Mandala Offering 

This is revealed in the line Iquoted above I that states, "Offer the mandala 
to complete a vast an'lount of meriL" Regarding its necessity, it is in the 
form of a request. Concerning its visualization, you should learn this 
from other commentaries. 

Next, finish it by making several requests with a strong intention by 
reciting verses such as "mixed inseparably within the sphere of great 
bliss . . .  " 

"I make requests to you Guru Vajrabhairava, the nature of the four 
bodies." 

"I make requests to you . . .  the nature of the truth body free from 
obstruction ." 

"I make requests to you . . .  the enjoyment body of great bliss." 
"I make requests to you . . .  with various emanation bodies." 
"I make requests to you . . .  the embodiment of all gurus." 
"I make requests to you . . .  the embodiment of all deities." 
"I make requests to you . . .  the embodiment of all buddhas." 
"I make requests to you . . .  the embodiment of all holy Dharma." 
"I make requests to you . . .  the embodiment of all Sangha." 
"I make requests to you . . .  the embodiment of all dharma protectors." 
"I make requests to you . . .  the embodiment of all objects of refuge." 
"I make requests to you . . .  my precious guru as my object of refuge 

143. When reciting the \"ers� for taking the tantTic vows during the sadhana, �'ou don', actuall), 
retake your vows, you merdy strengthen and increase them. To receive fresh tanlric \'0\\'5, the 
\'crscs must be recited in conjunction with self-initiation. 
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in whom I place my hopes. I place my hopes in no one else; please look 
upon mc with compassion." 

"Blcs me so that my thoughts move to\\'ard the Dharma." 
"Siess me to arrive at the path of Dharma." 
"Bles 11'1C to pacify rnistakes on the path." 
" Sles mc so that mi takes may arise as exalted wisdom." 
"Bless me so that nondharmic thoughts may never arise in my mind 

even for an instant." 
"Bless me to quickly generate in my mind the complet set of real

izations of tile path to enlightenment." 
"Bless rne to generate the extraordinary mind of love, compassion) 

and bodhichitta." 
"Bless me to generate the extraordinary realization of profound 

emptiness." 
"Bless me to generate the extraordinary realizations of the two 

stages." 
"Bless me to generate the extraordinary experience of bliss and emp

tiness with particularly blissful channels and blissful winds." 
"In short, please bestow your blessings so that I may easily attain the 

supreme attainment of mahamuclra in this very life." 
Thus, make powerful rCCluests with fervent devotion. 
Due to the force of making requests with such heartfelt devotion, a 

stream of white syllable OMs and nectar emerge from the crown of 
my guru as the embodiment of all objects of refuge. It dissolves into my 

. crown, whereby I receive the blessings of the vase empm\,erment. All 
the negative karma and obscurations of my body are purified together 
with their imprints. I obtain the potential to accomplish the vajra-body; 
I am empowered to meditate on the coarse and subtle generation stages; 
and I establish the seeds to accomplish the resultant emanation body. 

A stream of red s),llable A !-Is and nectar emerges From the throat of 
my guru as the embodiment of all objects of refuge. It dissolves into my 
throat, whereb I receive the blessings of the secret empowerment. All 
the negative karma and obscurations of my speech arc purified together 
With their imprints. I obta_in the potential to accomplish vaj"a-spccch; 
I am empowered to meditate on the conventjonal illusory bod)'; and I 
establish the seeds to accomplish the resultant enjoyment body. 
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A stream of blue syllable HUMs and nectar emerges from tbe hean 
of my guru as the embodiment of all objects of refuge. It dissolves into 
my heart, whereb I receive the blessings of the wisdom empower
ment. All tbe negative karma and obscurations of my mind are purified 
together with their imprints. I obtain the potential to accomplish the 
vajra-mind; I am empowered to meditate on the ultimate clear light; 
and I establish tbe seed to accomplish the resultant truth body. 

A stream of whitc, red, and blue syllables and nectar emerges from 
the three places of my guru as tbe embodiment of all objects of refuge. 
It dissolves into my three places, whereby I receive the blessings of the 
word empowerment. All  the negative karma and obscurations of my 
body, speech, and mind are purified togetber with their imprints. I 
obtain the potential to accomplish tbe tbree secrets; I am empowered 
to meditate on the excellent patb of unification; and I establish the seeds 
to accomplish the resultant state of Vajradha .... 

Recite these verses slowly. Even the most subtle atoms are white 
OMs and so forth, at which time tbey descend like a stream of nectar 
tbat purifies the negative karma and obscurations of your three doors 
and so forth.There are two sets of stains as the objects of purification
the common and uncommon" The common are the three Inonvirtues) 
of body such as killing and so forth, the four of speech such as lying 
and so forth, and tbe tbree of mind such as covetousness and so forth. 
The uncommon arc grasping at ordinary appearances and conceptions 
of your body, the ordinary appearances and conception of your winds 
and mantra as distinct, and tbe stains tbat prevent Iyou from perceivingi 
whatever appears as the manifestation of inseparable bliss and empti
ne s. The literal meaning of the otber words are easy to understand. 

ext recite: "My precious, all-encompassing guru is extremely 
pleased and comes to the crown of my head, descends tbrough the patb 
of my central channel to the dharma wheel at my heart, and becomes 
utterly inseparable from my mind." 

Visualize tbe patbway as well as tbe channel wheel at your heart. 
Because Guru Vajrabhairava is extremely pleased with you, he comes 
to the crown of your head facing the same direction as you. The guru 
and his seat become increasingly smaller and enter the patbway of your 

central channel through your Brahma aperture and dissolve into tbe 
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sun seat as the red and white elements at the lotus seat of your heart. 
Your subtle body and his body, your subtle mind and his mind, and your 
subtle seed of speech, which exists in dependence upon your wind and 
mind, and his speech become inseparably of one taste and transform 
into a dark blue or white pea-sized Guru Vajrabhairava. Alternatively, 
if you can't manage to generate tbe deity, imagine that he transforms 
into the red and white drop. 

Next, recite: "I melt into light and Idissolvel into emptiness and 
transform into skylike emptiness, where nothing more than mere 
designations of name and thought and not even an atom of inherent 

xistence ex.ists." Five-colored Light rays radiate from either the deity 
or the drop at your heart, which collects all worlds and beings, and 
which dissolve into you. You also dissolve, whereby all appearances 
are withdrawn into unobservable lemptinessl. This is, for example, 
like all tactile objects of the senses being returned to space where they 
arc mere negations. In the san1e way, grasping at true existence should 
be placed withjn a state of emptiness, where it is nothjng more than 
a mere negation. 

Next, based On the verse Iquoted above that statesl: 

Purify the cage of the impure basis ofbirtll, intermediate state, 
and rebirth 

With the alchemical process of the three bodies of the path, 
With the nondual clear appearance and divine pride of the 

peaceful and wrathful deities 
And cleanse the darkness of ordinary appearances and 

conceptions from your mind. 

Recite the mantra OM SHUNYATA J A A VAJRA SOSHAWA 
AMAKO HAM. OM i the forerunner of the mantra. HUNYATA 
means "All phenomena are emptiness and are subsumed within 
'apprehended and apprehender'." J ANA means "exalted wisdom," 
which is ti,e subjective mind of the truth body that is inseparable from 
great bliss. VAJRA literally means "diamond" and means "indestruc
tible"; therefore it means "indestructible bliss and emptiness." SO
BHAWA means "nature" and means "the single taste of bliss and 
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emptiness." AMAKA means "myself," and when it is conjoined with 
AHAM, the diacritical mark changes [ KA[ to KO, ending with AHAM, 
which means"I am." When they are combined, it means"I am the inde
structible nature of the objective emptiness and the subjective simul� 
taneously born bliss." 

With such presence of mind, establish the divine pride of being the 
truth body as the mind of the conqueror, which is "bringing death into 
the path as the truth body." 

Next, generate yourselfin the aspect of Yamantaka in a simple aspect, 
in  accordance with the one-page ritual text, and meditate on the concise 
generation stage, with all the essential features of bringing the three 
bodies into the path; it is also acceptable to practice according to the 
text up to the practice of [mantra] recitation. 

The Actual [ Practicer has three sections: 

1 )  THE MODE OF EXISTENCE OF THE AcTlIAL BASIS 

2) THE STAGES FOR PROGRESSING ON THE PATH 

3) THE WAY TO ACTUALIZE THE RESULT 

The Mode of Existence of the Actual Basis has three sections: 

1 )  THE MODE OF EXISTENCE OF THE BODY AND MIND 

INDIVIDUALLY 

2) THE MODE OF EXISTENCE COMMON TO THE BODY AND 

MIND 

3) AN EXPLANATION OF THE UNIQUE MODE OF EXISTENCE 

OF THE BODY 

These are revealed in the verse that states: 

The stationary body of channels, winds, and drops, 
The manner of generatir:g the coarse and subtle minds' 

conceptions, 
Every mode of existence of the inner vajra-body and mind; 
Reach a definitive conclusion through analyzing the oral � 

instructions. 
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The Mode of Existence of the Body and Mind 
Individually 

This is the corporeal body ofAesh and bones or, I in other words, I a body 
composed of the five elements of earth, water, fire, wind, and space that 
!experiencesl material substances consisting of forms, sounds, scents, 
tastes, and tactile objects. This is the coarse body. The situated chan
nels, moving winds, and stationary red and white bodhichitta Idropsl 
onstitute the subtle body. The winds that are the mounts 01" the minds 

of whjtc appearance, red increase, and black near-attainment , and, in 
particular, of the all-empty dear light are the extremely subtle body. 
The consciousnesses of the five doors are the gross minds. The eighty 
conceptual thoughts are the subtle minds, and the minds of white 
appearance, red increase, and black near-attaimnenl, and, in particular, 
the mind that constitutes the all-empty clear light are the extremely 
subtle minds. 

The Mode of Existence Common to the Body and Mind 

The mode of existence common to the body and mind is the indestTuc
tible drop. The drop that is formed once the wind and mind are encased 
in the Isubtlel drops of sperm and ovum at your heart is called "the 
indestructible drop for as long as one is alive." The extremely subtle 
wind and mind are called "the indestructible drop that lasts until your 
enlightenment." The winds are like a blind man with legs, and the mind 
is like a cripple with sight. The mind has the factor of ight and the 
Winds have the factor 01" movement; therefore they are a single entity 
distinguished by their isolates. , .. They function as the foundation for 
everything in samsara and nirvana. 

144. In Tibcun Buddhist philOMlph), �D1cthing is said to be a !tingle emit)' with different (''OIl 
nptual lsol.1tcs when it CilJl appc.1r to a conceptual consciousness \\ ith two different na.me or 
attributes. In some cases. the two isolilte.'\" are equinlent and mutually inciush'c. itS in the C-olISC 
of two synonyms. for c:oo:ample. "p"dma" andl<lotus." ln other CilSl'S. they arc mutually cxclushc 
lond nonC<Juh·oIlenl, as when thc Pr�ngika Madhvamaka .school argues th.u the uble and its 
C'rnptincss (its lack ofinhcrcnt existence) arc two 

·
isolates that arc murually e){clusivc, yet arc 

I)(Hh Within a single endty. For morc on thc two truths. see Jeffrey Hopkins, tllcJiull/on on 
E,nptlnrss (Huston: Wisdom Publications, 1983). 413: and Guy New-land, The lM"O TtWhl (hhtlc'). 
N y.: Sno\\ lion l'ublicalions. 1992) and Appearance and &alitp (he (wo Trurlu In Four BuJdhlll 
S)"',eml (lthaca. N.Y.: Sno\, Lion Publications, 1999). 75 93. 
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An Explanation of the Unique Mode of Existence 
of the Body 

From the very center of the conjoined lessencel of your father and 
mother's sperm and ovum, the centra l ,  right, and left channels form. 
From those three, five channels are formed: theTriple Circle, the Desir
ous One, the Householder, the Fierce One, and the Free from Knots. 
These are called the "initial eight channels formed at the heart." These 
are not the same as the eight channels of the heart. 

In the four directions are the Triple Circle, Desirous One, House
holder, and Fierce One. From the Triple Circle emerges a channel in 
the southeast and so forth, and, in that way, a channel branches off in 
the intermediate directions from each of the channels in the cardinal 
directions. and, in thjs way, the eight famolls channels of the heart are 
formed. The channels in the four directions are called "the channels of 
the elements," and the four channels in the intermediate directions are 
called "the channels of the offerings." 

From the eight channels emerge the divisions of body, speech, and 
mind, whereby the twenty-four channels are formed. From these, three 
channels emerge to form seventy-two channels. From those, a thou
sand channels branch off and form the seventy-two thousand primary 
channels. 

The principal of all channels are the central three. The lower end of 
the central channel is at the secret place, and the upper end goes to the 
crown of the head and bends to end between the eyebrows. To its right 
is the red "roma" channel, and to the left lof the central channell is the 
white "kyangma" channel. These two end at the soles of the two feet and 
the opening of the two nostrils. At the secret place, the navel, throat, 
and crown, the right and left channels form two knots Iby overlapping] 
to the right and left around the central channel. At the heart, the right 
and left channels bind the central channel three times forming six knots. 
Thus, at each place [just mentioned! ,  the Ichannelsl are constricted. 
From the right channel emerges the wind of the "apprehender," and 
from the left channel emerges the wind f-t"�prehended." '" Except 

145 .The winds of apprehended and apprchcnder give risc to thyconccptiolls of duality, whereby 
one bclic\'cs that there is an inherently c xis lenl��pprchc!.J,dG" consciousn(:�s that is inhcrcnd! 
scl:.aratc from an inherently existent "3pprel!endcd·�nQmen3. It is ror this reason lhat. Ir 
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for when one is on the verge of dying, the winds don't Aow through 
the central channel. We need to cut the continuity of the apprehended 
and apprehender b bringing the winds of the right and left channels 
into the central channel. There are various entrances for bringing the 
winds into the central channel such as the channel wheel' as ,"veil as the 
upper and lower ends I of the central channell ;  howe"cr the two primary 
entrances are the heart and the navel. The branch and root winds are 
determined by the way in which they move within the channels. 

Concerning the five root winds, at the throat is the red upward
moving wind, the nature of the fire element and Amitabh • .  At the heart 
is the white Ufe-supporting wind, the nature of the water element and 
Akshobya. At the navel is the green , .. equally abiding wind, the nature 
of the wind element and Amoghasiddhi . At the secret place is the yellow 
downward-voiding wind, the nature of the earth clem nt and Ratna
s.mbhava. At all the joints is the blue pervasive wind, the nature of the 
space element and Vairochana. 

onccrning the five branch winds. there is the moving wind from 
the eyes, the intensely moving wind from the ears, the perfectly mov
ing wind from the nose, the strongly mOl'ing wind (i'om the tongue, 
and the definitely moving wind mOl-ing from the body. The pervasive 
wind does not move through the nostrils; however the other do move 
through the nostrils. 

Each inhalation and exhalation is counted as one breath, and within 
on day there are 21 ,600 breaths. For each of the Sixty-four channels of 
the n."e1, there are three hundred breaths, and thirt), seven and one-half 
breaths for each chu srana. '" For each of the thirty-two channel petals 
of the crown, there are two breaths for each chu srana of breath for each 
hour. For each of the sixteen channel petals at the throat, there are two 
breaths for each hour, which transfers ea h hour. For each of the eight 
channel petals at the heart, there are two breaths for each transfer, and 
a brealh for ea h hour. , .. 

one i!J able to draw the winds from the right and left channels into the central channel, the 
rcali"/.oltion of crnplinL"" will be rclath'c1y CilSy to auain. 
146. The text says "r.: . .'(I ," hut that is incorrect. 
147. A rhu srons is a pcrioo of time. Ont' rhu srang equals twt:.llty.four seconds or six brc;uhs. 
148. Here is a detailed prCSt:nlation of these poinL� extracted from III translation of 1>.1bong
kha Itinpochc's commentary to ChittamaniTara: "With regard to the way they move, whcn 
th life-supporting wind mon'$, it rno" slowly, ninc hundred times through born nostrils. 
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Regarding the functionality of the winds, the life-supporting wind 
lengthens and increases tife and mental dexterity. The downward.void
ing wincl functions to restrain and discharge feces, urine, semen, and 
blood. The equaling abiding wind functions to allow one to eat, lick, 
taste, and drink. The upward-mmcing wind functions to allow one to 
move I the winds I upward and retract them as well as to recognize I the 

The downwanl-\'oiding wind mO\"C5 forcefully ninc hundred lime through both nostrils. The 
upward -moving wind moves intensely nine hundred times through the right nostrll.The ��qually 
abiding wind moves slowly nine hundred times through the left nostril. On the basis, (as 
opposed to the palh and the rel, llllt), the pcn'asive wind docs not cmergc and enler through 
the !lostrils except at the time of death. Thus the winds or the four protectors each move nilw 
hundred times through the n05trils, Uy di\.iding them into quarters, we get 225 mo\'erncnts 
of the winds of the four goddesses. 

Furthermore. ill a single day, from the pcrspccti\'e of the initial upward mo\'ernCnl of lhe 
Amilabha wind at dawn, there is also the movemcnt of the four mothers. The wind of the fire 
element of the fire of I'andaravasini mm'cs through thc upper side of the right nostril force. 
fully 225 dmes. After that. the wind of the wind clement of the fire of Tan moves 225 timo:s 
intensely through the side of the right nostril. After that, the wind of the eolrth clement of the 
fire of lochand mo\'cs intensely through the \'ery center of the right noStril 225 timo.=s, AftN 
that. the wind of the waler element of the fire of Mamaki moves intensely through the lower 
ptlrtion of the right nostril 225 times. In this wa)', the Wol)' in which the nine hundn.'tI mow�
menu of the upward-mm.jng wind of Amitabha tra\'el are divided into the \\ inds of the four 
mothers that mo\'c abcH'e, on the side, in the center, and belo\\. 

In the samc way. you should understand that the initial mo\'ern('nt of the equally abiding 
wind of Amoghasiddhi is the wind of Tan, the initial mo,'cment of the downward-,'oiding wind 
of Ralllas;unbh""a is thc wind of lochana, the initial mo\ement of dlc lifc.supl'0rting wind 
of Ak,<ihobp is the wind of Mama!.:i, and so forth, Thus, by combining diem with thc winds of 
the four protectors, you get 3,600. This is repeated six times in a Single day, whereby you get 
21,600. 

The father tantras slatc that each cycle of nine hundred is a 'gre.'Il transfer', and ther!' arc 
twenty-four great t-.-ansfcrs in a single day, and each one has ninety-six 'small lransfers' , The 
mother t..llltr.lS state that within a single day consisting of twenty.four hours there arc sixl y.(OUI' 
lime periods, or thirty-two forty-fi,·c minute intervals, sixteen transfers, and eight 'session 
periods', Purthcrmorc. during the duration of a scssion periOtI, the wind moves through each 
of the channel peu.ls at the hearl, and when the movement through thl' eight channel petals 
is complete. one day is completed. During the mO\'ement of the wind throughout one session 

period in one of the channel petals o(the heart, there is a movement of the wind from the tWO 

channel petals of the throat for each tTilnsfer. 
likewise, for each hour there is a mo\'cment of the wind from c<teh of the four channel 

petals at the aown, There i s .m equal duration of wind mm'ement for eaeh time pcriod from 
the eight channel petals of the na\·el. This is the W'a�' that the wind man;!! IhTQugh the ch;lIlnci 

petals in each twenty-four hour period of a Single day. The former explanation stating that 

the movement of the upward-mo,ring wind begins ilt dawn is just an cxampll!; it docs not 

nt:ccssarily begin at dawn. During the first, second, and third days, it begins with the wind 
of Amogh.uiddhi at dawn, and during the fourth, fifth, and sixth days the mo"Clnent begins 
wilh the wind of Amitabha, and so forth. You should learn the details f"om the great texts 011 
the completion stJge. 
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taste of] food wltile simultaneously enjoying it. The pervasive wind 
functions to allow movement and so forth. The five branch winds func
tion to allow awareness to lapprehendl the five objects such as forms 
and so forth. 

We take rebirth in the center of the red and white elements, and 
that very Idropl is in our heart. '''The wltite element increases from 
that while mixed with a small portion of the red lelementl and pre
dominantly abides at the crown. IFrom that same drop at the heartl ,  
the red element increases. I t  is mixed with a small portion o f  the white 
lelementl and predominantly abides at the navel . Furthermore, to the 
extent these lelementsl exist in the other channels, they function to 
increase the elements to the same extent. 

In that way, you should understand the mode of existence of the 
body such as the channels and a forth. Concerning this, when your 
consciousness enters into the center of the red and white elements, 
your complete body emerges from that. At the end [of your life l ,  when 
you die, Ithe elementsl are once again sequentially withdrawn. Once 
the Ielements have completely I dissolved, you have died. During the 
patll, light rays radiate from either tl,e concentration being at your heart 
or its substitute, the drop. Once you have sequentially withdrawn all 
worlds and their beings into the clear l ight-which is similar to the 
clear light of death-the signs of dissolution occur such as the Imirage
like appearance, which is due to the eartll clement dissolving into thel 
water clement and so forth, after which you should place your mind 
in a state of I'neciitative equipoise on the clear light, like water in water. 
From tl,erc, you accomplish a rainbow body of mere wind and mind 
similar to the intermediate state. 

Again, as for knowing the way in which the central, right, and left 
channels are formed and the way in which the red and white bodhichitta 
Idrops] abide within them in the upper and lower parts 101' tl,e bodYI, 
when death is approaching, a portion of the red drop moves upward, 
and a portion of the white drop moves do\·vnward. Due to their reuni
fication, the sequential signs of dissolution 0 cur in accordance with 

149. This means in the center of your chest. midway bCI\\Cel1 the two hreasts, within the 
ct!nlraJ channel. 
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Ithe internal signs 011 death. However, for the yogi Iduring the pathl, 
the fire of the red portion is caused to increase, whereby white portions 
are drawn downward, and in dependence upon radiating and collecting 
light, appearances are sequentially withdrawn into the clear light, and 
you generate reali7 .. tions of the completion stage, after which you finally 
arise in the illusory body. These are extremely important quintessential 
instructions that you must come to understand. 

The Stages for Progressing on the Path has two sections: 

I )  THE STAGES FOR WITHDRAWING THE WINDS INTO THE 
CENTRAL CHANNEL 

2) THE STAGES OF MEDITATION ONe E THEY HAVE BEEN 
WITHDRAWN 

The tages for Withdrawing the Winds into the Central Channel has 
two sections: 

I )  Tli E MANTRA YOGA 

2) TH E  COMMITMENT YOGA 

The Mantra Yoga has two sections: 

I )  TliE STAGES OF SUBSEQUENT D ESTRUCTION 

2) TH E ACTUAL EXPLANATION OF THE MANTRA YOGA 

The Stages of Subsequent Destruction 

This is revealed in the verses that state; 

Appearing as the Great Secret Bhairava Father and Mother, 
Meditate perfectly on the central, right, and left channels and 
The six channel wheels with the four essential featllres and 
Cleanse with the red- and white-colored drop of wind and mind. 

Enter once again the palace of the dakini, 
With the mind remaining Single-pointedly upon the 

concentration being. � 
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As the exalted wisdom deity radiating its own light, 
One subjugates the charming maiden of the stable and moving. 

The entity of the "great secret" is the same as Vajrabhairava and has 
already been explained during the brief presentation of the generation 
stage. Of the "four essential features," if you are meditating primaril), 
on the four empties, the essential feature of time is dawn, and if 
you are meditating primarily on the four joys, the afternoon lis the 
essential feature of timel as this is the time of fire. 

Concerning the essential features of the body, during the com
pletion stage, the seven-point posture of Vairochana is of particular 
importance. In the phrase "legs, eyes, body, shoulders, head, teeth, 
tongue, and breath are the eight," the breath has been added to the 
first seven . The I'legs" are in the vajra posture. The "eyes" are at the tip 
of the nose. The "body" is straight and true. The hands are in medita
tive equipoise so that the two "shoulders" are at a level height. I For the 
"head"] ,  the neck i bent slightly. The "teeth" and lips are left naturally. 
The "tongue" is touching the palate. 

Concerning the essential feature of the winds, within the very 
center of the body is the central channel, with a diameter of an arrow 
shaft . The lower end is four finger-widths below the navel. The upper 
end goes to the crown ofthc head, bends, and ends at the point between 
the eyebrows. To the right of that is the red "rom a" channel. To the left 
is the white "kyangma" channel. The upper end of these two channels 
is at the two nostrils. The lower end of these two Ichannelsl are slightly 
longer tI,an the central channel. Next, imagine that the lower end of 
the right channel is inserted into the opening of the lower end of the 
left channel. As you inhale slowly through the right nostril, Ithe wind 
enters and J inflates the left channel, whereby a.ll faults and damages of 
rigidity, shriveling, tears, cracks, and so forth, that make the channel 
and bodhichitta unserviceable are expelled through the left nostril as 
you exhale three times. Again, the right channel is inserted into the 
left .  Inhale through the left and inflate the right channel, whereby all 
fau.Irs and damages are purified as before as you exhale three times. 
Once again, insert the lower ends of both the right and left channels 
into the lower end of the central channel. Inhale through both the 
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right and left nostrils and inflate the central channel, whereby al l  the 
faults and damages of the central channel are purified as before as you 
exhale three times. After this, it is taught that once ),ou have expelled 
I the impurities!. inhale again slightly and exhale the last bits of wind 
forcefully. This is the nine-round breathing. 

Concerning the essential feature of the object of observa_ 

tion, one visua.lizes the channels and so rorth. Furthermore, so that 
obstructions to the channels and winds won't occur, one initially imag
ines that the inside of your Yamantaka body, right down to your fingers 
and toes, is completely empty, luminous, and clear, as though it were an 
inflated balloon without the slightest obstructing matter. This is medi
tating on the hollow body. 

Next, within your body is the central channel. In relationship to the 
right and left Ichannels! .  it is exactly midway; in relationsrup to the front 
and back, it is slightly closer to the back. It is blue on the outside and 
red on the inside. It is the size of an arrow shaft; the upper end goes to 
the crown, where it bends and terminates between the eyebrows. The 
lower end is flush with the opening of the vajra. To its right and left 
are the "roma" and IIkyangma" channels, the size of a wheat straw. Their 
upper ends terminate at the right and left nostrils, and the lower ends 
are equal with the central channel .  

From between the knots formed at the central channel by the right 
and left channels at the heart, four channel petals branch out in each 
of the four directions. Each of those branch out into two channels to 
form the eight channel petals. \S°They are white in color, round on the 
outside, '" and shaped like the downward spokes of an umbrella. Four 
channels branch out in the four cardinal directions from between the 
knots formed Iby the right and left channels] at the navel. Eight channels 
branch out from each of those, and two channels branch out from each 
of those, making sixteen. Four channels branch out from each of those, 

making sixty-four.The), are red in color, triangular in shape, and like an 
upright umbrella. Four channels branch out in each of the four cardinal 

directions from between the knots of the secret place-which is at the 

pubic hair line. Two branch out from each of those, making eight. Two 

150. This means onc channel splits into I'wo. 
151.  Round on the ou�jde means that the Circumference formed by the outer tips is round 
in shap('. 
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branch Ollt from each of those, making sixteen. Two branch out from 
each of those, making thirty. two. They are variolls colors, triangular in 
shape, and in the aspect of an open umbrella. FOllr channels branch out 
from the space formed by the knots at the head of the vajra-penis. Two 
channels branch out from each of those, making eight. They are white 
in color, round in shape, and like the upright spokes of an umbrella. 
Four channels branch out in the four cardinal directions from the space 
formed by the knots at the throat, at the b·e1 of the Adam's apple. Two 
channels branch out from each of those, making eight. Two channels 
branch out from those, making sixteen. They are red in color, round 
in shape, and like the upright spokes of an umbrella. At the level of the 
crown,  just above the brain, four channels branch out in the fOllr car
dinal directions from between the knots. Two branch out from each of 
those, and two more from each of those. making sixle n. Two branch 
out from each of those, making thirty. two. They are variolls color , 
triangular in shape, with one point toward the back, and are in the 
aspect of the downward spokes of an umbrella. 

Because the rown is the main location for the white bocLhichitta that 
supports great bliss, i t  is called "the great bUss wheel of the crown." 
Because the throat is where one enjoys food, drink, and so forth, it is 
called "the enjoyment wheel of the throat." Becallse the heart is the 
abode of the extremely subtle wind and mind, which are the root of 
all phenomena, it is called "the dharma (or phenomena) wheel at the 
heart." Because the fire of the navel entices into action or, lin other 
w9rds,1 emanates, the hodhichitta at the crown, it is called lithe ema· 
nation wheel at the navel." Because the simultaneously born bliss is 
Sustained at the secret place, it is called "the bliss-sustaining channel 
wheel at the secret place." 

Thus, you should come to possess those four essential features. 
Although it is not written in the texts of Iindiani practitioners, train
ing in the pathway of the channels originates from the oral instructions 
of the previollS gurus. Concerning this, within your central channel at 
your heart is a white drop, the size of a pea, with a red luster that is 
inseparable from your three doors and the three secrets of the guru 
and deity. It is as if your mind has entered into it .  152 From the front 

152. The rollowing description is presented rrom the pcrspccti\'c or your mind's having been 
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of the channel wheel, you an see what the channel petals are like to 
the right and left .  The central channel is completely hollow and unob
structed, so that you can see the channel wheel of the naveL Again, 
look upward through the channel wheel at the throat and travel with 
ease upward withjn the central channel. You remain in the center of th 
channel wheel for a short while and examine the channels as before. 
You travel upward, remain in the center of the channel wheel at the 
crown brieAy, and examine Ithe channel wheelJ as before. You look at 
the opening between the eyes, and having gone there, half of the drop 
protrudes from the upper opening Jof the central channell, il luminat. 
ing and observing the infinite purity of the world and its beings as well 
as your utter and complete purit), as the deity. You once again return 
through the pathway of the central channel and examine the crown, 
throat, and heart channel wheel as before. Looking downward at the 
navel channel wheel, you travel there with easc. You examine the chan· 
nel petals as before. In the same way, you go to the secret place and 
the channel wheel at the jewel and examine them. J Haif of the dropJ 
protrudes li·om the tip of the sex organ, and you examine JeverythingJ 
as before. e'luentially travel upward again to the jewel, secret place, 
and navel channel wheels while examining the channel petals to the 
right and left. You should repeatedly travel up and down through the 
central channel in that way, going from the upper end to the lower 
end. If you wish to end the session, you should recite either extensive 
or concise dedication prayers. It is taught that, through combining the 
practices of the training in the pathway of the channels for a few days, 
you will obtains signs in dreams such as emerging from a cave and so 
forth; therefore you should continue training until such signs occur. 

Once you have trained in the pathway of the channels in this way, as 
the drop arrives at the center of the channel wheel at the navel. view 
yourself as the drop, whereby the drop melts into light and emerges as 

Vajr.bh.irav. with one face and two hands together with the Mother 
within the ch.nnel wheel at the navel. IThis Vajrabhairav.J is in ·cparable 
in nature from your guru, the deity, and your own mind. Imagine he 
is white in color and the size of . pe •. This is the wisdom being. At the 

absorlx-d Into the drop; therc:rorc although the drop is mm'ing through the choinncls. it is 
prcscnt,cJ from the sccond.pcrson perspectivc using the term "you." 
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heart of the Father is a sun seat, the size of a half pea, upon which is a 
white syllable HUM, the dimension of a mustard seed, and a nada like 
a hair-tip, which is the nature of fire and blazing slightly. This is the 
concentration being. Meditate on this single-pointedly as if the mind had 
entered into it. Furthermore, for the sake of enhancing darity, imagine 
that light rays radiate rrom the syllable HUM, and to enhance stabil
ity, imagine that the syllable HUM has either penetrated the sun seat 
or dissolved into it slightly. At this paint, your meditation is similar to 
tranquil abiding on the common path, and you should apply the system 
ror abandoning the five faults and relying on the eight recognitions. 

l in the verse mentioned earlierJ, "dakini" means that the red ele� 
ment is the inner dakini. The abode that is like a "palace" refers to the 
navel, which is the "palace or the dakini." The "exalted wisdom deity" 
is "the concentration being"; and this was just explained. "The mind 
I remainingl single-pointedly" means meditating single-pointedly. Once 
the "charming maiden or the stable and moving" has been "subjugated" 
by "its own light," it is displayed in a woman's body. Thi will now be 
explained. Through meditating single-pointedly, the father and mother 
wisdom beings enter into embrace, and red light rays radiate rrom both 
the joined organs and the HUM at his heart, whereby the body or the 
commitment being is filled. It radiates outward, pervading all worlds 
and beings such as the celestial mansion and so rorth. Once all raults 
and imperrections lof the world and its beingsl arc purified, the envi
ronments transform into celestial mansions, and the beings transform 
into the aspect or Bhairava Father and Mother. They are once again 
retracted from the boundaries in successive dissolutions and dissolve 
into you. You and the Mother also melt se'luentially into the wisdom 
bCing, lhat into the concentration being, the "u" vowcl into the HA, the 
head into the crescent moon, and the drop into the nada. The nada is 
extremely ubtle, like a hair tip. Retain that much without withdraw
ing it. Meditate single-pOintedly once you have visualized that. Once 
again, sequentially build up the drop, crescent moon, and so on, up 
to the three nested beings and so forth,lSl and once again train in the 
sequential dissolution. 

153. T"cTibetan term "hsum brtscgs" is commonly translated as "triple Slacked"; howc\'cr this 
might gi\'e the impre!b"ion thal lhere are three beings slackt."(1 one uron lhe other \\hcn in fact 
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By sincerely applying yourself in this way, once you visualize the 
subtle nada without even the slightest sinking or excitement for one 
sixth of a day, this is said to be the measure of having gained stability. As 
for withdrawing your clear appearance as the deity, "after that" means 
"destruct ."'S4 "SubseCluent"to withdrawing the world and its beings, you 
"destruct," and for that reason, it is called the "seCluential withdrawal 
of subsequent destruction." 

Having incerely applied yourself in that way, the winds will enter, 
abide, and dissolve into the central channel. The sign that they have 
entered is that the breath rhrouBh the nostrils is difinit.eiy e'lual . As for 
the term dq1niwly, this means each time you meditate. The term through 

means moving. The sign that Ithe winds are abiding in the central chan
neil is thal the movement of the breath through the nostrils ceases and 
the abdomen does not move. If you have a strong factor of stability but 
have fallen prey to an abundance of subtie mental Sinking, the move
ment lof the breath I through the nostrils ceases, but the abdomen still 
moves. Here the winds do not enter the life channel; therefore the 
abdomen doe not move. 

Here are the signs that the I winds I have dissolved lin ti,e central chan
nell: Once the power of the downward-voiding wind and Jits associ
atedl earth element deteriorales, the power of tile life-supporting wind 
and the water element becomes apparent; therefore we conventionally 
designate [this phenomenon I as "earth dissolving into water"; however 
there is no actual dissolution. Apply this reasoning to the others below. 

Earth dissolves into water; therefore there is a miragelike appear
ance. Water dissolves into fire; tilerefore there is a smokelike appear
ance. Fire dissolves into wind; therefore there is an appearance like 
fireflies. As the 'w'ind element benins to dissolve irlto consciousness, the 
mount of the eighty natural leonceptionsl ceases, and there is an appear
ance like a candle Aame. Once the eighty natural Iconceptionsl cease, 
the conceptual winds dissolve into the Imind of whitel appearance, and 
there is an appearance like a white path pervaded by moonlight on ti,e 

there arc lhrec beings. one insidc the other, sharing a common hcarl center. For !.his reason, I 
ha\'c chosen lo translate lhc cxpression as "three nesled beings." 
154. This is in reference to !.he tcrm "subsequent- destruction," or "destruclion afterward," and 
it refers to Withdrawing all worlds and their bcings into yourself. 
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fifteenth day (that is, the ful l  moon) in a pristine autumn sky. That dis
solves into Ithe mind of redl increase, whereby there is an appearance 
like a red path pervaded by sunlight. When that dissolves into the [mind 
of black[ near-attainment, an appearance like a black path pen-aded 
by pitch blackne s, like an autumn sky at night, emerges, which is the 
upper [part of the experience[.  In the middle, there is a swoon without 
mindfulness. During the lower [part[, a slight factor of mindfulness 
arises within the clear light, which, although it seems like the clear 
light, is merely fabricated; therefore the actual clear light manifests 
during the [stagel "completely pure exalted wisdom." 

Without moving fTom the state of the clear light, one part of the 
mind stirs the wind of the channel wheel at the secret place. The fire at 
the navel blazes, whereby the syllable HAM, the nature of the bodhi
chitta at thc crown, melts and descends. When i t  reaches the throat, 
[you experience [ joy. N ext, when it reaches the heart, I you experience) 
supreme joy. When it reaches the navel, Iyou experience) extraordinary 
joy. When it reaches the channel wheel of the secret place and the jewel, 
you generate simultaneously born joy. At that point, you should medi
tate once you have unified bliss and emptiness. With 1) the appearance 
of pristine emptiness, 2 )  emptiness as the mode of apprehension, and 
3 )  the subjective bliss, you should establish ellvine pride, thinking "1 
have attained the actual resultant truth body of exalted wisdom, which 
is the goal to be obtained." 

From among the four empties-the clear light, 
From among the four joys-simultaneously born, 
From among the four views-the Prasangika, 
From among the four bodies-equipoise on the truth body. 

Next, concerning the method for drawing up the bodhkhitta while 
inducing the four joys-of reverse order, press your heel against the 
base of the vajra; press down on the base of the ring fingers with your 
thumbs, make a fist, and cover your chest Iby crossing your arms); gaze 
upward; place the tip of your tongue against your palate; suck in your 
stomach to\vard your spine; contract your toes; verbally recite the 
long (aspirated) HUM and draw up the lower winds; and visualize the 
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bodhichitta rolling up your central channel and imagine that it reaches 
your crown. If that doesn't reverse it, imagine that the tip of the vajra 
is bent inward and travels upward Ithrough the central channell to the 
center of the crown, where the bent tip protrudes slightly. Pull Ithe 
bodhichittal upward as before and that will definitely reverse it .  It 
sequentially travels upward and arrives at the navel, heart, throat, and 
crown, whereby you imagine generating the four ascending joys of joy, 
supreme joy, extraordinary joy, and Simultaneously born joy. At that 
time lofthe simultaneously born joy of reverse orderl, place your mind 
on the djvine pride of being the truth body of the exalted wisdom of buss 
and emptiness. Tilis is called "mixjng the truth body during waking." 

One stirs from that I state I after you set your intention by thinking 
"I must arise in the complete enjoyment body." In the first moment, 
you arise as white buffalo face Bhairava together with the Mother in 
the heart of the old aggregates as the commitment being. In the second 
moment, you are ejected from your old aggregates, and you imagine 
that you are looking toward them. This is the tradition for arising in the 
illusory body as asserted by the Ensa Hearing Lineage. ISS 

Furthermore, l three phenomena, occur simultaneously: 1) you arise 
in the enjoyment body, 2) the clear light ceases, and 3) you accomplish 
the mind of black near-attainment of reverse order. Next the Irest 
of] the signs of reverse order arise, from the mind of red increase 
to the miragelike appearance. Once you have established divine pride 
in dependence upon that body by thinking "I am the actual complete 
enjoyment body," such a meditation is called "mixing the enjoyment 
body during waking." 

Next, once you have set your intention by thinking "I must assume 
a coarse emanation body for the welfare of living beings," your visual· 
ized enjoyment body enters into the old aggregates visualized as Bhai
rava Father and Mother via the Brahma aperture of the root face by 

IS5. These few sentences are a profound bit of instruction. First of all, the En:ia Hearing Un
eage is the oral lineage stemming from Gyalwa Ensapa. As for the explanation of arising in the 
illusory body, there arc two primary viewpoints on whcther or not the illusory bod)' is auained 
within the old aggregates or separate from them. This seems t·o explain how hath "iews arc 
correct. In the lirst instance, it is within the old aggregates. and in the second instance. it is 
outside the old aggregates. Since an "instant" in the Buddhist conception is olle Sixty-fifth of a 
finger snap. this happens "cry qUickly. 
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passing through the cannibal face and down the central channel to 
the heart. When you arrive there, your breath begins moving through 
your nostrils, objects appear, whatever objects appear are empty, that 
emptines is bli s, and that bliss manifests as Vajrabhairava. Training 
in this way is called "mixing the emanation body with waking." Make 
dedication prayers, end your session, and practice the yoga of subse
quent attainment. 

When you have some slight experience of the four joys of forward 
and reverse order in that way, you should practice the round of mix
ing during sleeping. Concerning that, in the evening, as you are about 
to lay down to bed, supplicate the guru for the power to pract.ice the 
round of mixings Iduring sleepl. Offer a torma to the dharma protec
tors and entrust them with the activities and recollect repeatedly the 
way to practice the round of mixing during sleep. Light rays radiate 
from either the wisdom being or the drop visualized at your heart and 
pervade all worlds and their beings as before. Se'luentially withdraw 
them until either the nada or the subde drop manifests the clear light 
of sleep and practice mixing the truth body with sleep. 

Next, as your sleep becomes Ughter and dreams arise, arise in the 
body of white Bhairava Fad,er and Mother, separate from your old 
aggregates. This is called "mixing the enjoyment body with dreams." 
When you gain some stability in Icontrollingl your dreams, )'ou should 
emanate Ibodiesl that travel to various pure lands, listen to Dharma 
teachings, jump over caverns, become weightless, stomp and crush, 
and so forth. 

As you begin to awaken, enter through the crown of' your old aggre
gates, and as you arrive at the heart, the winds begin moving and objects 
appear Ito your sensesl .  This is called "mixing waking with the emana
tion body." 

By sincerely applying yourself in this way, you practice mixing dur
ing waking and during sleeping as a way of enhancing each other. Mix
ing the truth body during sleep is difficult. Mixing dreams with the 
enjoyment body is slightly easier, and when you can manage the three 
mixings during sl ep, you will definitely be able to practice the round 
of mix.ings at the time of death. 

Here is the way to practice the round of mixings at the time of 
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death. If the yogi hasn't generated realizations before then, practice 
as follows. Give away all your belongings, wealth, and roots of virtue. 
Restore your deteriorated vows and commitments through practices 
such as self-initiation and so forth. You should also make powerful 
dedi ation prayers that your roots of virtue may allow you to practice 
the rounds of mixing. Visualize the wisdom being at your heart. You 
should repeatedly engage in the stages of subsequent dis olution and 
set your intention to remain throughout the night in the clear light. 
Recognize the signs from the miragelike up to the clear light as they 
appear, and when the clear light manifests, once you have unified it with 
emptiness, place your mind in single-pointed meditative equipoise on 
the divine pride of being the truth body; this is the mixing the truth 
body with the time of death . 

When you begin to arise from the clear light, the wind stirs s lightly, 
like water in a basin blown by the wind, at which time you set your 
intention to arise in the il lusory body. When you arise in the white 
body of the Father and Mother deity, the signs from the mind of black 
near-attainment up to the miragelike appearance will manifest, at wh.ich 
time you establish the divine pride of being the enjoyment body; tI,is 
is mixing the enjoyment body at the time of death. 

The yogi who has accomplished the isolated mind of example clear 
light is able to arise in the actual illusory body, whkh is a substitute for 
the intermediate state body accomplished by others. 

Next, since the karmic relationship ,,�th the old aggregates has been 
severed, you are unable to reenter them; thererore, you must search 
for a new body. Once you have selected parents of a good lineage 
that is Iconducivel for practicing Dharma, when you see tI,em I'"" ing 
sex, regard it as a dream, prevent attachrnent and anger, and visualize 
the father as Vajrabhaira"a and the mother as Vetali. Enter through 
the father's mouth or head and establish the divine pride of being the 
deity within the mixture [of semen and ovumJ 'within the \,vomb of' 
the mother; this is mixing the emanation body at the time of deatl1. In 
dependence upon Ithat new body!, you should practice the rest of ti,e 
path Ito enlightenmentl. 
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The Actual Explanation of the Mantra Yoga has two sections: 

1 )  VASE BREATHING 
2 )  VAJ RA-RECITATION 

Vase Breathing 

This is revealed in the verse that states: 

In the center of the eight-spoked dharma wheel at the heart 
Is the syllable HUM and the drop of the profound mantTa. 
Once the upper and lower winds of the body have completely 

dissolved, 
Culminate it by carrying out the vase breath. 

For the sake of establishing imprints, you should meditate a little 
on these Istages). This explanation is given from the perspective of 
meditating on the vase breath at the heart once the winds have been 
purified. However, if the beginner emphasizes holding the wind at the 
heart from the outset, it can cause major obstacles to the channels 
and winds; t11erefore you should initially practice vase breathing at 
the navel. For that, perform the preliminary steps as before. Visualize 
the three channels and six channel wheels. Within the center of the 
channel wheel at the heart Iwithin the central channell is a white drop 
of the profound mantra with a red luster, the size of a pea. Within it, 
visualize a white syllable HUM with an extremely subtle nada from 
which a minute fire blazes. Draw in the upper winds slowly through the 
two nostrils and swallow some saliva without making a sound. imul
taneously the white, luminous upper life-supporting wind is drawn 
downward from between your eyes within your central channel and 
pressed downward. Pull up the lower wind from the hole of the vajra 
within the central channel. As the yellow downward-voiding wind is 
drawn upward, imagine that all the upper and lower winds dissolve 
into the drop and syllable HUM within the central channel and hold 
Iyour breathl for a moment .  When you become uncomfortable again, 
exhale gently and slowly and imagine that the upper and lower winds 
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go loward the middle [of your bodYI bUl don't imagine that they arc 
\"'xpc llcd . Dra\\' dll.: w inds in from above as before and so fonh and 
prJctkc as nHl�h a� you arc able. \-Vhen you ha\'c purified the winds b�· 
Sincerely JPpl�'ing ) oursell in this way. te!'t your sucCess by wringing 
yvur t wo hand!), :mapping your fingers twice, wringing them again, 

"lnapping twicc, wringing them again ,  and snapping them rwice mOre . 
In thb \\'a�', three wrings and six snaps are counted as one. If you can 

hold ont.: \·aSl' hreath for 36 of those counts, you arc person of lesser 

capadty, Those of middling capacity can double that to 72,  And if you 
can mu lliply that by three and hold [ the " ase breath [ for 108 COunts, 

you arc a great heing of vase breathing and are called " the rncasurc of a 
great person." These arc the three measures lof sliccessJ . 

By sincere ly applying yourself in this way, the signs of the winds 
enlering, abiding, and dissolving in the central channel l  as we l l as the 

four joys and the four empties, will  occur. You should practice the 
explanation given earlier during the subsequent destruction and apply 
it to the practice of the three mixings during waking. 

By practicing in thi way, the knot of the central channel will be 

released . The most difficult to release arc the channel knots at the 
heart. The former method of releasing is for releasing the knots at the 
navel .  Furthermore, the r ight and left channels form around the central 
channel; therefore the winds don't flow [within the central channel l · 
Hr m'('vCI"I once those knots arc loosened , the winds enter the central 

channe l . "Releasing" is a con'·cntional designation , and it is not asserted 

Ih.lt the knOl� of the channels are actua l ly re leased . 
A!'o for how to practice the mixings during sleep, go to sleep w hile 

holding the vase breath at the heart. Also, if ,·ou IJracticc the three mix-, , 
ings .t the t ime of death while holding the " asc breath at the heart, the 

signs or death wil l  be even more exact than befon;. 

Va j ra- Recitation 
Thi� is rl'vealed in the vcr c that states: 

Again. the !'ound of the l i lc- lsupporlingJ and downward

I voiding windsl l.·lllcring, abicling, and arising 
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Is not fahricated by the mind, and the three vajras 
Repeatedly resound within the central channel, whereby 
The binding channel knots of ignorance are released. 

Vajra-rccitation receh'cs even greater praise than \'asc breathing lat 
the navcl\ for releasing the channel knots. Other than \'ajra-recitation, 
nothing else is capable of releasing the channel knots at the heart, which 
are also called "the knots of ignorance." Piercing a bamboo reed with a 
long needle to remove blockages is used as an example of releasing ]the 
knotsJ. You muSt practice vajra-recitation with the wind and mantra 
inseparable in conjunction with the life-]supportingJ and downward
]voiding winds], back to back, and so forth. They should enter with the 
tone OM, abide with AH, and arise with HUM. Concerning the three 
vajras, OM is the nature of the vajra-body, AH is the nature of vajra
speech, and HUM is the nature of vajra-mind. Furthermore, once you 
have practiced the preliminary as before, visualize a white vajra with 
a red luster in the center of the channel wheel at your heart. At the 
same time as the wind enters, the upper and lower winds enter the 
central channel from above and below guickly and comfortably with 
the sound OM, and the life-supporting wind dissolves into the nada, 
and the downward-voiding wind dissolves into the " u"vowel lat the bot
tom of the HUM].  Remain for a short while with the tone AH.  When 
it rises again, it does so with the tone HUM. The life·supporting wind 
moves upward from the nada, and the downward-voiding wind moves 
d.own\vard from the "u" vowel .  You should practice as though your 
mind has entered into the syllable HUM, and you are the "listener" of 
the three syllables. In that way, without overexerting yourself, let the 
flow accord with the wind's natural force of coming and going while 
imagining thaI ]the range of the two winds upward and downward] is 
gradually extended. Initially, ]the winds] barely leave the HUM. Next, 
the upper wind merely goes to the throat and the lower wind merely 
goes to the navel .  Next, they go only as far as the crown and the secret 
place. ext, they go se9uentially to the point bet ween the eyebrows 
and the tip of the jewel, four finger-widths from the two ends of the 
Central channel , eight finger-widths, and then twelve finger-widths, 
after which it is said that they reenter I the central channel l .  I have not 
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seen any explanation of the necessity of its exiting the central channel 
further than that. Thus once you have practiced vajra-recitation on the 
life-supporting and downward-voiding winds as much as you can, when 
you end the session, it is taught that there is an essential dependent 
relationship if you leave out the recitation of OM. IS6 

By making a sincere effort in this 'way, you will perceive the signs of 
the winds entering. abiding. and dissolving into the central hannel as 
well as the four joys and four empties, at which time you should practice 
the three rounds of mixing as before. Although the practice of vajra. 
recitation during sleep and death are similar, they are uni<lue; therefore 
the clear light of the person who is sleeping and the Iclear l.ight of theJ 
person who is dying are a similitude to the clear light of isolated mind. 

Once you have trained in vajra·recitation on the life-supporting and 
downward-voiding winds, it is also appropriate to practice vajra-rcc
itatian on the other winds as well, such as the upward-moving w'ind, 
and so forth. Furthermore, if it is difficult to digest food, practice 
vajra-recitation with the e'lually abiding wind, with the downward
voiding wind if it is difficult to urinate and defecate, and with the 
upward.moving wind if you have a phlegm disorder. I f  you practice 
vajra-recitation with the branch winds such as the eyes and so forth I 

imagine that a smaU channel goes from the heart to the eyes and so forth 
and pierces the center of the individual sense powers. If you practice 
vajra-recitation in this way, you "vill lCopen" your eyes and attain visual 
clairvoyance and so forth. 

The Commitment Yoga 

This is revealed in the verse that states: 

Externall)" the beautiful mudra of bliss and warmth, 
Internally, the profound concentration of skillful means; 
Completely collect the subtle and coarse winds in 
The central channel and mallifest ultimate example clear light. 

156. This is because lhe winds exit the letter HUM with the tone OM; therefore by setting 
aside the ... ajra-recitation or OM. you establish an auspicious circumstance ror die winds 10 
remain in the heart. 
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This is also called "the yoga of blessing." "Mudra" (consort) is similar 
to the inappropriateness of a subject's \-iolating the "seal" (mudra) of 
the king. "Samaya" is "cOIl1mitmcnt" OI·"[ that which isi inappropriate to 
violate." By relying on the action mudra one time, you are certain to 
become enlightened; therefore it is inappropriate to violate the muclra. 

Furthermore, the following verse states: 

Of all iIIu ions, a woman 
I the most extraordinary. 
The classifications of the three exal ted wisdoms 
Are clearly exemplified by this. 

The "three exalted wisdoms" are the exalted wisdoms of white 
appearance, red increase, and black near-attainment. Therefore, you 
should rely on a mudra for generating them and for accomplishing the 
JultimateJ example clear light of isolated mind, for which one must 
first collect all the coarse and subtle winds into the central channel. 
Although you will be able to collect every other root and branch wind 
through the force of medhation, and even the most subtle pervasive 

wind will also be naturally withdrawn at the time of death, to be able 
to collect Jthe pervasive windJ prior to that, you need to rely on the 
extraordinary skillful means of an action mudra. Other than that, no 
other method is capable of withdrawing Jthe pervasive wind into the 
central channeli. For that reason, you should rely on an action mudra 
to loosen the channel knots at the heart through practicing the previous 
explanation of mantra yoga. 

For that, there is the butcher woman in the lineage of Akshobya, the 
dancer of the Vairochana lineage, the garland weaver of the Ratnasam
bha"a lineage, and the dyer of the Amitabha lineage; the supreme is the 
lotus lineage. 151 In that way, once you have searched for a knowledge
woman of one's own lineage, purify her mental continuum through the 
common path, bestow the four empowerments, and abiding in the vows 
and commitments, have her generate the mantra [that is, the generation 

:�:inoth�r claSSification of mudraos is deerlike, elephant-like. conchlikc, and lotuslike. gi"en r( er or IncreaSing superiority. 
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stage I up to perfecting the coarse generation stage. She will then abide 
in either the three isolations or the illusory body, 1S8and she will have 
generated realizations up to the completely pure exalted wisdom. This 
is a simultaneously born yogini; therefore you should attract such a 
knowledge-woman. IS, 

Practice according to the previous explanation from going for ref
uge up to visualizing the channel wheels. You don't need to train in 
the pathway of the channels. Bless the secret places of the Father and 
Mother and engage in union with the three recognitions. 

Furthermore, insert the vajra of the Father into the lotus of the 
Mother. The inside of the Mother's lotus is called "the sphere of the 
vajra of the powerful goddess." It is best if [the channelJ protrudes 
onc or two finger-widths from the lower end of her central channel, 
which is inserted into the Father's vajra; this is the vajra position of the 
channels. The downward· voiding wind enters back and forth from the 
secret places of the Father and Mother, uke incense smoke entering 
the central channels; this is the vajra position of the winds. The wind 
ignites the fire at each of your navels, whereby the elements melt and 
mix at the joining of the organs; this is the vajra pOSition of the drops. 
In dependence upon that, you generate simultaneously born bliss, and 
you enter into a state of meditative absorptjon with that bliss ascertain� 
ing emptiness; this the vajra position of bliss and emptiness. You should 
possess these four vajra positions. 

By entering into unjon in this way, the winds will enter, abide, and 
dissolve in the central channel. Due to their dissolution, the signs rrom 
miragelike up to the clear light will occur. When the miragelike appear· 
ance manifests, you should perform the stage of subsequent destruction 
at the heart. To practice that, imagine that there is a syllable HUM, 
the size of a mustard seed, in the center of the red and white drops 
within the channel wheel at your heart, from which light rays radiate, 

purifying all worlds and their beings as before. They are sequentiaJly 

IS8. The three isolations arc isolated bod,.. isolated speech, and isolat(od mind. They arc neCCS-
sary prerequisites for attaining the illusory boo)'. 
159. For an explanation of the various types of ),oginis. sec Pabongkha Dechen N)'ingpo, Tht 
Extremely Sccret Dakini af Naropa; VajrQ)'ogini Procticc and Commcnrary (llhaC<!, N. Y. :  Snow Lion 

Publications. 2011). 
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collected into either the HUM or the nada, and you practice the three 
mixings during waking. 

Alternatively, you can practice vajra-recitation on the pervasive 
wind. To practice that, appearing clearly as the deity, countless subtle 
channels emerge from the channel wheel at your heart, penetrating 
your hair pores and so forth. Imagine that it is completely unobstructed 
from the HUM to the pores. Practice vajra-recitation, with the winds 
entering from the hair pores with the tone OM and so forth. 

In dependence upon practicing the sequential dissolution and \'ajra
recitation combined with entering into embrace I with the action 
mudra], the blending of the four joys and the four empties wil l  emerge. 
When the winds are brought close to the heart, you will experience 
joy Imerged with the signs of dissolution l, from the miragelike lappear
ancel up to the white appearance. Next, when Ithe windsl reach the 
eight channel petals of the heart, you will experience red increase and 
supreme joy. Next, when Ithe windsl reach the four channel petals, 
you will experience black near-attainment and extraordinary joy. Next, 
when Ithe windsl reach the syllable HUM, you will experience the all 
empty clear light, during which time you will also experience simulta
neously born bliss. Then you should place your mind single-pointedly 
on the meditative absorption of bliss and emptiness. Mixing the truth 
body during waking with a similitude of the clear light is also acceptable. 

When you begin to rise from that clear light, set your intention to 
arise in the enjoyment body, after which you arise in the body ofVajra
phairava with one face and two arms, separate from your old aggregates. 
Mix it with the enjoyment body; it is also permissible to Imix it withl 
a similitude of the illusory body or lin other words I a similitude of the 
yoga of shape. 160 

Next ,  once you set your intention to assume a coarse emanation body, 
enter through the crown of the commitment being. When you arrive at 
the heart, the winds begin flowing through the nostrils, objects lofthe 
sensesl appear, and you should train lin viewingl whatever appears as 
the manifestation of the bliss and emptiness of Vajrabhairava. 

For the sake of continuing the virtuous practices of that yoga, when 

160. The yoga of shape is explained in the ne)(1 scclion. 
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you practice while sleeping, don't practice entering into embrace. 
Instead practice either vajra-recitation or the stages of subsequent 
destruction at the heart and practice the three mixings. As for mixing 
at the time of death , we don't need it beyond this point. I6'There are four 
ways of separating the coarse and subtle aggregates: I )  tl1rough karma 
and affiictivc emotions, 2) through transference of consciousness, 3)  
through forceful projection, '62 and 4) through vajra-recitation and so 
forth. The last is superior, and not only will you be able to separate your 
coarse and subtle aggregates through this method, but you will also 
be able to replace the intermediate state by arising in the deity body. 

Next, once you have attained a similitude of isolated mind, if you 
don't rely on an action mudra, you will need to let the karmic winds 
collect tl1rough their natural force at the time of death as a substitute 
for relying on an action mudra. 

The Stages of Meditation once They Have Been Withdrawn has tllrec 
sections: 

I )  TH E YOGA OF SHAPE 

2)  TH E YOGA OF PURE EXAlTED WISDOM 

3) TH E YOGA OF INSEPARABLE UNIFICATION 

The Yoga of Shape 

This is revealed in the verse that states: 

Again, through ti,e wind and mind mounted on ti,e dear light, 

In the center of broad anthers of the lotus at your heart, 
Accomplish the actual illusory deity body of 'hape 
That is 'ymbolized by enumerating the examples. 

Thus, through making a sincere and concerted effort in t.he com
mitment yoga and so forth, sign will occur that you are going to attain 

161. This i explained in more detail below. 
162 .This is proi�·l. .. ing your consciousness illiO another's body. For a description or this practiCC, 
sec elenn Mullin. TM Silt Yogas ojNaropo: TSlJlIskhupas CommcTltUlJ (Ilhilc�, N. Y.: Snow Uon 
I'ublications, 2005). 
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the impure illusory body such as dreams where gods and goddesses arc 
treating you with reverence; powerful gods such as Brahma, Rudra, and 
so rorth, and men are making prostrations; light rays are radiating from 
your body, pervading the world; or you are receiving empowerment 
by the great light of the Buddha, and so rorth. When such signs occur, 
enter into embrace with the outer condition of an action mudra and the 
inner condition of subscCluent destruction. Concerning this, through 
the skillful means or sequential withdrawal as berore, the rour joys and 
four empties occur as a conjoined entity, whereby at the completion of 
the mind of black near-attainment of forward progression, I63 the mind 
or clear light manifests, at which time the simultaneously born bliss 
realizes emptiness by way or a generic image. That very clear light is the 
ultimate basis or accomplishment ror the impure illusory body. When 
you once again arise rrom that clear light, the contaminated five-colored 
wind that serves as its mount serves as the substantial cause and the clear 
light as the cooperative condition, and you arise in the illusory body. 

There are two systems or asserting Ithe manirestation or the illusory 
bodyl. the external ariSing and the internal arising. In accordance with 
thc latter, in the first moment, the il lusory body is accomplished at 
the heart or the old aggregates, and, Simultaneously, the mind or black 
near-attainment of reverse order up to the mind of white appearance 
manifests. In the next moment, once the Iillusory bodyl separatcs from 
the old aggregates, you accomplish Ithe signs I from the lappearances 
o� candle flame to mirage, and you arise in the actual body or white 
two-armed Vajrabhairava together with the Mother. 

Concerning Ithe line <Iuoted in the verse above that statesJ"Enumer
ating the powerrul examples," there are five synonyms: I) a dream body 
in particular, 2 )  a reflection in a mirror, 3 )  a moon I reflectedl in water, 
4) a magically created person, and 5 )  a water bubble. 

Furthermore, concerning Ithe first examplel. "a dream body 
in particular"; in a dream, seeing your old aggregates is like seeing a 
corpse, and at that time, that body is the basis or accomplishment ror 
the clear light of sleep. Presently, I whcn you dream I. they are separate 

163 . This is dislinguished from Ihl' hlack IIcar-;J.uainmcnl of rcn"rs{' order lhal OCCUI·S Ollh:r lht: 
Completion of the dL'ar light. 
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from your old aggregates. 164 Just as when you reawaken, you must enter 
into your old aggregates, in the same way, the illusory body emerges 
from the clear light for which you are its basis of accomplishment. 
Currently !in this point in tl,e commentary], you are separated from 
your old aggregates. When you once again assume a coarse emanation 
body, you enter into the \'isualized commitment being. 

IConcerning the second example], Vajrasattva appears in a mirror 
beautified with the signs and indications 101' a ful l  enlightened beingl 
and appears true although empty. In the same way, the i l lusory body 
appears with the signs and indications, although it is empty by nature. 

IConcerning the third examplel, although there isn't more than 
one moon in the sky, tl,e splendor of the moon's reflection appears in 
even the smallest bit of water. In  the same way, although the illusory 
body is a single entity, it is capable of sending out many hundreds of 
thousands of emanations at once. 

IConcerning the fourth examplel, just as an illusory created per
son appears to have flesh and bones but is actually empty, in the same 
way the illusory body appears to have flesh and bones but is in fact 
empty. 

IConcerning the fifth example], just as a water bubble emerges 
suddenly from water without the interference of other phenomena, 
in the same way, with you as the basis of accomplishment, the illusory 
body emerges suddenly from the ultimate example clear light of iso
lated mind without the interference of other phenomena. Furthermore, 
when the ultimate example clear light of isolated mind ceases, the 
impure il lusory body is attained, and the mind of black near-attainment 
of reverse order is accomplished simultaneously. 

Thus, the illusory body possesses the following fifteen speCial fea
tures: I )  cause: it arises from the isolated mind of example clear light; 
2) intention: \\�th the thought to arise from the clear light; 3) time: at 
the end of the clear light; 4) abode: in accordance with internal aris
ing-within the heart of the old aggregates, and in accordance with 
the external arising-separate from the old aggregates; 5) nature: it is 

1M. This is because when ),ou sleep, ),our dream bod)' leaves your coarse ilggrcg31C5 in the 
samc wily as wc illusory body leaves your coarse aggregates. 
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Iu.minous and unobstructed; 6) color: it is white in accordance with the 
natural radiance of the life-supporting wind; 7) shape: it is either with 
a complete set of hands and faces or with two hands and a buffalo face; 
8) mode of perception: any ordinary being below the attainment of 
the illusory body cannot see it; 9) body: five-colored light rays emerge 
from it for five hundred leagues; 10) objects of enjoyment: it is endowed 
with the five sense consciousnesses; I I )  good qualities: it is adorned 
with the signs and indications at the time of the path, obtains enjoy
ments through the power of the "sky-treasure," , .. and has the ability to 
listen to teachings directly from buddhas; 12) time: in this life you will 
definitely become enlightened; \ 3) name: self-blessing; 14) example: 
smell-eating living beings; , .. and 15)  etymology: it is the subtle basis of 
imputation (of the sel�. Abiding in the yoga of pure exalted wisdom 
and the illusory body is a substitute for the three countless great eons 
of collecting merit while progressing on the path in the sutra tradition. 

Next, if you are assuming a coarse emanation body, enter into the 
old aggregates visualized as the commitment being. The winds begin 
moving through the nostrils, the objects of the senses appear, and you 
engage in the practices of subsequent attainment. Carry out your virtu
ous practice while sleeping, but you don't need the rounds of mixing 
at the time of death. "7 

The Yoga of Pure Exalted Wisdom 

This is revealed in the verse that states: 

With the skillful outer and inner means of that body, 
It is purified in the ultimate clear light and 
Produced from the seed syllable of the enemy of true existence, 
Like a cloud in Il,e sphere of space. 

165. Tib. nam mkha' mdzod_ With this attainment. you can spontaneously obtain whatc\'cr you 
Wish for rrom thin air. 
166. Intermediate slate beings are sometimes rcrerrc<l to as "smell-eaters" because they arc 
Sustained by odors. The cities they inhabil seem to appear and disappear innandy in the same 
way that lhe illusory body and Its Ilure cn\'ironmcnt .seems to appear instantly. 
167. ThaI is, l)Ccause you have already auained the illusory b<xly, you ha\'c already transcended 
an ordinary death experience, anti you will become enlighlened al the time of death. 
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Through such an illusory body, accomplished from the entering into 
embrace with either the action or commitment mudra as the outer 
cond.ition, as well as the inner conditions such as the two concentra
tions of se9uential dissolution and so forth , I 6' and by fulfilling the 
sacred bond of the outer and inner conditions endowed with skillful 
means, certain external signs that you are about to attain meaning 
clear light will occur. These include the six ways in which the earth 
trembles, such as what is high in the eastern part of this earth is low 
in the west, what is high in the south is low in the north, and what is 
high in the center is low at the perimeter. There is also a massive sound 
like the clanging of cymbals from the abode of demons. When these 
signs occur, you should make a ganachakra offering to your guru in 
the evening and re9uest the actual third !wisdom mudra! empower
ment. At midnight, listen to his instructions, and at dawn enter into 
un.ion with either an action or wisdom mudra together with the two 
concentrations of se9uential withdrawal. Through meditating on this 
yoga of pure exalted wisdom, the signs of the winds entering, abiding, 
and dissolving into the central channel will arise. Then, the impure 
il lusory body, or, lin other words,!  the imputed vajra-body, will disap
pear in the sphere of space, like clouds disappearing in the sky, and you 
will abandon, from the very root, the enemy and demon of grasping 
at true existence in ultimate !meaning! clear light. 

Furthermore, when 1) the mind of black near-attainment offorward 
progression ceases, 2) the impure illusory body of the third stage'" will 
be purified in the meaning clear light, 3) the simultaneously born bliss 
will realize emptiness directly, 4) your mental continuum will become 
that of an arya, and 5 )  Simultaneously with those five, you ,,�I I  attain 
the uninterrupted path that is a direct antidote to the delusion-making 

168. The l wo concentrations of sc'luential dissolution arc "subsequent dCHruction" and "holding 
the body cntircly."The first has already been explained; thili is when you visualizc light rays 
radiating from your hcart and pcn>ading the univcrse, which iii thcn sequcntially dissoh'cd into 
your heart and into thc clear light. '"Holding the body cntirely" is when you merely \\.ithdraw 

the body and Ica\'c thc outer cm'ironmcnt. 
169. Here, the "third stagc" refers to the impure illusory body as set forth in the fivc stages of 
the completion �tage that originate from Nagarjuna's GuhY3samaja t,eachings. Thc five stages 
arc: I) isolated speech, 2) isola.ted mind, J) (impure) illusory body, 4) (mcaning) clear light. 
and 5) union. 
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obstructions. 170 It is called "unobstructed" because with that concen· 
tration, you abandon the amictive emotions without remainder. It is 
also called the "uninterrupted path" because the afflictive emotions no 
longer "interrupt" (or interfere). 

The Yoga of Inseparable Unification 

This is revealed in the verse that states: 

Once again, like a rajnbow in the sphere of space, 
One attains the supreme vajra-body enveloped 
With the 110 plus 2 ornaments 
And the clear light as the union of abandonment and 

realization. 

Once again, you arise from the meaning clear light, in the sphere 
of space, like the colors of a rainbow appearing in the sky. With the 
uncontaminated five-colored wind that is the mount ofimeaningJ clear 
light functioning as the substantial cause and the mind of meaning clear 
light functioning as the cooperative condition, you attain the illusory 
body and arise in the actual vajra-body, separate from the old aggre
gates, adorned with "the 110 plus the extra 2," which make the 112 signs 
and indications. 

Furthermore, 1) the dear light ceases, 2 )  the mind of black near-

. attainment of reverse order is accomplished, 3) you attain the path 
of release with the abandonment of the obstruction of the delusions, 
4) your own mental continuum becomes that of an arya, and 5) you 
Simultaneously attain the union of abandonment. 

The translation equivalent J in Sanskrit] for "union" is "yoga," which 
means that they are not t\vo distinct entities. The mind of meaning clear 
light i one causal component. The body of the pure illusory body is 

170. On each of the ten bhumis of an aJ"ya bodhisatt\a, there arc the unintclTuptcd paths and 
t�c paths of release. The uninterrupted paths are when the realization of emptiness becomes a 
direct antidote t,O its variOlls obstructions, in this case, the obstrw.,1ioll of delusion, OJ" in other 
Words. the afllicti\'c cmotions that PJ"C\"cn! liberation. In !.he next moment, you attain !.he path 
or release and arc released from the \'arious obstructions. 
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another causal component. Previously, the pure Iillusoryl body wasn't 
present during the meaning clear light, and when the Ipure illusorYI 
body was present, the mind of clear light was not. ow, the body and 
mind are assembled Simultaneously and for that reason they arc "uni
fied" and are called the "union of abandonment ."When they are placed 
in a state of single-pointed meditative equipoise on the emptiness of 
being truly establi hed, that is the "union of realization." This union of 
realization is the principal union. For that reason, the union of reali7..a
tion occurs during the state of meditative absorption. 

Once you have arisen from that Ithat is, the union of realization l ,  
when the m;nd of black near-attainment Imanifestsl, that transforms 
into the union of abandonment. In that wa)', it is not absolutely certain 
that you must reenter the old aggregates. It is also not inappropriate to 
reenter them either, and when you assume a coarse emanation body, 
you should engage in the practices of subsequent attainment. 071 

The Way to Actualize the Result 

This is revealed in the verse that states: 

Although you don't need to train in anything new after 
accomplishing that, 

Through prolonged habituation to that former accomplishment, 
One attains the glorious seven limbs of embrace, 
After which one attains the state of a conqueror. 

By accomplisrung union in that way, although from that time for
ward, you don't need to train in new paths that you have not already 
attained, once attained, you must work to fam.iliarize yourself with that 
realization for a prolonged period of time. The system for extending 
meditative absorption is to enter into embrace with either an action 
or wisdom mudra, place your mind in single-pointed absorption, and 
engage in the conducts such as hunting wild animals and so forth for a 

171.The reason why it is not absolutely necessary to reenter the old aggregates is bcc.1uSC sincc 

you h3\'e abandoned the obstructions to liberation with the abandonment or the delusion
making obstructions. you arc not bound by karma to your rormer aggregatcs, 
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period of six months or eighteen months, after which auspicious signs 
appear in your dreams such as the ground trembling in six ways, a rain 
of vajras descending, clamoring fTom the abode of demons, the transits 
of the sun and moon mixing, and others explained in the seventeenth 
chapter of the Guhyasamaja RootTantra. When they occur, make a gana
chakra offering to your guru in the evening and request instructions. At 
midnight, enter into single-pointed meditative absorption on empti
ness, whereby the signs of the winds entering, abiding, and dissolving 
in the central channel will occur. When the clear light manifests, place 
your mind in meditative absorption on emptiness, whereby the first 
moment of the clear light at dawn ,,�II serve as the direct antidote to 
the obstructions to omniscience. In the second moment, whHe single
pointedly absorbed in emptiness, you will directly perceive every pos
sible object of knowledge and will be capable of revealing countless 
iIIu ory-like bodies Simultaneously, at which time the previous union 
of learning will transform into the state of no-more-learning and you 
will attain ti,e state oflenlightenmentl with the seven limbs of embrace. 

Con erning the seven limbs, they are: I) complete enjoyment body, 
2) union, 3 )  great bliss, 4) the absence of inherent exislence, 5)  being 
completely filled with great compassion, 6) unbroken continuit)" and 
7) ceaselessness. 

After thal, you ncvcr again need to arise from the meditative absorp
tion on the clear light, and you spontaneously and effortlessly accom
plish all actions of subsequent attainment. You never again need to arise 
from the state of the lear light, and the reverse progression of the mind 
'ofblack ncar-attainment and so forth will never again occur. The mind 
of black near-attainment is the most subtle obstacle to omniscience, 
and it has been abandoned because you have exhausted the obstructions 
to omniscience. 

Thus, the attainment of the state of the seven limbs of embrace 
mUst be preceded by the union of learning, and since the body com
posed of nesh and bones is not a preceding similar type, our current 
bOdy cannot be transformed into the enjoyment body with the seven 
limbs of embrace. To accomplish the union of learning, you must first 
aCcomplish each causal component; therefore you must first attajn the 
meaning lear light of the yoga of pure exalted wisdom. For that, you 
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Imust accomplishl the impure illusory body or, lin other words,l the 
yoga of shape. For that, you must be able to separate your coarse and 
subtle aggregates by collecting the most subtle pervasive wind into 
the central channel, exactly like at the time of deatl', in dependence 
upon an action Illudra of the commitment yoga. For that, ),ou must 
release the channel knots at the heart through the vajra-recitation and 
vase breathing of mantra yoga. For that, you must be able to induce 
the four joys of forward and reverse progression through the stages of 
subse'luent destTuction at the navel. For that, you must have prepared 
Iby practicingl deity yoga and perfecting tI,e coarse and subtle genera
tion stage ' and so forth, for which you must have properly progressed 
tllrough tI,e stages, like the rungs of a ladder. Concerning tI,e genera
tion stage, because it is newly fabricated by the mind, it is called "the 
fabricated yoga of the generation stage." Furthermore, it is unaccept
able to merely recite tI,e words; instead you absolutely must have all 
the essential features of bringing the three bodies into the path as the 
ripening agents for birth, death, and the intermediate state. For that, 
you must obtain from a fully qualified guru the four empowerments that 
definitely establish the seeds of the four bodies. For that, you must have 
previously trained your mental continuum in the common path. For 
that, you must have the inner condition of being a womb-born human 
being of this world as well as the inner condition of being taken under 
the loving care of a fully qualified virtuous friend. As for hi (or her) 
disciples, among the four, lotuslike, white lotuslike, utpala-Iike, and 
jewel-like, the latter is supreme. 

In this way, you should learn the way to progress on the path and 
should practice each day, like the tallying of beads. Concerning the prin
cipal procedure, you should practice the common patl', the generation 
stage, the stages of subsequent dcstruction at the navel, the vase breath, 
and so on, moving through the lower stages while also making prayers 
to accomplish the higher. Je Rinpoche stated, "Thus, these days, only a 

few sincerely apply themselves to the principals of establi hing a stable 

foundation . . . .  " As for the system of establishing a stable foundation, 
this is revealed in the following verse that states: 

If we know the difficulty in finding [a precious human rebirthl, 
we cou Id not ,'cmain idle, 
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If we contemplate its great meaning. we \.\;11 abandon the 
meaningless, 

If' we contemplate death, we will prepare for our next life, 
If we ontclllplate actions and their cffects, we will refrain from 

the improper. 

"Thus you should be deeply moved by thoughts of this life of leisure 

and endowment, its great meaning, how difficult it is to obtain, death 
and impermanence, and the cause and effect of karma. In this way we 
should extract the essence of our life of leisure by training in the entire 
path." 

The following day, generate bodhichitta, make requests to the dose 
lineage, instantaneous self-generation, bless the outer and inner offer
ings as well as the torma, generale the guests, and recite the section 
"Rays of light emerge from the seed syllable at my heart and Char
chika . . . .  n Continue on with the sadhana up to the inner offering and 
then attach the three syllables to each of their name mantras and offer 
the inner oAering. Recite the praise that begins "Nondual extraordi
nary . . . .  " Bless the ganachakra and then offer it, and continue up to the 
torma oflering to the site-owner. Request forbearance, request them 
to depart, and recite dedication prayers and au picious verses. 

Colophon 

For a moment, our companion protected us from a rajn of 
suffering. 

If I were to neglect to express my thoughts of the 
The protector's kindness, who easily bestow the three jewel 

bodies; 
I would be a madman not to recaIJ his kindness. 

Jetsun, although you have departed to the pure lands, 
Your four enlightened actions are beyond the conception of most 

living beings. 
Yct a small portion appears to us, the devoted; 
Alas, may they remain immutable in this world until the cnd 

of samsara. 
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Whoever has the sole wish of concentration, they supplicate 
You as "the treasure of single-pointed absorption." 
For lowly, migrating beings, you give Dharma talks on the three 

jewels, 
And you continuousl told us what to do from the outset. 

This method is neither contradictory nor mixed up, and so forth, 
Yet any faults, imperfections, and mistakes that there are 
I confess in the presence of the guru and supreme deity 
And sincerely re'luest your patience without hiding my mistakes. 

Through whatever virtue I have created, may I never 
be separated from my virtuous friend and 
Supreme deity and always come under their loving care 
And swiftly complete the unmistaken progression on the path of the 
Great secret for the welfare of my mothers. 

Thus I havc presentcd the means of progressing on thc path of the 
second stage of Glorious Vajrabhairava entitled "Thc Quick Path of ti,e 
Grcat cerct." It was given by the Life Tree of the Teachings--Jetsun 
Ngulchu ti,e Great Dharmabhadra Palsangpo to his many fortunate 
disciples. This profound explanation was combined with the root verses 
for eight days and was given using mnemonic notes. It began on the 
fourth day of the tenth month of the Iron Rabbit Ycar (1771). Once 
thc teaching was completed, JeTrungTsering arranged thc notes. And 
thesc wcrc once again reviewed and edited by Yangchcn Drupai Dorje. 



Outline to the Completion Stage 

1 )  THE ACTIVITY AT THE BEGINN I NG OF THE COMPOSITION 

2) THE ARRANGEMENT OF THE COMPOSITION ITSELF 

3) THE ACTIVITY AT THE COMPLETION OF THE COMPOSITION 

The Activity at the Beginning of the Composition has two sections: 

1 )  PROCLAIMING THE OFFERING 

2) THE PROMISE TO COMPOSE 

Proclaiming the Offering has two sections: 

1 )  PROCLAIMING THE OFFERING I N  SANSKRIT 

2) PROCLAIMING THE OFFERING IN TIBETAN 

The Arrangement of the Composition Itself has two sections: 

1 )  THE PRELIMINARIES 

2) THE ACTUAL IPRACTlCE) 

The Preliminaries has two sections: 

1 )  THE GENERAL PRELIMINARIES 

2) THE EXTRAORDINARY PRELIMINARIES 
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The Extraordinary Prel.im_inaries has four sections: 

I )  TH E G UIDE OF GOING FOR REFUGE AND G EN ERATING 

BODHICH ITTA 

2)  THE G UIDE OF  MEDITATION ON AND RECITATION OF  VAJ RA

SATTVA TO PURIFY NEGATIVE KARMA AND OSSCURATlONS 

3 )  THE GUIDE OF GURU YOGA TO RECEIVE BLESSINGS 

4) TH E G U IDE OF ACCUMU LATING MERIT THROUGH THE 

MANDALA OFFERING 

The Actual jPractice! has three sections: 

I )  THE MODE OF EXISTENCE OF THE ACTUAL BASIS 

2) TH E STAGES FOR PROGRESSING ON THE PATH 

3) THE WAY TO ACTUALIZE THE RESULT 

The Mode or Existence or the Actual Basis has three sections: 

I )  TH E MODE OF EXISTENCE OF THE BODY AND MIND 

INDIVIDUALLY 

2) TH E MODE OF EXISTENCE COMMON TO THE BODY 

AND MIND 

3) AN EXPLANATION OF  THE UNIQUE MODE OF EXISTENCE 

OF THE BODY 

The Stages ror Progressing on the Path has two sections: 

I )  THE STAGES FOR WITHDRAWING TH E WI N DS INTO THE 

CENTRAL CHANNEL 

2 )  THE STAGES OF MEDITATION ONCE THEY HAVE BEEN 

WITHDRAWN 

The Stages ror Withdrawing the Winds into the Central Channel has 
two sections: 

I )  TH E MANTRA YOGA 

2) TH E COMMITMENTYOGA 
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The Mantra Yoga has two sections: 

I )  THE STAGES OF SUBSEQUENT DESTRUCTION 

2 )  THE ACTUAL EXPLANATION OF THE MANTRA YOGA 

The Actual Explanation of the Mantra Yoga has two sections: 

I )  VASE BREATHING 

2) VAJRA-RECITATION 

The Stages of Meditation once They Have Been Withdrawn has three 
sections: 

I )  THE YOGA OF SHAPE 

2 )  TH E  YOGA OF PURE EXALTED WISDOM 

3) THE YOGA OF INSEPARABLE U NIFICATION 

Colophon 
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The Generation Stage 

NAMO VAJRABHAIRAVA 

In the expanse of the truth body of inseparable bliss and emptiness, 
The clouds of the form body coalesce with the roar of a thousand 

thunderclaps, 
And the powerful thunderbolts destroy the heap of demons, 
Stirring my heartfelt faith in this terrifying deity. 

To habituate the puddle of my mind in some small way 
With the ocean like yoga of his two stages, 
I shall compose this text for the sake of soothing 
Living beings who have little happiness and are tormented with 

wrong conceptions. 

Although there is no hope of doing this perfectly, I shall present 
The oral instructions with the kusha grass tip of my mind, 
With the purifying water of my excellent superior intention 
To dispel the anguish of those tormented with suffering. 

JETSUN MANJUSHRI is the embodiment of all the conguerors' wisdom 
and is the nature of the truth body. He is without the conceptions of 
either love or hate, yet for the sake of subduing vicious beings in the 
three worlds, he reveals the body of the King of Wrath. Furthermore, 
there is wrathful Red Yamari, the even more wrathful Black Enemy, and 
still even more wrathful than him, the extremely wrathful Vajrabhai
tava.This supreme deity has five special gualities not possessed by other 
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deities, wltich were taught directly to the Great Foremost Being ITsong
khapal by Jetsun Manjushri : I) In these times of degeneration, there is no 
other deity that can compare to his power and strength to overcome the 
outer and inner obstacles that prevent people from finishing the practice 
they have begun; therefore you definitely must rely on this deity. This is 
his first unique quality. 2 )The intestines and brazier symbolize that the 
explanations of the illusory body and clear light are combined. This is 
the second unique quality. 3 )  He holds a katvanga as a hand implement, 
which is not of the father tantra but of the mother tantra, revealing that 
he contains the paths of bliss and emptiness such as blazing, dripping, 
and so forth.This is the third unique quality. 4)The brazier reveals that 
the \,\Tisdom of his practitioners is much greater than others. Also, the 
right hands are in a threatening mudra, as the factor of method, and 
hoisted upward, which symbolizes that he is saying to the supramundane 
deities, "Quickly bestow attainments on my practitioners, and if you 
don't I will threaten you." His left hands in the threatening mudra as 
the factor of wisdom faCing downward symbolize that he is saying to 
the mundane deities, "Don't CJ'cate obstacles for my practitioners! If 
you do, I will threaten you." These two threatening mudras symbolize 
that he contains the complete essential instructions of both father and 
mother tantn. The man impaled on a stick reveals that, although you 
may be an extremely nonvirtuous person, if you practice tlus path, you 
can become enlighte.ned forcefully. This is the fourth unique quality. 
5)This Ipractice) is also unique in that it contains a practice combined 
with Ipeaceful)  Manjushri, la quality) not possessed by Red and Black 
Yamari mentioned earlier. This is the fifth unique quali!». 

In this way, this practice possesses these five unique qualities. Also, 
the explanation of how to practice the yoga of the first stage of the 
teachings of the Bhagavan Glorious Vajrabhairava Solitary Hero the 
Great explicitly reveals teachings of the illusory body, on the side of 
appearance, and reveals the method tantra of anger from the internal 
division of father tantra. 

I shall set forth nothing more than a brief presentation of those 
aspects shared ""ith the Thirteen-Deity practice without clarifying 
them Ibut will elaborate on those unique to the Solitary Hero).  Also, 
although the previous holy beings have set forth a vast array of amazing 
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and eloquent explanations that are like an ocean, this Icomposition] is 
comparable to the muddy water in a bull's hooFprint, which will do 
nothing more than make me weary. Ne"ertheless, with the thought 
to benefit those whose stupidity and ignorance equal my own, I ha"e 
Forsaken an outline and so Forth and ha"e instead adorned it with small 
pieces of my guru's oral instructions and specific details about this 
supreme deity. 

Initially, concerning the physical basis of the persons who will be 
meditating, they must have trained their mental continuum through the 
common path and perFectly obtained empowerment into the mandala of 
this supreme deity. They must also abide in the vows and commitments 
that they promised to keep during the time of [the empowerment[ 
and possess the Four causes For accomplishing attainments. '" In this 
way, practitioners should abide in the places that are mentioned in the 
texts of Lalita or, For beginners, they should stay in their own homes 
and so Forth. m lt is said that iF you can practice in a place where your 
concentration will be undisturbed, that would be excellent. In Lalita's 
text, he mentions "a place with one sign"; this is a place with a lingam 
of Ishvara. In Tibet, these are stacked pieces of cut stone. A "home of 
Female spirits" is the abode of the se"en Igoddesses[ Brahmi, Ulamo, 
and so Forth. The practitioners of Ras tradition state that the abodes 
of the twel"e Tenma in Tibet are also acceptable 

Thus, assemble the articles For your daily activities and so Forth in 
whatever place is appropriate according to the retreat manuals and the 
ritual tradition of the holy beings. Set your motivation and puriFy your 
body into light For the sake of putting an end to the ordinary appear
ances and conceptions of yourselF, aFter which you generate yourselF 
instantaneously as Bhairava with one face and two arms. 

Recite the action mantra and emanate wrathful deities that chase 
away the obstructing spirits that dwell in the offering substances. PuriFy 

172. Shantjjnana lists these rour causes as I) unwavering raith, 2) dispelling doubt through 
wisdom. 3) single-pointed concentration, and 4) maintaining secrecy. 
173. See Ngulchu Dharmabhadra's lest on the Thirtecn-DeilY practice in this volume ror 
elaboration. I will not note e,·cry instance in which Ngulchu Dharmabhadra's tcxt elaborates 
on a point that is dealt with more briefl y in this text. Instead I le,we it to the rc.1.(lcr to either 
rCOlc.mhcr the details mcntioncd earlier or compare these concise sections ..... ith the rnm·e 
elaborate sections in Ngulchu's lext. 
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them into emptiness and rnanifest the wind and fire mandalas froln 
within the sphere of suchness as mere illusory-like appearances_ This 
wind mandala is Imarked byl pendants, and the wind mandala of the 
four elements lis marked byl a victory banner. '" Some people say that 
those t'WD are moved by a greater and lesser degree of wind, however 
that is incorrect. In Heruka, they both have victory banners. In Vajra
pani Mahachakra, there are pendants. And in Guhyasamaja, they each 
have vajras; therefore they are definitely not moved by a greater or 
lesser degree of wind. '" Upon that is a heart of moist human heads. 
Upon that is a one-piece skull, which symbolizes bliss and emptiness. 
A "one�piece skull" has no other suture lines other than the two ear 
seats and the extra door of Mara in the back. A skull that does not have 
any more suture lines than that is similar to a cone-shaped package of 
Tibetan tea. '"'Within that, from the seeds of the five tathagatas emerge 
the five meats, and from the seeds of the five mothers emerge the five 
nectars, each marked with the first syllable of the individual names, 
which symbolizes that other than being mere nominal and conceptual 
imputations, these substances are not inherently established through 
their own entity. The meats are cut up into hundreds of thousands of 
pieces and reshaped into the external shape of the indi,'idual living 
beings. Upon them are the three syllables, stacked one upon the other, 
and these are the nature of vajra-body, vajra-spcech, and vajra-mind. 
In the sky above [the skull cupJ is OM, above that is AH,  above that 
is HUM. Then, the position of the syllables reverses, and the syllables 
turn upside down so that the HUM is first, then the AH, and so forth. 

They fall and melt, whereby the foundation of the faults of impurities 
are purified by the exalted wisdom of the dharmadhatu in the aspect 
ofa syllable HUM. It becomes the nectar of immortality through the 
seed syllable of the vajra-speech of Amitayus, and it is greaLly increased 
through Vairochana's thorough distinction of the form body. At the same 
time, while appearing clearly as Bhairava, imagine that all living beings, 
you and all others, are situated upon the moon mandala at your heart. 

174. The wind mandala of the four clements rciers to the clements that support the celestial 
mansion. 
175. A "ajra is immutable; lhcreforc how could it he moved by wind? 
176.Tib. ja nl. This Is the bcsl lypc ofTibctan tea, which comes in cone· shaped packaging and 
is without any lines or breaks. 
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As you recile the three syllables, imagine lhat the negative karma and 
obscurations of their three doors arc purified as ,..veil. 

All the olTerings for the directional protectors have three special 
features that also symbolize bliss and emptiness: I) the vessels symbolize 
that their nature is bliss and emptiness, 2) the nature of their aspect aris
ing from the seed syllable, and 3) lheir function lalso symbolize bliss and 
emptinessl. Generate them and insert the three syllables to bless them. 
Bless the lorma for the directional guardians like Ithe way you bless] 
the inner olTering. Once you have summoned the directional protec
tors, arrange their individual places, place them in the clear light, and 
meditate on them las being generated] in the bodily aspect of Bhairava. 

In some generation stage Itexts, in the torma-olTering mantra I ,  they 
say "Indra" for "Powerful One" and for Vishnu they say KRI KO. KO is 
part of "Kobo Shrik.," which clearly refers to Indra. Thus these texts 
arc incorrect. KO is the first syllable in the name of Indra the "Powerful 
One," which also includes Vishnu. KO is also for "Koshataki," which 
applies to moonlight. There it is the first syllable in the name for the 
moon Ideity Chandral, who includes both Surya and Brahma. 

While olTering the torma, visualize the YAMA RAJA mantra rosary 
above the nectar. As you olTer I the torma I ,  imagine that light rays and 
nectar radiate from the mantra, whereby it is blessed and sO forth. You 
should also imagine that you emanate a host of Vajrabhairava deities in 
the sk')', which present the olTering to the circle of visualized Iguests]. 
Some logicians, using their reasoning, assert that since you don't have 
either BALINGTA at the end of the mantra or the outer and inner olTer
ings and so forth, you shouldn't olTer the torma at this point and claim 
that you should olTer it later on during the torma olTering Itoward the 
end of the sadbana] .  However their logic is incorrect. According to the 
ritual procedure of the uncommon Segyu lineage of the Si,"y-Four-Part 
Torma OfferinB I DruB bcu pal of Gyuchen Konchog Yarphel, you recite 
the mantra once at this point, whereby you olTer the choicest first 
portion of the torma to the Bhagavan in accordance with the previ
ous command, which clearly states, I(Yarna must request permission 
to partake of nesh and blood." Not only that, but the Seventh Great 
Supreme Conqueror also made the same assertion. 177 For that reason. 

177. The $e\'cnth Greal Supreme Conqueror is the Se\'enlh Dalai Lama. 
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even though it not explicitly expressed, you should bless their tongues 
and emanate goddesses. Not only is doing that not contradictory, but 
it is an excellent ritual procedure. 

The torma mantras SAMBHARA . . .  and AKLARO . . .  don't have 
BALINGTA [at the end ] .  However, it does appear in many torma man
tras; therefore many teachings state that it is inappropriate to offer the 
torma ifit doesn't have BALINGTA and so forth. Some people say that 
the bridge of the nose of the snow lion is too low and that Milarepa was 
showing the bad aspect of a beggar. Yet instead of criticizing them, it 
is better to be temporally paralyzed or to just cover your moutl, with 
a scarf. '78While offering the torma to the principal guests, you should 
imagine you and your retinue offering it as well. While reciting the 
hundred-syllable mantra, imagine the syllable HUM at the hearts of the 
lords of the lineage, surrounded by a hundred-syllable mantra, from 
which a stream of nectar descends, purifying all faults and downfalls. 
Recite VAJRA MU and imagine that the [directional protectors] go 
out to their respective d.irections and remai.n there, standing guard . 
[BleSSing the] offerings for the self-generation is the same as before, and 
these are part of the circle of activities at the beginning of the session. 

Bringing the three bodies into the path is included in the actual 
session. Therefore, prior to actually taking rebirth into the patl' of the 
truth body, we experience the karma and accumulate the congruent 
collection of merit once we have taken rebirth. For that, we invoke 
the assembly of deities of Bhairav., with the guru as the Lord of the 
Lineage, and present prostrations, offerings, the supreme offering of 

practice, accepting the vows, and so forth, in  dependence upon the 
extraordinary, and meditate on the four immeasurables, in dependence 
upon the ordinary; these are the two methods for accumulating merit. 

To accumulate the collection of exalted wisdom, there are twO 
instructions for actually taking rebirth into the path of tI,e truth body. 
One way of doing this is during the practice of Thirteen Deity, where 
light rays radiate from the jOined organs of the Father and Mother. 
Here, [in the practice of Solitary Hero], light rays radiate only from the 

178.The point Ling Rinpoche is making is that instead of critici7Jng the use of a tormol-olTering 
ma.ntra without BALINGTA. you should remain quiet. 
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HUM at your heart, melting all worlds and their beings. You also melt 
into light from above and below and collect into the syllable HUM at 
your heart. Finally, even the nada disappears, you place your mind in 
meditative absorption on an utter vacuity, Icontemplatel the meaning 
of the two mantras, and seize the divine pride of being the truth body 
of exalted wisdom. Without wavering from that state of divine pride, 
with one corner of your mind, you should stack the four elements 
and [visualize) the protection circle and celestial mansion together and 
[make) the request. 

Although the four elements are generated from their respective seed 
syllables, as in the general mode of procedure, the wind mandala at the 
bottom is black, tinged with a shade of red, making it smoke colored, 
which is a specific detail indicating the primacy of wrathful actions. In 
Kalachakra, regarding the mode of generating the four elements, all 
four mandalas of wind, fire, water, and earth are sequentially stacked, 
one upon the other, growing progressively smaller, which is the way 
it is explained here as well. The wind mandala is bow shaped, with the 
cut face considered to be the east. The edges are to the southwest and 
northwest, and they are almost filled up by the triangular fire mandala. 
The three corners of the fire mandala are to the south, north, and west, 
and are almost filled up by the water mandala. The water mandala [is 
round) and is almost filled by the four corners of the earth mandala, and 
the four corners of the earth mandala almost fiU the fence of the round 
protection circle, and it is nearly equal in size [to the water mandala). 

In this way the origins [of the elements) arc related. The points of 
the wind mandala have victory banners, and the four corners of the 
earth mandala have vajras, making it easier to erect [the rest of the 
mandala). Upon the four elements is a variegated vajra with a HUM 
at its center, from which all of  the light rays radiate, whereby the base 
becomes the nature of sixty-four vajras, with every one a crossed vajra. 
The tent is like the lower part of a Mongolian tent, and the base is like 
a Single thread of vajras, lying flat, upon which stands the fence. That is 
once again encircled by another rosary of single-pronged vajras lying 
flat, from which the vajra-canopy of crossed vajras [is formed). Upon 
that and rising upward, like the upper portion of a Mongolian tent, is a 
vajra-tent. Every part of that is also constructed of large vajras, with the 
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crevices filled with small vajras, so that the smallest atom is blocked. If 
you look at it, images arc reflected like those in a mirror, yet the shapcs 
of the individual vajras are clear. If you touch it, it i as smooth as a 
mirror, and not even the most subtle wind can pass through it, and the 
fire and wind at the end of time is incapable of destroying it. You should 
meditate on its size as being as Ya£t as your mind can manage. There is a 
fire with five-colored roaring tongues circling clockwise that are white, 
yel low, red, green, and blue from the north to the east. Within the 
tongues of blazing Aames are vajra-bullets in the shape of five-pronged 
vajras that go above, below, and in every direction, so that evil beings 
annot even bear to look at it, whereas to virtuous beings, it appears 

as a rainbow, a rain of Rowers, and so forth. This protection circle is 
common to all four classes of tantra. In the center of Ithe common 
protection circlel is the uncommon Iprotection circlel, and it should 
be practiced according to the separate oral instructions for reversing 
and protecting with the ten wrathful deities, from the perspective of 
either five essential points or eight. 179 

Although, when transforming Sumbharaja and Vajrasattva, their seats 
are not clearly explained, if  you generate V.jrasatt". upon a lotus and 
moon arter mclting thcir seats, it will be in accordance with the thought 
of the Foremost Great Being ITsongkhapal .  In the burnt offering text 
Ocean of Auainments, the producer of the hearth is t.he vajra-holder, 
whereas here, the producer of the phenorncna source is Vajrasattva, but 
it is said that two have the same meaning. Therefore, the vajra-holder of 
the hearth has a lotus and moon seat, and here it is the same. 

Within the phenomena source is a variegated lotus upon which is a 
variegated vajra with a BHRUM and a wheel at its center, from which 
Vairo hana is generated. His hand implement is a wheel with a half
vajra handle, although some Itextsl explain that he also has a sword. 
Gungtang Rinpoche states that we need to examine the Grear. £:<position 
cift.he Generation Slane [bs�ed rim chen mol to determine whether or not 

he is also holding a vajra. However, in gulchu Rinpochc's gcneration 

stage teachings, he states that he holds"a wheel with a handle made of 

a blue five-pronged vajra." Therefore, he has a complete five-pronged 

179. Tllt"sc arc explain;:,.-<! In I gulchu Dharmabhadra's (."OlIlmcntary. 
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vajra, with the handle of the wheel emerging from the central poke. 

This contains all the hand implements of the fi,'e Ibuddhal families, 
which symbolizes that the celestial mansion is the nature of the five 
exalted wisdoms. 

Concerning the e1estial mansion being accomplished from that, 
special deta.ils such as its height and width should be ascertained from 
the mandala manuals. For the most part, it is the same as the Thirtcen
Deity Imandalal. However the jeweled frieze in this practice is yellow. 
Also, to form the inner circular beam in the Thirteen-Deit), I mandalal. 
you begin where the root line and Brahma lines meet and go inward 
one small-size, and Ithere beginsl the circle. Here the Idiameterl of 
the circular beam should be half of that. "'0 If ),ou make a nine-sectored 
grid base lin the center of the circular beam I .  the abode of the Prin
Cipal will be very small; therefore you should p"acrice in accordance 
with the Idescription in the sadhanal Complete Viccory over All Demons, 
which states, "In the center of the celestial mansion, from YAM comes 
a wind mandala." 

In numerous examples, there is a nine-sectioned grid in (the center 
of the circular beaml. Although the upper interlaced beams are drawn 
in the lower section, they don't necessarily correlate with the abode of 
the deity; therefore they aren't necessary in drawings either. A lso, the 
beam stTU ture does not appear in the authenti diagram texts of old; 
therefore it is best if we don't have them either. 

Concerning the charnel grounds, in the generation stage Icommen
tariesl ,  it is said that they are placed upon the earth mandala. With regard 
to them, not only are they held as most important in the paintings, but 
they are slightly concealed in the oral instructions. The example used 
in the paintings, three-dimensional mandalas, and so forth, state that 

the charnel grounds in the four intermediate directions are set upon 
the four corners of the earth mandala, and the two ends are set upon 
the water mandala. As for the charnel grounds in the cardinal direc
tions, these are definitely placed upon the water mandala. The edges 
of the four cardinal directions of the earth mandala almost reach the 

�80. This means that the circular beam in the Thirteen-Deity practice bcgin$ one small.size 
Inward from the door, whcn�as in the Solitary Hero practice it is half of that diameter. The 
cxtl';1 size in thcThirtccn.Dcit), practice is 10 compensate for the extra dcitks. 
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vajraMfencc; therefore it is not that the charnel grounds in the cardinal 
directions I are set upon that portion of the earth mandala . Beyond 
that, in some of the drawings, there is an empty space of one door-size 
between ea h of the eight charnel grounds, and water is drawn on the 
earth and so forth, which is the real meaning. According to the phrase 
"completely encircled by the eight great charnel grounds," each of the 
charnel grounds are complete with a full set of characteristics, and the 
eight groups form a single charnel ground; therefore being"individually 
divided by an empty space" is incorrect. 

Concerning the tradition of oral instruction for the meditation 
object, the teachings of the Supreme Scholar gulchu Dharrnabhadra 
state: 

The eight great charnel grounds 
Are upon the earth mandala, with the emanating 
Tongues of fire emerging from the vajra-fence below. 
Because of that, the mountain of fire in the ten directions will 
Emerge from the vajra-fence and tent. 
At its boundary, emanated las vastl as possible, are 
The eight charnel grounds together their lower base, 
And they are asserted to be accomplished in secret 
Simultaneously with the celestial mansion. 

If you meditate on the emanated charnel grounds together with their 
lower base, as vast as you can manage, at the boundary of the vajra
fire, being accomplished simultaneously with the celestial mansion, it 
is taught that the three-pronged vajras at the four corners of the earth 
mandala are lying Aat and are called "a comparable relationship." As for 
the external firelight, it is also emanated beyond the charnel grounds, 
and the Icharnel grounds and firelight! are intertwined without block
ing each other. Because the charnel grounds are dwellings, they are 
naturally cool, like a rainbow. If you meditate on the charnel grounds 
being las vast asl the three thousand I worldsl, as some others state, 
I certain inconsistencies emerge] .  For onc, the "three thousand" charnel 
grounds would fill the inside and outside of the iron fence and have 
the color and shape of the four elements. Also, would they be the same 
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nature as the four elements above or would they be distinct . . .  and so 
forth. For the purpose of meditation, it is not necessary to debate with 
the logicians and their subtle points of distinction. 

IBuddhasJ do not have to rely on hardships like we do to create 
physical matter. If the conquerors merely focus their minds, they can 
instantly emanate the celestial mansion of exalted wisdom, complete 
with all the characteristics and the creatures dwelling in the Jcharnel 
grounds!. right down to the blacks and whites of their eyes and the 
Single threads of hair without getting them mixed up. If we repeatedly 
meditate, we will also be able to emanate in that way when we finally 
become powerful enough. 

Concerning the logicians whose minds have turned away from such 
deeds of the conquerors, if they saw such emanations, they would ignore 
them; it would be impossible for them to even hear them with their 
ear , even if they were very close; they would not make any effort to 
receive them. Although the base of the celestial mansion is completely 
encircled by blazing tongues of fire in every direction, which are the 
nature of burning iron, it is unfathomable to the logicians' refined sense 
of reasoning, which is no doubt the ripened result of their undesired 
wishes coming true. 

The fire and lakes in the charnel grounds don'l have their own 
names. The eight stupas are named White Vajra lin the east I .  Black 
Vajra Jin the south I. Vajra Desire Jin the westl .  Conditioned Vajra Jin 
the northl, Vajra Mind lin the northeastl .  Vajra Body Jin the southeast! ,  
Vajra Jewel Jin the southwestl, and Vajra Dharma Jin the northwestl .  
Jamyang Shepa's generation stage Icommentaryl explains their signifi
cance. Abiding in the eight charnel grounds are yogis practicing this 
path. The best are maha iddhas, the middling are practitioners who are 
knowledge.holders, and the least are those who, although they don't 
practice the path, maintain their commitments. These are lear in the 
self·generation texts, and if you meditate as though the practitioners 
are all diligently practicing, you won't have obstacles, and you will 
SWiftly re civc blessings; therefore it is very special . For that reason, 
although those abiding in the charnel grounds have hand implements 
of damarus and thigh. bone trumpets, those inside the protection circle 
IAoating in space around the celestial mansion I don't have su h hand 
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that was a sun. With regard to imagining the vaira and seed syllable that 
were mixed together as onc, this is enlightenment from the exalted 
wisdom of accomplishing activities OT, lin other words,1 manifesting 
enlightenment in a single instant. With regard to generating the body 
ofVairabhairava the Great from that, this is enlightenment through the 
complete body or, [ in other words,l enlightenment from the exalted 
wisdom of the dharmadhatu. 

A t this pOint, [the sadhanal says "a wrathful nine-pronged vaira." This 
is an upright black-colored vaira, where the directional prongs don't 
touch the central spoke. There are four prongs each, above and below, 
which equal eight, and the upper and lower portions of the central 
prong count as one; therefore all combined equal nine. It is extremely 
large, and you should imagine that it almost touches the realm of 
Brahma abO\·c. There are not nine prongs in each of the upper and 
lower scctions. IThe sadhana states, I "Ripening living beings dwelling 
on the sun." Although some people claim that it means "for the sake 
of ripening living beings that are pervaded by the twelve astrological 
houses or the twelve deeds," they are incorrect. Previously there was 
a nine-pronged black vaira abiding on the sun mandala, with a HUM 
marking its center. Regarding the phrase "countless duplicates of vajras 
marked by HUMs abiding on the sun," this means that subtle forms of 
the vaira are emanated. After that, they transform into tI,e buddhas 
such as Vairochana and so forth, the bodhisattvas such as Vaira Sharp 
and so forth, the wratl,[ul deities such as Vaira Hook and so forti" the 
knowledge-women such as Vaira Mind Goddess, and so forth. With 
regard to all of tI,em also existing on the previous sun scat, this is in 
reference to the Isection of the sadhanal that states, "The buddha and 
bodhisattvas . . .  Filling Ithe spacel like sesame seeds in a pod." Thus, the 
peaceful deities and wratl,ful goddesses abide on tI,e sun seat, which 
means tlmt they work to ripen the mental continuum of all living beings 
in whatever way they need to be tamed, which accords with the inten� 
tion of all the scholars and siddhas. 

With regard to those previous explanations, just b naming it "twch'c 
suns," they are doing nothing more than contradicting the textS. As 
for their so-called perfect explanation, its source is equivalent to the 
horns of a rabbit. 
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Previously, from "enlightenment From the moon . . .  " up to "en Iight
enment from the exalted wisdom of the dharmadhatu" has a qualitative 
similarity to the sequential development of a fetus from the combina
tion of the father's semen and the mother's ovum to its subsequent birth 
and so forth. The position of the body, the way the faces are arranged, as 
well as the arrangement of the arms and so forth arc dearly explained 
in extensive generation stage ommentaries. Regarding the wisdom 
eye, in male deities it is upright and to the left and in female deities it 
is upright and to the right, which refers to the eyebrow's and eyelashes' 
being to the right or left. Concerning the first two hands holding an 
elephant skin, the head is to the right, the hairy side is faCing outward, 
and he holds the Ieli front leg with his right hand and the left hind leg 
with his left. 

When holding the circle of nine weapons, the throwing torma, the 
counting rosary, and so forth, the lineage of instruction states that it is 
easier for the beginner if you imagine that the two limbs of the elephant 
are tied around your neck I freeing your first two handsl .  In the defini
tive sense, the hand implements of the conquerors do not block each 
other, and there are limitless displays of their emanations; therefore 
the necessity of viewing the Ideity's actions I as you would the actions 
performed by an ordinary being is incorrect in every respect. 

The first of the extra right hands holds a curved knife with a five
pronged vajra-handle. It has a curved point whose height reaches many 
),ojanas and has the power to summon instantly, like summoning count
less armies with an iron hook. This is an extremely amazing weapon that 
is like a battle axe that grinds lobstructing beingsl to dust. Although 
these collections of ritual actions Ithat is, summoning and de troyingl 
show signs of swift attainment, in these degenerate times, beings are 
a heap of the three poisons who work only for the sake of food and 
clothing, and these ritual actions should definitely not be done for such 
things. 

If you consider that the kingdoms in ancient India were always war
ring with each other, whereby many living beings were harmed and 
killed, it might be hard to rationalize, yet once you realize that these 
special "objects of negation" were performed by completely perfect 
buddhas, you will understand that they were not actually destructive 
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actions. "'The second lofthe extra right hands I holds a dart whose base 
is like iron, and although it has a phurba inside its cavity. it is not vis
ible. As a substitute for the wrathful face, Ithe dart can havel peacock 
feathers, like a fully blossomed lotus. If  you threw it, together with 
the lasso, it would travel swiftly like a bullet and banish harmful and 
interfering spirits; therefore it is called "Bhi Bhi Pala" or "Shakti." This 
hand implement was used by Mahasiddha Lalita and Pamavajra and was 
given to them directly by Vajrabhairava. He didn't give tI,em the first 
hand implement of a curved knife for the same reason as above Ithat 
is, for fear of its being misused l .  

The pestle i s  like a pestle used for grinding rice. There arc two tradi
tions as to why Itlle next hand implementl is called "fish hook." In one, 
it is because it is a fish knife used for gutting fish. The other is because 
the water carriers in India used to wear them in their belts. Its width 
incrcases lin the center!, and its shape has three curvcs. The harpoon is 
a short spear with a noose attached to it. The battle axe and so forth are 
Ijke the usual ones; therefore I am not going to expound on th m here. 
The katvanga has a white, eight-sided handle and its lower end becomes 
increasingly fine and its end is in the shape of a Single-pronged vajra. At 
its upper section, there i a vase. Above that is a variegated vajra, and 
above that arc three heads that are moist, old, and dried, stacked upon 
each other. At its upper tip is a complete five-pronged vajra standing 
upright. A small bell and pendant hang from bclow the vase, and there 
is a damaru that is not clearly explained. 

Some people say that this hand implement has a vajra at its tip because 
it is a katvanga of the Gelug tradition, whereas if it is has a trident tip, 
it is of the yingma tradition. These people do not have the backing of 
either the oral instruction of the gurus or Indian scriptures. They claim, 
"In the final anaJ),sis, Heruka, Yamantaka, and so forth are the supreme 
deities in our Ceden tradition, and they have katvangas with \·ajras lat 

their tipsL whereas the Great Master I Padm3sambhavaJ-the crown 

jewel upholding the teachings of the earlier translation-held a three

pointed karv.nga. The distinction between the two I types of kat vangasl 

184.The impliC';ltion is lhat the great kings or past who had to engage in � . .'cmingly ' iolent actions 

wen' in fact full), enlightened beings working ror the welfare or living heings. 
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is due to the djfTeren e between the new and old Ischoolsl ."fhe objects 
of knowledge of those who make such claims are nothing more than 
the ramblings of wrong views from the reservoir of complete stupidity 
of the reasoning of logicians who obviously have no control over the 
great wave of three poisons that spew from the pathway of their throats. 

With regard to our own tradition, if the katvanga has a three-pointed 
tip, it belongs to father tantra, and if it has a vajra, it is the hand imple
ment of mother tantra. From the perspective of the first, the " ajra-tip 
is hidden to symbolize that it is similar to the way in which the exalted 
wisdom of inseparable bliss and emptiness is the life of the three bod
ies at the time of the path and three resultant bodies. From that point 
of view, that \"cry vajra is inside in the manner of a life-tree, liS and the 
extra three points above it symbolize that it pierces or tears asunder the 
three evil lordinarYI appearances and conceptions of the body, speech, 
and mind. The mahasiddhas of India who were practitioners of mothe,' 
tantra acted in a secretive and hidden manner while practicing and trav
eling and thus did not reveal the katvanga of mother tantr •. Outwardly 
they held the three-pointed kat vanga of father tantra. 

The iron wheel is a circular weapon whose spokes are double-edged 
swords without a rim, and its hub has a hole for you to insert lour fin
ger, making it suitable for throwing. This is made like a ammon wheel 
with a rim, but it has this specific detail. As for the person impaled on 
a stick, it impaJ s hjm either from the anus to the crown of his head or 
through the navel. The brazier is a fire hearth used in wrathful burnt 

. offerings together with the fireplace platform. The scalp is a skull with 
hair and is not just part of the skull. With regard to the wrathful mudra, 
it is made with the hand of a person. 

The creatures being suppressed under the feet are the same as those 
that Occur in other Itextsl. Those on the right are males, and those on 
the Icft arc in the aspect of females, which accords with the intention 
revealed in the phrase that states, "With regard to the eight bent right 
legs . . . n As far as Brahma, Indra, and so forth being in the same direc
tion as the heads of the creatures, this is slightly hidden. Brahma and so 
forth are under the sale of the right and foot go se(lu ntially outward, 

18S. A "life tree" is a spt."C..ial l)()lc c,unxl \\ ith mdntras and placi:d in th" center of a \lul),). 
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with their heads to the front and their legs to the back, and they are 
lying face down. Six-headed Kumara and so forth are under the soles of 
the four left feet and go sequentially outward, with their heads faCing 
toward the fTont as before. If you meditate on them being uppressed 
in this way, you will overcome arrogant spirits; 186 they wi.ll not rise up 
again and so forth. There are other reason for this Ithat will not be 
mentioned herel .  

With regard to blessing the sense powers, you should imagine that 
even though they are the nature of burning iron, they appear in the 
aspect of eyes and so forth and are the nature of Kshitigharba and so 
forth. Finally the sense powers appear as the syllables of the individual 
deities of each of the sense powers, while you imagine that they appear 
like reAections in a mirror. 

With regard to the three beings, if we explain the translation equiva
lent [in SanskritJ of the term "commitment" as "samaya" and give its 
etymology, it means engaging in emanating and collecting; therefore it 
is the basis of emanating and collecting the ,,�sdom being, and for that 
reason it is the "commitment being." Because it is the mere nature of 
the exalted wisdom of bliss and emptiness, whenever you visualize the 
wisdom being, you generate the supreme concentration, and for that 
reason, it is the concentration being. They have a qualitative imilarity 
with the coarse body, subtle body, and subtle mind respectively and 
symbolize the resultant coarse emanation body, the illusory body, and 
the clear light. For that reason, they become a ripening agent for the 
three bodies of the path that purify ordinary birth, death, and inter
mediate state. These contain all the essential points of the generation 
stage for accomplishing the three resultant bodies. 

With regard to utilizing a knowledge-goddess for the sake of teaching 
the accomplishment of all three bodies through the use of desire, the 
way in which the generation stage performs the function of cutting the 
root of samsara and the way to utilize the objects of desire, as well as 

all the essential points of the generation stage, are not ultimately taught 

on this stage. If  you wonder, "If Solitary Hero is incomplete in this way, 

how does it become a fully qualified generation stage practice?" There 

is no such fault, for just as it is taught that his erect phallus symbol-

186. Tib. dngs pa. 
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izes great bliss, he is capable of unifying bliss and emptiness through 
inducing the four joys. When explaining the hidden meaning of the 
[Sanskrit[ term [for the male organJ ,  "linga liyati" means "dissolving 
into the bhaga," and although there is generally no consort, there are 
certain exceptions when there is one, such as during the empower
ment and the secret offering; therefore [Solitary Hero[ is not incom
plete. Furthermore, although in other generation stage practices you 
need at least five complete deities, here in Solitary Hero, it is said that 
the hand symbols during the generation stage satisfactorily fulfill the 
essentials. Also, the hand implements during the forty-nine deities and 
the creatures under the reet are explained as being the nature or the 
deity. You may ask, "But how can that be? Because the five aggregates 
are the nature of the five buddha families and the celestial mansion is 
the nature of Vairochana, then wherever there is a deity, wou.ldn't it 
become a complete mandala?" Although the five aggregates are merely 
the nature of the [five buddha families[, they are separate, and they are 
not individually established as the abodes of deities; therefore they are 
not the same thing. Once you identify the abode ofU,e deity and arrange 
the [deitie [ accordingly, if you count the four skulls of Black Yamari, 
they are called the "seventeen deities." 

Although the Grea, Exposition '!iSeere! Mantra states that you need a 
complete mandala of deities when performing a retreat of oU,er highest 
yoga tantra practices, this practice is unique. Some have no doubt that 
Solitary Hero is not sufficient to perform the function of a retreat on 

olitary Hero; U,erefore there is no point unless you [also do the retreat [ 
on Thirteen Deity; however that is not what [Lama Tsongkhapa[ meant. 
His intention is not that it is taught that you cannot bestow U,e [hundred[ 
empowerments of the Surka [Gyatsa[ once you have done the retreat of 
Guhyasam.ja as the sole Principal. "" Rather by doing a retreat of iliis 
[Solitary Hero[ ,  although this has only one solitary PrinCipal deity, you 
can bestow the empowerment. What he meant is that through being 
ripened with the empowerment in that way in dependence upon Soli
tary Hero, you can then practice the yoga of the two stages. 

187. The Surka Gyatsa i!'l a collection or apprOXimately one hWKlred c.mpowermcnts. To be 
"'hit! 10 be.5tow the ernpowcrm£>nts belonging to high t..-st yoga tantra, it is .wAident to merely 
perform lhe retreat or Cuhyasamaja as a preliminary. 
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Recite the mantra MUNGARA DZA . . .  for invoking the wisdom 
beings. While proclaiming those four Imantrasl. visualize the thirteen 
deities such as Hammer Yamantaka and so forth. The four wrathful dei
ties of the doors such as Hammer and so forth hold up their individual 
hand implements. It is also not inappropriate at this point to once 
again emanate those deities from your heart. If you emanate them, it 
is not necessary to be concerned that thjs practice \vould then cease Lo 
be a Solitary Hero practice. Occasionally. from among the thirty-two 
hands. from the phurb. in the right hand and from the scalp in the left 
hand, emanate many black-hat Iyogisr" who engage in torma-throwing 
actions and so forth; this accords with the lineage of practice of fully 
qualified holy beings. and this tradition continues even to this day. There 
is no need to count all the deities that have been emanated las part of 
the mandalal . Nevertheless, tlUs way of practice originates from the 
oral instructions of the fanner gurus. 

During the first mantra. imagine that you make a signal with the 
vajra-hammer in your fourteenth right hand. During the second man
tra, imagine that you signal with the club in your tenth hand. During 
the third mantra, imagine that you signal with the hook as a substitute 
for the lotus. And during the fourth. you signal with the sword in the 

fifteenth hand and so forth. There are some very special reasons for 
visuaHzing in this way. 189 

The empowering deities bestnw the empowerment, whereby yOll 
are sealed with the Lord of the Lineage for the sake of confirming your 
lineage. Make outer and inner offerings. The act of offering, praising. 
and so forth, is the same as usual. In thjs practice, as a substitute for 

making offerings to the retinue in the Thirteen-Deity practice. one 
imagines emanating goddesses from your heart who offer praises like 
a melodious echo. If you are making extensive 10fferingsJ ,  it is said, 
"With outer, inner, secret, and suchness offerings, the offerings and 

praises delight the deities. and one quickly completes the collection of 

merit and incorporates the objects of desire into the path." Therefore, 

in accordance with this, there is no contradktion in visualizing the 

Mother las your consort], as already explained. 

18B.This is in reference 10 lhe special wrathful tantric rituals that are performed with lhe yogis 

who arc drcs�cd in OO�1;Um�$ thai include a black hat. 
189. Here, Ling RillJ>ochc does not indicate whal t hese speCial reasons might be. 
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Next, once you have begun visualizing the buffalo face, blue horns, 
standing upright, and the red copper nostrils that are the nature of fire 
and are brilliant red, continue in that way as much as is convenient, 
and \"lilhin the state of not losing the former, add more visualizations 
until you can fix your mind on the one face two-armed Jaspcct J .  ext, 
sequentially add the other arms. Once you have the general aspect, 
begin visualizing the ornaments and attire until you get the clear appear
ance right down to the whites and blacks of their eyes and establish 
stable divine pride that thinks "I am the actual ldeit)'1 appearing in this 
way" and overcome ordinary appearances and conceptions. Although 
they are all appearing, they lack inherent existence and arc il lusory-like 
manifestations. In this way, focus your attention within a state of non
dual profundit). and clarity. When the mind becomes stabilized upon 
that, meditate on the drop at either the upper or lower tips of the central 
channel and train in the subtle generation stage in accordance with the 
presentation set forth in other Itextsl. 

When you become tired, contemplate, according to the scriptures, 
the purities and their symbolism in their complete aspect, which con
tains the aspects of the path and the result. You should definitely gener
ate the lobjects of the subtle generation stage I in the secret abode, where 
whatever aspects appear are the sale nature of the exalted wisdom of 
bliss and emptiness. 

Next, generate the rosary as a one-faced, two-armed Yamantaka, 
dissolve Ithe wisdom beings l ,  melt them into light, and so forth. 

With regard to the recitation, if you are practicing a combination 
lof peace and wrathl, transform the HUM on the moon and sun seat 
at the heart of the wisdom being into a syllable OHI, outside of which 
is a yellow Six-spoked wheel with AH RA pA TSA . . .  arranged upon it 
and recite the mantra while imagining that it is the embodiment of all 
the budd has and bodhisattvos. ext, it transforms into a syllable Hl,IM, 

surrounded by the c1ose-es ence mantra as the third row. At the outer 
perimeter of that is the second row, consisting of the essence mantra. 
At the outer perimeter of that is the first row, consisting of the root 
manlTa. They are circling clockwise, and light rays radiate from the 
Imantral rosarics, completely filling your body, whereby all of your 
negative karma, obscurations, sickness, and harm from spirits is puri
fied. As you exhale, either the bodily aspect or Bhairava or countless 
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light rays radiate from both the syllable HUM and the mantra rosary and 
emerge from your right nostril and establish all living beings in the state 
of Yamantaka. You should imagine that the emanated deities reenter 
your left nostril simultaneously with your inhalation and dis olve into 
the base. When evil pirits are creating extremely severe obstructions 
for you, )'OU should imagine that you emanate a collection of fire and 
wrathful deities, whereby the demons who are inAicting harm I evil 
spi.rits, and obstructing spirits are incinerated and smashed to dust. 
Occasionally, don't withdraw the emanations but meditate on them by 
focusing your mind Single-pointedly upon the object of observation. 
You will be swiftly freed from the faults of excesses and omissions, of 
being too fast, too slow, and so forth. Imagine that all the faces roar 
with the proclamation ofimantraJ according to the general presentation 
and 0 forth. The practices for this stage of visualization ac ording to 
the cycle of oral instructions are clarified in separate JtextsJ such as the 
retreat manuals and so forth; therefore you should learn from them. 

Once you have completed the recitation, imagine that a stream of 
nectar descends from the white circle of the hundred-syllable mantra 
that surrounds the syllable HUM upon a moon seat at the heart of the 
Lord of the Lineage, whereby all of your faults such as excesses and 
omissions are purified as you recite the hundred-syllable mantra. 

At the end of the ession, once you bave blessed the torma, invoke 
the mundane and supramundane guests. Once you have blessed their 
tongues, offer Jthe tormaJ and entrust them with JperformingJ the 
enlightened actions, after which you request them to depart. Present 
thanking offerings and praises, witlldraw Jthe visualization ! .  and finally 
adorn it with dedication prayers and so forth, which accords with other 
Jmore elaborate commentariesJ. 

Colophon 

Through h.is power, the Dza Hu deity of old 
Drinks the Ganges River of the three kindnesses. 190 
Yet why should the wise be surprised by that? 

190. This is a poclie reference to rccci\'ing Dharma teachings. 
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In these degenerate times, my wisdom of analysis 
Causes the ocean 's beUy of eloquence to sweU 
�d churns the heartlike jewel of oral instructions. 

Whether or not the wise or the unintelligent beings are able to 
Appreciate this amazing spectacle that further increases 
My superior intention is uncertain; 
Therefore I wiU leave it up to the wise who remain neutral. 

These joyous verses were also a praise to myself. 



The Completion Stage 

NAMO GURU VAJRABHAIRAVA 

Now I SHALL brieRy explain how to practice the completion stage 
of Vajrabhairava the Great. As a preliminary, purify your mental con
tinuum through the common path, enter the cycle of I Secret! Man
tra, properly maintain the vows and commitments, and practice the 
teachings of the generation stage. For the close preliminaries, engage 
in the meditation on and recitation of Vajrasattva and the uncommon 
guru yoga, together with the blessing of the four empowerments in 
accordance with the general Ipresentationl. The sevenfold posture of 
Vairochana is the essential point of bodily posture. Dawn and afternoon 
are the essential points of time. IWith regard to the first two of the four 
essentia.l pointsl, 191 1) as Bhairava with one face and two arms, together 
with the Mother, the center of your channel wheel at your navel is the 
.essential point of body. 2) Becoming equaHzed once you have cleared 
the stale winds is the essential point of the winds. In the method for 

dispelling stale winds, the central channel is the size of a wheat straw. 
The right channel is red, and the left channel is white. The upper end 
of the Icentral channel l terminates between the eyebrows, and the 
other two Ichannelsl terminate at the opening of the nostrils.The lower 
end of those three are equal with the hole of the organ. "'The channel 

191. The lour essential points arc I) hody, 2) channels, 3} winds. and 4) bliss and cmpl"incss. 

TIley will all be explained in due couniC throughout the: commentary. 
192. It most instances the right and left channels split in two just helow the na\"cI, with one 
part of the left channel cnding at the tip of the sex organ and the olher part (;ontinuing down 
to thl' sole of the left fOOl, and one pari of the right channel ending al the anus and the other 
pari continuing down to the sole or the riglH 1001. 
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wheel at the crown has thirty-two petals, facing downward. There are 
sixteen at the throat, facing upward. There arc eight at the heart, facing 
upward. There are sixty-four at the navel ,  facing upward. And there 
arc thirty-two at the secret place, facing downward. The shape of the 
channel wheels at the throat and heart are round, and the others arc 
triangular. Imagine that the channels arc not bound by the Ichannell 
knots and are open. The lower end of the right channel is inserted into 
the left channel . '" By inhaling three times through the right nostril, 
[the windl passes through the pathway of the right channel, and all the 
faults of the Icft channel such as being shriveled and so forth are cleared 
and expelled through the left Ichannel at the nostril l .  Reverse that 
visualization and expel the stale winds from the right channel. Next, 
the lower ends of both channels are inserted into the central channel, 
and YOll inhale equally through both InostrilsJ and expel the stale winds 
three times while imagining that the faults of the central channel arc 
purified. This is how to perform the nine-round breathing. 

There arc four yogas for practicing the actual visualizations: I) mantra 
yoga, 2) commitment yoga, 3) the yoga of shape, and 4) the yoga of 
completely pure exalted wisdom. 

Mantra Yoga 

For the first Imantra yoga], there is the method for penetrating the 
vital point of the navel and Ithe methodJ for performing the vajra
recitation at the heart. With regard to the first, meditate on the channels 
and channel wheels as before and imagine that the lower end of the 
central channel terminates four finger-widths below the navel, where 
you vi ualize your consciousness as a drop of light, whereby you can 
perceive the complete aspect of your body. Next, Ithis dropJ rolls up 
your central channel and goes to the center of the channel wheel at 

your crown, and once it arrives there, you look at the channel wheels 
below. After it goes to the beart, navel, and so forth, you look up and 

down. By going up and down in this way, you purify the pathway [of 
the channelsJ. 

193. Al lhis: l)Oint. you Imagine thilt the three channels arc just below the navel. 
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Once you have produced the clear appearance of this, that very 
drop arises in the body of the wisdom being, white Bhain ... with two 
arms, together with the Mother, the size of a pea, in the center of the 
channel wheel at the navel. At his heart, imagine that a syllable HUM, 
white with a shade of red and the size of a mustard seed, i set upon 
a sun seat. When your mind is stabilized upon that, rays of light from 
the joined organs of the father and mother wisdom beings purify all 
impure worlds and beings. They transform into the pure supporting 
and supported Imandalasl and are sequentially withdrawn into the com
mitment being. He is ,vithdrawn into the wisdom being, the wisdom 
being into the syllable HUM, which is dissolved from the shabgyu to 
the nada, upon which your mind remains focused .  Those of superior 
faculties should imagine that the nada disappears, after which they place 
their m_incls all, and remain focused at, the level of the exact point in 
the center of the channel wheel at the navel through which the Isigns 
of the windsl entering, abiding, and dissolving will occur. The sign that 
Ithe windsl have entered Ithe central channelJ is that the strength of 
their movement lin the nostrilsl will be equal . The sign that Ithe windsl 
arc abiding is that the Aow lof the brealhl through the nostrils will 
cease and the abdomen will not move. The sign that Ithe windsl have 
dissolved in Ithe central channelJ is the appearance of mirage, smoke, 
fireflies, and candle flame, as well as appearance, increase, and attain
ment, during which white, red, and black appearances will manifest. 
When the clear light larisesl, there will appear a sign equivalent to a 
pure autumn sky. While abiding in that clear light, with one corner of 
your mind, recollect your deity body and channel wheels as before. 
Visualize an inverted syllable HAM at your crown and a syllable HUM 
at your heart, the nature of bod hi chitta. At your throat is a red AH, the 
nature of inner "tum_mo" fire, I" and at your navel is a short-AH in the 
aspect of an exclamation point with a crescent moon and drop. Inhale 
through your two nostrils through the passageways of the right and left 
channels while simultaneously the winds from the central channel of 
the Mother enter your central channel. They strike the short-AH at the 

194. This is lhc similar- to we clCplanation in Lhe Six Yogas of Naropa rnal states thai both the 
s.hon-At-t at the navel ;md the OM at the throat are the nat.ure of inner fire. r"Or a detailed 
explanation. SC� Mullin, The Sill It.ga ofNaropo_ 
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navel ,  whereby it blazes, and in particular, functions to stoke the fire. 
By stoking the fire again ,  a fire ignites and blazes to the size of a needle. 
By stoking it again, it blazes even bigger and melts the syllable HAM 
at the crown, which descends to the throat, Iheart), and secret place, 

whereby you [induce] the four joys of forward progression. Once you 
reverse the IAow of the bodhichittal, it goes to the crown, whereby 
you induce the four joys of reverse progression . Once you conjoin the 
simultaneously born bliss with the clear light, you meditate by mixing 
the truth body with waking. 

Through the force of your intention to larise] from that, you arise 
in the enjoyment body of Bhairava, and the reverse order of the signs 
emerge, and you mix the enjoyment body with waking. Enter into your 
old aggregates, visualized as the commitment being Bhairava, and mix 
the emanation body with waking. 

When you become well aC'lu.inted with that, meditate on the three 
mixings during sleep. When you become well aC'luainted with those 
two Ipractices of mixing during waking and sleep], if you haven't already 
reached attainments through this path, you should meditate on the 
three rounds of mixing at the time of death. With regard to these, they 
are capable of substituting for isolated body and are called "the basis 
of mantra yoga." 

For the second Imethod] of actual mantra yoga Ithat is, the method 
for performing vajra-recitation at the heartJ ,there are two ways of 
meditating to penetrate the essential point of the heart: I )  through 
vase breathing, and 2 )  through vajra-recitation. With regard to the first, 
visualize a drop, with a lower red portion and an upper white portion 
that coalesce, as a small pea in the center of the channel wheel in your 
heart. In the center of that, imagine a white HUM, the size ofa mustard 
seed, and focus your mind upon it. Inhale a little through your twO 
nostrils and swallow some saliva without making a sound. Simultane
ously press down the wrute life-supporting wind from above and draw 
up the yellow downward-voiding wind from below. Once they dissolve 
into the HUM, meditate and the Iwinds] will enter, abide, and dissolve 

linto the central channel) .  The inner fire blazes as before, whereby the 
four joys arc induced; unify bliss and emptiness and meditate on the 
three rounds of mixing and so forth. 
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Concerning vajr3-recitation, as before, visualize the syllable HUM 
as the object of observation at the heart channel wheel of Iyourself asl 
the deity body. The wind emerges from the nada of the HUM. like a 
long, subtle stream of smoke from incense. It goes to your crown chan
nel wheel while resonating with the tone HUM. It returns with the 
tone AH. and when it dissolves into the object of observation, it abides 
with the tone AH, which is similar to the sound of someone blowing 
on a water bowl. This is the upward-going vajra-recitation. Emerging, 
entering, and abiding as before, lonly this timel from the shabgyu, is 
the downward-going Ivajra-recitationl.  Meditating on both the upper 
and lower Iwindsl. with Ithe upper wind] dissolving while simultane
ously Ithe lower ",indl emerges [from the syllable HUMI,  is "chasing 
and running."When both the upper and lower IWind ] simultaneously 
emerge and so forth, trus is "back to back." 19sThese arc vajra-rccitations 
on the root winds. For the sake of developing eye clairvoyan e and so 
forth, engage in vajra-recitation on the branch winds such as the eyes 
and so forth, for which you imagine that the tips of the channels are 
penetrating the eye sense powers and so forth. Through this, the Iwindsl 
sequentially dissolve, which culminates with the inducti n of the four 
joys. You should then practice the mixings and so forth as before; this 
is the path of isolated speech. For this, at fir t you merely imagine that 
the mantra is "over there," and later on the mantra appears as though 
it is resonating "over here" as Ithe naturalJ tone of the mantra, and the 
transference of your divine pride of [enlightened I speech occurs. '" 

Although you initially need to work at making it abide, it will slowly 
abide for longer and longer periods until eventuaUy it is only labidingl. 

195. r"Or ;I dctailt..-d description or these "arious ,'ajra-rccitation practices, sec Kyabjc Trijang 
Dorjc Chang'S commentary on the Hcruka Body Mandala entitled The £CSWtlC Dune.: o!Chokta
samvora, trans. D;n,jd Gonsalez (ILhaca, . Y.: Snow lion Publications, rorthcoming). 
196. Initially it sct:m$ as though the m.1nlra is separate rrom you. Ovcr lime it $eCI1lS a$ lhough 
your winds ha\'c hc..'t."Omc one with the natural resonance or the mantra. and )'ou naturally 
transfer your $ensc or ordinary sJ>Cech to the divine pride that realizes thai your subtle winds 
and the mantra art: one. 
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Commitment Yoga 

With regard to commitment yoga, through practicing vajra-recitation 
in this way, although the channel knots are slightly loosened, you still 
will not be able to withdraw the pervading wind [into the central chan
nel I .  The method for withdra"�ng that accords with the previous object 
of observation. When inducing the first empty of isolated mind,'" it 
is indispensable to rely upon an action mudra such as the lotus pos
sessor and so forth because the central channel of the mudr. must enter 
your central channel; later, it is also permissible to rely on a wisdom 
mudra. 1.8 A small portion of wind emerges from each, and they inter
twine at ti,e point where they meet. The subtle winds are passed back 
and forth and enter the central channel ,  whereby the white drop at the 
crown of the Father descends, and the red drop from the crown of the 
Mother descends. They are each the size of mustard seeds and coalesce 
at the point of union, which are the three vajra positions of channels, 
winds, and drops. The subtle channels end at the object of observation, 
which is the root of all the subtle channels, and their tips are at the hair 
pores. Imagine that a brilliant wind and subtle fire pervade an equal 
number 101' the channels l .  Again, a smokelike wind moves within each 
of the channels from the object of observation while resonating \vith 
the tone HUM. Through being led by that, when it arrives at the tips 
101' the channelsJ ,  the channels together with the winds are withdrawn 
with the tone OM. They dissolve into the object of observation and 
abide with the tone AH.  Again, light rays radiate from that, transform 
all worlds and their beings into purity, and withdraw. You are the Father 
and Mother, and once they dissolve into the Father and Mother, they too 
finally dissolve into the object of observation, whereby the sequential 
signs of [dissolutionl manifest. 

With regard to inducing the four joys of forward and reverse pro
gression at the heart at this pOint, through the blazing of the inner fire 
at the navel-secret place, the \vind and bodhichitta are collected t111'ough 

197. The first empty is the mind of while appearance. 
198. Initially. to completely umic the channel knots, you must rely upon os physical consort or 
.... clion mudra." Once the channels h,we been loosened, it is 5ulficienl lo rely ul)Qn a visualized 
consort or "wisdom mudra." 
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the channel petals at the heart in three stages. '''When they arrive at the 
first stage, Iyou experiencel joy and the empty, when they arrive at the 
intermediate stage, you experience supreme joy and the vcry empty, 
when they arrive at the innermost stage, you experience extraordinary 
joy and the great empty, and when they dissol ve into the indestructible 
drop, you experience the simultaneously born joy and the all-empty 
clear light; this is the forward progression. 

ext, they move outward lin sequencej,  through all three sets of 
channel petals, whereby the four joys of reverse progression and the 
four empties emerge. Through this, unify bliss and emptiness during 
simultaneously born Uoyl and so forth, and in this way YOll should 
engage in the three mixings during waking and the three mixings dur
ing sleep. 

The Yoga of Shape 

Regarding the yoga of shape, when you perceive that you are close to 
accompli hing the illusory body, practice embracing with the action 
mudra as the outer condition as before and rely upon the sequential 
dissolution of subsequent destruction as the inner condition. AU the 
winds will collect completely in the indestructible drop at the heart, 
exactly like at the tage of death. Through this, when you accomplish 
the ultimate example clear light of isolated mind, with the wind that 
is its mount functioning as the substantial cause and the mind itself 
as the cooperative condition, you will accomplish the ripening of the 
illusory body separate fTom the old aggregates simultaneously with the 
accomplishment of the mind of black near-attainment of reverse order. 
This is the third stage of the yoga of shape, and in some ways it is very 
similar to the dream body. Although its appear.ance is like the oarse 
body Ivisualized as the deityl, it is empty and the mere manifestation of 
wind and mind. It is like an illusion and is capable of emanating many 
from one, like Ithe reflection ofj the moon in water. As soon as the 
example clear light Iceases\ ,  Ithe illusory bodYI immediately springs 

199. For a descriplion c)hhis process, see Ngulchu Dharmabhadra's commentary on pp. 198 99 
of this volume. 
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forth like a water bubble. It is ladornedl with a complete set of signs 
and indications and so forth, like a reflection in a mirror. These are the 
five examples. 200 In Guhyasamaja, twelve examples are taught. Although 
that is most definitely the il lusory body, through relying on the outer 
and inner methods as before, you must repeatedly enter into the clear 
light and arise in the pure il lusory body with regard to the mind. 201 

When you arise in subsequent attainment, view your old aggregates 
as Bhairava, enter through the crown of the head, teach Dharma, enter 
into embrace, and engage in the yogas of eating, drinking, and so forth. 

The Yoga of Completely Pure Exalted Wisdom 

For the yoga of completely pure exalted wisdom, practice accomplish. 
ing meaning dear light and from that the two methods for arising in the 
body of union. Concerning the first, when you see the signs that you 
are close to attaining meaning clear light, engage in whatever conducts 
of enhancement seem appropriate and in the evening please your guru 
by presenting a ganachalera and so forth. In accordance with his teach· 
ings on the clear light and in dependence upon the two methods of 
relying on a mudra and the sequential dissolution, as well as the outer 
manifest enlightenment during the completely pure dawn, you actualize 
the inner manifest enlightenment of the all-empty meaning clear light 
or the "yoga of completely pure exalted wisdom." That function as a 
direct antidote to all the intellectually formed and innate obstructions 
to liberation, and through your fresh direct realization of emptiness, 
you begin the path of an arya of iSecretl Mantra. 

With regard to the second, arising from that in the body of union, 
although the continuity of the impure illusory body ceases during that 
l meaning I clear light, through the powerful intention to arise in the pure 

illusory body, as soon as you enter into that Imeaning clear light! ,  that 
clear light becomes the cooperative condition and the five-colored wind 
that is its mount functions as the substantial cause, whereby you emerge 

200.The five cxamples arc: 1) a dream body in particular, 2) a reflection in 3 mirror, 3) a moon 
Ireflectedl in water, 4} a magically crcalec.l person, and 5) a water bubble. 
201. The pure illusory body is altained after meaning clear light, which is the direct realization 
of emptiness. 
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in the pure illusory body, separate from the old aggregates, and abide in 
the actual body of Bhair.v., white in color, together with the Mother. 

Although you have not obtained the principal union at this time, you 
have nevertheless abandoned the afflictive obstructions, attained the 
union of abandonment, and become a [Mahayana) arhat. imultaneously 
with that, the signs manifest, from the black near·attainment of reverse 
order up to the miragelike appearance. 

After that, you do not need to visualize the stages of dissolution. 
Through merely meditating on the meaning of the absence of inherent 
existence, the winds will naturally enter, abide, and dissolve into the 
central channel, whereby with that clear light, the pure body of the 
illusory body and the pure mind of meaning clear light become directly 
and utlerly [unified J ,  and you attain the union of a learner. After this, 
you begin abandoning the obstructions to omniscience. When you arise 
from that, in sub equent attainment, you mentally resolve to arise in 
the body of the union of no-more-Iearning. Although, on e you abide 
in the union of learning and enter into the old aggregates and so forth, 
there are no new objects of learning, for the sake of becoming thor
oughly familiar with the training, you train in whatever practices seem 
appropriate and sequentially abandon the seven rounds of the obstruc
tions to omniscience. 202 

Thus, with regard to how to actualize the result through h.ving 
reached the end by progressing through the four yogas, when you see 
the signs that you are close to accomplishing the [union o� no-more
learning, in accordance with the JexplanationJ that comes from the Sam
puta Tan<ra, on the evening of the fifteenth [day of the lunar month Jor, in 
other words, the full moonJ, set out a ganachakra. At midnight, request 
the actual third empowerment from yourguru .At dawn, while bestow
ing instruction on attaining union at dawn, the outer and inner manifest 
enlightenments are unified ,203 which becomes the direct antidote to the 
obstructions to omniscience, and you manifest the final meaning clear 
light of a learner, and in the second moment, you manifest complete 

202.Thcre are actually ninc rounds of obstructions that must be removed until lhe attainment 
of omniscience. 
203. The inncr manifest enlightenment is the mind of clear light directly rcali<dng cmptiness, 
and the outer manifest enlightenment is the full moon at dawn. 
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enlightenment. and you actuatize the state of the union of Vajradhara 
cndo\\red with the seven limbs of embrace. 

Colophon 

This variegated rope of the mere portion of the oral instructions 
Of the intended meaning. conjoined with the difficult realization of 

tantra, 
Is difficult to thread through the subtle needle of my eye.mind. 
Which is the result of my bad karma. a crude being bearing the 

responsibility. 

However. through the power of this effort. 
Rays of light equivalent to the sun shine through a hole in my mind. 
Ha"ing perfectly dispelled ti,e ignorance of all living beings. 
Their intelligence blazes like the sun and the moon. 

Regarding this commentary on the two stages of Vajrabhairava. it is 
basically a dupticate of what was taught by Guntang Rinpoche. Kon
chog Tenpai Dronme. I have also added the most important teachings 
concerning the first stage taught by ti,e holy beings and whatever oral 
instructions of my guru I was certain of. and I painstakingly filled it in 
with little bits of that which should be accepted or rejected. 

For the sake of also benefiting others I. the Yamantaka yogi bear· 
ing the name LingTrul Losang LungtogTenzinTrinley. proclaimed this 
myself during my twenty.fifth year in the Iron Dragon Year of (1820). 
and it was arranged during the session breaks while abiding in the great 
retreat of this very supreme deity. Through this. may I always be joyously 
held under the loving care of peaceful and wrathful Manjushri through· 
out this and every life. If this even passes the field of vision of tllOse 
with wrong " jews, even though they arc ripened vessels, because of 
the command 10f Yamantakal. arrogant Yama and the assembly of male 
and female oath· bound protectors will drink the blood of your hearl 
without delay. Witl,out a doubt. everyone should proceed with caution. 

ARWA MANGALAM 
KHATAM 



PA RT 2:  

Ritual Texts 



The Sadhana if the Bha8avan Glorious Solitary Hero 

Vajrabhairava Entitled "Victory over Demons" 

Set Forth in a Way That Is Easy for Be8inners if Modest 

Faculties to Put into Practice by Pabongkha Dechen Nyingpo 



NAMO GURU BHAIRAVA YA 

WITH GREAT RESPECT, I prostrate and go for refuge to the feet of the 
guru inseparable from Manjushri Yamantaka. Please take me into your 
loving care with your great compassion now and forever. 

This supreme deity has exuaordinary unsurpassed qualWes such as the filre 
unique areat qualities that surpass other deities in these deBcnerote times. From 
amana the numerous emanations of Manjushri, he appears as the Lord cf the 
Enenr ci

f
Time. Here I shall present the sadhana oJVajrabhairava Solitary Hero 

in a format that is easy to put into practice and orranaed for daily recitation, 
emilJed"Victory over Demons." 

Requesting the Lineage Gurus 

I make requests to the Pervasive Vajra Lord Yamantaka, 
The principal dakini producing every delight in this protector, 
And Lalita, who actualized the state of union; 
Please bestow the two attainments. 

I make requests to supreme siddhas Amoghavajra and Jnanakaragupta, 
Pamavajra, who gained control-over the wind and mind I 

And Dipamkara, the sovereign lord of sutra and tantra; 
Please bestow the two attainments. 

I make requests to Ra Lo Dorje Drak, the lord of power and 
strength, 

Your supreme son Charab, who became the eyes of the world, 
And Glorious Yeshe Seng" and Bum Seng"; 
Please bestow the two attainments. 
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I make requests to Jetsun Ga Lo, victorious in battle over the 
four demons, 

The Omniscient Sherab Senge and Yeshe Pal, 
And Dondrup Rillpoche, who spontaneously accomplishes 

the two aims; 
Please bestow the two attainments. 

I make requests to Glorious Losang Drakpa, the Second Conqueror, 
The holy Khiidrup and Sherab Songe as well as 
Palden Sangpo, who discovered the supreme union; 
Please bestow the two attainments. 

I make requests to Gendun Pal, the sovereign lord of the sutra and 
tantra teachings, 

Tashi Phag, whose eyes perfectly perceive the meaning of the tantras, 
And to Samdrup Gyatso, who spontaneously fulfills the two aims; 
Please bestow the two attainments. 

I make requests toTsondru Phag, sovereign lord of the entire 
teachings, 

Dorje Zang, the holder of the treasury of excellent explanations, 
And to Sangye Gyatso, the tre.sure trove of instructions; 
Please bestow the two attainments. 

I make requests to Losang Chogyen, the lord of siddhas, 
The v.jra-holder Konchog Gyaltsen, 
And Losang Yeshe, the dance of Amitabha; 
Please bestow the two attainments. 

I make requests to Kelsang Gyatso, the lord of the conquerors, 
Rolpai Dorjc, who grasped the meaning of tantra, 
And gawangTsultrim, the sovereign lord of the teachings; 
Please bestow the two attainments. 
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I make requests to Jangchub Chophel, who has completed the 
sutras and tantras, 

Dagri Dorie Chang, unequalled in kindness, 
And losang Choior, glorious and kind; 
Please bestow the two attainments. 

I make requests to the Great Tutor lingtrul Dorie Chang, 
losang lungtog Ten,in T rinley, 
And the Great Abbot Tenpa Chophel Palsangpo; 
Please bestow the nvo attainments. 

I make requests to Dechen Nyingpo, unequalled in kindness, 
As the exalted wisdom of all the infinite conquerors, 
You manifest as a terrifying wrathful human display; 
Please bestow the two attainments. 

[At. chis point make requests to the remaininB /ineaBe Burus in accordance 

with the lTansmission that your root Buru received]. 

Through making praises in this way, throughout all my lives, 
May I always come under the care of the virtuous friend of the 

Supreme Vehicle, 
Be nurtured by the festival of the vast and profound Dharma, 
And accomplish enlightenment for the welfare of my mothers. 

May I be victorious in battle "Over the four maras of adverse 
conditions, 

Accomplish the eight great attainments such as pacifying, increasing, 
controlling, and wrathful [activitiesJ, 

Develop a wealth of all attainments, 
And become the foremost holder of the essence of the Buddha's 

teaching. 
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How to Begin the Actual Session 

Instantaneous Self-Generation 

In an instant I arise in the bodily aspect of Glorious Vajrabhairava with 
one face and two arms, holding a curved knife and skull cup. 

Blessing the Inner Offering 

OM HRIH TRI WITRITA NA NA HUM PHAT 
OM SOBHAWA SHUDDHA SARWA DHARMA SOBHAWA 
SHUDDHO HAM 
Everything becomes emptiness. 

From the state of emptiness, from YAM emerges a blue bow-shaped 
wind mandala marked with pendants. Upon that, from RAM emerges 
a red triangular fire mandala. Upon that, from AH emerge three human 
heads, upon which, from AH emerges a white skull cup, inside of which, 
in the east, from BHRUM emerges bull meat, marked by a GO. In the 
south, from AM emerges dog meat, marked by a KU. In the west, /i'om 
DZIM emerges elephant meat, marked by a DA. In the north, from 
KHAM emerges horse meat, marked by a HA. ln the center, from HUM 
emerges human flesh, marked by a NA. 

In the southeast, from LAM emerges feces, marked by a BI .  In the 
southwest, from MAM emerges blood, marked by a RA. In the north
west, from PAM emerges white bodhichitta, marked by a SHU. In the 
northeast, from TAM emerges marrow, marked by a MA.  In the center, 

from BAM emerges urine, marked by a MU. 
Above these are white OM, red AH, and blue HUM, stacked one 

upon the other. light rays radiate from the HUM at my heart, striking 
the wind mandala, whereby the wind blows, the fire blazes, and the sub
stances inside the skull cup melt and boil. Light rays radiate in sequence 

from the three syllables and summon the vajra-body, vajra-speech, and 

vajra-mind, which sequentially dissolve into the three syllables. The)' 
descend into the skull cup and melt, whereby the faults of color, scent, 
and potential are purified by the HUM, it is transformed into nectar by 
the AH,  and it is increased and multiplied through the OM. 
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OM AH HUM ( 3x) 

Blessing the Offering for the Directional Protectors 

OM HRIH TRI WITRITA NA NA HUM PHAT 
OM SOSHAWA SHUDDHA SARWA DHARMA SOSHAWA 
SHUDDHO HAM 
Everything becomes emptiness. 

From the state of emptiness, fromAH emerge broad and extensive skull 
cups, inside of which are syllable HUMs, which melt and transform into 
water for drinking, water for the feet, perfume, Am.vers, incense, lights, 
food, and music. They are the nature of bliss and emptiness, appear· 
ing in the aspect of the offering substances that function to generate 
extraordinary uncontaminated bUss in the six senses of the recipients. 

OM ARGHAM AH HUM 
OM PADYAM AH HUM 
OM GANDH E AH HUM 
OM PUPE AH HUM 
OM DHUPE AH HUM 
OM ALOKE AH HUM 
OM EWIDE AH HUM 
OM SHAPTA AH HUM 

( 
Blessing the Torma for the Directional Protectors 

OM HRIHTRI WITRITA NA NA HUM PHAT 
OM OSHAWA SHUDDHA SARWA DHARMA SOSHAWA 
SHUDDHO HAM 
Everything becomes emptiness. 

From the state of emptiness, from YAM emerges a blue bow.shaped 
wind mandala, marked with pendants. Upon that, from RAM emerges 
a red triangular fire mandala. Upon that, from AH emerge three human 
heads, upon which from AH emerges a white skull cup, inside of which, 
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in the east from BHRUM emerges bull meat, marked by a GO. In the 
south, from AM emerges dog meat, marked by a KU. In the west, from 
DZIM emerges elephant meat, marked by a DA . In the north from 
KHAM emerges horse meat, marked by a HA. ln the center, from HUM 
emerges human flesh, marked by a NA. 

In the southeast, from LAM emerges feces, marked by a BI. In the 
southwest, from MAM emerges blood, marked by a RA. In the north
west, from PAM emerges white bodhid,itta, marked by a SHU. In the 
northeast, from TAM emerges marrow, marked by a MA. In the center, 
from BAM emerges urine, marked by a MU. 

Above these arc white OM, red AH, and blue HUM, stacked one 
upon the othe,·. Light rays radiate from the HUM at my heart, triking 
the wind mandala, whereby the wind blows, the fire blazes, and the sub
stances inside the skull cuI' melt and boil. Light rays radiate in sequence 
from the three syllables and summon the vajra-body, vajra-speech, and 
vajra-mind, which sequentially dissolve into the three syllablcs. They 
descend into the skull cup and melt, whereby the faults of color, scent, 
and potential are purified by the HUM, it is transformed into nectar by 
the AH, and it is increased and multiplied through the OM. 

OM AI-! HUM ( 3x) 

Offering the Preliminary Torma 

Hooking light rays radiate from the blue HUM at my heart and sum
mon the fifteen directional protectors together with their retinue, who 
instantaneously assume their positions in the cardinal and intermediate 
directions, enter into the clear light, and emerge as Glorious Vajrabhai
rava with one face and two arms, holding a curved knife and skull cUI" 
A Single-pronged vajra is generated from a HUM on the tongues of the 

guests, from which a tube of white light emerges. 

Recite I.he TOOL mantra once: 

OM YAMA RAJA SADOMEYA YAME DORU AYO DAYA YADA 
YONI RA YAK HEYA YAKSHE YAKSHA NIRYA MAYA HUM 
HUM PHAT PHAT SOHA 
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Recit.e theJol/olI'ina mantra t.hree L;mes 10 dedicate {Lhe oj{erin8}: 

OM BHU CHARANAM, YA PATALA CHARAYA, MAN 
KHECHARAYA,TA PURWA NIGANAM, KA DAKSHINA 
DIGAYA, HUM PASHCHI MANAM, PHAT UTTARA DIGAYA, 
OM I, l·lRlH YA, TRI WA, WI KSHI, TRI KO, TA E, A AH, NA DE, 
HUM BHYOH, PHAT SARWA BHUTE BHYAH 

Ou ter Offerings 

OM DASHA DIKA LOKA PALA SAPARIWARA ARGHAM 
PRATITZA HUM SOHA 
OM DASHA D1KA LOKA PALA SAPARIWARA PADYAM 
PRATITZA HUM SOHA 
OM DASHA D1KA LOKA PALA SAPARIWARA PUPE PRATITZA 
HUM SOHA 
OM DASHA DIKA LOKA PALA SAPARIWARA DHUPE 
PRATITZA HUM SOHA 
OM DASHA DIKA LOKA PALA SAPARIWARA ALOKE 
PRATITZA HUM SOHA 
OM DASHA DIKA LOKA PALA SAPARIWARA GANDHE 
PRATITZA HUM SOHA 
OM DASHA DIKA LOKA PALA SAPARIWARA N EWIDE 
PRATITZA �UM SOHA 
OM DASHA,DIKA �OKA PALA SAPARIWARA SHAPTA 
PRATITZA HUM SOHA 

Inner Offering 

OM DASHA DIKA LOKA PALA SAPARIWARA, OM AH HUM 

Praise 

Praise t.hem with: 

In the presence of the Bhagavan Dharma Lord Manjushri, you 
Karma Varna, female spirits, dakinis, bhutas, and zombies promised 
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to act as his servants and obey his command to subdue demons and 
protect the teachings. I bow to all of you oath-bound outer and inner 
protectors and place my hopes in you. 

Entrust them wilh enliahuned actions with: 

Directional protectors and your entourage, engage in your 
enlightened actions to pacify all obstructions to my practice of the 
holy Dharma. 

Requesting Forbearance 

OM YAMANTAKA SAMAYA MANU PALAYA YAMANTAKA 
TENO PATITA, DRIDHO ME BHAWA, SUTO KAYO ME 
BHAWA, SUPO KAYO ME BHAWA, ANURAKTO ME Bl-IAWA, 
SARWA SIDDHI ME PRAYATZA, SARWA KARMA SUTZA 
ME, TZITAM SHRIYAM KURU HUM, HA HA H A  HA HO 
BHAGAVAN, YAMANTAKA, MA M E  MUNTSA, YAMANTAKA 
BHAWA, MAHA SAMAYA SATIVA AH HUM PHAT 

Whatever I was incapable of doing properly due to not obtaining or 
not fully understanding, please be patient with them all. 

Departure 

OM AH VAJRA M U  
The directional protectors together with their retinues return to their 
natural abodes. 

Blessing the Offering for the Self-Generation 

OM HRIH TRI WI TRI TA NA NA HUM PHAT 
OM SOBHAWA SHUDDHA SARWA DHARMA SOBHAWA 
SHUDDHO HAM 
Everything becomes emptiness. 
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From the state of emptiness, from AH emerge broad and extensi"e skull 
cups, inside of which are syllable HUMs, which melt and transform into 
water for drinking, water for the feet, perfume, flowers, incense, lights, 
food, and music. They are the nature of bliss and emptiness, appear
ing in the aspect of the offering substances that function to generate 
extraordinary uncontaminated bliss in the six senses of the recipients. 

OM ARGHAM AH HUM 
OM PADYAM AH HWvl 
OM GANDHE AH HUM 
OM PUPE A H  HUM 
OM DHUPE AH HUM 
O M A LOKE AH HUM 
OM EWIDE AH HUM 
OM HAPTA AH HUM 

Meditation on and Recitation ofVajrasattva 

I go for refuge to the Three Jewels. 
I shall liberate all living beings 
And establish them in the state of enlightenment. 
I hall generate perfect bodhichitta. 

On the crm/: of my head, from PAM emerges a lotus, and from AH a 
moon mand\�a, upon which, from HUM emerges a white five-pronged 
""jra with its center marked by a HUM. From this, light rays radiate and 
perform the two purposes. The light rays return, and they transform 
into Vajrasattva, with a white-colored body, one face, and two hands, 
holding a vajra and bell. He sits in the vajra posture and embraces 
his consort Vajramanani ,  who has one face and two hands, holding a 
curved knife and skull cup. Both beings are adorned with silks and a 
variety of other precious ornaments. The Father sits in the vajra po ture. 
Upon a moon at his heart is a white syllable HUM, from which light 
rays radiate and invoke the wisdom being identical to himself. They 
become nondual. 
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Once again, light rays radiate from the syllable HUM at their hearts and 
invite the empowering deities to the space before them. 

"0 all you tathagatas, I request you to bestow the empowerment upon 
them." 

By being requested in this way, they hold aloft vases filled with the nec
tar of exalted wisdom and bestow the empowermenl lwhile recitingl :  

OM SARWA TATHAGATA ABHISHEKATA SA MAYA SHRIYE HUM 

Saying this, they grant the empowerment.Their whole body i s  tilled with 
exalted \\risdom ne tar, and Akshobya becomes their crown ornament. 

On a moon disk at his heart i a syllable HUM, surrounded by the 
hundred-syllable mantra. 

"0 Bhagavan Vajrasattva, please cleanse and pacify all the nonvirtues, 
negative karma, and degenerated commitments of myself and all liv
ing beings." 

Having been requested in this way, light rays radiate from the syllable 
HUM at his heart. This purifie all the negati"e karma and ob curations 
of all living beings and makes pleasing offerings to the budd has and 
bodhisattvas. All their good qualities are collected in the form of light 
rays, whi h dissolve into the HUM, which becomes resplendent with 
power and the force of all things excellent. 

OM VAJRASATIVA AMAYA MANU PALAYA, VAjRASA1TVA 
TENO pATITA, DRIDHO ME BHAWA, SUTO KAYO ME BHAWA, 

UPO KAYO ME BHAWA, A URAKTO ME BHAWA, SARWA 
SIDDHI ME PRAYATZA,  SARWA KARMA SUTZA ME, TZITAM 
SHRIYAM KURU HUM, HA HA HA HA HO BHAGAVAN, SARWA 
TATHAGATA VAjRA, MA ME MU TSA, VAjRI BHAWA, MAHA 

� SAMAYA ATIVA AH HUM PHAT (2Ix) 

•. 
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1. Common Protection Wheel: 

The v<ljra-hase, I'I.!IlCe, ceiling. 
and tent all form a solid unit. 
and all arc surrounded b" the 
fire of five-colors, forming 
a solid fire-wall . 
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2 .  Uncommon Protection \Vhecl: 

From BHHLlM arises the yellow 
command wheel with 10 spokes 
for the seats of Sumbharaja 
and the 10 wrathful ones 
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3. Building thc Tctrahedron: 

SumbharaJ.l turns into Vajrasatt'''J, 
aml lhen Vajras:ttt \'.1 !Urns into 
the triangle of source-reality 
(tetrahedron) with the broader 
side on the same Ic,'cI with 
the cotllmand whl'eI, 

Thc tetrahedron ha� colors: 
white on tht.' outside 
and red on the in�ide, 
in the nature of l ight. 
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4. Building the lotus Base: 

From PAM at the hase. or the tetrahedron 
comes a stem that hlossollls as a 10!Us base 
al the same Ic,'cl with the command wheel. 

This lotus base 
is surrounded 
by the eight charnel 
grounds right 
on the outside or the 
\'ajra and fire walls, 
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s. Building the Crosscd-Vajra Base: 
From HUM. ,11 lh� top oflhc lotus ha.<;c, appears a 
(T()$S('d \'<Ijra of m.an,' L"OJCJr� with a L'Ubicoll huh. On top or 
this, from BHRUM, .lrbe� a " heel marked with BHRUM, 
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6. Building the Palace: 
111(' wh .. ·d turn, into Vairochana, and then Vairoch .. IIl:l. lurns into till' 
IllJl1d,lld palac(· \\ ith fuur \\ all .. and lour gall," _ with �l.tirs 011 each ,id� 
th,lt COH'r ('aeh i'tpokc of the cro.!tscd ''''jra with corn.')opontiing colol')o, 
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1st Stage 
The whole universe, the Vajrabhairavas and 
mandalas, melt into light and dissolve into Yamantaka 
Earth element dissolves into water element. 

2nd Stage 
The outer Vajrahhairava dissolves into the syllable HUM 
at the heart level. 
Water element dissolves into fire element. 

3rd Stage 
The lower part (=shablJu) of the syllable HUM 
dissolves into the HAM part (of the HUM). 
Fire dement dissolves into wind element. 

4th Stage 
The HA part (including the crescent, drop. and nada) 
of the syllable HUM dissolves into the head of the HA. 
Wind element dissolves into coruciownw. 

5th Stage 
The head of the HA dissolves into the crescent (and drop 
and nada). 
Inner sign: Clear White Appearance. 

6th Stage 
The crescent dissolves into the drop (and nada). 
Inner sian: Radiant Red Increase. 

7th Stage 
The drop dissolves into the nada. 
Inner sian: Black Nwr Auoinmenl. 

8th Stage 
The nada dissolves into emptiness. 
Cleat Light. 

V I S U A L I Z A T I O N  O F  T H E  E I G H T  STAGES O F  D I S S O L U T I O N  
A N A L O G O U S  T O  T H E  PROCESS O F  D Y I N G  A N D  DEATH 
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Through my ignorance and delusions I have broken and defiled my 
spiritual commitments. Spiritual Master, be my refuge and protector. 
Principal Holder of the Vajra, endowed with great compassion, lord of 
all living beings, to you I go for refuge. 

Then Vojrosoc.lIlo says: 

"Child of the lineage, now your negati ve karma, obscurations, broken 
and defiled commitments are deansed and purified." 

Saying this, he dissolves into me, and my three doors become insepa
rable from the body, speech, and mind of Vajrasattva. 

How to Perform the Actual Session 

Presenting Offerings to the Field of Merit 

As I appear dearly as Bhaira,"a with one face and two arms, light rays 
radiate from the HUM upon the lotus and sun seat at my heart, illu
minating limitless worldly realms and invoking Vajrabhaira"a, together 
with the guru and all the buddhas, bodhisattvas, wrathful deities, and 
knowledge-holders together with their retinue, to the space before me. 
The light rays then dissolve back into my heart. 

Prostration to the Guru and Deity 

By whose kindness the state of great bliss 
Can be obtained in an i.nstant, 
At the fect of my jewel-like guru, 
The Vajra-Holder, I prostrate. 

I prostrate to Vajrabhairav3; 
The hero with a supreme form of 
Supreme great wrath who enjoys supreme objects 
And acts to subdue those diAicult to subdue. 
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I Offering goddesses I emerge from the seed syllable at my heart as white 
Charchika, blue Varahi, red Sarasvati , and green Gauri, who hold vari
ous offerings substances in their hands and present the offerings. 

Outer Offerings 

OM HRIH TRI HA (water for drinking) 
OM HUM HUM PHAT (water for the feet) 
OM WI TRI TA NA NA DUSHTAM SATTVA DAM KA GA 
GA GA (perfume) 
OM KUMARA RUPINE DZA DZA HUM PHAT (flowers) 
OM HRIH HA HE PHAT (incense) 
OM DIPTA LOCHANA W I TRI TA NA A MAHA ATTATTA 
HASA NA DINI DIPTA YE SOHA (lights) 
OM VAJRA NEWIDE AH HUM SOHA (food) 
OM VAJRA HAPTA AH HUM (music) 
Reabsorb ,he cifJerina aoddesses. 

The Seven Limbs 

I confess my negative actions, and 
To remove those produced or those arising, 
I declare in your presence that I will not do them again 
And likewise rejoice in my merit land that of othersl .  
I thoroughly dedicate this merit for proceeding to bliss. 

I go for refug to the Three Jewels. 
I shall liberate aU living beings 
And establish them in the state of enlightenment. 
I shall generate perfect bodhichitta. 

, 

I offer my bo<ly to you who are 
An ocean of good qualities. 

Just as the perfectly complete buddhas and bodhisattvas 
Engaged in the path of generosity and so forth 
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For the sake of attaining the exalted wisdom of the three bodies, 
I devote myself with pure faith Ito this pathl. 

The Tantric Vows 

All buddhas and bodhisattvas, 
Please Hsten to me. 
I ,  whose name is . . .  {say your seCret namel ,  
From this time forth 
Until the essence of enlightenment, 
Shall generate the unsurpassed sacred bodhichitta, 
Just as all the protectors of the three times 
Have ensured thei.r enlightenment. 

I shall uphold with6ut exception the individual 
Vows and commitments of the five buddha families. 

I shall liberate those not liberated, 
Deliver those Dot delivered, 
Give breath to those breathless, 
And lead all beings to nirvana. 

The Four lmmeasurables 

May all living beings become endowed with bliss. 
May all living beings be free of suffering. 
May all living beings never be parted from their bliss. 
May all living beings remain undisturbed by the eight worldly con

cerns and the superstitions of the apprehended and apprehender. 

Bringing the Three Bodies into the Path 

Bringing Death into the Path as the Truth Body 

OM SOBHAWA SHUDDHA SARWA DHARMA SOBHAWA 
SHUDDHO HAM 
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OM SHUNYATA J ANA VAJRA SOBHAWA AMAKO HAM 

Becau e I ,  the deities in the field of merit, and all other phenomena are 
conceptual imputations, we are free from the four extremes of per
manence, annihilation, and 0 forth, and we transform into emptiness, 
which is the nature of selfles ness. 

Meditation on the Common Protection Circle 

From the state of emptiness, from YAM emerges a wind mandala. Upon 
that, from RAM emerges a fire mandala. Upon that, from BAM emerges 
a water mandala. Upon that, from LAM emerges an earth mandala. 
Upon that, from HUM emerges a variegated vajra with a HUM mark
ing its center. Ught rays radiate from that downward, forming cl,e vajra 
ground; sideways, forming the vajra-fence; upward, forming the vajra
tent; and upward yet below the tent, forming the vajra-canopy. They 
are all the nature of blazing vajras that are one solid piece without any 
intervening spa es. Beyond this is a mass of five-colored fire, like the 
fire at the end of the eon, moving in the ten directions. 

Meditation on the Uncommon Protection Circle 

In the center of the fence, from BHRUM emerges a blazing yellow com
mand wh el, spinning clockwise with ten spokes and a hub. Within the 
hub, yet not quite touching the spokes, are the three seats of variegated 
lotus, moon, and sun upon each [of the spokesl .  Upon t.he central seat 
is a syllable HUM, which completely transforms, and I emerge as Sum
bharaja with a blue-colored body and Akshobya as my crown ornament. 

I have three faces that are dark blue, white, and red, as well as six arms. 
The first two embrace the Mother, who is similar to me. The extra right 
two [hands I hold a jewel and hook, and the extra left two hold a lotus 
and a noose. I stand with my right leg bent and left outstretched. Ugh! 
rays radiate from the HUM at the heart of the Father and Mother who 

embrace, summoning the ten wrathful deities that enter my mouth, 

melt, pass cltrough my vajra-path, and enter into the Mother's lotuS, 

where tcn drops transform into tcn long HUMs, which tran form intO 

clte ten wrathful deities. 
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Yamantaka is blue in color with Vairochana as his crown ornament. 
He has three faces that are blue, white, and red, as well as six arms. The 
first two embrace his consort,  wbo is similar in appearance. The extra 
right two hands hold a jewel and vajra-hammer, and the extra left two 
hold a lotus and a sword. HUM! He is emanated from the (Mother'sl 
lotus and assumes his position above the eastern spoke, with his left 
leg outstretched. 

Aparajita is white in color with Akshobya a his crown ornament. He 
has three faces that are white, dark blue, and red, as well as six arms. 
The first two embrace his consort, who is similar in appearance. The 
extra right two hands hold a jewel and a club, and the extra left two 
hold a lotus and a sword. HUM! He is emanated from the IMother'sl 
lotus and assumes his position above the southern spoke, with his left 
leg outstretched. 

Hayagriva is red in color with Amitabha as his crown ornament. He 
has three faces that are red, dark blue, and white, as well as six arm . 
The first two embrace his consort, who is similar in appearance. The 
extra right two hands hold a jewel and a lotus, and the extra left two 
hold a wheel and a sword. HUM! He is emanated from the I Mother'sl 
lotus and assumes his position above the western spok , with his left 
leg outstretched. 

Amritakundali is blue in color withAkshobya as his crown ornament. 
He has three faces that are blue, white, and red, as well as six arms. 
The first two embrace his consort, who is similar in appearance. The 
extra right two hands hold a jewel and a vajra, and the extra left two 
hold a lotus and a sword . HUM! He is emanated from the IMother'sl 
lotus and assumes his position above the northern spoke, with hi lert 
leg outstretched. 

Takiraja is dark blue in color with Akshobya as his crown ornament. 
He has three faces that are dark blue, white, and red, as well as six arms. 
The fi rsl two embrace his consort, who is similar in appearance. The 
extra right two hands hold a jewel and a hook, and the extra left two 
hold a lotus and a sword. HUM! He is emanated from the IMother'sl 
lotus and assume his position above the southeastern spoke, with his 
left leg outstretched. 

iladanda is blue in color with Akshobya as his crown ornament. 
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He has three faces that are blue, white, and red, as well as six arms. 
The first hvo embrace his consort, who is similar in appearance. The 
extra right two hands hold a jewel and a club, and the extra left two 
hold a lotus and a sword. HUM! He is emanated from the IMother'sl 
lotus and assumes his position above the southwestern spoke, with his 
left leg outstretched. 

Mahabala is blue in color \\�th Akshobya as his crown ornament. He 
has three faces that are blue, white, and red, as well as six arms. The 
first two embrace his consort, who is similar in appearance. The extra 
right two hands hold a jewel and a trident, and the extra left two hold 
a lotus and a sword. HUM! He is emanated from the I Mother'sJ lotus 
and assumes his position above the northwestern spoke, with his left 
leg outstretched. 

Achala is dark blue in color with Akshobya as his crown ornament. 
He has three faces that are dark blue, white, and red, as well as six arms. 
The first two embrace his consort, who i similar in appearance. The 
extra right two hands hold a jewel and a sword, and the extra left two 
hold a lotus and a vajra. HUM! He is emanated from the [Mother'sJ 
lotus and assumes his position above the northeastern spoke, with his 
left leg outstretched. 

Ushnisha Chakravartin is yellowish-green in color ,,�th Akshobya 
as his crown ornament. He has three faces that are yellowish-green, 
white, and red, as well as six arms. The first two embrace hjs consort, 
who is similar in appearance. The extra right two hands hold a jewel 
and a wheel, and the extra left two hold a lotus and a sword. HUM! 
He is emanated from the IMother'sl lotus and assumes his position on 
the spoke slightly in front of and above the Principal, with his left leg 
au tstretched . 

Vajra Patala is dark blue in color with Akshobya as his crown orna
ment. He has three faces that are dark blue, white, and red, as well as six 
arms. The first two embrace his consort, who is similar in appearance. 
The extra right two hands hold a jewel and a vajra, and the extra left twO 
hold a lotus and a sword. HUM! He is emanated from the IMother'sl 
lotus and assumes his position on the spoke slightly behind and below 
the Principal, with his left leg outstretched. 

AU eleven also have bared fangs, and each of their faces have three 
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round bloodshot eyes. Their hair and moustaches are bLazing, orange, 
and stream upward. They have various ornaments such as earrings of 
wheels and so forth and are adorned with snakes as well. They are 
endowed with the strength to utterly annihilate demons and obstructing 
spirits. They abide amid a blazing mass of exalted wisdom fire produced 
from their bodies. They emanate "terrifying vajras blazing in the ten 
directions, Like the formation of clouds that annihiLate all evil beings. 

if you wish to make it more concise, [80 back to the section t.hat says "ten 10n8 

HUMs, which uaniform into the ten ,vratliful deities . .  .'1 and recite: 

The HUMs are emanated from the Mother's lotus and the Iten wrathful 
deitiesl assume their individual places on the ten spokes in the manner 
of annihilating all evil beings. 

Bringing the Intermediate State into the Path as the 
Enjoyment Body 

Abiding as Sumbharaja, I transform into Vajrasattva with a white-col
ored body and three faces of white, dark blue, and red, as weU as six 
arms. The first two embrace a consort similar to me. The extra right two 
[hands I bold a vajra and sword, and the extra left two hold a jewel and 
lotus. l ias Vajrasattvaj transform into a white upright three-cornered 
phenomena source with a fine lower point and a broad upper end. From 
the lower paint, from PAM ,  emerges a variegated lotus with H U M  at 
its center, from which emerges a variegated vajra. The eastern prongs 
are white, the southern prongs are yellow, the western prongs are red, 
the northern prongs are green, and the central hub is blue. In the center 
of that, from BHRUM emerges a wheel, marked by a BHRUM, from 
which emerges a white Vairochana with three faces that are white, dark 
blue, and red, as well as six arms. His first t\lvo embrace a consort, who 
is similar to himself. The extra right two Ihandsj hold a wheel with a 
vajra and a sword, and the extra left two hold a jewel and a lotus. He 
completely transforms into a square celestial mansion with four doors 
and four archways. Its five-layered walls are in the sequence whhe, 
yellow, red, green, and blue, from the outside inward. Above the wall 
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is a yeUow jeweled frieze beautified with various jewels. At half of the 
width of the jinteriorl of the celestial mansion is a circular beam with a 
rosary of jewels, upon which stand eight pillars supporting and beauti
fied by four intersecting vajra-beams. 

The peak I of the celestial mansion I is surmounted and beautified by 
a precious jeweled vajra. The inside lof the celestial mansionl is white 
in the east, yellow in the south, red in the west, green in the north, and 
blue in the center. Above the jeweled frieze is a four-stacked golden 
balustrade with Iraftersl protruding, whose ends are carved in the shape 
of sea monsters adorned with jewels, nets, half-nets, bells, fans, and 
so forth, which hang from their moutbs. I Upon thisl, and protruding 
beyond, are eaves with hanging jeweled drip ornaments. Upon that is 
a parapet in the shape of half-lotus petals that are beautified with pen
dants, victory banners, and so forth. Around the outer edge of the wall is 
a red plinth for the objects of desire, which encircles I the celestial man
sion I, with goddesses holding offering substances and offerings arranged 
on its surface. At the outer and inner corners of the doors, entryways, 
and the four outer and inner corners Jof the celestial mansionl are half 
moons adorned with jewels and vajras. In front of each of the four 
doors are four pillars that support the eleven-layered archway, upon 
which are dharma wheels with a buck and doe to the.ir right and left .  

Beyond the vajra-fence and mountain of fire are the eight great char
nel grounds such as the Ferocious One and so forth. There are eight 
trees such as Nagakesara and so forth. Each tree has one of the eight 
directional protectors such as lndra and so forth at its foot and one of 
the eight field protectors such as Great Magical Emanation with an 
Elephant Face and so forth at its top. There are eight lakes of compassion 
in which abide the eight nagas such as Vasuki and so forth. Abiding in 
the sky above them are eight clouds such as Proclaimer and so forth. 
There are eight fires of exalted wisdom, eight stupas, as well as skeletons 
and corpses being impaled, hanging from trees, eating beings, being 
pierced by weapons, and so forth.There are crows, vultures, dogs, jack
als, lions, tigers, and so forth. There are zombies clattering with many 
sounds, yakshas, cannibals, and so forth, that create a terrifying scene. 

There are iddbas, knowledge-holders, and yogis practicing their 
commitments. They are looking Single-pointedly at the Bhagavan. They 
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are naked, with disheveled hair, and adorned with the five mudras. 
They hold hand drums, skull cups, and katvangas, and their crowns 
are adorned with skulls. They are laughing and operating within the 
charnel grounds, which makes the surrounding charnel grounds utterly 
amazing. 

Within the center of the celestial mansion is a syllable YAM fTom 
which emerges a black wind mandala with a slight shade of red, upon 
which from the first syllable A emerges a moon mandala. Within the 
center of that emerges a yellow OHI, like a water bubble emerging from 
water. This transforms into a sword, the center of which is marked by a 
OHI. Light rays radiate from that invoking aU the sugatas, who dissolve 
into (the OHII, which completely transforms, and I arise as the causal 
vajra-holder-youthful Manjushri. I have a yellow-colored body with 
a slightly wrathful expression. My right hand holds a sword, my left 
a volume of scripture at my heart, and I sit in the vajra posture. I am 
adorned with the thirty-two signs and eighty indications. My hair is tied 
up in a five-layered top knot, and I am adorned with all the ornaments. 

Bringing Rebirth into the Path as the Emanation Body 

From an AH at my heart las Manjushril emerges a sun mandala from 
which light rays radiate and invoke all the buddhas in the ten directions 
such a Vairoehana and so forth, the bodhisattvas such as Vajra Sharp 
and so forth, the wrathful deities such as Vajra Hook and so forth, and 
knowledge-holders and the female bodhisattvas such as Vajra Goddess 
and so forth.Together with Manjushri, they enter into the sun manrlala, 
which transforms into a sun mandala that radiates light for a hundred 
thousand miles. Upon that is a dark blue syllable HUM, which radiates 
five-colored rays of light and invokes the buddhas, bodhisattvas, heroes, 
wrathful deities, and knowledge-holders. They entcr the HUM, which 
becomes a wrathful black nine-pronged vajra, witl, the ends of the 
prongs bent outward and radiating five-colored rays of light. Its center 
is marked by a HUM from which minute vajras emanate as well as an 
asscmbly of buddhas, bodhisattvas, and wrathful deities that fill all of 
space like sesame seeds filling a pod. Abiding on the sun, [the vajraJ 
ripens li" ing beings, whereby they attain the state of Vajrabhairava, 
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and they are simultaneously withdrawn and dissol"e into the vajra. The 
moon, sun, and vajra completely transform and emerge as variegated 
lotus, moon, and sun seats, upon which I arise as the resultant vajra
holder Glorious Vajrabhairava the Great. I have a bluish-black body, 
nine face, thirty-four arms, and sixteen legs. I stand with my right legs 
bent and left outstretched. 

I am capable of devouring the three realms with the sound HA HA, 
and my tongue curls upward. My fangs are bared and gnashing with a 
wrathful expression. My cheeks, eyes, and eyebrows blaze with wrath 
like the lfire I at the end of the eon, and my yellow hair streams upward. 
I threaten the mundane and supramundane deities with a threatening 
mudra that frightens even the terrifying beings. I proclaim pHEIM 
KARA loudly like the roar of thunder. I devour human blood, fat, mar
row, and lard. I am adorned with a crown of five dried and terrifying 
skulls and a rosary of fifty moist human heads as a Inecklacel .  I have a 
chest ornament made of black snakes and a wheel of human bones as 
well as other bone ornaments such as earrings and so forth. I have a big 
belly, naked body, and my organ stands erect. My eyela hes, eyebrows, 
moustache, and body hairs blaze like the fire at the end of time. 

My main face is that of a black buffalo and is extremely wrathful, with 
sharply pointed horns. Upon that, in the center of the two horns is a red 
face that is very terrifying, with blood dripping from its mouth. Upon 
that is a yellow face of Manjushri with a slightly wratl,ful expression, 
adorned with ornaments of a youth, and his crown has a fi"e-Iayered 
topknot. The first face to the right of the horn's base is blue, the Ifacel 
to its right is red, and the Ifacel to its left is yellow. The first face to the 
left of the horns' base is white, the Ifacel to its right is grey, and the 
I faeel to its left is black. The faces are extremely wrathful, and aU nine 
faces ha"e three eyes. 

My first two right and left hands hold a moist elephant skin witl, 
its head to the right and its hair facing outward, holding the skin out
stretched by its left front and hind legs. As for my extra right hands, 
the first holds a curved knife,  the second a dart, the third a wooden 
pestle, the fourth a fish knife, the sixth a harpoon, the sixth a battle 
axe, the seventh a spear, and the eighth an arrow. l In the back rowl ,  the 
ninth holds an iron hook, the tenth a mace, the eleventh a kat"anga, the 
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twelfth a wheel, the thirteenth a five-pronged vajra, the fourteenth a 
,'ajra-hammer, the fifteenth a sword, and the sixteenth a hand drum. 

As for my extra left hands, the first holds a skull cup filled with blood, 
the second a head of Brahma, the third a hield, the fourth a leg, the 
fifth a lasso, the sixth a bow, the seventh intestines, and the eighth a 
bell. (In the back row].  the ninth holds a hand, the tenth a cloth shroud, 
the eleventh a person impaled on a stick, the twelfth a brazier, the 
thirteenth a scalp, the fourteenth a Ihand in thel threatening mudra, 
the fifteenth a three-pointed pennant Iwith a spear attached to its tipJ, 
and the sixteenth a wind flag. 

My first right leg treads 011 a man, the second a buffalo, the third a 
bull, the fourth a donkey, the fifth a camel, the sixth a dog, the seventh 
a sheep, and the eighth a fox . My first left pegl treads on a vulture, the 
second an owl, the third a raven, the fourth a parrot, the fifth a hawk, 
the ixth a kite, the eventh a mynah bird, and the eighth a swan. IMy 
right legs) also tread on Brahma, lndra, Vishnu, hiva [and my left legsJ 
on Kumara, Ganesh, Chandra, and Surya. I stand amid a heap of blazing 
flames while suppressing these beings under my feet. 

Blessing the Sources and Elements as wel l  as the 
Body, Speech, and Mind 

At my eyes are white KSHIMs, the nature of Kshitigharba. At my 
ears are black DZIMs, the nature of Vajrapani. At my nose is a yellow 
KHAM, the nature of Khagarbha. At my tongue is a red RAM, the 
nature of Avalokiteshvara. At my forehead is a green KAM, the nature 
of arvanirvanabiskambhini. At my navel is a white SAM, the nature 
of Samantabhadra. 

At my crown is a white OM, the nature of vajra-body. At my throat 
is a red AH, the nature of vajra-speech, and at my heart is a blue HUM, 
the nature of vajra-mind. 

Meditating on the Three Nested Beings 

As the commitment being, at my heart is a moon seat, upon which is 
the wisdom being, appearing as youthful Manjushri. He is yellow in 
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color with a slightly wrathful expression. His right hand holds a sword 
aloft, and his left holds a scripture at his heart, and he sits with his legs 
in the vajra posture. He is adorned with the thirty-two signs and eighty 
indications. His hair is tied up in a five-layered topknot and is adorned 
with all the ornaments. At his heart, a sun mandala emerges from an 
AH, in the center of which is the concentration being as a dark blue 
syllable HUM, radiating five-colored rays of light. 

Invoking the Wisdom Beings 

OM HRIH HA BHO MAHA KRODHA AGACHA AGACHA 
ASMAD PUJA PRATI-GRIHANTU PRASADA ME DHIMANA 
KURU SOHA 

Light rays radiate from the HUM at my heart and invoke the support
ing and supported mandalas of Glorious Vajrabbairava Solitary Hero, 
sim.ilar in aspect to the visuaHzation, to the space before me. 

Dispel obsLructina spirits who Jollow [cifr.er the wisdom beinns] by recitina: 

OM HRIHTRI WITRITA A NA HUM PHAT 

Presenting Offerings 

OM HRIH TRJ HA (water for drinking) 
OM HUM HUM PHAT (water for the feet) 
OM W I TRI TA NA NA DUSHTAM SATTVA DAM KA GA GA 
GA (perfume) 
OM KUMARA RUPINE DZA DZA HUM PHAT (flowers) 
OM HRIH HA H E  PHAT (incense) 
OM DlPTA LOCHANA WI TRI TA NA NA MAHA ATTATTA 
HASA NA DlNI D lPTA YE SOHA (lights) 
OM VAJRA NEWIDE AH HUM SOHA (food) 
OM VAJ RA SHAPTA AH HUM (music) 



[Absorbing the Wisdom Beings] 

OM MU GARA DZA 
OM DANDA HUM 
OM PEMA BAM 
OM KHANGA HO 

[Invoking the Empowering Deities] 
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OM HRIH HA BHO MAHA KRODHA AGACHA AGACHA 
ASMAD PUJA PRATI-GRIHANTU PRASADA ME DHIMANA 
KURU SOHA 

Once again, light rays radiate from the HUM at my heart and invoke 
the buddhas and bodhisattvas abiding in the ten directions to the space 
before me. 

Presenti.ng Offerings 

OM HRIH TRI HA (water for drinking) 
OM HUM HUM PHAT (water for the feet) 
OM WI TRI TA NA NA DU HTAM SATTVA DAM KA GA GA 
GA (perfume) 
OM KUMARA RUPINE DZA DZA HUM PHAT (Aowers) 
OM HRIH HA HE PHAT (incense) 
OM DIPTA LOCHANA WI TRI TA NA NA MAHA ATTATTA 
HAS A NA DIN I D1PTA YE SOHA (lights) 
OM VAJRA NEWIDE AH HUM SOHA (food) 
OM VAJRA SHAPTA AH HUM (music) 

• All you tathagatas, please bestow the empowerment directly upon 
me." Having been supplicated in this way, they emanate goddesses such 
as Charchika and so forth who, as a preliminary, proclaim auspicious 
verses and hold aloft moonlike white vase filled with the five nectars 
and recite: 
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Just as at the moment of birth, the 
IBuddhal was bathed by all the tathagatas, 
Ukewise you are clean 'ed 
With the pure water of the gods. 

Saying this, they bestow the empowerment through the crown of my 
head. My body is completely filled with empowering water, all stains are 
purified, and the excess wate.r overflows on the crown of my head and 
completely tTansforms into Akshobya on the crown of the main face of 
the Principal, who becomes my crown ornament, and the empowering 
deities dissolve into mc. 

OM YAMA TAKA ARGHAM PRATlTZA HUM SOHA 
OM YAMANTAKA PADYAM PRATlTZA HUM SOHA 
OM YAMANTAKA GANDHE PRATlTZA HUM SOH A 
OM YAMANTAKA PUPE PRATlTZA HUM SOHA 
OM YAMANTAKA DHUPE PRATlTZA HUM SOH A 
OM YAMANTAKA ALOKE PRATlTZA HUM SOHA 
OM YAMANTAKA NEWlDE PRATITZA HUM SOHA 
OM YAMANTAKA SHAPTA PRATITZA HUM SOHA 

Inner Offering 

OM To the mouth of my precious root guru, you are the nature of all 
the body, speech, mind, deeds, and qualities of all the tathagatas of the 
three times and the ten directions; you are the source of aU the eighty
four thousand classes of Dharma teachings; you are the principal of all 
the arya sanghas, OM AH HUM 

To the Bhagavan Glorious Vajrabhairava the Great, OM AH HUM 
To the wisdom dakini, OM A H  HUM 
To Lalitavajra, OM AH HUM 
To Amoghavajra, OM AH HUM 
To Jnanakaragupta, OM AH HUM 
To Pam.vajra, OM AH HUM 



To Dipankara Rakshita, OM AH HUM 
To Ra Lo Dorje Drak, OM A H  HUM 
To Ra Chorab, OM AH H UM 
To Ra Ye,he Senge, OM AH HUM 
To Ra Bum Senge, OM AH HUM 
To Jetsun Ga Lo, OM A H  HUM 
To Rongpa Sherab enge, OM AH HUM 
To Lama Yeshe Palwa, OM AH HUM 
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To Choje Dondrup Rinchen, OM AH HUM 
To the King of the Dharma, Tsongkhapa the Great, OM A H  HUM 
To Khadrup Tenpai Nyima Geleg Palsang, OM AH HUM 
To Jetsun Sherab Senge, OM AH HUM 
To Dulzin Pa.lden Zangpo, OM AH HUM 
To Jamyang Gendun Pal, OM AH HUM 
To Gyuchen Tashi Phagpa, OM AH HUM 
To Gyuchen Samdrup Gyatso, OM AH HUM 
To Gyuchen Tsondru Phagpa, OM A H  HUM 
To Gyuchen Dorje Sangpo, OM AH HUM 
To Gyuchen Sange Gyatso, OM AH HUM 
To the Omniscient Panchen Losang Chokyi Gyaltsen, OM AH HUM 
To the Vajra-Holder Konchog Gyaltsen, OM AH HUM 
To Panchen Losang Yeshe, OM AH HUM 
To the Powerful Conqueror Kelsang Gyat,o, OM AH HUM 
To the Powerful Siddha Rolpai Dorje, OM AH HUM 
To Trichen Ngawang Tsultrim, OM A H  HUM 
To Trichen Janchub Chophel, OM AH HUM 
To Dagri Losang Chojor, OM AH HUM 
To Yongzin Lingtrul Losang LungtogTenzin, OM AH HUM 
To Khenchen Khenrab Tenpa Chophel Palsangpo, OM AH HUM 
To my kind root guru Dorje Chang Dechen Nyingpo Palsangpo, 
aM AH HUM 

At this point insert the names of your empowerjna aurusfrom Pabonakha Dechen 
Nyinapo to your rOOl BUru. 
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Furthermore, to the mouth of the holy gurus who give initiations, 
explain tantra, and give oral instructions together with their lineage 
gurus, OM AH HUM 

OM YAMANTAKA HUM PHAT, OM AH HUM 

Furthermore, to the mouths of all the personal deities associated with 
the four great classes of tantra, OM AH HUM 

To the mouth of oharmaraja and his retinue, OM AH HUM 

Furthermore, to the sworn protectors who have seen the past bud
dhas, heard the holy Dharma, and reued upon the Arya Sangha, who 
have promised to protect the Dharma of the fourfold Sangha and were 
trained by former gurus, OM AH HUM 

To the mouths of heroes, yoginis, directional protectors, field protec
tors, nagas, and so forth, who abide in the twenty-four holy places, the 
thirty-two sites, and the eight great charnel grounds, OM AH HUM 

To all the guardians of the local places and to aU sentient beings trans
formed into the deity, OM AH HUM 

OM HRIHTRI W I TRITA NA NA HUM PHAT, aM AH HUM 

OM AMRITA SOOANA VAJRA SOSHAWA AMAKO HAM 

All the guests become satisfied by this nectar of exalted wisdom . 

if you wish to abbre" iate it, '!fiu recitina "My root guru . . ... recite "To all the 
lineage gurus OM AH HUM" and continue on with rest cifter"Furthermore. 
to ,he mouths <1 the holy . . .  " 
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Offering Praise 

I prostrate to you, Glorious Manjushri, who is complete 
(with all good 9ualities): 

As the father of all the con9uerors, your 
Nondual and extraordinary body pervades all things e9ually. 
As the sphere of reaUty, you are the mother of the con9uerors. 
As the wisdom being, you are son of all the con9uerors. 

I prostate to you, terrifying Yamantaka: 
Although neither love nor hate exists in the sphere of reality, 
Your method of compassion reveals itself as the ((jng of Wrath 
In order to subdue all evil beings in the three worlds. 

At this point you should cultivate divine pride and clear appearance by pen

etratinn the quintessential instructionsJor analytical meditation and placement 

meditation on the coarse and subtle aeneraLion stases and train in the vast and 

prrj"ound in accordance wizh the hearins !inease as revealed in the profound 

com memories. 

Recollecting the Purity 

Thus my nine faces are the nine limbs of scripture. 
My two horns are the two truths. 
My thirty-four arms and my body, speech, and mind are the 

thirty-seven harmonies with enUghtenment. 
My sixteen legs are the sixteen divisions of emptiness. 
My erect organ is the increasing of great bliss. 
The person and so forth are the eight attainments. 
The vulture and so forth are the purity of the eight powers. 
Being naked is being without the veil of obscuration. 
My hair streaming upward reveals the state of nirvana. 

As for the concise meaning of these: 

Reaching decisive insight into the base that is the subject matter of 
the nine Limbs of scripture is the conventional illusory and spacelike 
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ultimate that thoroughly comprehends the thirty-seven harmonies with 
enlightenment. Realizing the primary ultimate meaning of that path 
is the realization of the sixteen (divisions] of emptines' as well as the 
method for abiding inseparably with great bliss, By progressing through 
that path, one is led to the result of the common and uncommon attain
ments of which the principal is the state of nirvana, where obscurations 
have been extinguished, 

I comprehend this symbolism while appearing in the bodily aspect of 
Vajrabhairava, 

Mantra Recitation 

Blessing the Rosary 

OM HRIH TRl WITRI TA NA NA HUM PHAT 
OM OBHAWA SHUDDHA SARWA DHARMA SOBHAWA 
SHUDDHO HAM 
Everything becomes emptiness, 

From the state of emptiness, each bead of the rosary appears as a syl
lable HUM upon a lotus and sun seat, which completely transforms 
into Glorious Vajrabhairava with one face and two arms, holding a 
curved knife and skull cup, He stands with his left leg outstretched, At 
his crown is an OM, at his throat is an AH, and at his heart is a HUM, 
Light rays radiate fTom the HUM at his heart and invoke the wisdom 
beings identical to the visualized beings, 

DZA, HUM, BAM, HO 

They become nondual with the wisdom beings, 

The empowering deities bestow the empowerment, and his head is 
adorned by Akshobya, 
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Presenting Outer and Inner Offerings 

OM YAMANTAKA ARGHAM, PADYAM, GANDHE, PUPE, 
DHUPE, ALOKE, NEWIDE, SHAPTA PRATITZA HUM OHA 

OM YAMANTAKA, aM AH HUM 

Praise 

I pro trate to Vajrabhairava, 
The hero with a supreme form of 
Supreme great wrath who enjoys supreme objects 
And acts to subdue those difficult to subdue. 

Recite the following mantra as m0o/ times as you are able: 

OM YAMANTAKA HUM PHAT 

Vajrabhairava melts into light and the heads of the rosary transform 
into a rosary of human heads dripping with blood. 

The Actual Recitation 

Recite theJollowina manlra and practice the combination of peace and wrath: 

OM AH RA PA TSA NA DHI  

Recite the 1oll01llino mantras as many times as you ort able: 

The Root Mantra 

OM YAMA RAJA SADOMEYA YAME DORU NAYO DAYA YADA 
YO I RA YAKSHEYA YAKSHE YAKSHA NIRYA MAYA HUM 
HUM PHAT PHAT SOHA 
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The Action Mantra 

OM HRIH TRI WI TRI TA A NA HUM PHAT 

The Close-Essence Mantra 

OM YAMANTAKA HUM PHAT 

At  the conclusion recite: 

OM YAMANTAKA SAMAYA MANU PALAYA YAMANTAKA 
TENO PATITA, DRIDHO ME BHAWA , SUTO KAYO ME BHAWA, 
SUPO KAYO ME BHAWA, ANURAKTO ME BHAWA, SARWA 
SlDDHI ME PRAYATZA, SARWA KARMA SUTZA ME, TZITAM 
SHRIYAM KURU HUM, HA HA HA H A  HO BHAGAVAN, 
YAMANTAKA, MA ME MUNTSA, YAMANTAKA BHAWA , MAHA 
SMj'iAYA SATTVA AH HUM PHAT 

Presenting Outer and Inner Offerings 

OM YAMANTAKA ARGHAM, PADYAM, GANDHE, PUPE, 
DHUPE, ALOKE, NEWIDE, SHAPTA PRATITZA HUM SOHA 

OM YAMANTAKA HUM PHAT, OM AH HUM 

Praise 

I prostrate to Vajrabhairava, 
The hero with a supreme form of 
Supreme great wrath who enjoys supreme objects 
And acts to subdue those difficult to subdue. 

Presenting the Torma Offering 

Next, present the torma oJJerino to the mundane and supramundane deities as 

well as Karma rama. 
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Blessing the Torma 

OM HRIH TRl WI TRI TA A A HUM PHAT 
OM SOBHAWA SHUDDHA SARWA DHARMA OBHAWA 
SHUDDHO HAM 
Everything becomes emptiness. 

From the state of emptiness, from YAM emerges a blue bow-shaped 
wind mandala, marked with pendants. Upon that, from RAM emerges 
a red triangular fire mandala. Upon that, from AH emerge three human 
heads, upon which from AH emerges a white skull cup, inside of which 
in the east, from BHRUM emerges bull meat, marked by a GO. In the 
south, from AM emerges dog meat, marked by a KU. In the west, from 
DZIM emerges elephant meat, marked by a DA. In the north, fyom 
KHAM emerges horse meat, marked by a HA. ln the center, from HUM 
emerges human Aesh, marked by a A. 

In the southeast, from LAM emerges feces, marked by a BI .  In the 
southwest, from MAM emerges blood, marked by a RA. In the north
west, from PAM emerges white bodhichitta, marked by a SHU. In the 
northeast, from TAM emerges marrow, marked by a MA . ln the center, 
from BAM emerges urine, marked by a MU. 

Above these are white OM, red AH, and blue HUM stacked one 
upon the other. Light rays radiate fTOm the HUM at my heart, strik
ing the wind mandala, whereby the wind blows, the fire blazes, and 

. the substances inside the skull cup melt and boil. Light rays radiate in 
sequence from the syllables and summon the vajra-body, vajra-speech, 
and vajra-mind, which sequentially dissolve into the three syllables. 
They descend into the skull cup and melt, whereby the faults of color, 
scent, and potential are purified by the HUM, it is transformed into 
nectar by the AH, and it is increased and multiplied by the OM. 

OM AH HUM (3.) 

The entire supporting and supported mandala of Glorious olitary 
Hero Vajrabhair.va instantly appears [in the space] before me. Light 
rays radiate from the H U M  at my heart and invoke the exalted wisdom 
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beings as the mandala of Glorious Solitary Hero Vajrabhairava together 
with the directional protectors. 

DZA, HUM, BAM, HO 

The wisdom beings and the commitment beings become nondual. A 
single-pronged vajra is generated from a HUM on the tongue of the 
guests, from which a tube of white light emerges and through which 
they partake of the essence of the torma. 

Ojfer the torma by recitioa t.he jolJowina mantra either three or seven times: 

OM HRIH TR I WI TR I TA NA NA H U M  PHAT, VAJRA BHAIRAVA 
ADHI PATI IMAM BAUNGTA KHA KHA KHAHI KHAHI H U M  
PHAT SOHA 

Outer Offerings 

OM HRIH TRI HA (water for drinking) 
OM HUM HUM PHAT (water for the feet) 
OM WI TRI TA NA NA DUSHTAM SATTVA DAM KA GA GA 
G A (perfume) 
OM KUMARA RUPINE DZA DZA HUM PHAT (flowers) 
OM HRIH HA H E  PHAT (incense) 
OM DIPTA LOCHANA WI TRI TA NA NA MAHA ATTATTA 
HASA NA DINI DIPTA YE SOHA (lights) 
OM VAJRA NEWIDE AH HUM SOHA (food) 
OM VAJRA SHAPTA AH H U M  (music) 

Inner Offering 

OM YAMANTAKA HUM PHAT, OM AH HUM 
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Offering Praise 

I prostrate to you, Glorious Manjushri, who is complete Iwith all 
good qualitiesl :  

As the father or all the conquerors, your 
ondual and extraordinary body pervades all things equally. 

As the sphere or reality, you are the mother or the conquerors. 
As the wisdom being, you are son of all the conquerors. 

I prostate to you, terrifying Yamantaka. 
Although neither love nor hate exists in the sphere of reality, 
Your method of compassion reveals itself as the King of Wrath 
In order to subdue all evil beings in the three worlds. 

Offering the Torma to the Directional Protectors 

Recite the root mo.nt.ra as a blessina: 

OM YAMA RAJA SADOMEYA YAME DORU AYO DAYA YADA 
YONI RA YAK HEYA YAKSHE YAKSHA NIRYA MAYA HUM 
HUM PHAT PHAT SOHA 

Recite theJol/owing manc.ra three limes to dedicate {the c1[erina]: 

OM BHU CHARANAM , YA PATALA CHARAYA, MAN 
KHECHARAYA , TA PURWA NIGANAM, KA DAKSHINA 
DIGAYA, HUM PASHCHI MANAM, PHAT UTTARA DIGAYA, 
OM I, HRIH YA,TRI WA, WI KSHI, TRI KO, TA E, NA A H ,  NA DE, 
HUM BHYOH, PHAT SARWA BHUTE BHYAH 

Outer Offerings 

OM DASHA DIKA LOKA PALA SAPARIWARA ARGHAM 
PRATITZA HUM SOHA 
OM DASHA DIKA LOKA PALA SAPARIWARA PADYAM 
PRATITZA HUM SOHA 
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OM DASHA DlKA LOKA PALA SAPARIWARA PUPE PRATITZA 
HUM SOHA 
OM DASHA DlKA LOKA PALA SAPARIWARA DHUPE 
PRATITZA HUM SOH A 
OM DASHA DIKA LOKA PALA SAPARIWARA ALOKE 
PRATITZA HUM SOHA 
OM DA HA DlKA LOKA PALA SAPARIWARA GA DHE 
PRATITZA HUM SOHA 
OM DA HA DlKA LOKA PALA SAPARIWARA NEWlDE 
PRATITZA HUM SOHA 
OM DASHA DIKA LOKA PALA SAPARIWARA SHAPTA 
PRA,ITZA HUM SOHA 

Inner Offering 

OM DASHA DIKA LOKA PALA SAPARIWARA, OM AH HUM 

Praise 

In the presence of the Bhagavan Dharma Lord Manjushri, you Karma 
Yama, female spirits, dakinis, bhutas, and zombies promised to act as 
his servants and obey his command to subdue demons and protect the 
teachings. I bow to all of you oath-bound outer and inner protector 
and place my hopes in you. Directional protectors and your entourage, 
engage in your enlightened actions to pacify all obstructions to my 
practice of the holy Dharma. 

if you have the time and inclination and would like to e.nend the f corma rdfer
;n8s} sli8htly.you should present a lorma oJJerina to Karma Yamo asJollows: 

l in the space] before me upon a lotus, sun, and buffalo is a YA from 
which emerges a skull-dub, marked by a YA, from which light rays 
radiate, annihilating all ene,mies, obstructing spirits, and evil beings. 
The llight raysl are reabsorbed and dissolve into the skull-dub, ",hid, 
completely transforms and emerges as black Karma Yama with one face 
and two arms and the face of a buffalo. He has three round blood hot 
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eyes. His right hand holds a skull-club and his left a noose. His orange 
hair is streaming upward, and his red organ stands erect. To his left, 
from TSAM and a trident emerges black Chamundi with one face and 
two arms. Her right hand holds a trident and her left a skull cup. They 
are surrounded by a retinue of male and female yamas such as Yapati 
and so forth. At the crown of the entire Principal and retinue is a white 
OM, at their throats a red AH, and at their hearts a blue HUM. 

Invoking the Wisdom Beings 

Light rays radiate from the HUM at my heart and invoke Father and 
Mother Karma Yama and their retinue from seven levels below the 
earth in the southern direction. 

OM KALARUPA SAPARIWARA E HAYE H I  
DZA, HUM, BAM, HO 

They become nondua!. 

Once again, light rays radiate from the HUM at my hearl and invoke 
the five lineages of Yam ant aka. 

"I request you; please bestow the empowerment." 

Having been requested in this way, they hold aloft vases filled with 
exalted wisdom nectar and recite: 

OM VAJRI BHAWA ABHIKINTSA HUM 

And beslow the empowerment through the crown of their head. All 
stains are purified, and the excess water overflows and transforms into 
a black five-pronged vajra that becomes their crown ornament. 

OM KALARUPA APARIWARA SAMAYA TVAM 
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Presenting the Torma Offering 

A single-pronged vajra is generated from a HUM on the tongues of 
Dharmaraja Father and Mother together with their retinue, from which 
emerges a tube of white light, through which they partake of the essence 
of the torma. 

OM KALARUPA SARWA BIG AM SHATRUM MARAYA lOAM 
BALINGTA KHA KHA KHAHI KHAHI HUM PHAT (3x) 

OM TSAMUNDI SARWA BIGNAM SHATRUM MARAYA lOAM 
BALlNGTt KHA KHA KHAHI KHAHI HUM PHAT 

To the mouths of the male and female lords of death such as Yapati 
together with your retinue, 

SARWA BIG AM SHATRUM MARAYA lOAM BALINGTA KHA 
KHA KHAHI KHAHI HUM PHAT 

Outer Offering 

OM KALARUPA SAPARIWARA ARGHAM, PADYAM, PUPE, 
DHUPE, ALOKE, GANDHE, NEWIOE, SHAPTA PRATITZA 
HUM SOHA 

Inner Offering 

OM KALARUPA HUM PHAT, OM AH HUM 
OM TSAMUNDI HUM PHAT, OM AH HUM 

To the mouths of the male and female lords of death such as Yapari 
together \\�th your retinue, OM AH HUM 

Entrusting Them with Enlightened Actions 

HUM 
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From seven levels beneath the earth in the south, you, the black Lord 
of Death, have arisen as the life-threatening Yama with a black buffalo 
face from a club marked by a skull that came from a VA. Your buffalo 
face is wrathful to the core; with the face of a cannibal, its four fangs 
are bared . Your wrathful bloodshot eyes dart with provocation, your 
orange hair is streaming upward. With the noose in your left hand, you 
bind enemies and interfering spirits. With the club in your right hand, 
you pound them to dust. 

Dharmaraja, your retinue of yamas, Mamo Tsamundj, holding a tri
dent and skull cup of blood, together with your retinue of servants, the 
time has come: Accept this oceanJike offering of torma made of human 
Aesh, blood, and lard. Swiftly liberate me from enemies and interfering 
spirits out of your compassion and the commitment commanded to you 
by the Conqueror. For the hateful enemies, barmful and interfering 
spirits, demons, and obstructers, seize them, bind them, and re train 
them. Summon them, drag them, and subjugate them . Kill them, expel 
them, and paralyze them. Dismember them, stomp on them, and make 
them confused. Subdue them, destroy them, and then annihi late them 
so fully that not even an atom of them remains. 

OM KALARUPA HUM PHAT 
BHYOH TSAMUNDI H U M  PHAT 

Requesting Forbearance 

OM YAMANTAKA SAMAYA MANU PALAYA YAMANTAKA 
TENO PATlTA , DRIDHO ME BHAWA, SUTO KAYO ME 
BHAWA, SUPO KAYO ME BHAWA, ANURAKTO ME BHAWA, 
SARWA SIDDHI ME PRAYATZA, SARWA KARMA SUTZA 
ME, TZITAM SHRfYAM KURU HUM, HA HA HA HA HO 
BHAGAVAN, YAMANTAKA, MA ME MUNTSA, YAMANTAKA 
BHAWA, MAHA SAMAYA SATIVA AH HUM PHAT 

Whatever I was incapable of doing properly 
Due to not obtaining or not fuUy understanding; 
Please be patient with them all. 
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OM AH HUM MU 

The wisdom beings that are the supramundane guests depart, while the 
commitment beings dissolve into me, and the remaining guests return 
to their own places. 

Extensive Dedication Prayer 

The mandala of Yamantaka, the lord of wrathful deities, 
Appears like a rainbow on the surface of a stainless mirror as the 

display of bliss and emptiness. 
Through my e!fojt in concentration, recitation, and so forth, 
A Ganges-like river of merit is collected and conjoined with 

the virtue of all living beings. 

By combining this with the path of liberation 
And training in the bodhisattva vows and conducts, 
May I complete the common path and fill 
My mental continuum with this treasury of nectar. 

Through the divine water of the vase empowerment, may 
My ordinary appearances and conceptions be purified . 
Through the higher supreme empowerments, may I actualize the 
Speech of the conquerors-the sphere of the clear light and the 

reality of the union. 

Since they are the foremost root of attainments, 
May I always protect ,,�th complete purity all of the vows and 
Commitments that at that time I promised to maintain 
In the presence of the guru-deity as I would my life. 

May I annihilate ordinary appearances and conceptions by 
relying upon 

My efforts in four sessions-like the continuous flow of a river
On the oarse and subtle yogas of the first stage that 
Is the ripening agent for generating all the completion stages. 
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May I perfectly complete a great collection of merit by 
Presenting pleasing offerings, praises, and practice to the 
Field of merit that pervades space and is summoned 
By a heap of light from the heart of the supreme hero. 

May I become habituated to the unexcelled exalted wisdom 
By perfectly establishing the divine pride of the truth body 
Through the analysis of stainless reasoning analyzing the meaning 

of mantra 
And the definitive wisdom of profound emptiness. 

May I have the power to completely uproot 
All evil beings as well as their retinue of demons 
Through the concentration of the terrifying ten wrathful deities 
Dwelling on the blazing wrathful Icommandl wheel. 

May I accomplish the supreme pure land of the Conqueror 
Through meditating on the radiant jewel-like celestial mansion, 
The nature of exalted wisdom as the sole embodiment of all things 

beautiful 
And that is nectar for the eyes resting at the hub of the powerful 

and fierce wheel. 

May I attain the enjoyment body, free from the stains of the 
.Intermediate state, through constant meditation on Manjushri, 
With his radiant nails and feet on the moon and moving I wind I 
Mandala in the center of the palace. 

May I manifest the dance of the supreme emanation body 
That has abandoned all stains of rebirth 
Through the coarse and subtle yogas on the complete 
Body of Vajrabhairava-accompli hed from a vajra and seed 

syllable--
With a sun that incinerates the mass of superstitions. 
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May I generate the supreme realizations of the completion stage, 
Conjoined with the thirty-seven harmonies of enlightenment, 
Which are the main points of the nine limbs, 
Embodying all the scriptures of the Muni. 

May I complete the yoga of single-pointed concentration 
On the sixteen empties unified with simultaneously born bliss, 
By emanating and retracting the red and white bodhichittas, 
Through penetrating the essential points of the vajra-body. 

The supreme method for this is the gloriOUS illusory body, 
Which is accomJ)lished by guiding the winds into the central channel 
And actllalizing the three empties; may I manifest 
Th.e faultless signs of this, such as mirage and so forth. 

May I arise in the deity body beautified by the marks and signs 
Through a similitude of the yoga of shape and 
A similitude of the yoga of pure exalted wisdom, 
Like a water bubble in the center of a spring. 

May I accomplish the union of learning 
By abandoning the obstructions to liberation through manifesting 
The simultaneously born meaning Iclear lightl and repeatedly 

absorbing 
The beautiful illusory body into the clear light. 

May I attain the state of powerful Vajradhara in this Ufe 
Through the vajralike concentration that comes from 
Perfecting meditation on supreme simultaneously born Iblissl 
That abandons all mistakes and their imprints. 

May I easily lead all beings to the state of 
Vajradhara through this path and may this wondrou 
Path never decline but increase in every direction 
Through my efforts alone. 
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Concise Dedication Prayers 

From the virtue procured through exerting myself 
In this method with a completely pure mind, 
May all the limitless sentient beings come under the 
Loving care of peaceful and wrathful Manjushri in all their 

consecutive lives. 

Having actualized the state endowed with the seven limbs of 
embrace, 

The nature of the five bodies that lasts for as long as space exists, 
May I easily and instantaneously establish 
All living beings in that very state. 

Dissolu tion 

The charnel grounds together with the protection circle dissolve into 
the celestial mansion. The celestial mansion dissolves into me. As the 
commitment being, I melt into the wisdom being. The wisdom being 
dissolves into the concentration being. The shabgyu of the concentra· 
tion being Ithe syllable HUMI dissolves into the HA.  The body of the 
HA dissolves into the head of the HA, that into the crescent moon, 
that into the drop, that into the nada, and the nada transforms into 
unobservable emptiness. 

From the state of emptiness, I emerge as Glorious Vajrabhairava with 
one face and two arms. At my crown is OM, at my throat an AH, and 
at my heart a HUM. 

Auspicious Prayers 

The expanse of pace and earth are utterly filled 
With a host of mandala deities of Yamantaka 
In every direction and without obstruction . . 
By merely remembering them, all demons and obstructing spirits 
Are destroyed, and the mind's wishes are effortless fulfilled. 
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With haunting ongs of auspiciousne s, sung with the melody of 
Brahma, 

They send down a rain of flowers filling the sky and prod aim 
"Through this melodious proclamation of' auspiciousness, 
May you always abide in glory and generate ecstasy through wisdom." 

I prostrate to you, Vajrabhairava, the King of Wrath, 
Enacting your wrathful dance through great compassion for 

the sake of 
Subduing tho e not suitable to be !subdued! by Manjushri-
The sole embodiment of the wisdom of the conquerors of the three 

times. I 

Through the auspiciousness of whatever sign of virtue exists 
With the daldni who generates every delight in this protector 
And the supreme direct and lineage gurus as the 
Siddhas who gained supreme !attainments! such as Lalita and 

so forth, 
May there be the auspiciousness of increasing every last supreme 

teaching 
Of the gloriOUS Vajrayana in every direction-through the enlightened 
Actions of these powerful Vajradhara gurus entering my heart. 

Through the auspiciousness of whatever sign of ,';rtue exists 
With the Father and Mother, the pervasive lords of the mandala, 
Engaged in the stabilization of the supreme mahamudra of 
Simultaneously born great bliss until the end of existence, 
May there be the auspiciousness of becoming the lord of the 

space-treasure 
As the Dharma treasure of uncontaminated great bliss, 
Without even the name of interference for you. 

Through the auspiciousness of whatever sign of virtue exists 
With the King of Tantra, Glorious Vajrabhairava, as 
The sole jewel of the world, embodying the great ocean 
Of the mantra knowledge-holder's dasses of tantra, 
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May there be the auspiciousness of propagating in all worlds 
The enjoyment of undefiled glory emerging from the vase in your 

heart's being filled 
With the supreme nectar of the two stages' profound meaning. 

Through the auspiciousness of whatever sign of virtue exists 
In the assembled masses of heroes and yoginis who have 
Discovered supreme attainments by apprehending even 
A portion of this tantra in the realms of the ten directions, 
May there be the auspiciousness of igniting the festival of bliss 
That comes from collecting the assistants of 
Mind, body, and speech, as the simultaneously born, 
Mantra-born, and field-born messengers who create 
Favorable condition for you to accomplish supreme attainments. 

Through the auspiciousness of whatever sign of virtue exists 
In the supreme palace as extensive as space, 
Radiating light equal to the sun and the moon and 
Beautified by countless precious ornaments, 
May there never arise the signs of inauspiciousness 
At your home or wherever you stay. 
And may there be the auspiciousness of 
An uninterrupted magnificent delight 
Of the excellent field of fortune. 

if you wish to make the auspicious prayers concise recite: 

May there be the auspiciousness of the root and lineage gurus, 
May there be the auspiciousness of the host of mandala deities, 
May there be the auspiciousness of the goddesses and dakinis, 
May there be the auspiciousness of the dharma protectors 

and guardians. 
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Colophon 

Through the experience of being moved by the compa sion of Sole 
Father Manjushri 

With a repulsive face and dancing hands, the practitioner is 
Held under the care of the supreme deity with his five unique 

qualities, 
As he protects me and all migrating beings. 

For that reason, 1 have arranged this sadhana in a way that is easy 
To practice and is the supreme entrance to the path of accomplishing 
The two stages in the vajra-sphere of the three bodies 
That reveals glorious good qualities for the fortunate beginner. 

For that reason, in the face of the request from the faithful benefactor 
Who adheres to the commitments, 1 made every effort to set this 

down in writing. 
Through the fruits of whatever virtue 1 have obtained 
That is glorious like a white autumn moon, 

May I, the benefactor, and all living beings be cared for 
By peaceful and wrathful Manjushri throughout aU our lives, 
And \vith discriminating \visdom, may 1 progress on the path of the 
Two stages, which quickly resurts in the ultimate union of glory. 

Thus. J have set down in wri[ina this sadhana tf the Bhoaovan Glorious Solitary 
Hero Vajrabhairovo entitled "Victory over Demons"that is Set forth in a wOJ 
lhot is easy for beainners f!f modest. faculties [0 put into practice. The request to 

the lincone BUrus and the inner oj[ering {LO the }ineoae Burus] were arranoed 

accordina to the /ineaae Lha, / (Pabonakha I have received. 1t wos requested by the 
nobleman, the Upasika Dondrup Poljor, and was merely orranacd for recitation 

by the w/ku bearina the name ·Pabonakha" and wos bosed on the scrlpt,ures <if 
Naaden Pon/ha Thubten. 



The Extremely Concise Sadhana a/Glorious Solitary Hero 

Vajrabhairal'a hy Pabongkha Dechen Nyingpo 



NAMa GURU BHYA 
For t.hose wishino t.o pracr.ice an extremely concise sadhana oJGlorious Solitary 
Hero Vajrabhairavo1 recit.e (hefol/owing request once: 

Prayers to the Lineage Gurus 

I make request to the Pervasive Vajra Lord Yamantaka, 
And to Tsongkhapa, who is in actuality all the conquerors, 
Together with all the fathers and sons of the lineage; 
Please bestow the two attainments. 

Recite the jollowina prayer three times: 

I go for refuge to the Three Jewels. 
I shall liberate all living beings 
And establish them in the state of enlightenment. 
I shall generate perfect bodhichitta. 

Instantaneous Self-Generation 

In an instant I arise in the bodily aspect of Glorious Vajrabhairava \vith 
one face and two arms, holding a curved knife and skull cup. 

Blessing the Inne.r Offering 

OM HRIH TRI Wl TRI TA NA NA HUM PHAT 
OM SOBHAWA SHUDDHA SARWA DHARMA SOBHAWA 
SHUDDHO HAM 
Everything becomes emptiness. 
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From the state of emptiness, from YAM emerges a blue bow-shaped 
wind mandala, marked with pendants. Upon that, from RAM emerges 
a red triangular fire mandala. Upon that, from AH emerge three human 
heads, upon which from AH emerges a white skull cup, inside of which 
are the five meats and the five nectars. 

Above theO<! are OM, AH, HUM. Light rays radiate from the HUM 
at my heart, the wind blows, the fire blazes, and the substances inside 
the skull cup melt and boil. Light rays raruate from the three syllables 
and summon the three vajras. They descend into the skull cup and 
melt, whereby the faults of color, scent, and potential are purified by 
the HUM, it is transformed into nectar by the A H ,  and it is increased 
and multiplied through the OM. 

OM AH HUM ( 3x) 

Blessing the Offering for the Self-Generation 

OM HRlH TRl Wl TRl TA NA NA HUM PHAT 
OM SOBHAWA SHUDDHA SARWA DHARMA OBHAWA 
SHUDDHO HAM 
Everything becomes emptiness. 

From the state of emptiness, from AH emerge broad and extensive skull 
cups, insideofwhi h .re syllable HUMs, which melt and tran form into 
water for drinking, water for the feet, perfume, Aowers, incense, lights, 
food, and music. They are the nature of bUss and emptiness, appear
ing in the aspect of the offering substances that function to generate 
extraordinary un ontaminated bliss in the six senses of the recipients. 

OM ARGHAM AH HUM 
OM PADYAM AH HUM 
OM GANDHE AH HUM 
OM PUPE AH HUM 
OM DHUPE AH HUM 
OM ALOKE AH HUM 
OM NEWlDE AH HUM 
OM SHAPTA AH HUM 
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The Actual Self-Generation 

OM SOBHAWA SHUDDHA SARWA DHARMA SOBHAWA 
SHUDDHO HAM 
Everything becomes emptiness. 

From the state of emptiness emerges a vajra-ground, fence, tent, can
opy, and mountain of fire, in the center of which are variegated lotus, 
moon, and sun mandala seats, upon which I arise as the causal vajra
holder Manjushri. Appearing clearly as Hero Manjushri, light rays radi
ate from my heart and invoke all the sugatas in the aspect of Glorious 
Vajrabhairava, who dissolve into me, whereby I completely transform 
and emerge as the resultant vajra-holder Glorious Vajrabhairava the 
Great. I have a dark blue body, nine faces, thirty-four arms, and sixteen 
legs, as I stand with the right legs bent and left outstretched. At my heart 
is the wisdom being, youthful Manjushri. At his heart is the syllable 
HUM as the concentration being. At my crown is an OM, at my throat 
an AH, and at my heart a HUM. Light rays radiate from the HUM at 
my heart and invoke the wisdom beings from their na.rural abodes. The 
wisdom beings dissolve into me, the empowering deities bestow the 
empowerment, and Akshobya becomes my crown ornament. 

Offerings to the Self-Generation 

OM YAMANTAKA ARGHAM, PADYAM, GANDHE, PUPE, 
DHUPE, ALOKE, NEWIDE, SHAPTA PRATITZA HUM SOHA 

Inner Offering 

OM YAMA TAKA HUM PHAT, OM AH HUM 

Praise 

I prostrate to Vajrabhajrava, 
The hero with a supreme form of 
Supreme great wrath who enjoys supreme objects 
And acts to subdue those difficult to subdue. 
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Mantra Recitation 

Upon a sun mandala at my heart is a syllable HUM surrounded by the 
mantra rosaries. 

Recite theJol/owinn mantra LlVeno/-one times: 

OM AH RA PA TSA NA DHI 

Recite the Jollowin8 mantra at least [weoo/-one times: 

OM YAMA RAJA SADOMEYA YAME DORU NAYO DAYA YADA 
YONI RA YAKSHEYA YAK HE YAKSHA NIRYA MAYA HUM 
HUM PHAT PHAT SOHA 

Recite thejolJoIV;na mantra as many times as you are able such as one hundred 
times, lIveno/-one limes, and so on. 

OM HRIHTRI WITRITA NA NA HUM PHAT 

Recite the joUowina mantra at least twenty-one times: 

OM YAMANTAKA HUM PHAT 

At the cone/usion recite: 

OM YAMANTAKA SAMAYA MANU PALAYA YAMANTAKA 
TENO PATITA, DRIDHO ME BHAWA, SUTO KAYO ME BHAWA, 
SUPO KAYO ME BHAWA, ANURAKTO ME BHAWA, SARWA 
SIDDHI ME PRAYATZA, SARWA KARMA SUTZA ME,TZITAM 
SHRIYAM KURU HUM, HA HA HA HA HO BHAGAVA , 
YAMANTAKA, MA ME MUNTSA, YAMANTAKA BHAWA, MAHA 
SAMAYA SATTVA AH HUM PHAT 
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Thanking Offerings 

OM YAMANTAKA ARGHAM, PADYAM, GANDHE, PUPE, 
DHUPE, ALOKE, NEWIDE, SHAPTA PRATITZA HUM SOHA 

Inner Offering 

OM YAMANTAKA HUM PHAT, OM AH HUM 

Praise 

I prostrate to Vajrabhairava, 
The hero with a supreme form of 
Supreme great wrath who enjoys supreme objects 
And acts to subdue those difficult to subdue. 

Torma Offering 

OM HRIH TRI WI TRI TA NA NA HUM PHAT 
OM SOBHAWA SHUDDHA SARWA DHARMA SOBHAWA 
SHUDDHO HAM • 

Everything becomes emptiness. 

From the state of emptiness, from YAM emerge a blue bow-shaped 
wind mandala, marked with pendants. Upon that, from RAM emerges 
a red triangular fire mandala. Upon that, fromAH emerge three human 
heads, upon which from A H  emerges a white skull cup, inside of which 
are the five meats and the five nectars. 

Above these are OM,AH, HUM. Light rays radjate from the HUM 
at my heart, the wind blows, the fire blazes, and the substances insjde 
the skull cup melt and boil. Light rays radiate from the three syllables 
and summon the three vajras. They descend into the skull cup and 
melt, whereby the faults of color, scent, and potential are purified by 
the HUM, it is transformed into nectar by the AH, and it is increased 
and multipUed through the OM. 
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OM AH HUM ( 3x)  

Invoking the Wisdom Beings 

The entire supporting and supported mandalas of Glorious Solitary 
Hero Vajrabhairaya instantly appear [in the spacel before me. Light 
rays radiate from the HUM at my heart and invoke the exalted wisdom 
beings as the mand.la of Glorious Solitary Hero Vajrabhair.va together 
with the directional protectors. 

DZA, HUM, BAM, HO 

The wisdom beings and the commitment beings become nondual. A 
single. pronged vajra is generated from a HUM on the tongue of the 
guests, from which a tube of white light emerges, through which they 
partake of the essence of the torma. 

DieT the t.orma by recilina cheJollowina mantra either three or Stl'en limes: 

OM HRIH TRI WI TRI TA A NA HUM PHAT, VAJRA BHAIRAVA 
ADHI PATI IMAM BALI GTA KHA KHA KHAHI KHAHI HUM 
PHAT SOHA 

OM YAMANTAKA ARGHAM, PADYAM, GA DHE, PUPE, 
DHUPE , A LOKE, NEWIDE, SHAPTA PRATITZA HUM SOHA 

Inner Offering 

OM YAMANTAKA HUM PHAT, OM AH HUM 

Offering Praise 
I prostrate to you, Glorious Manjushri, who is complete Iwith all 

good 'Iualitiesl: 
As the father of all lhe conquerors, your 
1 ondu.1 and extraordinary body pervades all things equally. 
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As the sphere of reality, you are the mother of the conquerors. 
As the wisdom being, you are the son of all the conquerors. 

I prostate to you, terrifying Yamantaka: 
Although neither love nor hate exists in the sphere of reality, 
Your method of compassion reveals itself as the King of Wrath 
In order to subdue all evil beings in the three worlds. 

Offering the Torma to the Directional Protectors 

Recite the root mantra as a blessing: 

OM YAMA RAJA SADOMEYA YAME DORU NAYO DAYA YADA 
YONI RA YAKSHEYA YAKSHE YAKSHA NIRYA MAYA HUM 
HUM PHAT PHAT SOHA 

Recite thejol/olVinO mantra three times to dedicate [the ojJerinoJ: 

OM BHU CHARANAM, YA PATALA CHARAYA, MA 
KHECHA RAYA, TA pURWA NIGANAM, KA DAKSHINA 
DIGAYA, HUM PASHCHI MANAM, PHAT UTIARA DIGAYA, 
OM I ,  HRIH VA, TRI WA , WI KSHI, TRI KO, TA E, NA AH, NA DE, 
HUM BHYOH, PHAT ARWA BHUTE BHYAH 

Outer Offering 

OM DASHA DlKA LOKA PALA SAPARIWARA ARGHAM, 
PADYAM, GANDHE, PUpE, DHUPE, ALOKE, NEWIDE, 
SHA PTA PRATITZA HUM SOHA 

Inner Offering 

OM DASHA DIKA LOKA PALA SAPARIWARA, OM AH HUM 
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Praise 

In the presence of the Bhagavan Dharma Lord Manjushri, you Karma 
Varna, female spirits, dakinis, bhutas, and zombies promised to act as 
his servants and obey his command to subdue demons and protect tbe 
teachings. I bow to all of you oath-bound outer and inner protectors 
and place my hopes in you. Directional protectors and your entourage, 
engage in your enlightened actions to pacify aU obstructions to my 
practice of the holy Dharma. 

Dissolution 

The guests of the torma return to their own abodes. The charnel grounds 
dissolve into the celestial mansion. The celestial mansion dissolves into 
me. As the commitment being, I dissolve into the wisdom being. The 
wisdom being dissolves into the concentration being. The shabgyu of 
the concentration being [the syllable HUM! dissolves into the HA. The 
body of the HA dissolves into the head of the HA, that into the crescent 
moon, that into the drop, that into the nada, and the nada transforms 
into unobservable emptiness. 

From the state of emptiness, I emerge as Glorious Vajrabhairava with 
one face and two arms. At my crown is OM, at my throat an AH, and 
at my heart a HUM. 

Dedication Prayers and Auspicious Verses 

From the virtue procured through exerting myself 
In this method with a completely pure mind, 
May aU the limitless sentient beings come under the loving care 
Of peaceful and wrathful Manjushri in all their consecutive lives. 

Having actualized the state endowed with the seven limbs of embrace 
That lasts for as long as space exists, 
May I easily and instantaneously establish 
All living beings in that very state. 
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May there be the auspiciousness of the root and lineage gurus, 
May there be the auspiciousness of the host of mandala deities, 
May there be the auspiciousness of the goddesses and dakinis, 
May there be the auspiciousness of the dharma protectors and 

guardians. 

Colophon 

This sadhana was campased by the wJku named "Pabonakha"whiJe residina 
at Dechen KeJsana paJace at Tashi Luoapo ac. the request of His Excellency 
K)'abyina Losang Rinchen JOT his recitation. 



Appendix I :  Je Sherab Gyatso's Historical 
Account of the Lineage ofVajrabhairava 

THE w,w IN W H  leH the Teacher 1 Buddha ShakyamuniJ, the completely 
perfect Buddha, first generated bodhichitta is for the most part the same 
in sutra and tantra. However, in the higher and lower classes of tantra, 
Ithe accounlS oll his intermediate accumulation of merit is dissimilar) 
which is clear in the textbooks. Whatever the case may be, in Bodhga),a 
India he demonstrated the way of becoming enlighten d,  and in that 
first year, turned the wheel of the Dharma of the four noble truth . In 
the following year, on Ule fifteenth day of the third month, he taught 
the Perfection of Wisdom Sutras on Vultures Peak Mountain. At the 
same time, in outhern India, in the stup. at Palden Drepung (Skt. Shri 
Dhanyakat.yacaitya),"" he taught limitless classes of tantras including 
the Kalachakra and so forth to King Suchandra and his retinue of ninety
six kings of ule 960 million towns of Shambhala. If we condense them 
all into two, they can be categorized as sutra and tantra. 

From among the four lasses of tantra, Vajrabhairava is a highest 
yoga tantra. Of method and wisdom, it is meulOd. Of method tantras 
lutili7jngi attachment, langer, and ignorance! .  thi i primarily a method 
tantra lutilizingl anger. 

Furthermore, the common Perfection Vehicle states: 

The budd has do not pass beyond sorrow, 
And the Dharma also will not disappear. 

204-. Many of lhe laotr4l:i arc said to have been taught in Lhc stupa at Paltlcn Drt'pung \\hc.rc 
Buddha Sh:akyallluni emanated the enjoyment bodies of the various deities. 
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In a similar vein. Expressina the Names if Manjush,; stales; 

The teachings taught by the past buddhas 
Become the teachings of the future ones as well. 
The complete buddhas appear now 
And teach them again and again. 

According to this explanation, the teachings oftantra don't wax and 
wane, yet when conSidering how the subjects of the discourses were 
composed, there are many diverse historical accounts. For that reason, 
here l in this account!, the three [lineages1 of the Ra, Kyo, and Zhang 
lotsawas'·' and the tantric teachings were requested by Visharupa, [who 
is an emanation o� the Mother Vajra Vetali, in accordance with the 
wishes [of their respective recipients1. 206 Although divergent meanings 
appear according to the dispOSition of the requester, the lineage of the 
teachings come from one lord offue mandala and one tantra. [n this way 
there are also many compilers of the indi\�dual tantras. Generally, all the 
tantras were compiled by Vajrapani, and for that reason, he is praised 
as "the holder of the secret treasury of all the conquerors."With regard 
to this, it is inappropriate to propose that there is no distinction with 
regard to wherl)er or not someone trains in a particular tantra or not. 

This tantra was sealed in an oath of secrecy by the dakinis in western 
[lndial at the Dharma Ganja Dharma Treasury and there it remained. 
Although there is much onfusion concerning the historical accounts 
in the hundred tantric texts as to how the teacher taught the tantra, 
Shantijnana states, "From the mandala of the great charnel ground . . . n 

and "From the mandala of Maha·[shvara . . .  "; therefore this setting is 
like a seed or source. For that reason, the Dharma teachings of Bhairava 
find their source in Vajradhara, the teacher of the tantra, and it [had 
various settings such as1 Akanishta; upon the earth, in order to tame 
Ishvara; at Bodhgaya, to subdue the demons lat the time of Buddha's 

205. Rwa 10 t.sa ba rdo rjc grag p;a, sKyo ston, and Zhang 10 tsa "'" phur pa sk)'3bs.1hese three 
·)ot:sawa�· (translators), who translated Sanskrit texts into Tibe�n. are the source of these 
three lineages within Tibet. 
206. In his Oren'Jew of Buddhist Tant,ro, trans. Martin J, Boord and loung Norbu Tionawil 
(D�r�mnla, India: Ubrary of Tibetan Works and Archi\'cl, 1996), Panchen Sonam Drakpa 
slates that VaJra Vetali, Vishvarupa, and Vajradakini are three names ror thc same gOOdes., 
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enlightenmentJ; and in  the city of  Iron Skulls,2'" in  order to subdue 
the Lord of Death. For this reason, some of these tantras dido't exist 
in India. 

When the Lord of Yoga, Mahasiddha Lalita Vajra, was reading RedL
ina ,he Names cf Manjushri [mTshan brjod], he came across a passage 
that mentions "the terrifying Vajrabhairava," and he asked many pandits 
about its meaning, to which one replied, "These words are part of a 
composition of an extensive tantra in Orgyan in the west.n After hear
ing this, he went to Orgyan and brought back the tantra, which is in 
accordance with Jthe explanations of] Ra, Kyo, and Zhang. 

The historical accounts concerning how he received the teachings 
state that [by applying] sindhura powder, the swift-footedness substance, 
to the soles of his feet and so forth, he traveled [to Orgyan]; therefore 
the dakims said "the substance that we apply to our crowns, you apply 
to your feet" and because of this, he then placed it on the crown of his 
head. There are many such varied accounts. Whatever the case may be, 
he saw a dakini carrying some water, and her feet were not touching 
the ground. He asked, "What kind of amazing things are there in this 
place I" To which she replied, "There is one called 'BuU-Headed Vajra
bhairava'. I have these teachings and others you should learn." Because 
of this, he requested her to take him into her care, and he received the 
instructions from the wisdom dakim without objection. Again, he asked 
if he could bring a volume of the tantra with him. The dakinis had very 
bad dreams; therefore they came to him carrying a poon and said, 
"You can carry this much or you can take as much as you can memorize 
in seven days, but you cannot have more than that to teach your dis
ciples." However he made a request to his personal deity [Manjushri] and 
memorized the Tantra in Seven Chapters, Three Chapter [Explanatory 
TantraJ, the Musk Shrew Chapter, the Chucchundra-Kalpa Chapter, the 
Six-FacedTantra, and the Red and Black [Yamari] Tantras. Once he did 
this, he returned to India, and the pandits and siddhas accepted him as 
authentic and being identical to the Wisdom Dakini .  

A s  [or the chapter concerning the oral history [of this tantra J ,  
although the lineage ofRa Lotsawa i s  not considered completely pure, lOll 

207. The city or Iron Skulls is the name orYilJTIa's abode. 
208. This is bc(!;lus<: he engaged in many wrathrul actions that some people considered inap
propriate at best. 
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according to the adherents of the Kyo tradition, the holy beings of the 
glorious Segyu cite the IRa lineage] as their source. From there came 
many systems such as that of Amoghavajra and so forth, with the most 
famous ones in Tibet being Ra, Kyo, and Zhang. 

Ra Lotsawa Dorje Drak received the empowerment and jnstruc� 
tions in their entirety from the beginning in one day from Mahakaruna 
or, as he is also known, Menja Linpa, as well as from the Nepali Bharo 
Chagdrum, who had his fingers cut off by the Icing. Tilrough his practice, 
IRa] perfected the coarse and subtle generation stages, after which the 
four actions were simultaneously accomplished, '09 through which he 
engaged in practices of destructive magic, many of which are related 
in his biography. The remaining part of his life he stayed at Sang-ngak 
Chozong in upper Kyisho in a meadow of flowers. The complete rel
ics of his deceased body where kept there and placed in a vase as the 
central axis of the reliqullry stupa. A high official of Neu Dzong named 
Namkha Zangpo went there and took a corade across the Sangpo River 
at midnight and brought [the relics I to Drepung, where he offered them 
to Jarnyang Choje, who placed them in the mantra house of Vajrabhai
rava.'u'The I monks of Drepung] returned one ofhis fingers, which they 
kept with a statue of Yamantaka, and afterward it became an object of 
veneratibn by the Sangha. 

Across the valley of Den is where Nyen Lotsawa Darma Drak stayed; 
therefore even to this day it is protected by the blessings of Nyen. 
Although Ra and Nyen were well known for having competed for 
power, heaven and earth were filled with Ralo's Yamantaka practice, 
and Ralo was like the protector of the country. Once Nyen Lo and his 
retinue realized this, they exchanged teachings that the other hadn't yet 
obtained, and so also did the yogis in their inner cirde, whereby their 
realizations were greatly enhanced. I think this is related to the way 
in which the former omniscient beings in the lower part of ti,e valley 
had a vision of Vajrabhairava through such a dependent relationship. 
Furthermore Sharnpo caused it to snow, whereby a monk died.' ' '  In 
response, Ra threatened him by saying: 

209. The four actions are pacifying, increasing. controlling, and wrathful. 
210. Neu Dzong (sNc'u rdzong) is a small fort opposite Drepung Monastery. 
211. Shampo (Yar Iha sham po) is the original spirit ofTibel. 
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Is this thought to be from Shampo's great power, 
Is it thought to be because Ra is the eldest tran lator, 
Is it thought to be because ofVajrabhairava's insignificant 

power, 
Or is the thought that he died at the tip of Ra's weapon?'" 

ham po couldn 't withstand (Ra's, threats, so I hampol alTered him 
five hundred monks and nuns. IRa also statedl :  

Despite relying on beer and women, 
Killing others with violent actions, 
And acting as an abbot for ful l  ordination, 
I felt no grief about acting as a holder of the Vinaya. 
Consuming meat and beer is the ganachakra! 
Killing is the commitment of Mantra! 
Relying upon women is the action mudra! 
When I do these things, it is in a state of awareness; thetefore 
I didn't olTend the monks upholding the Vinaya. 
Therefore your wrong views have defiled your commitments 
And at dawn on the seventh day, you should return. 

Tuken IChokyi yimal Rinpoche stated, "By considering the teach
ings that come from this lineage, they relied on Ra Lotsawa and over
came their grief in seven days." 

For the initiation fee, they each needed a measure of gold; there
fore they had to olTer various things and were given the Six-Faced 
IYamaril and so forth; there are many such historical accounts. With 
force, conviction, and great effort, Tibetans lin earlier timesl practiced 
their teachings irrespective of whether or not those Iteachingsl were an 
antidote to the afflictive emotions of the three realms, together with 
their seeds. When compared to those who are capable of understand
ing the great scriptures, the former are as pervasive as the earth itself. 
However, those practitioners who are capable of combining together 

212. This thrcill is somewhat ambiguous. Ra Lotsawa iJf implying thilt he has the capacit), to 
destroy Shampoo See Ladrang Ka�ng. The Cuardian 'kities ,ynb.:t (Ohara.mala: India: Uttlc 
lhiUa PubliCOlllon.'l. 1996). 128-29. 
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the entire body of the paths of sutra and tantra without mistake on one 
cushion lare extremely rarel.  and in this regard there has never been 
anyone comparable to the Foremost Omniscient Being je ITsongkhapal .  

Likewise, Amoghavajra the younger bestowed teachings lof Vajra
bhairava] upon Kyo 6 Jung. Furthermore, Amoghavajra Ithe elder] 
bestowed the cycle of teachings of Vajrabhairava upon Zhang Lotsawa 
Prajna Guru or,las he is known in Tibetan] ,  Sherab Lama. These days, 
these teachings are known as the cycle of teachings of the Ra volume. 
The cycle of teachings of Zhang are known as the Pal volume, and the 
cycle of teachings of Kyo are known as the miscellaneous volume lof 
instructions] .  Other Iprogenitors] are the Mal Lotsawa Lodro Drak, 
Nyo Lotsawa Yonten Drak, and so forth. All of the various instructions 
of the tantra that existed were received by the Foremost Great Being 
ITsongkhapal· 

Furthermore, while Choje Dondrup Rinpoche--who achieved the 
highest state of attainment through this deity-was staying at the retreat 
hermitage Kubum Menkyi Chukar, he had a vision of Yamantaka in a 
dream. He supplicated that direct vision, whereby IYamantaka] stated, 
"In the coming year, I will be coming to this valley."When Je Rinpoche 
was born in the following year, IChoje Dondrup Rinpoche] remem
bered the indications he had received in his dream through his clairvoy
ant insight and offered [Tsongkhapal some blessed Manjushri pills and 
so forth, which is explained in his biography. In a definitive sense, je 
Rinpoche was the manifestation of peaceful and wrathful Manjushri, 
and this is not merely a biased sectarian opinion but was predicted by 
the Buddha himself when he made the prophecy, stating, "After my 
passing into nirvana . . .  n and "You are not a mere incarnation, but you 
are the very coming of Manjushri himself," and "For childish beings . . .  " 
Although he abides on the higher grounds, for worldly beings, he does 
not appear in the aspect of Venerable I ManjushriJ but appears as an 
ordinary being. His teachings and deeds are like the Buddha's coming 
to this world, and what he accomplished for the teachings was identical. 
After that, he practiced the Kadampas' teachings of the incomparable 
jowo je IAtishal that were transmitted to Khu, gog, and DroOl,''' 
and je Rinpoche maintained that undefiled tradition without mistaking 

213. These are the three chief disciples or Lord Atisha, whose rull names are khu hrlSOn 'gru$ 
g)'ung drung, rngog legs pa'j shes rab,.arul-'brom stan rgyal ba 'j 'byung gnas. 
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the extremes of east and west, whereby the unmjstaken teachings and 
his a tivities became widespread like nothing that had ever occurred 
before. 

For that reason, although he had a father, mother and so forth, 
we should understand that he is in fact an emanation. This was also 
explained by Je ITsongkhapal himselfin A Poetic Expression if M)' Aspiration 

Jor Realization IrTogs brjod 'dun leas rna] , thus ensuring that there aren't 
any scholars or siddhas of the snowy land of Tibet who are not familiar 
with his deeds such as listening and contemplation; therefore he is the 
crown ornament of all the former and later scholars. ". 

In accordance with the command of Jetsun IManjushril. he led a 
retinue of eight Idisciples] to engage in practice at alka, yet even that 
didn't satisfy him, and he expressed hjs decision to go to hing Moun· 
tain in Indja and meet such gurus as Nagabodhi, Maitripa, and so forth. 
However the great siddha from Lhodrak, Namkha Gyaltsen, discour· 
aged him, saying. "You have a direct vision of Manjushri . . .  "Through 
ITsongkhapa'sl practice of peaceful and wrathful Manjushri, he obtained 
a direct vision whereby he could communicate with I Manjushri] like one 
person to another, and in this way he received limjtless instructions on 
the vast and profound subjects of sutra and tantra. [n thjs way, he satu· 
rated his mental continuum with the exact intention of the Conqueror. 

IThe verse from his secret biography that tatesl "Through the yoga 
of unifying tranquil ahiding and superior seeing . . .  " refers to his abil· 
ity to experience all appearances as manifestations of the deity and 
in particular hjs attainment of the concentration of bliss and emptio 
ness. [n actuality he was the actual peaceful and wrathful Manjushri; 
however he appears to be an ordinary person who had a direct vision 
of the peaceful and wrathful I Manjushri I ,  who then bestowed teach· 
ings and blesSings upon him. Because of this, when he then listened to 
whatever teachings on Yamantaka had been translated into Tibetan, he 
clarified whatever mistakes and in'purities there were and made truly 
wondrous corrections. In particular, he was given the empowerment 
directly by the peaceful and wrathful aspects lof ManjushriJ .  as well as 
aU the instructions and precepts in their entirety. Thus the All-Seeing 
Great Fifth IDalai Lama] stated that we shouldn't entertain any doubts 

214. The: title of this lext was tnnslated aJ "Destin)' Fu!ftllaJ"in Robert nmrman, cd., UJe QOO 
uachings t?fTsona Klwpa (Dharam�I ... India: Librilry ofTIbetln Workll and Archh'es, 1982). 
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that we rrught go to the lower realms if we practice Bh.irava of the Ra 
tradition. 

Peaceful and wrathful Manjushri bestowed empowerment upon Je 
Rinpoche as weli as bestowing the instructions; therefore Bhairava is an 
a cepted practice in the Gelug tradition. Yet a few holy beings say that 
they seek the assistance of the ancient teachings because these teachings 
lin the Gelug traditionJ aren't correct. However, JTsongkhapaJ received 
the empowerment from Choje Dondrup Rinpoche in the Ra tradition; 
therefore what need is there to present any further response to their 
argument than that? He also listened to teachings on Jetsun Manjushri 
that were bestowed by the Teacher Buddha; therefore there is no dif
feren e [between Tsongkhapa's transrrussion and the older IineagesJ .  

Not only that, according to his secret biography, he received a direct 
vision of deities, pandits, and scholars, like a collection of stars in the 
sky, and received their bleSSings; therefore Je Rinpoche is considered 
to be their equal. In his Isecret biography, it states, "Manjushri proph
es.ied thatl by relying upon these texts both you and others . . .  ." which 
indicates that relying on these scriptures is a gateway of dependent 
relationship for the benefit of the trainees that were to succeed him. 

Je Rinpoche bestowed these oral instruction in their entirety on Khii
drup Je, Togden lJampai GyatsoJ. and Je Sherab Sengye. From Togden 
came the Ensa lineage, from Khiidrup carne both the e and Ensa lin
eages, and from herab Sengye carne the lineage of! the tantric coliegesJ 
Gyuto and Gyume. With regard to J Gyume and Gyuto, Je Rinpochel 
intended there to be a seat of the [tantric] teachings for the Sangha; 
therefore after Je Rinpoche bestowed la commentary] on his fourfold 
oommentary at Sera Choding, 2IS he held up the scripture and asked three 
times, "Who is capable of upholding this Itradition ofGuhyasamajal?" Je 
herab Sengye prostrated himself and said,"1 will act in a cordance with 

your wishes." Previously, in the presence of the ConquerorWangpo Tog, 
the bodhisattva Nyingtob Chen po promised to uphold and propagate 
the teachings on the union of sutra and tantra. Accordingly, Je Rinpoche 
is an emanation of Conqueror Wangpo Tog, and Sherab Sengye is an 

21S. The fourfold conlnlcntu)' is Je Rinpochc's famous commenury to Cuhyuamaja that it 
also translall.:d ;u '"The Four Interwo\'cn Commcntaric'!!" [Grd p .. b"j,j sbragsl. 
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emanation of Nyingtob Chenpo.And just like Vajradhara and Vajrapani, 
although they share the same mental continuum, they appear to be guru 
and discip�e, which is the traditional interpretation of the oral lineage. 
Next, Je Rinpoche presented [Sherab Sengye) with his volume of the 
fourfold commentary, a wooden book cover, a skull cup for the inner 
offering, a mask djscovered at Gaden, ritual costumes, a skull, noose, 
a vajra and bell, and so forth, thereby inaugurating him as the Lord of 
the Secret Mantra teachings and entrusting to him the Secret Mantra 
teachings of Je I Rinpoche).  

In accordance with this prophecy, he [later) went to Lhunpo Tse and 
propagated the tantric teachings, Iwhich eventually resulted inl the 
establishment of Gyume in Central Tibet. At that time, there was, in 
general ,  not much need to evaluate the disposition and substance lof 
disciplesl. Instead he gathered whatever students he could and propa
gated the teachings with great earnestness. They lacked the necessary 
conditions, therefore, to raise the Ibanner of thel Dharma since the 
master and disciples spontaneously engaged in teachings and listening 
without interruption ,vithin the Dharma session; therefore they went 
searching for a benefactor. 

Gradually, they assembled favorable conditions through d,e efforts 
of the faithful and established a lfinancial) foundation. At one time, Je 
Sherab Sengye had assembled many disciples, and while they were stay
ing together, Dul N gagpa Palden Sangpo was sitting at the head of the 
monks on the row to the right and Dul Karpa Palden, or as he is also 
known, Dubn Lodro Baba, was sitting at the head of the monks to the 
left, and it was as i f  Dul Karpa and Dul Ngagpa were bound in each 
other's gaze. Sherab Sengye said to Dul Ngagpa, "What is your birth 
sign?" "Mine is the horse," he replied. "Well then," [responded Sherab 
Sengye ) ,  "It is said that a horse should perform in a place where a yak 
died; therefore you should go to Yakshi Lungpa (The Land of Dead 
Yaks) and expound tantra."ln accordance with his guru's command, he 
went on an exploration to find this place and found a place called "Dead 
Yak Family." After digging out a crevice Ito sit in). he stayed there and 
meditated on the yoga of the two stages 10fYamantakal .  He gathered a 
few diSciples and taught them tantra. One day, a villager who had caused 
much disruption, having killed many people, came wishing to purify 
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his negative karma; therefore he offered the wood from the homes (of 
those he had kiUed( to build an assembly hall (for the monastery(. They 
used the hearts of the deceased to build a secret reliquary, whereby the 
Segyu or Upper Tantric College of Tsang was established.' ''The two 
colleges of central Tibet-Gyuto and Gyume-used to observe the 
rainy season retreat together during the second half of the monsoon at 
Chumik Lung. Although the Lower Tantric College promised to con
tinuously carry out this tradition, the King of Tsang blocked their path 
during a time of turmoil, and (this tradition( came to an end. 

From Dul Ngagpa, Jamyang Gendun Pal, and Dul Ngagpa's reincar
nation, Panchen Samdrup Gyatso, up to Segyu Konchog Yarphel, the 
instructions of Heruka, Yamantaka, and Guhyasamaja as well as the 
teachings of Mahakala have been in the single lineage of Se. 

When the All-Seeing Great Fifth (Dalai Lamal invited the monks of 
egyu to perform some rituals, he put questions to the ritual master 

(Gyuchen Konehog YaTphel!. who instantly answered the questions, 
which greatly pleased (the Dalai Lamal ,  whereby he offered his praise. 
Changkya Ngawang Chiiden and Kunkyen Jamyang Shepa held a dis
cussion and decided that all the oral lineages of the Gelug tradition 
stemming from the Se and Ensa were being held by Segyu Konehog 
Yarphel and the great tantrie master ofTashi Lbunpo, Konchog Gyalt
sen; therefore they shouldn't miss the opportunity to receive them. 
Although by that time, Segyu Gyuehen had said, "Bring me a disciple 
who is a suitable vessel for the teachings of the hearing lineage," and once 
he had offered a torma to Dharmaraja and requested his as istanee, he 
bestowed the commentary on Ganden Lba Gyama and imparted some 
assorted oral instructions to Mergan Lama Ngawang Lodm. 

Changkya received many oral lineages from the great tantric master 
ofTashi Lhunpo ( Konehog Gyaltsenl and primarily reeeh'ed many oral 
instructions on Heruka from Segyu ( Konchog Yarphell, thereby obtain
ing the teachings of Heruka. 

Kunkyen Jamyang Shepa met Segyu Lama when he was eighty years 

216. When Scgyu Monastery was originally consl:tucted, it was called UppcrTantrlc College 
of Tsang or "Gruw.'" Lltcr. Gyuchen Kung .. OondruJ' established the prdCnt day GyutO near 
Lhasa. After that St.'gYu wu known .simply as "'Scgyu," and the present d .. y Gyuta permanently 
;J.$Sumed the title. 
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orage, and ]Segyu Lamal lived only ror one more year. ]When Jamyang 
Shepa met Segyu Gyuchen, he offered a silk scarf and other offerings 
and offered the following ver e ] :  

When they are wet from rain on the rnad, 
I offer them clothes and tea, 
Together with a five-colored silk, 
And take the.ir feet upon my crown. 

Segyu Gyuchen was delighted by this spontaneous offering, and 
Jamyang Shepa listened to the oral instructions on the two stages of 
Heruka, Guhyasamaja, and Yamantaka, like a vase being filled. ]Segyu 
Gyuchen 1 gave the commentary in a cave, during which Uamyang Shepa 1 
cut through and resolved his doubts, whereby he established a manu
script on the oral tradition. These days we have his annotated com
mentary on the root verses or Zhal Lu and so rorth. 

Gyuchen Konchog Gyatso had recognized [Konchog Yarphel] as the 
reincarnation of his own guru, and he established the teaching or sutra 
and tantra in Dome in accordance with the prophecy. He received oral 
instructions ofGuhyasamaja, and [Gyuchen Konchog Gyatso'] was very 
pleased, whereby he said, "You are the Lord of the Dharma," and he 
became his sole heart disciple, which is told in detail in his biography. 

Kunkyen Lama received in detail whatever oral instructions that the 
Ganden Throne Holder Lodro Gyatso, Mergan Lama Ngawang Lodro, 
and Changkya Ngawang Choden possessed concerning the lineages or 
the Lower Tantra College, Se, and Ensa. Tangsakpa Ngodrup Gyatso 
also received the teachings on the generation and completion stage 
of Yam ant aka and Guhy.samaja from Segyu [Rinpoche] and compiled 
notes on the instructions of Yamantaka. There was one disciple who 
lived opposite Lhasa in Drib, and [no one] knew his monastery or even 
his name, yet he practiced the instructions or the or.l lineage, whereby 
he attained supreme ]attainments] in one life. Because or this, people 
said, "He is an old practitioner or the oral lineage." 

Drakar Kachu Rinpoche received teachings from Ponlob Jampa. 
These final five diSciples who received his instructions are called "the 
five vajra brothers," which is explained in the notes of Tangsakp • .  He 
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and the four previous Gyuchens are known as "the Five Father and Son 
Gyuchens." Tangsakpa had also listened to the complete oral instruc
tions in detail from the former Kunkyen, and Shog Donyo Khiidrup 
requested a commentary on Heruka, Guh)'asamaja, and Yamantaka 
from Kunkyen Lama yet received only a brief (exposition]. Therefore 
(Jamyang Shepa] said, "There is a lama at Ganden Ch6kor who is also 
my disciple; therefore it is sufficient to receive them from him,"whkh is 
how it is conveyed in his biography. (Drakar Rinpoche] received Guhya
samaja and Yamantaka from Phurbuchog Ponlol> Jampa and Donyo 
Khiidrup and Heruka from Jamyang Depai Dorje. ]Purchog Rinpoche] 
would alternate giving commentaries to the Path [a Bliss and Manjushri 's 
Ora/ Instructions between the autumn and spring.:1:11 At the conclusion, 
he would alternate between generation and completion stage teachings 
on Heruka, Guhyasamaja, and Yamantaka. Tsodak Dorje Chang and 
Drakar Kachu Rinpoche received these on many occasions, wh.ich is 
attested to in thei.r notes. 

In general, if one gives a reading transmission of a commentary 
based on a text combined with the oral transmission, then that (type 
of commentary is considered to bel an oral transmjssion commen
tary. '" If one does not have the oral transmission of the text yet gives 
a complete commentary based on it, it is a textual instruction.219 If a 
lama gives an explanation based on his own experience, it is a practical 
instruction. 220 If a lama teaches based on his own experience, and the 
disciple also gains some slight experience of the subject matter, then 
it is an experiential commentary. 221 A djrect instruction is like when a 
skilled physician exposes the inner workings of the human body and its 
vital points and reveals the red parts of a corpse. 222 For this type of com
mentary, one initially practices the instructions, and aFter sequentially 
generating realizations (of the topics] ,  one is given a direct instruction 
for dispelling obstacles together with enhancing (reali7.ations] .  As for 

217. Thcse are two lamrim texts. The first was composed by the First Panchcn Lama and the 
S(.'COnd by the Firth Dalai Lama. Purchog Rinpochc would teach the Path (0 Bliss in the spring 
and Manjushri 's Oral InstractioJU in the autumn. 
218. Til>. luna khriJ. 
219. Tib. bshoJ ihriJ. 
220. Tib. n,Yums khriJ. 
221. Til>. ff!YOn9 khrid. 
222. Tib. Jmor ihr1cl.111is literally translates as '"red commentary," which is why it is compared 
to the red internal parts or a corpse. 
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the oral transmission commentary that stem from these, while it is a 
textual transntission, a textual transmission i not necessarily an oral 
transmission commentary. The first two !oral transmission and textual 
instructionl are dependent upon a text, and the latter three Ipracti
cal instruction, experiential commentary. and direct instructionj are 
predominantly done from memory; however it is nor inappropriate 
to rely upon a text. People are completely confused about the term 
"commentary" and think it is like meeting a guide. Once the disciple 
is confused, he or she will have lost the path to liberation and omni
science. This is"a pointing-out instruction" introducing the phrase "this 
is the unmistaken path to enlightenment" and is called "enumerating the 
types of commentary." These are taught byTuken Rinpoche.'" A small 
number of other gurus have said the same thing. 

Furthermore, previously in the presence ofTsodak Dorje Chang, I 
received the complete oral transmission commentary in dependence 
upon the generation stage I text I of the previous Kunkyen once and 
received the oral transmission commentary in dependen e upon the 
generation and completion Istagesl ofTangsakpa. Kyabgon Dorjc Chang 
did not bestow the commentary on the two stages of Guhyasamaja or 
Heruka at this monastery; therefore it is extremely important that we 
receive those lineages. Although he had given extensive and concise 
lcommentariesl on the generation and completions Istagesl of Yam an
taka, I was unable to go; therefore aU of the retreatants in Dzoge listened 
to the teachings on the generation tage from the Kyabgon himself and 

. the teachings on the completion stage from my own teacher Lama 
Losang Chogdrup, who is well known to be on the eighth bodhisattva 
bhumi. 

After that, during the teachings on the lineage gurus, for the sake 
of posterity. Drakar Kachu Rinpoche gave many instructions on the 
generation and completion stagesofHeruka, Guhyasamaja, and Yaman
taka, which he taught from memory. Because of that, within the lineage 
of the Foremost Great Being ITsongkhapal. the instructions of Se and 
Ensa ar the most famous and pervasive despite the fact that there are 
inconceivably many precepts of the pandits and practitioners. 

223.Tuken Losang ChokY' N)'ima (1737-1802) was the disciple ofChangkya Roll)3i Doric and 
Konchog Jlgrne Wangpo. 
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Appendix 2 :  Alternative Spellings for Sanskrit 
Mantras Used in This Volume 

TH E FIRST MANTRA in each group is spelled phonetically in such a way 
that it accords with the way it is pronounced by many native Tibetan 
speakers, including my own teacher, whereas the second is spelled as 
commonly found in other widely used translations of these sadhanas or 
in a way that more accurately transliterates the Sanskrit. See the techni
cal note for a discussion of the factors that account for these differences. 

Action (or Essence) Mantra 

OM HRIH TRI WI TRI TA NA NA HUM PHAT 
OM HRIH SHTRIH V1KRITA-NANA HUM PHAT 

Mantra to Dissolve A l l  into Emptiness 

OM SOBHAWA SHUDDHA SARWA DHARMA SOBHAWA 
SHUDDHO HAM 
OM SVABHAVA SHUDDHA SARVA DHARMA SVABHAVA 
SHUDDHO HAM 

Blessing the Outer Offerings for the Directional 
Protectors 

OM ARGHAM AH HUM 
OM ARGHAM AH HUM 
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OM PADYAM AH HUM 
OM PADYAM AH HUM 

OM GANDHE AH HUM 
OM GANDHE AH HUM 

OM PUPE AH HUM 
OM PUSHPE AH HUM 

OM DHUPE AH HUM 
OM DHUPE AH HUM 

OM ALOKE AH HUM 
OM ALOKE AH HUM 

OM NEWIDE AH HUM 
OM NAIVIDYA AH HUM 

OM SHAPTA AH HUM 
OM SHABDA AH HUM 

Root Mantra 

OM YAMA RAJA SADOMEYA YAME DORU NAYO DAYA YADA 
YONI RA YAKSHEYA YAKSHE YAKSHA NIRYA MAYA HUM 
HUM PHAT PHAT SOHA 

OM YAMA RAJA SADO-MEYA, YAME DORU NAYO-DAYA, 
YADA YONI RAYA KSHEYA, YAKSHE YACCHA NIRA MAYA 
HUM HUM PHAT PHAT SVAHA 

Blessing the Torma for the Directional Protectors 

OM BHU CHARANAM, YA PATALA CHARAYA, MAN 
KHECHARAYA, TA PURWA NIGANAM, KA DAKSHINA 
DIGAYA, HUM PASHCHI MANAM, PHAT UTTARA DIGAYA, 
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OM I, HRIH YA, TRI WA, WI K HI,  TRI KO, TA E, NA AH, NA 
DE, HUM BHYOH, PHAT SARWA BHUTE BHYAH 

OM-BHU-CHARANAM, YA-PATALA CHARAYA, MAN
KHECHARAYA, TA-PURVA IGANAM, KA-DAKSHINA DIGAYA, 
HUM PASHCHI MANAM, PHAT-UTTARA TIGAYA, OM-I, 
HRIH-YA, SHTRIH-VA, VI-KSHI, KRI-KO, TA-E, NA-AH, NA-DE, 
HUM-BHYOH, PHAT-SARVA BHUTE BHYAH 

Outer Offerings to the Directional Protectors 

OM DASHA DIKA LOKA PALA SAPARIWARA ARGHAM 
PRATITZA HUM SOHA 
OM DASHADIKA LOKAPALA APARIVARA ARGHAM 
PRATICCHA HUM SVAHA 

OM DASHA DIKA LOKA PALA SAPARIWARA PADYAM 
PRATITZA HUM OHA 
OM DASHADIKA LOKAPALA SAPARIVARA PADYAM 
PRATICCHA HUM SVAHA 

OM DASHA DIKA LOKA PALA APARIWARA PUPE PRATITZA 
HUM SOHA 
OM DASHADIKA LOKAPALA SAPARIVARA PUSHPE 

. PRATICCHA HUM SVAHA 

OM DASHA DIKA LOKA PALA SAPARIWARA DHUPE 
PRATITZA HUM OHA 
OM DASHADIKA LOKAPALA SAPARIVARA DHUPE 
PRATICCHA HUM SVAHA 

OM DASHA DIKA LOKA PALA APARIWARA ALOKE 
PRATITZA HUM OHA 
OM DASHADIKA LOKAPALA SAPARJVARA ALOKE 
PRATICCHA HUM VAHA 
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OM DA HA DIKA LOKA PALA SAPARIWARA GANDHE 
PRATITZA HUM SOHA 
OM DASHADIKA LOKAPALA SAPARIVARA GANDHE 
PRATIC HA HUM SVAHA 

OM DA HA DIKA LOKA PALA SAPARIWARA EWIDE 
PRATITZA HUM SOHA 
OM DASHADIKA LOKAPALA SAPARIVARA AIVIDYA 
PRATICCHA HUM SVAHA 
OM DASHA DIKA LOKA PALA SAPARIWARA SHAPTA 
PRATITZA HUM SOHA 
OM DASHADIKA LOKAPALA SAPARIVARA SHABDA 
PRATICCHA HUM SVAHA 

Inner Offering to the Directional Protectors 

OM DASHA DIKA LOKA PALA SAPARIWARA OM AH HUM 
OM DA HADIKA LOKAPALA SAPARIVARA OM AH HUM 

Requesting Forbearance (Yamantaka) 

OM YAMA TAKA SAMAYA MANU PALAYA YAMA TAKA 
TENO PATITA, DRIDHO ME BHAWA, SUTO KAYO ME 
BHAWA, SUPO KAYO ME BHAWA, ANURAKTO ME BHAWA, 
SARWA SIDDHI ME PRAYATZA ,  SARWA KARMA SUTZA 
ME, TZITAM SHRIYAM KURU HUM, HA HA HA HA HO 
BHAGAVA , YAMA TAKA, MA ME MUNTSA, YAMANTAKA 
BHAWA, MAHA AMAYA SATIVA AH HUM PHAT 

OM YAMANTAKA SAMAYAM A U PALAYA YAMA TAKA 
TVENOPATISHTA, DRIDHO ME BHAVA, SUPOSHYO ME 
BHAVA, SUTO HYO ME BHAVA, A URAKTO ME BHAVA, 

ARVA SIDDHIM ME PRAYACCHA, SARVA KARMA SUCHA 
ME, CHITIAM HREYAH KURU HUM, HA HA HA HA HOH 
BHAGAVA , YAMA TAKA, MA ME MU CHA, YAMA TAKA 
BHAVA, MAHA SAMAYA SATIVA AH HUM PHAT 
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Requesting Forbearance (Vajrasattva) 

OM VAjRASATfYA SAMAYA MA U PALAYA, VAjRASATIVA 
TENO PATITA, DRIDHO ME BHAWA, SUTO KAYO ME 
BHAWA, SUPO KAYO ME BHAWA, ANURAKTO ME BHAWA, 
SARWA SIDDHI ME PRAYATZA, ARWA KARMA UTZA 
ME, TZITAM SHRIYAM KURU HUM, HA HA HA HA HO 
BHAGAVAN, SARWA TATHAGATA VAjRA, MA ME MU T A, 
VAjRI BHAWA. MAHA SAMAYA SATIVA AH HUM PHAT 

OM VAjRASAn-VA. SAMAYAM ANUPALAYA, VAjRA An-VA 
TVENOPATI HTA, DRIDHO ME BHAVA. SUTOSHYO ME 
BHAVA. SUPOSHYO ME BHAVA, ANURAKTO ME BHAVA, 
SARVA SIDDHIM ME PRAYACCHA, SARVA KARMA SUCHA 
ME, CHITIAM HREYAH KURU HUM, HA HA HA HA HOH 
BHAGAVA , ARVA TATHAGATA VAjRA, MA ME MUNCHA. 
VAjRI BHAVA MAHA SAMAYA SATIVA , AH HUM PHAT 

Presenting Outer Offerings to the Field of Merit 

OM HRIH TRI HA (water for drinking) 
OM HRIH SHTRIH HA (water for drinking) 

OM HUM HUM PHAT (water for the feet) 
OM HUM HUM PHAT (water for the feet) 

OMWITRITA A NA DU HTAM SATIVA DAM KA GA GA GA 
(perfume) 
OM VIKRITA- ANA DUSHTAM SATIVA DAMAKA GAH GAH 
(perfume) 

OM KUMARA RUPI E DZA DZA HUM PHAT (Rowers) 
OM KUMARA RUPI I, jAH jAH HUM PHAT (Rowers) 

OM HRIH HA HE PHAT (incense) 
OM HRIH HAH HAl PHAT (incense) 
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OM OIPTA LOCHANA WI TRI TA A NA MAHA ATTATTA 
HASA A 01 I DIPTA YE SOHA (lights) 
OM DIPTA LOCHANA VIKRITA- ANA MAHA ATTATTA HASA 

A DIN I DIPTA YE SVAHA (lights) 

OM VAJRA NEWIDE A H  HUM SOHA (rood) 
OM VAJRA NAIVlDYA AH HUM SVAHA (rood) 

OM VAJRA SHAPTA AH HUM (music) 

OM VAJRA HABOA AH HUM (music) 

Bringing Death into the Path as the Truth Body 

OM SHUNYATA JNANA VAJRA SOBHAWA AMAKO HAM 
OM SHUNYATA JNANA VAJRA SVABHAVA ATMAKO HAM 

Lnvoking the Wisdom Beings 

OM HRIH HA BHO MAHA KRODHA AGACHA AGACHA 
ASMAD PUJA PRATI-GRIHANTU PRASADA ME DHIMANA 
KURU SOHA 

OM HRIH HA BHO MAHA-KROOHA AGACCHA AGACCHA 
ASMAO PUJA PRATI-GRIHNANTU PRASADA ME DHIMANA 
KURU SVAHA 

Absorbing the Wisdom Beings 

OM MUNGARA OZA 
OM MUNGARA JAH 

OM DANDA HUM 
OM DANDA HUM 

OM PEMA BAM 
OM PADMA BAM 
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OM KHANGA HO 
OM KHANGA HO 

Conclusion to Inner Offering to the Lineage Lamas 

OM AMRITA SOOANA VAJRA SOBHAWA AMAKO HAM 
OM AMRITA SVAOANA VAJRA SVABHAVA ATMAKO HAM 

Initiation and Sealing by the Empowering Deities 

OM YAMA TAKA ARGHAM PRATITZA HUM SOHA 
OM YAMANTAKA ARGHAM PRATICCHA HUM SVAHA 

OM YAMANTAKA PAOYAM PRATITZA HUM SOHA 
OM YAMANTAKA PAOYAM PRATICCHA HUM SVAHA 

OM YAMANTAKA GANOHE PRATITZA HUM SOHA 
OM YAMANTAKA GANOHE PRATICCHA HUM SVAHA 

OM YAMANTAKA PUPE PRATITZA HUM SOH A 
OM YAMANTAKA PUSHPE PRATICCHA HUM SVAHA 

OM YAMANTAKA OHUPE PRATITZA HUM SOHA 
OM YAMA TAKA OHUPE PRATICCHA HUM SVAHA 

OM YAMANTAKA ALOKE PRATITZA HUM SOHA 
OM YAMANTAKA ALOKE PRATICCHA HUM SVAHA 

OM YAMANTAKA NEWIOE PRATITZA HUM SOHA 
OM YAMANTAKA NAIVIOYA PRATICCHA HUM SVAHA 

OM YAMANTAKA SHAPTA PRATITZA HUM SOHA 
OM YAMANTAKA SH,ABOA PRATICCHA HUM SVAHA 
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Mantra of Man j usri 

OM AH RA PA TSA NA DHI 
OM ARAPA TZA NA DHI 

The Close-Essence Mantra 

OM YAMANTAKA HUM PHAT 
OM YAMANTAKA HUM PHAT 

Offering the Torma 

OM HRIH TRI WI TRI TA NA NA HUM PHAT, VAJRA BHAIRAVA 
ADHI PATI IMAM BALlNGTA KHA KHA KHAHI KHAHI HUM 
PHAT SOHA 

OM HRIH SHTRlH VIKRITA-NANA HUM PHAT, VAJRA 
BHAIRAVA ATiPADHI IMAM BALIMTA KHA KHA KHAHI 
KHAHI HUM PHAT SVAHA 

Invoking the Wisdom Beings (Torma Offering to , 
Karma Yama) 

OM KALARUPA SAPARIWARA E HAYE HI 
OM KALARUPA SAPARIVARA EHYEHI 

DZA, HUM, BAM, HO 
JAH, HUM, BAM, HO 

Requesting Empowerment 

OM VAJRI BHAWA ABHIKINTSA HUM 
OM VAJRI BHAVA ABHISHINCHA HUM 
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Bestowing Empowerment 

OM KALARUPA SAPARIWARA SAMAYA TVAM 
OM KALARUPA SAPARIVARA SAMAYA STVAM 

Presenting the Torma Offering 

OM KALARUPA SARWA BIGNAM SHATRUM MARAYA lOAM 
BALINGTA KHA KHA KHAHI KHAHI HUM PHAT 

OM KALARUPA SARVA VIGHNANA SHATRUM MARAYA lOAM 
BALIMTA KHA KHA KHAHI KHAHI HUM PHAT 

OM TSAMUNDI SARWA BlGNAM SHATRUM MARAYA lOAM 
BALINGTA KHA KHA KHAHI KHAHI HUM PHAT 

OM CHAMUNDI SARVA VIGHNANA SHATRUM MARAYA 
lOAM BALIMTA KHA KHA KHAHI KHAHI HUM PHAT 



Glossary 

Action mudra: A physical consort utilized to actualize the most subtle 
mind of clear light through completion stage techniques of highest 
yoga tantra. 

Action tantra: The first of the four classes of tantra, which emphasizes 
external actions and utilizes gazing at a physical consort as a means of 
generating a blissful subjecth'e awareness used to penetrate the nature 
of reality. 

Aksbobya: One of the members of the five buddha families; he is blue 
in color and holds a vajra and bell. He is a physical representation of 
the purified aggregate of consciousness. 

Amitabha: One of the members of the five buddha families; he is red 
in color and holds a lotus and bell. He is a phYSical representation of 
the purified aggregate of discrimination. 

Amoghasiddbi: One of the members of the five buddha families; he 
is green in color and holds a sword and beU. He is a physical representa
tion of the purified aggregate of compositional factors. 

Avalokitesbvara: Known as "Chenrezig" in Tibetan, he is the mawes-
• tation of the compassion of aU the buddhas appearing as a white deity in 

various aspects. Of the two most common aspects, the first has one face 
and four arms, and the second has eleven faces and one thousand arms. 

Blessing empowerment: An empowerment that transm.its the 
bleSSing of the four empowerments in the form of a bleSSing of high
est yoga tantra. 
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Bodhichitta: The intention to become enlightened for the welfare of 
all living beings, motivated by love and compassion that sees the suf
fering nature of samsara and seeks to liberate all living beings from it. 

Bodhisattva: An individual who has generated bodhichitta and has 
entered the path to enlightenment. 

Branch winds: Five winds that branch off fTom the life-supporting 
wind and connect with the five sense powers and allow our conscious
ness to interact with external phenomena: I )  moving wind, 2) intensely 
moving wind, 3) perfectly moving wind, 4) strongly moving wind, and 
5) definitely moving wind. They connect to the I )  eyes, 2) ears, 3 )  nose, 
4) tongue, and 5) body, respectively. 

Buddha Shakyamuni: The historical Buddha who lived approxi
mately twenty-five hundred years ago and is the founder of the Bud
dhism practiced today. 

Causal vajra-holder: In Vajrabhairava practice, this is Manjushri, 
who functions as the "cause" of the resultant vajra-holder when bringing 
the intermediate state into the path. 

Channel wheels (Skt_ chakra): Centers that branch out from the 
central channel at various points in our body 'and allow for the move
ment of energy winds throughout the body. The four main channel 
wheels are at the crown, throat, heart, and navel .  Other important 
channel wheels are located at the secret place, the tip of the sex organ, 
and at the forehead between the eyes. 

Channels: Passageways through which the winds and drops move. 
There are three primary channels: the central, right, and left. The ulti
mate goal of all rughest yoga tantra practices is to bring the winds into 
the central channel and utilize the most subtle mind of dear light to 
realize the ultimate nature of reality. 

Clear light: The extremely subtle mind that becomes manifest during 
the completion stage of highest yoga tantra and is utilized to realize 
emptiness. 

Commitment being: A visualized buddha, either oneself generated 
as a buddha or a buddha visualized in the space before onc, so named 
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because it is a commitment of tantra to visualize the Buddha. It is jux
taposed to the "wisdom being" that is invoked and dissolved into the 
commitment being, thus rendering them inseparable 

Com plerion stage: The second stage of highest yoga tantra that uti
lizes channels, wind , and drops to cause the winds to enter, abide, and 
dissolve into the central channel ,  whereby one manifests subtle levels 
of consciousness while conjoining them with bliss, which ultimately 
results in actually attaining the three buddha bodies that were merely 
imagined during the generation stage. 

Daka: A male enlightened being that assists tantric practitioners to 
accomplish realizations of Secret Mantra. 

Dakini: A female enlightened being that assists tantric practitioners 
to accomplish realizations of Secret Mantra. 

Deity: There are both mundane and supramundane deities. A mun
dane deity is any god or goddess that has not attained either liberation 
or enlightenment. A supramundane deity is either a bodhisattva on 
one of the three final grounds or a buddha visualized in the aspect of 
particular deity. 

Dependent-arising: A phenomenon that exists only interdepen
dently. All phenomena are dependent-arisings and are thus noni.ther
ently existent since they re'luire other phenomena for their existence. 

Dharma: The teachings of the Buddha that lead one through spiritual 
paths that culminate in varying degrees of happiness, from the happiness 
of this life to the happiness of liberation and enlightenment. 

Divine pride: The pride of being an enlightened being that is gener
ated by dissoh;ng one's ordinary aggregates and their sense of identity 
and replacing this sense of identity with the "divine" pride of being the 
deity. This entire process is utilized to strengthen one's realization of 
emptiness by realizing that the "I" is merely imputed. 

Drops: The subtle elements of our body that course through the chan
nels in dependence upon the flow of inner energy in ti,e channels. The 
drops can be used to generate extraordinarily blissful states of mind 
used to penetrate the nature of reality. 
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Emanation body: A coarse form body of an enlightened being that 

is emanated for the welfare of ordinary beings. 

Empowerment (Tib. dbano): A ritual utilizing a mandala that trans
mits the blessing of a particular buddha in the aspect of a deity and 

establishes the imprints to attain the re oltant body, speech, and mind 
of that deity. 

Enjoyment body: The subtle body of an enlightened being that can 

be perceived only by bodhisattvas who have attained the path of seeing. 

Five stages of completion stage: The natural sequence that occurs as 

a person gains progressively higher realizations of the completion stage: 
isolated speech, isolated mind, clear light, illusory body, and union. 

Four complete purities: The four factors that are essential for the 

practice of tantra: pure abode, pure body, pure enjoyment, and pure 

deeds. 

Generation stage: A practice unique to highest yoga tantra where 

one imagines transforming the basic experiences of ordinary death, 

intermediate state, and rebirth into the truth body, enjoyment body, 

and emanation body, respectively. Although there is self-generation as 

the deity in the lower classes of tantra, the lower tantras doh't bring the 

three basic experiences into the path as the three bodies of a buddha. 

Heroes and heroines: Male and female tantric deities that assist 

tantric practitioners to attain realizations. 

H ighest yoga tantra: The highest of the four classes of tantra. It 

emphasizes internal actions and utilizes embracing a physical consort 

as a means of generating the most subtle mind of clear light as a blissful 

subjective awareness that is capable penetrating the nature of reality. 

Illusory body: The subtle body that is actualized during the comple

tion stage. There are two divisions of the illusory body, pure and impure. 
The impure illusory body is attained after the attainment of ultimate 
example clear light and is so called because the wind from which it 
is composed is still impure in the sense that the mind from which it 
arose has yet to directly realize emptiness. The pure illusory body is 
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so called because it arises from meaning clear light that has directly 
realized emptiness. 

Indestructible drop: The most subtle drop, located within the heart 
channel wheel. It is composed of the essence of the red and white drops 
obtained from the mother and father at the time of conception. It is also 
the abode of the most subtle mind of clear light that must be accessed 
to attain enlightenment. 

Inner offering: There are two types of inner offering. The main inner 
offering contains a blessed pill called a "nectar pill" that is placed in a 
liquid, blessed, and offered to the guests. It called the "inner offering" 
because the nectar pill is made of substances that represent the inner 
substances of living beings, and these same substances are visualized 
during the blessing of the inner offering itself. The second type is so 
called because the recipient is offered the inner tactile sense of an 
offering goddess. 

Intermediate state: The transitional state between the end of one 
life and the beginning of the next. The intermediate state can last up 
to forty-nine days and consists of seven mjnor transitional periods, 
each resulting in a "small death," after which one either takes rebirth 
or assumes another intermediate state body. 

Ishvara: A god dwelling in the highest state of existence within the 
desire realm. The Buddha emanated the mandalas of Heruka and Vajra-

. yogini as a means of subjugating Ishvara and leading all living beings 
to enlightenment. 

Karma: The cause and effect relationship between an action created 
and its corresponding result: whatever we experience is a result of our 
previous actions. Pleasant experiences stem from virtuous actions, and 
painful experiences stem lrom non virtuous actions. 

Knowledge-goddess: A goddess that is either emanated from one's 
wisdom nf bliss and emptiness or an actual woman with the realiza
tion ofbl.iss and emptiness. In both cases, her function is to induce and 
increase the realization of bliss and emptiness in the menta) continuum 
of either the practitioner or beings in the field of merit. 
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Madhyamaka: The "Middle Way" school of Mahayana philosophy 
founded by agarjuna. There are two primary divisions of the Madh
yamaka: the Prasangika and the Svatantrika. The Prasangika utilizes 
consequential syllogisms and presents a slightly more subtle interpre
tation of emptiness than does the Svatantrika. The Svatantrika utilizes 
autonomous syllogisms and presents a slightly coarser interpretation 
of emptiness than does the Prasangika. 

Mahasiddhas: Tantric adepts of varying degrees of realizations who 
have attained a degree of reaHzation far beyond an ordinary being. They 
are most often associated with ancient India. 

Mantra: In the interpretive sense, a mantra is a set sequence of syl. 
lables used to invoke the blessings of a particular deity. In the definitive 
sense, a mantra is the audible expression of the particular qualities of 
an enlightened being's mind of bliss and emptiness. 

Mind Only: The Chillamatra school of philosophy within Mahayana 
Buddhi m that asserts that there are no external objects and all phe
nomena are mere appearances to the mind. 

agarjuna: The founder of Mahayana Buddhism who is said to have 
traveled to the subterranean land of the nagas to obtain the Perfection 
of Wisdom Sutras. 

Nagas: Serpentlike beings that have varying degrees of power and can 
be either malevolent or benign. 

Outer offering: A ritual olTering consisting of various "outer" sub
stances such as water, flowers, incense, and so forth . 

Performance tantra: The second of the four classes of tantra. It 
places equal emphasis upon internal and external actions and utilizes 
exchanging glances with a physical consort as a means of generating 
a subjective blissful awareness used to penetrate the nature of reality. 

Phenomena source: Either a single or double tetrahedral geometric 
object that is used in various tantric practices that symbolizes, among 
other things, emptiness and represents emptiness as the source of 
all phenomena. 
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Pratimoksha vows: Vows of individual liberation: a set of vows taken 
with the motivation of attaining liberation from samsara. 

Ra Lotsawa Dorje Drak: A famous Tibetan translator (b. 1016) who 
translated, composed, and taught many important tea hings on Vajra
bhairava and is the source of the Ra tradition of Yamantaka. 

Ratnasambhava: One of the members of the five buddha familie ; he 
is yellow in color and holds a jewel and bell. He is a physical representa
tion of the purified aggregate of feeling. 

Renunciation: Literally "definite emergence." It refers to the "defi
nitc" determination to be liberated or "emerge" from sam sara through 
a proper understanding of its shortcomings. 

Resultant vajra-holder: In Vajrabhairava practice, this is Vajrabhai
rava himself as the emanation body of Manjushri's omniscient mind. 
It is preceded by the causal vajra-holder, which functions as its cause. 

Root winds: The five winds that support various bodily functions and 
are the basis of the five buddha families: I) the life-supporting wind, 2) 

the upward-moving wind, 3) the pervasive wind, 4) the equally abiding 
wind, and 5) the downward-voiding wind. These five winds dwell at 
the I) heart cham, 2 )  throat chakra, 3) throughout the body, 4) navel 
chakra, and 5) secret chakra, respectively. 

Samsara: A cycle of uncontTolled rebirth through the force of affiicted 
actions and delusions. 

Secret offering: The offering of an offering goddess with which the 
recipient engages in sexual embrace as a means of experien ing a blissful 
consciousness used to ascertain the ultimate nature of reality. 

Self-cherishing: An exaggerated sense of self-importance based on 
the mistaken interpretation of oneself as inherently existent that causes 
one to think of one's own happiness as more important than everyone 
e,lsc's. 

Self-grasping: Grasping at an inherently existent self, based on a 
mistaken interpretation of the nature of reality, which is the cause of 
sam sara and all the suffering within it. 
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Seven limbs of embrace: The seven qualities unique to the enjoy
ment body of an enlightened being: I) complete enjoyment body, 2) 
union, 3) great bliss, 4) the absence of inherent existence, 5) being 
completely filled with great compasSion, 6) unbroken continuity, and 
7) ceaselessness. 

Suchness offering: The realization of the ultimate nature of reality 
conjOined with the subtle, blissful mind of clear light induced through 
the secret offering. 

Sutra: A series of public discourses given by the historical Buddha. 

Tsok offering (Skt_ oanachakra): A tantric feast involving ritual 
music and sacred substances used to invoke the bleSSings of the dakas 
and dakinis and strengthen one's tantric commitments. 

Tsongkhapa: A Tibetan lama ( 1 357-1419) responsible for the for
mation of the Gelug tradition of Tibetan Buddhism. He was a great 
nonsectarian teacher who assembled various practices and lineages that 
resulted in the Gelug tradition. 

Ultimate reality: The ultimate reality of all phenomena is their being 
empty of inherent existence. 

, 
Union: There are several types of union: I) the union of bliss and 
emptiness achieved at either the generation or completion stag most 
notably the latter, 2) the union of illusory body and clear light, 3) the 
union of learning, and 4) the union of no-more-learning. The third one 
is the same as the union of the pure illusory body and meaning clear 
light, and the fourth is the same as enlightenment. 

Vairochana: One of the members of the five buddha families; he is 
white in color and holds a wheel and bell. He is a physical representa
tion of the purified aggregate of form. 

Vajradhara: An emanation of Buddha Shakyamum who appeared as a 
blue-colored deity and taught the various tantras. 

Vajra-master: A highly realized lama who is skilled in tantric rituals. 

Vaj ra-recitation: The ultimate form of mantra recitation where 
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one combines the movement of one's internal energy winds with the 
resonance of the three syllables OM, AH,  HUM, whereby one' body, 
speech, and mind are blessed and become progressively unified with the 
body, speech, and mind of all enlightened beings. One's winds become 
inseparable from mantra, the channel knots are loosed, and the winds 
are brought into the indestructible drop at the heart. 

Vajrasattva: A white-colored deity who is the embodiment of the 
purificatory powers of all enlightened beings. 

Wisdom being: The actual mind of an enlightened being that is sum
moned to dissolve into the commitment being. 

Yoga tantra: The third of the four classes of tantra. It places primary 
emphasis upon internal actions and utilizes holding hands with a physical 
consort as a means of generating a blissful subjective awareness used to 
penetrate the nature of reality. 
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tures of, 61 
offerings 

for the directional protectors, 22 1 ,  
259, 325 , 327-28 

of onc 's body, 63 
of practice, 64-
presen .. tion of, 61-62, 93 
for the self-generation, 52-53 
Sa also inner offering; outer offer

ings; secret offering; suchness 
offering 

One Hundred Deities ofTushita 
IdGa ' Idan Iha brlJYa mal (Ganden 
u'a Gyama), 113nl09 

oral transmission commentary, 322,  
323  

outer oAerings, 120-24, 325 

p 
Panchen Nosar Gyatso. 82 
Panchen Samdrup Gyatso, 320 
Path to Bliss (First Panchen Lama), 

322, 322n217 
peaceful mantra. See Manjushrj's 

mantra 
penetrating the vital point of the 

nayel, 241--# 
Perfection Vehicle, 24, 110, 133,  311 
phenomena source, 78-79, 87, 224 
Phurbuchog Ponlob Jampa, 321, 322 

piwang (stringed instrument), 144, 
l44nnI2 8-29 

placement meditation, 130, 131, 132, 
281 

Portie Expression '?J Aly AspIration Jor 
Realizat.ion, A IrTogs brjod (/un 1�8s 
mal (fsongkhapa), 317, 317n 

Ponlob Jampa. See Phurbuchog Pon
lob Jampa 

practic.al instruction, 322, 323 
praise, offerings of, I2 30, 281, 303, 

305, 308 
prayers at end of session, 295-97 
preliminary offerings, blcssing of, 

46-47 
preliminary tarma 

blessing of, 47- 52 
dispatching of, 39-55 
entrusting guests with enlightencd 

actions and, 51-52 
invoking guests for the, 47-49 
offering of the, 49-51 
requesting departure of guests of, 

52 
Ste also torma 

Profound Path '?Jthe Greal Secrtl. The, 
79-80n70 

prostration, 59-60 
protection circle, 152, 223 

meditation on, 72-77 
symbolism of, 87 
See also common protection circle; 

uncommon protection circle 
protection wheel. See protection 

circle 
pure illusory body, 205 , 248, 248-

49, 248n201 

R 
Ra Low ..... a Dorje Drak (lineage 

ofV.jrabhairava), 24,141, 312, 
312n205, 3\3-14, 318 

Ra Lotsawa Dorje Drak (translator), 
28, 29, 314, 315, 315n. S" 01,0 Ra 



Lotsawa Dorje Drak (lineage of 
Vajrabhairava) 

Ra tradition ofVajrabhairava. 
Su Ra lotsawa Dorje Drak 
(lineage ofVajrabhairava) 

"';nbow body, 181 
rebirth, 91, 93, 94. See also three

bodies practice 
Reeilina the Names of Manjushri ImTshan 

b'jod I ,  3\3 
recollecting the purity, 281-82 
red appearance. See red increase 
,cd bodhichi't3, 102, 122,  124, 177, 

181, 187 
red elements. See red bodhichitta 
red increase, 67, 199, 243 

mind of, 66, 189, 190 
path of, 66, 69 

RedYamari. See Six-Faced RedYamar· 
RedYamariTantra, 63, 313 
refuge 

going for, 62, 167-69 
objects of, 53 

resultant Vajrabhairava, 35 
See also resultant vajra-holder Glo

rious Vajrahhairava Father and 
Mother 

resultant vajra-holder Glorious Vajra-
bhairava Father and Mother, 93, 94 

retreat house, 34 
retreat on Solitary Hero, 235 
ritual dagger, 48-49 
root and lineage gurus, visualization 

of, 34-35 
root mantra, 147, 237, 283,  326 
mot winds (five), 179, 180, 245 
msary, 138-39, 237, 282 

5 
Sampuca Tantra, 249 
SamvarodaJCl Tantm, 59, 8 3  
Sanskrit mantras. Su mantras 
Se lineage, 318, 320, 321, 323 
secrecy. practice of, 32 
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secret empowerment, 173 
Secret Mantra. 24 
secret offering, 61, 120, 126 
Segyu Do'je Chang, 83, 221  
Segyu Gyuchen. See Gyuchen Kon

chogYuphel 
Segyu Konchog Yarphel. Sa Gyuchen 

Konchog Yarphel 
Segyu Lama. See Gyuchen Konchog 

Yuphel 
Segyu lineage ofYamantaka, l, 39, 46, 

139, 314 
Segyu Monastery, 320, 320n 
self-generation 

ctual, 303 
instantaneous, 258,  301 
offerings for, 262�3, 302-3 

sense powers, blessing of, 111-14, 234, 
275 

sequential dissolution, 68, 187, 199, 
204, 204n168, 243, 247, 248. See 
alsa subsequent destruction 

session, how lO end, 149-52 
seven complete purities, 63, 63n49 
seven limbs of embrace, 90, 90n86, 

207 
seven precious possessions or a king, 

124 
seven riches of the arya.'i, 122 
sevenfold posture orVairochana, See 

seven-point posture ofVairochana 
seven-limb prayer, 58, 63n49, 26�7 
seven-point posture ofVairochana ,  

183, 241 
Seventh Dalai Lama. See Drumbeat 

IWoundina with Complete Victory over 
All Demons, A 

Shaluwa, 39, 70 
Shantijnana, 25,  31,  51 ,  126, 219nl72, 

312 
Shcrab Gyatso, 1 , 4, 97n92 
Sherab Lama. See Zhang Lotsawa Pra· 

jna Guru 
Sherab Sengye, I, 318, 319 
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Shog Donyo Khidrup, 322 
Shridhara, 74-
simultaneously born bliss, 59, 67, 70, 

126, 185, 189, 199, 247 
emptiness and, 72, 103, 127, 137, 

1 38, 146, 201, 204 
Simultaneously born joy. See simulta-

neously born bliss 
six elements, 57n42 
six perfections, 3 1 ,  31n 

.Six-Faced RedYamari. 24, 2 5 ,  123 ,  
217, 315 

Six-Faced Tantra, 3 1 3  
Sixth Ling Rinpoche, Ling Rinpoche 

Thublen Lungtog Namgyal Trinley, 
2-3 

Sixty-Four-Part Torma 0ffirine lDru8 ocu 
poi (Gyuchen KonchogYarphe1), 
2 2 1  

small transfer (cycle of winds moving 
through nostrils), 180n 

SOBHAWA mantra, 43, 7(}-71 
Solitary Hero practice orVajrabhai

rava, 1-2, 3, 1120108, 167n, 218, 
222, 225n, 2 33-35 

son clear light. See clear light of death 
sources and elements. blessing of. See 

sense powers, blessing of 
stu pas, in charnel grounds, 227, 272 
subsequent destruction, 93,  182-92 , 

188, 188n154, 194, 198-99, 200, 
201, 208, 247. See also sequential 
dissolution 

subtle hody, 177, 234 
suchness offering. 61, 120. 126 
supreme conqueror of the mandala, 

65, 103, tit, 145. See also concen
tration of the supreme conqueror 
of the mandala 

Surk. Gyatsa, 2 3 5 ,  2 35n 

T 
taking rebirth into the path of the truth 

body. See three-bodies practice 

Tangsakpa godrup Gyatso. 321 ,  
322 

Tantra in Seven Chapters. 3 1 3  
Tanua Requested by Subhahu,  148 
tantric \"ows, 63-64, 267 
ten wisdoms, 74-75 
ten wrathful deities, 7 3 ,  74-75,  224, 

268-71. See also uncommon pro
tection circle 

textual instruction, 322,  3 2 3  
thirteen deities 

arranging mandala of, 103-11 
basis for the deSignation of, 107 

Thirteen-Deity mandala, 225. 225n 
Thirteen-Deity practice ofYajrabhai

rava, 1-2, 3,  4, 30n, 36n17, 83n77, 
101n97, 218, 222 ,  225n 

Thirteenth Dalai Lama, Thubten 
Gyatso, 3 

thirty-seven harmonies of enlighten
ment, 137, 138, 281, 282 

Three Chapter IExplanatoryTantral. 
313 

three commitments 
actuaJ acceptance of, 36-39 
initial actions for acceptance of, 

33-36 
three exalted wisdoms, 197 
three isolations, 198, 198n158 
three nested beings, 187, 187n, 2 34, 

275-76 
three-bailie. practice, 3 5-36, 208 

bringing death into the path as the 
truth hody, 67, 176, 222-28, 
267-71, 330 

bringing rebirth into the path as the 
emanation body, 91-93. 2 29-34, 
273-75 

bringing the intermediate state into 
the path as the enjoyment body, 
77-91, 228-29, 228n183, 271-72 

three-byas practice. See three-bodies 
practice 

Tibetan script (transliteration of), 8 , 10 



Togden, 318 
torma 

for directional protectors, 221-22. 
259-62, 32 27 

ror Karma Yama, ISO, 288-89, 3 32 
offering at end of session, 149-51,  

284-92, 305-8 
offering mant� for, ISO, 221-22, 

332, 3 3 3  
See also preliminary torma 

training in the pathway of the chan
nels, 18 5-86, 242 

transliteration 
<Icfinition of, 7 
of Sanskrit mantras, 7-10 
of Tibetan characters, 8,  10 

trees, in charnel grounds. 84, 8�. 
272 

Trj Gyaltsen Sangye. See ramon!!a 
Cycle Text.dhlume I, Paru J an 2 

triple-stacked being. See three n stett 
beings 

TrungTsenng. 210 
truth body, 3 5 , 60, 72, 115nlll, 121, 

169, 191, 267. See a/so nature truth 
body; three-bodies practice; w is
dom truth body 

Tsodak Dorjc Chang, 322, 323  
Tsongkhapa, I ,  2 3 ,  40, 316,  318. 

See also BlaZing Grear Jewel, A; Com
plcf.e Viero')' over All Demons; Great 
Treatise on the Staats ,ythe Path to 
EnliahlCnmCnI, Thc; Jcwelcd Casket; 
Ocean !if Auo;nment..s; Poetic Expres
sion oj Alj' Aspiration for Realization, 
A I r Tags brjoJ lIun "8' ma I 

Tsong.kha-pa. S..Tsongkhapa 
Tuken IChokyi Nyimal Rinpoehe, 3 15,  

323, 323n 
Tuken losang Chokyi Nyima. Sa 

Tuken IChokyi N)imal Rinpoehe 
TwtntJ Prepositional Pr!fixes 'NJ'e bsllJUr 

ny' 'hul, 146 
two truths, 137, 138, 177n. 281 
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U 
ultimate example clear light. Su 

example clear light 
ultimate meaning clear lighl. Su 

meaning clear light 
uncommon protection circle, 152, 

224, 268 
meditation on, 7 3-77 
See also protection circle 

uncommon protection wheel. Sec 
uncommon protection circle 

UnexceJJed Expression, The ImNson brJod 
bla mal, 55 

union of a learner, 207, 249 
union of abandonment, 205-6, 

249 
union of learning. See union of a 

learner 
union of no-more-Iearning, 207, 

249 
union of reali7.ation, 206 
UpperTantric College orTsang. 320, 

3200 
utter vacuity and meditation on emp

tiness. 3 5 ,  70, 70n 

V 
vajra 

brandishing of, 37, 38 
definitive meaning of, 59 
symbolism or, 36 

vajra and bell, blessing of, 36 
''Gjro A-tala. 82, 84 
\Tajra position of the channels, 1 3 5  
\'ajra positions, 198, 246 
VajraVetali, 2 , 10I, 107nI02, I44nI29, 

312n206 
embracing of (visualization 01), 

101- 3 
Vajrabhaimoa, I, 25,  32, 311  

definitive meaning of, 59 
five lineages of, 24 
five unique qualities of, 25-27, 

217-18, 2 5 5  
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Vajrabhairava <continued) 
place for practice of, 32 
symbolism of, 26,  27,  136--38, 218, 

2 3 3  
visualizing oneself as, 94-101, 2 30-

34,27 76 
See also Yamantaka 

vajra-canop)'. 73 
Vajradhara, 28, 51 ,  58, 124, 125, 130, 

167, 168, 174, 312, 312 
vajre-fence. 73, 226 
vajra-ground, 73, 74 
Vajrapani. 312 
vajra-rccitation, 1I4, 19 96, 199, 

200, 208, 244, 245 
vajras, emanating and retracting of, 

1 3 5  
Vajrasath'il, mc<ijtation on and recita

tion of, 53-55, 170-71, 263-65, 
Sa also hundred-syllable mantra of 
Vajrasattva 

VajrasattYa mantra. Su hundred-sylla-
ble mantra ofVajrasattva 

vajra-tcnt, 73, 22 3-24 
Vajrayana, 165-66 
vase breathing, 193-94, 208, 244 
vase empowerment, 173 
Vetali. St.c. Vajra Vctali 
virtues, dedication of. 62 
Visharupa. 312 

W 
Wangpo Tog, 318 
washing, 33-34 
white appearance, 66, 67, 199, 243 

mind of, 188, 201 
path of, 66, 69 

white bodhichitta, 86, 88, 102, 121,  
122, 124, 177, 181, 185 

white elements. See white bodhichitta 
wisdom being. 1 12,  171n, 186, 234, 

243 
wisdom beings 

absorbing of, 330 

wisdom beings (condnu.:J) 
invoking of the, I I  19, 236, 276, 

330 
wisdom empQ\.\'erment, 174 
wisdom factor, 2 27. 36 
'wisdom mudra. 204. 206, 2+6. 

246n198 
wisdom truth body, 115nlll 
wisdom.descending mantr�. 147, 148 
Wish FulJlllins, 82 
word empowerment, 174 
wrath 

accomplishment of, 2 5  
body of, 5 9 ,  60 

wrathfu,) substances. 46-47. 46n29 

Y 
YAMA RAJA mantra, 39, 49, 143, 

145-46. 221. Suo also root mantra 
Yamantaka 

as antidote to the lord of Death. 
27-28 

definitive and interpretive senses 
of, I68 

father tantn. and, 24 
three aspects of, 1 
Su also Vajrabhairava 

Yamantaka Cycle TUIJ:'o/ume I, Paru 
l and 2 (Tri Graltscn Sangye), 
79-80n70 

YAMANTAKA mantra, 142, 143, 
146, 147. See also close·essence 
mantra 

Yangchen Drupai Dorje, 210 
yoga of blessing. See commitment 

yoga 
yoga of completely pure exalted 

wisdom. Su yoga of pure exalted 
wisdom 

yoga of daily actions, 152-53 
yoga of inseparable unification, 205-6 
yoga of nondual profundity and clar· 

ity. 1 3 3 ,  134. See a/so nondua.l pro· 
fundity and clarity 



yoga of pure exalted wisdom, 203-5, 
207, 248-49 

),oga of rising, 1 5 3- 54 
yoga of shape, 199, 200-203, 207, 

247-48 
yoga of sleeping, 1 5 3  
),oga of subsequent attainment, 191 
yoga of the session break, 152-56 
yoga of washing, 154 
yoginis. Sce mudras (consorts) 

yogis, symbolism of, 86 
Yon�,.dn LosangTenzin. 61 

Z 
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Zhang Chogdru Sherab Lama (lin
eage ofVajrabhairava), 24, 312, 
312n205, 314, 314 

Zhang Lotsawa Prajna Guru, 316. Sce 
also Zhang Chogdru Sherab Lama 
(lineage ofVajrabhairava) 
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